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AN OVERVIEW

The goal of the 1979 New Residen-
tial Energy Conservation Seminars spon-
sored by the Governor's Office of Energy
Resources, and conducted by PLANERGY,
Inc., is to conserve 6.17 trillion BTU's of
energy in 1980 (0.11% of Texas' projected
consumption) by increasing the energy
efficiency of new homes. These work-
shops, for which this text is written, are
conceived as a means of informing and
motivating builders, developers and the
real estate field in the concepts of design,
materials, construction techniques and
marketing used in achieving real savings
in energy and utility bills for the new
home buyer.

Meaningful savings are possible.
This is shown in actual billings included in
the chapter on CASE STUDIES. The
buying public is interested, and will be-
come even more interested in such homes
in the years ahead as discussed in the
chapter on effective MARKETING tech-
niques. Builders and sellers must respond
positively to this trend toward the Energy
Efficient Home because the residential
market is moving in that direction
throughout the United States. This work-
book is written to provide the basic
concepts of such homes for those who are
interested in building and selling homes in
Texas.

There are many builders, both indi-
viduals and large developers who are
making real contributions toward the
overall goal of energy conservation. They
are working in Texas and other parts of
our country. The National Association of
Home Builders has been conducting rele-
vant studies on various energy-specific
construction concerns. And there are
many other similar efforts by individuals,
institutions, and state and federal agen-
cies working toward this same
end...energy conservation. We are seeing
the patterns fall into place. The basic

concepts are becoming clearer, and the
individual successes in building an Energy
Efficient Home are now being multiplied
into large projects.

The field of energy concerns is now
so broad, in fact, that it is necessary to
define one's area of interest. This text,
and the workshops for which it is written,
are planned for builders and sellers of the
majority of new homes being built. That
majority is not yet the "solar home"; it is
still the simple "box-with-pitch-roof"
form, being variations on traditional and
ranch style homes. The solar home, as it
is generally interpreted, incorporates
"active solar" systems and its design is
usually influenced by the solar equipment
used. The fact that "passive solar" consi-
derations may affect its design also is not
usually apparent. While "active solar" is
still a few years away from inclusion in
the new homes market some preparation
for its advent is well advised.

Some "passive solar" concepts can
and must be incorporated through orienta-
tion and design if the full potential for
energy savings is to be achieved in new
homes in Texas. The techniques of orien-
tation and design which have always been
available, and which were usually ignored
during the "free energy" era, can be
applied without much stylistic change in
the present residential market. These
passive solar techniques and some active
solar considerations are discussed in this
text, in the chapter on ORIENTATION
AND DESIGN.

Conservation of heating and cooling
energy involves, essentially, the control of
the indoor environment with the least use
of energy feasible. This means that the
total building envelope must allow the
least heat flow possible, into or out of the
home according to seasons. Recent re-
search and experience show conclusively



that two major construction considera-
tions must be applied to achieve the
proper building envelope. These are (1)
adequate INSULATION, or resistance to
heat flow through the walls, roof-ceiling,
floors, etc., and (2) thorough controls of
INFILTRATION and its twin, exfiltration.
These two factors are of such significance
that they are treated in separate chapters
in this text, following the chapter on
HEAT FLOW.

Research on infiltration is now prov-
ing that through leakage the "average"
home allows about two air changes an
hour in a 15 mile per-hour wind. This
translates into 48 times the cubic volume
of air in the house, which the owner pays
to heat or cool as it moves through the
house over a twenty-four hour period.
Proper infiltration controls can reduce
this leakage considerably. The potential
for energy savings through good infiltra-
tion control is much greater than that
afforded by the best insulation practices.

The experience of builders who are
achieving good infiltration and exfiltra-
tion control, along with proper insulation
installation, is rather dramatic. They are
finding that in a home in which a four ton
air conditioning system would ordinarily
be required, the system can be reduced to
about two and a half tons. This means
that the installation cost is lower and the
savings can often balance the added cost
of the better insulation and infiltration
controls. The major gain is threefold: (1)
the new home owner has lower utility
bills; (2) the builder therefore has a
marketing advantage; and, (3) when multi-
plied by many, many houses there will be
a meaningful reduction in overall energy
use in Texas' homes.

One example of this approach to the
Energy Efficient Home concept is shown
in the work of Herman Quinton, The
Quinton Company, Beaumont, Texas.
Several years ago when Mr. Quinton was a
contractor for insulation installations he
realized that he was treating only one
part of the building envelope problem. He

then offered also the services of complete
air infiltration and exfiltration control.
This combination worked so well that it
was obvious that smaller heating and
cooling equipment could be used. Calcu-
lations of heat gain and heat loss con-
firmed his observations. But Mr. Quinton
could not find a mechanical contractor
willing to put in the smaller equipment.
After some additional investigation he
decided to include the mechanical systems
also as part of his services. He gives
written assurance to the home builder and
owner that the system will function prop-
erly. Mr. Quinton was successful in this
venture and his business has grown
accordingly. To substantiate his efforts
he has been monitoring the electrical
usage and the utility bills of the families
living in those homes which he has worked
on. Some of his findings are presented in
this text, in the CASE STUDIES chapter.
They are proof that energy savings and
dollar savings can be significant for the
builder, the seller, and the new home
owner.

There are many factors which must
be considered in choosing the mechanical
system for a home. The equipment for
heating and cooling has been the major
energy user, historically, and even if it
can be reduced in size significantly, it
must be chosen for its efficiency and for
its appropriateness to the house plan
configuration, including its duct (etc.)
system design. While air conditioning
systems should never be oversized, they
must still provide adequate air movement
for the size of the home. All these
interrelated conditions are discussed in
the chapter on MECHANICAL SYSTEMS.

When many energy conserving fea-
tures are provided in one new construction
they, of course, help each other. It
becomes difficult to establish just how
much savings can be attributed to any one
feature, or what its pay-back period can
be. One really has to look at the entire
home and its savings over what has been
standard consumption and cost. Buddy
Burns, of the Burns Co., who builds and



sells about 300 energy efficient homes a
year in San Antonio, has worked with the
National Association of Home Builders
and Texas Power and Light Co. in analyz-
ing both planning and construction tech-
niques and the resulting savings. TP&L
has done some significant testing of infil-
tration problems, and Mr. Burns is now
using the same testing methods in his
construction. Mr. Burns' estimate of the
energy savings that can be achieved in
new construction are based on (1) previous
estimates from TP&L, NAHB, and other
research literature; (2) the interrelation
of all the necessary planning and con-
struction techniques; (3) data from his
own firms work; and (4) the life style, or
"occupant attitude", of the new home
buyer. Assuming that the new home
owner appreciates the energy efficiency
of his new home, Mr. Burns shows that the
savings can amount to 33 to 50% of
standard construction utility bills, accord-
ing to the extent of the energy savings
features built into the home. To achieve
the most savings possible, Mr. Burns finds
that there are five basic elements of
planning and construction which must be
properly handled. Their potential for
energy savings over standard construction,
as they related to each other and as
applied in a new home are as follows:

Potential for Energy Savings

Orientation
Design
Thermal
Infiltration
Equipment

16.67%
21.33%
12.0 %
33.33%
16.67%

100.00%

Seeing these elements of planning
and construction in this perspective is
very revealing. Note that 38% of the
potential savings occurs before the ground
is broken. Only 45% is attributable to the
building envelope itself. It is especially
revealing that thermal control through
proper insulation and wall, roof, floor
materials only contributes 12% of the
savings that is actually possible. Air
leakage is almost three times more criti-
cal than inadequate insulation.

These five elements of planning and
construction are the major concerns of
most research and development on the
Energy Efficient Home. It should not be
surprising that they are also major chap-
ter titles in this text. Mr. Burns has used
these topics and many sub-topics under
them to develop a "Power Saver" rating
system for use on each house his company
builds. His is not unlike other rating
systems being developed and used by the
industry, by federal and state agencies
and by some utilities. It is expected that
some such system may soon be used as an
accepted method for identifying the parti-
cular characteristics of "energy efficient"
homes as they come on the market in
Texas. Mr. Burns' Energy Efficiency
Rating forms are included in the CASE
STUDIES chapter of this text. Addi-
tionally, some of the Burns Co. marketing
materials and techniques are included in
the chapter on MARKETING.

Occupant attitude, which is "half
the battle" according to Mr. Burns, may
seem like a force over which the builder
and the real estate agent have no control.
They can influence the life style of the
new home buyer more than they realize,
however, through the marketing tech-
niques and materials which they choose to
use. There is no greater educational force
than that which is inherent in advertising,
especially where a mans pocketbook is
concerned. Occupant attitude is discussed
in detail, therefore, in the chapter on
MARKETING.

Another way that the builder can
have some influence on the energy uses of
the home owner is through the choice and
installation of the appliances he can pro-
vide. A chapter on APPLIANCES is,
therefore, included in this text. There are
several energy conservation factors which
should influence the purchase and the
installation techniques for a number of
home appliances and fixtures which the
builder and the selling agent should under-
stand. Put in proper focus this material
can also be used in marketing and thus
have a further influence on the new home
owner's energy use.



Energy conservation in Texas varies
from other states in many ways because
of its differnet climates. Actually, Texas
is made up of several geographic, demo-
graphic, and historic areas as well as
climatic regions, and they all combine to
influence both energy consumption and
how we build our homes. It is our
intention that this text be as "Texas
specific" as is possible. Most recommen-
dations will apply to all regions, while for
other points, explanations and examples
for particular climatic conditions will be
presented. It is obviously not possible in a
text this size, in Texas, to present a
specific set of guidelines for each reader's
home area. The reader is urged to
interpret the recommendations with the
variables presented to apply to his own
region.

POTENTIAL F NRGY SAVINGS
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MARKETING

The energy efficient home is taking
its place more and more clearly in the
new residential market in the United
States. The energy crisis which came
upon us in 1973, and which may well hit us
again even harder, gave the impetus to
research, construction and marketing in
the field. During the intervening years
much has been learned and the buying
public has become aware of home energy
conservation. While some folks may not
now be as fearful of fuel shortages as they
used to be, inflation and the cost of fuels
have become a big concern. So now we
can also show that it is cheaper to live in
an energy efficient home than a standard
one, that a real savings in dollars as well
as energy is possible, and in a new energy
saving home the dollar savings can begin
practically as soon as the new home buyer
moves in.

There is one major point that makes
buying a new energy efficient home very
attractive, economically. There are four
other points that follow in obvious order.
Taken altogether one wonders that the
bankers would lend money on anything but
the energy efficient home:

1. Put it in the Mortgage-- The savings
created by putting the cost of the
"energy savings package" (ESP) in
the mortgage is substantially higher
than the increase in the monthly
mortgage payment for doing it.

2. Savings through Tax Deduction -- In
the beginning years of the mortgage,
the major part of that extra cost for
the ESP is deductible as interest
paid for income taxes.

3. The Savings Increases Yearly -- As
energy costs climb each year, the
difference in utility bills for the ESP
home compared to the standard
home increases, indicating a greater
savings per month (1, above). It is a
hedge against inflation.

4. Potential Resale Profit Grows --
When principal, interest, taxes,
insurance and utilities are added up
in Life Cycle Costing, the energy
efficient home will cost progres-
sively less to own and thus will be
more attractive to buy than the
same age standard home.

5. No Better Investment -- The $1,500
for the ESP would have to be in-
vested in something else earning
27% the first year on up to 63% in
the 10th year to equal the savings it
will create in utility bills.

Understanding these five points is
essential to developing a marketing
approach based on dollars saved by the
homeowner. Each builder or real estate
salesman must know the potential for
savings for the home he is marketing, then
he can apply these principals in *his
"pitch".

Put it in the Mortgage

It is obvious that any basic materials
and labor put into new home construction
will be included in the cost and thus in the
owners mortgage, whether they are stan-
dard items or part of the Energy Savings
Package. We are so used to viewing the
individual items of the ESP in terms of
individual payback that we sometimes
forget that they are already "paid for" in
the new home through its mortgage.
Since all items in the ESP work together
with the whole house to achieve real
energy conservation it is questionable if
you can isolate their contributions, or
their "payback". In total they are causing
immediate savings in energy and in utility
bills, and this savings is invariably much
more than any increase in the mortgage.
One item, a small increase in the down
payment on the house, due to the ESP
cost, might occur, but it should be quickly
paid off.



A good example of the dollars and
sense involved in this marketing point is
made in the booklet A New Home Buyer's
Guide to Energy Efficient Homes*, avail-
able through the Governor's Office of
Energy Resources. We quote from page 4
of that booklet here:

The Economics of Energy Efficiency

Let's take a look at a hypothetical
example:

Suppose that you wanted to buy
a 1,600 square foot home in Dallas.
The price for a "standard" construc-
tion package is $55,000, while the
same house with a special "energy
efficient" package costs approxi-
mately.$1,500 more. The question is
whether the additional cost is justi-
fied.

The "standard" package has sin-
gle glazed windows, solid core wood
exterior doors, R-l l wall insulation,
R-19 ceiling insulation, standard
weatherstripping and a central air
unit with an Energy Efficiency Ratio
(EER) of 7.5.

The typical "energy efficient"
package features double glazed win-
dows, storm doors, R-19 wall insula-
tion, R-26 ceiling insulation,
superior weatherstripping, thorough
air infiltration controls, and a high
efficiency heat pump central air
unit of smaller size with an EER of
8.5.

Your purchase of the "energy
efficient" package could result in an
average monthly savings of approxi-
mately $33.58 ($403 per year) on
your heating and cooling bills
(assuming 5.5c/KWH summer and
5c/KWH winter). On the other hand,,

* For copies of A New Home Buyer's Guide

0the energy efficient package would
cost you an additional $150 in the
down payment and an extra $11.61
each month (for principal and
interest, assuming a 30-year loan @
9-3/4 percent with 10 percent
down).

How long before you would
reach the point of being money
ahead due to the energy efficient
home package? The answer may
surprise you: only about seven
months.

You would save approximately
$22 each month due to the energy
efficient package (the difference
between $33.58 and $11.61). In
seven months you would have saved
approximately $150, which would be
equal to the additional down pay-
ment you had to make when you
purchased the home.

Beginning in the eighth month
from date of purchase, you would
reap actual savings averaging $22
per month....for as long as you own
your home. That's assuming that
utility costs remain constant. If
they continue to go up as experts
predict they will, your average
monthly savings would also grow.

There may not be a better
investment.

The Tax Deduction

The second point to consider is the
tax advantage which goes with putting the
ESP in the mortgage.. The interest portion
of each monthly mortgage payment can be
claimed as a tax deduction, and a little of
this will be due to that slight increase in
the mortgage payment for payment for

to Energy Efficient Homes, contact your
local real estate association, your local builders association, or the Governor's
Office of Energy Resources, 7703 North Lamar, Austin, Texas 78752, (512) 475-
5407.



the ESP. Since the cost of utilities is not
deductable, the owner will be trading a
nondeductable expense for one that has
some tax deduction advantage.

To see what this might amount to,
let us use the numbers from the mortgage
example quoted above. The savings in the
utility bills was $33.58 and the extra
mortgage cost was $11.61 per month
indicating an actual savings of about $22
per month; $11.61 for 12 months equals
$139.32 per year on the mortgage for the
ESP. Of this, about $125 would be
deductable as interest in the early years
(this amount of course, varies with the
amortization schedule). Assuming a
family taxable income after deductions of
about $22,000 per year, an actual tax
reduction of about $36 would result from
the $125 deduction. This would be $3 per
month, and with the $22 savings for
putting the ESP in the mortgage the
owner would realize a savings of about
$25 per month.

While we are looking at taxes we
should also consider the new federal tax
credits for energy applications. These
credits do not apply to new homes except
for the installation of "renewable energy
sources" such as "solar, wind-powered, or
geothermal property for your home."
Today's new home builder may want to
plan his homes to be able to market them
so the new home owner can more easily
adapt a future solar system to the home
and thus be able to apply for that tax
credit. This would involve at least the
proper solar orientation, roof slope, and
structure for the house. It might also
include some of the piping and wring
roughed in, and space for equipment.
Such consideration could be marketed as a
"SOLAR CONVERSION PACKAGE."

The Increasing Savings

Of course the tax savings through
deductions for the energy package would
decrease through the years with the amor-
tization schedule, but the basic savings in
dollars for less energy use in the home
would increase much more dramatically.

If, as is predicted, the cost of energy
increases at a rate of 10% per year, the
$33.58 per month savings in the example
above would increase to a monthly savings
of about $49 or $50 in only five years. On
a yearly basis that is an increase in
savings from $403 to about $590 or $600
in only five years. In the tenth year that
savings would be about $950. If the ESP
home owner pays $950 less than the
standard home owner imagine what the
standard house energy bill is in the tenth
year...about $2,500. If the "standard"
home is an energy hog its owner may be
paying about $300 in the heavy months.

Life Cycle Cost and Potential

All this leads us to considering the
"Life Cycle Costs" of the home, that is:
the total for the major cost items for
owning the home over a period of time.
For many years the real estate brokers
and the builders have considered these
costs by the initials "P-I-T-I" to include
principal, interest, taxes and insurance.
Now the term P-I-T-I-U has been adopted
to include the utilities costs. When we
consider these costs over a period of ten
years for example, the principal and
interest remain the same (P-I), the taxes
and insurance (T-I) will probably go up the
same amount for comparable "standard"
and "energy saving" homes, and the utili-
ties costs (U) will be quite different. The
energy savings of $403 the first year plus
the increasing savings the next nine years
will amount to a total savings of $6,422 in
energy costs for the ESP home, assuming
energy costs climb at a rate of only 10%
per year.

One must not forget the mortgage
and taxes over the ten year period. The
income taxes saved may amount to $450
depending on the owners income bracket.
The additional mortgage cost of $11.61
per month is $139.32 per year, which is
$1,393.20 over the ten years. Adding the
$450 for taxes to the $6,422 saved on
energy, and subtracting the $1,393, we see
a Life Cycle Cost savings in ten years of
about $5,479 for investing in the energy
savings package.



We know, of course, that in the long
run all homes cost a lot more than the
original base price because of the continu-
ing interest payments in the loan. What
we have tried to show above is that the
energy savings accumulate to a dramatic
advantage for the ESP home owner, and
the total costs reflected in P.I.T.I.U.
make the ESP home eventually much less
expensive.

This type of dollar reasoning can be
used as a marketing technique. Each
builder and seller will have to apply his
own numbers to the example he wishes to
present in his publicity and advertising. A
good example of this which has been used
effectively in San Antonio is included in
the reprinted Marketing materials at the
end of this chapter. Look for the heading
"LIFE CYCLE COSTING" by the Burns Co.
in San Antonio. Note, at the end, that Mr.
Burns claims that a buyer qualified for an
80% loan on a $60,000 home built to
"Builder Standards" should "also qualify
for an 80% loan on a $68,150 Burns Co.
"Power Savers V" home, considering that
the total cost over 10 years is actually the
same." Burns challenges the home buyer
to "show this ad to your bank or lending
institution" and ask them about qualifying
for the higher priced energy efficient
home. "If their answer is anything but
'yes', ask them to call me," he says,
providing his telephone number for added
emphasis.

The home owner who keeps a record
of his utility bills, and uses his ESP home
properly will be able to compile convinc-
ing evidence of how his house "saves
money". After a period of several years
he will have proof of its Life Cycle costs.
There is every expectation, with the
threatening shortages of oil for energy
generation, that energy consumption
records in BTU per SQ. FT. per YEAR will
have a marked effect on the resale value
of all homes.

Even though we have had a first
"energy crunch", this concern for conser-
vation at the time of resale has not
proven a meaningful force. That is
because the buying public seems compla-
cent, but that attitude will probably
change. In the first place, Americans'
access to world oil sources is very ques-
tionable at this writing, and another,
longer oil emergency may soon occur.
Secondly, with the introduction of Build-
ing Energy Performance Standards (BEPS)
and the techniques of energy audit analy-
ses, the term "BTU per SQ.FT. per YEAR"
may become quite a common measure of
energy use. When we all learn the
differnece between, say, 42,000 BTU per
square foot per year* compared to 80,000
BTU for the same season there will be a
new factor in real estate sales considera-
tions. It may take a few years for this to
come about...probably just long enough to
enhance the resale value of the new ESP
homes of those buyers who may need to
move again.

A Better Investment for $1,500?

One of the most dramatic "pitches"
you can put in your marketing approach is
to ask your home buyer where he can get
a 27% return on a one year investment.
Your answer is in buying your energy
efficient home. The explanation is this:
if he doesn't invest the $1,500 for the ESP
in your house to save $403 in the first
year's utility bills he will have to invest it
in something else that will pay 27%
interest income so that he can afford the
difference between the utility bills for
your house and for the standard one he
may buy instead.

The real clincher is that in the tenth
year that investment of $1,500 would have
to be in something paying a 63% return to
match the difference in utility bills, if
energy costs go up by only 10% per year.

* Based on a 1,500 Sq. Ft. home in Austin which uses only 20,800,000 BTU for heating
and 42,200,000 BTU for cooling.

0



Let us assume that in our earlier
example (mortgage, taxes, etc.) the Stan-
dard Home's average monthly utility bill is
$90.52 and the ESP home's bill is $56.94,
for which the difference is $33.58. If
two-thirds of the standard home's bill is
for heating and cooling, then by the billing
for the ESP home we see that its costs for
heating and cooling was reduced by about
50% which is reasonable for a good quality
ESP project. The rest of the cost
accounts for other energy uses such as
water heating, lights, refrigerator, etc.
Additional savings in dollars can be found
by choosing appliances properly, and the
reader is therefore urged to study the
chapters on Mechanical Systems and
Appliances.

A "No Cost" Energy Package?

So far we have tried to use dollars
saved to justify dollars spent in a way that
might be used for a marketing effort.
Let's look at the energy saving package
and the whole design concept, and ask, "Is
the work on energy conservation really
going to make the house cost more?"

Some builders have said that their
extra costs on a simple but effective
program have been balanced by the reduc-
tion in mechanical equipment size and
cost, which results from good control over
heat gain and loss. If we assume that the
Energy Savings Package costs $1,500, as
in our earlier example, the point is hard
to prove. One must remember, however,
that each project has its own peculiari-
ties; the marketing ideas and construction
accounting for one developer seldom work
for another.

The chapters of this text which
follow give much information on develop-
ing an effective energy program before
construction starts. Much can be
achieved for energy conservation on a
relatively small scale effort. Lets make
the following assumptions for a project of
several homes:

1. The lots are developed for proper
orientation and design (winter solar
heat gain; no solar gain thru glass in
summer; good cross ventilation pos-
sible; shading against summer heat
gain on walls).

2. Once you are in the attic, walls, etc.
to install the basic insulation, it is
only the materials that add to the
costs if you increase the R-value.

3. Plan and achieve a very good control
over infiltration and exfiltration:
partly through doing the normal
things carefully (vapor barriers,
attic ventilation, weatherstripping,
good carpentry and trim work, good
subcontractors, etc.) and partly by
having a straight forward and
thorough caulking job done with one
of the expanding urethane foam
sealants.

4. Design the house and its ductwork
for simple flow patterns of the
supply and return air.

These items can all be considered
standard cost, not energy-cost, items,
except for the extra insulation and the
urethane foam caulking, if quality of
construction and design concept are im-
portant to the developers reputation.
Through these efforts, the heat gain and
loss could be reduced to the point where a
2Y2 ton heating and cooling system can be
used in lieu of the usual 4 tons. At $500
per ton, estimated, a $750 savings is
indicated. There may however, be some
attendant conditions, such as assuring
adequate air movement, which may re-
duce this savings. But even $400-to-$500
will go a long way in providing some extra
insulation. thickness in the ceiling and
good infiltration control.



A Different Incentive

Dollars are not the only incentive
which should be used in marketing the
energy efficient home. By contrast consi-
der human comfort. A home that is truly
energy efficient has an environment which
is more comfortable to live in because it
has been designed and built to reduce heat
gain in the summer and heat loss in the
winter. The inside surface temperatures
are also more moderate. These is less
heat radiated inward from the ceiling, the
walls and windows in the summer. Simi-
larly, in the winter those ceilings, walls
and windows are not so cold, and the
human body does not loose so much heat
to them. The cold drafts and warm air
flow patterns due to convection currents
which we all have experienced in older
uninsulated and leaky structures, do not
occur in an energy efficient home.
Furthermore, if the mechanical system is
properly designed for air flow, and if it is
properly sized (not oversized) it will run
more efficiently with less temperature
contrasts in its cycles and air circulation,
and it will, therefore, provide a more
even, comfortable environment. Herman
Quinton of Beaumont quotes one of his
home owner's experiences regarding his
energy efficient home. The story says a
lot about comfort as well as energy
conservation. It seems that this family
went. away from home from July 2nd to
July 5th, turning off the air-conditioning
as they left. During those three days the
weather stayed at about 95F tempera-
ture and 95% relative humidity. When
they came back to the house the inside
temperature had gone up only from 760 to
78

Owner's Attitude

There is one very important aspect
of building and selling energy efficient
homes which the builders and developers
should understand quite clearly. It is the
owner's attitude toward living in an
energy efficient home, and how he uses it
and enjoys it. The builder who ignores
this concern may find that he has a few
customers who do not understand what

they have bought. On the other hand, a
discussion of the owners life style in the
energy efficient home can be used as a
marketing technique.

The importances of the owners
understandingof his home and the possibi-
lity of achieving real savings is evident in
an experience of Buddy Burns, a San
Antonio Builder. He tells of a family who
bought one of his "Power Saver" homes
and who were happily saving energy and
dollars for a couple of years. When they
had .to leave San Antonio they sold it to a
second family who bought it because of
the Burns Co. reputation. After several
months the second family complained to
Mr. Burns about the high electric bills, so
he reviewed with them their lifestyle in
the home. He pointed out that the first
owners got lower bills because they were
probably more careful about closing
exterior doors and windows and turning
off unnecessary lights, using appropriate
temperature settings and the night set
back for the thermostat, establishing rea-
sonable water temperatures and shower
usage, and non-wasteful patterns gener-
ally. The house obviously had the poten-
tial for savings, but it had to be used
appropriately to achieve its possibilities.

That is true of all energy efficient
homes. They have the potential but they
are not more efficient than the folks who
live in them. Marketing techniques should
play up the "ways by which the family can
make the house save dollars for them."

R.B. Fitch of Fitch Creations in
North Carolina, who set out to build "the
most energy efficient moderately priced
house in the United States," provides
home buyers with information on how
lifestyles affect energy consumption.
"You've got to show people how to live in
their house properly because buyers have
more effect on energy consumption than
anything we can build into the house."
Since most builders and realtors depend
upon referrals, keeping customers satis-
fied is an important consideration.



Another advertising approach used '
by Fitch that reinforces his good energy
habits theme is a contest called the "Polks
Landing Challenge." Singles, couples and
couples with children make up the three
categories of contestants vying for the
lowest utility bills. Fitch pays the lowest
bill in each category every month. "The
contest costs me $60 to $70 a month, and
I think it's the best money I ever spent for
advertising," he said.

A final point that needs to be made
in your initial marketing effort is an
assurance that energy conserving homes
can be as attractively designed as any
conventional construction home. Many
consumers have the mistaken idea that an
energy conserving home resembles a win-
dowless box. Bill Milburn is careful to
point out in his ads that "We believe a
home can be energy-efficient and still win
awards for design...Because a dull interior
has nothing to do with energy savings. It's
just a poor excuse for poor design."

And Buddy Burns says, "People still
want a good looking home, and that's what
we try to provide...and all things being
equal, and I have energy too, I'll sell."

Energy conserving homes are here to
stay. There is not a builder or realtor who
can afford to ignore this new trend. The
sooner you build your reputation, the less
it will cost you in the long-run. A
carefully planned and executed merchan-
dising campaign is the key to successful
entry into this new market. Many builders
of energy efficient homes have already
reached the point where they can boast
waiting lists for their homes. These
frontrunners know what they're talking
about. You should too.
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The purpose of this bro-
chure is to inform you, not
alarm you. It deals with a
very real problem-the ener-
gy crisis. It exposes a very
real danger-that your
home, no matter how new,
may soon be obsolete. And it
offers a very real solution-a
six-part remedy with an
established track record of
success in combatting and
controlling the problem.

If you are one of the 20%
of American families who
have gotten serious enough

about energy conservation to
look for an energy efficient
home, take the time to read
this brochure carefully.

Fred E. "Buddy" Burns,
President
The Burns Co.

The Problem
Is there really an
energy crisis?

The Danger
Your home may be
obsolete.

The Solution
Six steps to energy
efficient construction.

Attitude: Are you will-
ing to do your part?

Design: Two stories are
better than one.

Orientation: Follow the
sun.

Thermal Protection:
Keep the heat from
moving.

Weatherization: Extra
insulation isn't the answer.

Equipment: Using
existing technology and
proven systems in new
combinations.

The Energy
Story:

Foreword



I'm Buddy Burns.
And since 1973, when I

began building San Antonio's
first energy efficient homes,
there's been a lot of talk
about the so-called "energy
crisis." We've all noticed a
steady rise in our utility bills,
but all too often we blamed
our natural gas supplier or
common inflation for what we
hoped was an overpublicized,
temporary condition.

Well, it's not. The energy
crisis is real, and it's perma-
nent. Yet, if I told you that
your utility bills will probably
double in six years, triple in
ten, I doubt if you'd believe
me. And if I told you that
your present home may soon
be obsolete, you'd probably
laugh.

Don't Laugh.
As of 1975, the U.S. had

proved recoverable reserves
of about 228 trillion cubic feet
of gas and 34 billion barrels of
oil. But, our production of
easily accessible reserves
keeps falling nearly 3% a

year, while low domestic
prices discourage investment
in the extremely high cost of
drilling rigs, exploration, etc.
to develop the critically
needed new production. Our
consumption continues to in-
crease at record pace, further
widening the gap between
supply and demand. Almost
no progress has been made
to convert our present gen-
eration systems to coal or
nuclear power, America's
two most abundant energy
resources potentially capable
of providing more energy
than all the Mid-East oil
fields. And we all know you
can't "leap frog" into new
energy production overnight,
it takes years. For example,
from original planning to
projected first production,
San Antonio's nuclear plant
will take nine years-1971 to
1980.

In the meantime, we're at
the mercy of foreign oil sup-
pliers, now importing one-
half all our oil consumption.
And while the government
has made no "official state-
ment" of what's going to hap-
pen to energy prices in the
future, the conservative con-
sensus of economic analysts
indicates an average rise of
10-12% per year. Com-
pounded, this doubles the
cost of utilities in six years,
triples the cost in less than
ten!

The Energy
Story:

The Problem.
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Warning Signs.
Many San Antonians are

already feeling the effects of
the energy crisis. Their
monthly utility bills are get-
ting as high as their house
payments, in some cases
higher. I'm talking about
people whose homes are less
than five years old, some less
than a year old. Homes either
built before there was much
concern for energy conserva-
tion, or homes with so-called
"energy packages" that are
hopelessly inadequate to
effect energy efficiency.

Resale vs. No Sale.
It's true that a home is a

wise investment, and that the
resale value of homes in San
Antonio has risen steadily
with the rising cost of new
housing. Regardless, nobody
wants to buy a home that
costs more to operate than to
own.

So if your utility bills are
approaching your monthly
house payment, you may be
faced with a rather unsettling
reality-your home may
soon be obsolete. There has
never been a more urgent
need to buy an energy
efficient home.

The Energy
Story:

The Danger.
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Fifth Generation Power
Saver Homes.

The Burns Co. has been
designing, building and refin-
ing energy efficient Power
Saver homes in San Antonio
for over five years now. In
our latest Power Saver V
homes we offer for sale the
most advanced energy effi-
cient construction in the
United States today.

Energy efficient construc-
tion (E.E.C.), simply put,
means controlling heat gain
and loss. Although energy
efficient appliances and sen-
sible use of lighting are im-
portant in conserving energy
within your home, the major
impact of reducing energy
waste comes from E.E.C.
For your home to achieve the
maximum practical energy
efficiency, it must be site-
designed, constructed with
proper materials and
equipped with high energy
efficient mechanical systems.
And, of course, it must be
operated properly.

Burns Co. Power Saver V
homes incorporate a six-step
approach to control heat gain
and loss. The first step is
actually up to you.

The Energy
Story:
The Solution.
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Step 1: Your Attitude.

No home, regardless of its
inherent energy efficient con-
struction, will effectively
conserve energy without
your cooperation. We have
data which shows nearly a
200% difference in the utility
consumption habits of two
families who had occupied
the same house!

Where you set your ther-
mostat, how you use your
appliances, what you teach
your children and pets in-
fluences the energy efficiency
of your home. With your
Power Saver V home, we'll
supply you with a compen-
dium of tips for squeezing all
the juice out of every kilo-
watt, without sacrificing your
practical lifestyle. We en-
courage you to make an hon-
est effort to follow certain
recommendations; otherwise
all the things we do may be
quite useless. After all, we
can only build so many Power
Saver V homes each year,
and we would prefer that
people who are really serious
about energy conservation
own them.

Step 2: Design.

Most of our Power Saver V
homes are two-story plans, as
were our first Power Saver
homes back in 1973. The rea-
son is partially economics-

two-stories are more cost-
efficient than one. Two-story
plans make more efficient use
of land, they require far less
roofing and foundation costs.
But, a vital factor in energy
construction is design, and
here two-stories are sure and
easy winners. Our most
popular Power Saver V one-
story plan requires a 32%
greater air conditioning unit
size than our typical two-
story model.

AIR CONDITIONING
REQUIREMENT:

ONE VS. TWO-STORY
POWER SAVER V HOME

1560 SQ. FT. ONE-STORY
2% TON (30,000 BTU)
19.23 BTU/SQ. FT.
2061 SQ. FT. TWO-STORY
2% TON (30,000 BTU)
14.55 BTU/SQ. FT.

The shape of Power Saver
V homes is approximate
Roman Scale (2 to 3). While a
circular shape is ideal from an
E.E.C. standpoint, this rec-
tangular shape is far more
feasible. By comparison, H-
shaped, U-shaped and other
exotic shapes rate much low-
er where energy efficiency
design is concerned.

Glass is the single design
element that requires the
most discipline and sacrifice.
I realize we don't want to re-
turn to living in caves (which,
by the way, are highly ener-
gy efficient), but we must
control our use of glass. The
Burns Co. attempts to design

it completely out of walls that
we know will have East or
West exposure. Then we
place 60% on our South, 40%
on our North walls. We occa-
sionally get less than 10%
glass-to-floor-area (200
square feet of window on a
2000 square foot house), and
rarely exceed 12%.

Three Modes Of Heat
Transfer Through Glass:

Conduction. The R-
Value of a standard glazed
window (R-.94) is 26 times
less than that for an
opaque wall used in a
Power Saver V home (R-
24.6). This means the
window transmits 26 times
more heat by conduction,
24 hours a day.
Radiation. The reflection/
absorption (R/A) factors of
glass are practically nil.
Heat transfer by radiation
is almost unhindered, with
87% of the BTU exposure
transmitted. In San An-
tonio, this exposure can
get up to 249 BTU per
square foot per hour. One
3x6 window can transmit
up to 3900 BTU per hour,
equivalent to nearly /3 ton



of air conditioning load.
Convection. The average
tolerance for air infiltra-
tion in a manufactured
single-hung (only bottom
sash movable) aluminum
window, assuming 15 mph
wind velocity, is .50 CFM/
lineal foot of "crackage."
On a 3x6 window, "crack-
age" equals the perimeter
dimensions of the movable
sash, or 12 lineal feet. This
means that 6 cubic feet per
minute is the permissible
infiltration tolerance.
That's 360 cubic feet per
hour, 8,640 cubic feet per
day for one 18 square foot
window! This heat gain or
loss by convection is enor-
mous, 24 hours a day,
every day, and much
greater when the wind
blows stronger.

A home with over 30%
glass ratio should unques-
tionably be outlawed ...
just think of the waste.
One family uses what three
could live with. Yet, look
around and see how many
of these wasteful struck
tures are still being built.

Step 3: Orientation.

How your home is ori-
ented, what direction it faces,
has a lot to do with how much
energy your home saves or
wastes. We attempt to orient
every Power Saver V home
on its lot in a North-South
facing (we think 100 East of
North is optimum, 100 South
of East disastrous), to aid
cooling in summer and heat-
ing in winter by respectively
reducing or intensifying the
amount of sunlight which
reaches the home during
peak hours. This is one form
of passive solar energy sys-
tem-one which uses no
mechanical devices to profit

from the natural warming
properties of sunlight and
cooling properties of shade.

In addition, we have de-
signed the roof pitch and lot
placement of our Power Sav-
er V homes to insure easy
conversion to an active form
of solar energy collection and
storage in the future.

As a rule of thumb, good
design and optimum orienta-
tion can account for a com-
bined 38% of your potential
E.E.C. savings. And, they
cost you nothing... actually

save you up-front costs in
most cases.

Step 4: Thermal Protection.

Many of us remember the
old portable Coke ice chests.
Metal, not much insulation,
and they usually couldn't
keep ice more than a few
hours. Today's version of the
portable ice chest, much
improved, can resist the
transfer of heat well enough
to keep ice from melting for
days.

Thermal protection simply
means keeping the heat from
moving. From moving in in
the summer, out in the win-
ter. Our Power Saver V
homes have a sidewall R-
Value of R-24.63. Our win-
dow configuration has a Value
of R-1.85 (compared to the
standard window mentioned
with R-.94). Our exterior
doors have a Value of R-14
compared to R-2.5 for stan-
dard wood doors. Our attic
space is cooled by natural
thermodynamics, much more
efficiently than the old idea of
power-ventilation.

-o



Adding inches of insulation
and R-Values of thermal pro-
tection above the levels we
select (optimum levels) seems
rather pointless, since the
greatest achievement in
thermal protection occurs in
the first R-11 to R-15 or so.
After that, the practical
value nose-dives. And
thermal protection by itself
accounts for only 12% of our
potential E.E.C. savings.

S t e p 5 : W e a t h e r iz a t io n . -t e Iast t o j u pi l
on the insulation bandwagon,
homebuilders who simply
beef-up their "energy pack-
ages" with extra insulation or
double-paned windows are
overlooking the biggest ener-
gy-waster of all-air infiltra-
tion.

Air infiltration is the un-
necessary movement of air
into or out of your home.
While some air movement
occurs in daily activities, such
as entering or leaving
through a door, the over-
whelming percentage escapes
or enters through loose con-
struction techniques. And
although you cannot always
detect this air movement, on-
going research by Texas
Power & Light indicates that
an average 1580 square foot
home in a 15 mph wind
"leaks" more than 600,000
cubic feet of air a day-
enough to fill three Goodyear
blimps!

This unnecessary air move-
ment is responsible for the
majority of the heating and
cooling costs of your home,
and can be reduced only
through construction de-
signed to seal your home.
While the wall and attic in-
sulation offered by most
builders' energy packages
protect a home from intense

heat or cold, insulation does
little to reduce air infiltra-
tion, as reported in recent
industry journals:

Chemical Week, Febru-
ary 8, 1978 Issue: "A
new five-year study by
the Department of
Energy and the National
Science Foundation may
well deflate the booming
home-insulation busi-
ness. The study of air
infiltration in urban
buildings, says a DOE
official, indicates that
'insulation is not what
it's cracked up to be.'
Cracks or holes in walls
and improper design,
for example, are much
more important factors
in loss of heat and ener-
gy in buildings than
lack of adequate insula-
tion. The study also
indicates that adding
insulation is not particu-
larly effective in de-
creasing cold air flow."

Air Conditioning, Heat-
ing & Refrigeration
News, March 6, 1978

Issue: "Littleton, Colo-
rado-'A recent study of
home heating dynamics
indicates the current
faith in insulation may
be based on erroneous
assumptions, and that
homeowners pouring
money into the burgeon-
ing insulation industry
won't see the savings
they have been prom-
ised,' according to Dr.
Jay McGrew, president
of Applied Science &
Engineering here.

'.. . The study found
that in a house with
three inches of attic
insulation, about 66% of
the heat is lost through
infiltration, a process
not affected by insula-
tion.

'... About 17% of the
heat is lost through
windows, about 11%
through the ceiling, and
about 6% through the
walls.

'.. . The breakdown
of heat escape in an un-
insulated house was
found to be: 57% infiltra-
tion, 23% through the

N
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ceiling, 15% through
the windows, and 5%
through the walls."

Hopefully, the "theory" of
air infiltration will soon be
defined and reduced to sci-
entific formulas. Then we'll
know precisely, confidently,
just what we must do to stop
or retard this flow. At the
Burns Co., we believe that
our weatherization tech-
niques will prove to be very
successful. And we will con-
tinue to place great emphasis
on control of infiltration/ex-
filtration, because we know it
accounts for at least one-
third of all heat gained or
lost. Truly, perhaps as much
as two-thirds!

Step 6: Equipment.

Burns Co. Power Saver V
homes are a likely forerunner
of what will eventually be-
come the Southwest's most
efficient heating/cooling/
water heating mechanical
systems. Ours is one of the
most advanced residential
climate control concepts ever
developed, yet we use exist-
ing technologies and proven
systems, only in new com-
binations.

To EER Is Human.
There's a lot of double-talk
about EER these days.
Simply put, EER means
"Energy Efficiency Ratio."
The more efficient an air con-
ditioning system is, the high-
er its EER.

EER represents the
amount of heat that one watt
of electricity will remove
from the air in one hour. It's
figured by dividing the num-
ber of BTU's required for
cooling purposes by the num-
ber of watts needed to pro-
duce it. Suppose, for in-
stance, that a 36,000 BTU

(three ton) air conditioning
unit requires 6,000 watts per
hour to operate. It would
have an EER of

6.0 (36,000 = 6.0).
6,000

Another three ton air condi-
tioning unit might require
only 4,300 watts to operate,
and hence would have an
EER of

8.4 (36,000 = 8.4).
4,300

Incredibly enough, many
builders show little concern
for the efficiency of the air
conditioning systems they in-
stall. Granted, it used to be
cheaper to install a less
efficient air conditioning sys-
tem and use more energy
than to install a more costly
air conditioner and use less
energy. But at a time when
the cost of heating and cool-
ing a home is fast approach-
ing monthly house payments,
a high EER air conditioning
system should not only be a
builder's concern, it's a build-
er's responsibility!

And while an EER of 7.0 is
acceptable for air condition-
ing in Texas, the heat pump
air conditioning systems in
our Burns Co. Power Saver
V homes have EER ratings
between 8.0 and 9.0.

Sizing Up The Problem.
The old rules of thumb for
determining the proper size
of air conditioning and heat-
ing units simply don't apply
to our Power Saver V homes.
Our homes can be heated and
cooled using smaller equip-
ment. And that's extremely
important to homebuyers
today.

Equipment that is too large
for an energy efficient home
will cycle on and off much
more often than necessary,
wasting energy. So if your
equipment is oversized, you

not only pay more for the unit
and more for the installation,
you pay more to operate it.
Maintenance expenses will
also be greater, yet you still
won't be as comfortable in
your new home as you would
be with properly sized
equipment.

With a Power Saver V
home, the money you save on
properly sized equipment can
help cover the expense of
such items as added insula-
tion and storm windows. You
recover part of your invest-
ment in energy efficiency be-
fore you move in!

Air Special Delivery.
The air your central heating
and cooling system produces
is delivered through a system
called "ductwork." Duct-
work is usually located in
your attic. The problem is,
your attic is hot in the sum-
mer, when you're pumping
cold air through the duct-
work, and cold in the winter,
when you're pumping warm
air through the ductwork.

True, most ductwork is
insulated these days. But in
our Power Saver V homes,
we go one giant step further:
We build specially engi-
neered floor trusses for our
two-story homes which en-
able us to run all our duct-
work in the cavity between
floors, so our ductwork is
essentially air conditioned
in summer and heated in
winter! This saves our home-
owners an estimated 15%
duct loss normal in most
installations.

In our one-story homes, we
build our ductwork intofully-
insulated "furred down"
ceiling cavities. Viewed from
the attic, the entire attic floor
is covered with insulation to
prevent the heat gain or loss
normally associated with furr
downs.



The length of the ductwork
is also an important consid-
eration in designing an ener-
gy efficient heating and air
conditioning system. Where
two systems are of com-
parable quality, a design that
cuts the length of a home's
ductwork in half will also cut
the duct system's energy
losses in half! We run all our
ductwork on one level in our
Power Saver V homes, which
eliminates duplicate hori-
zontal and vertical runs,
thereby eliminating up to
40% of the duct require-
ments. Plus, we join all duct-
work tightly to the outlets in
our ceilings and floors, and
tape the joints between the
ductwork and interior sur-
faces of our homes to further
reduce air infiltration/
exfiltration.

Texans In Hot Water.
Next to heating and air
conditioning, the biggest user
of energy in Texas homes is
the water heater. A water
heater in a home built to to-
day's typical construction
standards accounts for
roughly 17% of your total
annual energy bill! Impos-
sible? Not when you consider
that you use hot water for
bathing, shaving, washing
clothes, washing dishes,
general cleaning, food prep-
aration and on and on, every
day of the year.

Burns Co. Power Saver V
homes are heated and cooled
by high-EER heat pump
heating and air conditioning
systems. Working with the
systems engineers, we have
developed a means of heating
the majority of your home's
water as a by-product of this
heat pump system. Which
means not only does your
water heating cost become
insignificant, your heating
and cooling system runs at a

greater efficiency, extending
its life as well.

The location of your hot
water heater, along with the
location of other heat-produc-
ing equipment, also affects
the energy efficiency of your
home. Your hot water heater
should be placed in relation
to your bathroom and kitchen
faucets so that the total
length of the plumbing in
your hot water system can be
minimized. We have short-
ened the hot water plumbing
system substantially in our
Power Saver V homes.

for the fire's oxygen burning.
When not burning, its spe-
cial dampering system is far
more efficient in reducing
exfiltration than the standard
dome dampers found in most
builders' fireplaces.

Making A Long Story
Short. In summary, there
is a problem, there is a
danger, but there is a solu-
tion. And as the old adage
goes, if you're not part of the
solution, you're part of the
problem.

Step 1 of the solution, your
attitude, makes the solution
to energy efficient construc-
tion possible. The relative
significance of the remaining
5 steps is summarized below:

Step2:
Step3:
Step4:

Step 5:
Step6:

Money To Burn? Last
year a whopping 81% of the
homebuyers interviewed in
the U.S. said they wanted at
least one fireplace in their
next home. And most new
homes in San Antonio have
fireplaces. But would you
still want one if you had to
fuel it with dollar bills instead
of firewood?

The exfltration rate, the
amount of expensively heated
air that escapes through the
chimney of a standard fire-
place is devastating-as
much as 200 cubic feet per
minute. But Burns Co.
Power Saver V homes incor-
porate a revolutionary new
"zero-exfiltration" fireplace
which uses fresh outside air

Design ...... 16.67%
Orientation .. 21.33%
Thermal
Protection ... 12.00%
Weatherization 33.33%
Equipment .. 16.67%

100.00%

The Next Step. The next
step is up to you. If, after
reading this brochure, you
are seriously interested in
buying an energy efficient
home, we invite you to use
the EER (Energy Efficiency
Rating) checklist in the back
of the brochure to investigate
the efficiency of the homes
you are thinking of buying.
A Burns Co. representative
can assist you in rating your
choice of Burns Co. homes.

We applaud your interest
in and concern for the energy
crisis. We trust the informa-
tion herein has helped you
evaluate what we must all do
to protect our future se-
curity.

Through energy conserva-
tion, we can do more to ease
our country's problem now
than all the researchers and
politicians combined. 0



Life Cycle
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I'm a homebuilder. And I think it's
time the housing industry told home-
buyers what the total cost of a home
will be over its average "ownership
life cycle" of approximately seven
years.* That's why I bought this ad,
to tell , hat the total cost of a
Burn, 1'.l r Saver V" home

Your monthly utility bill is a direct result of the energy efficiency of your home. The
less energy efficient your home, the higher your utility bill. Most homes today are
insulated in accordance with "Builder Standard," as defined by the current FHA
Minimum Property Standards. Recently, this minimum requirement (R-19 for
ceilings, R-11 for walls, and single glazed windows) was established by the
homebuilding industry as the recommended new home insulation standard for
San Antonio. The problem with "Builder Standard" is the logic behind it, in

essence: "If the insulating technique used doesn't pay for itself over the first-
ownership cycle of the home (7.2 years), don't use it."

I have a different philosophy. I don't build or insulate my homes to give their
maximum service for only 7 years. To begin with, I build and insulate my homes
to give maximum service for their minimum life expectance of 50 years. But
most important, I build and insulate my homes to protect the investment and equity of
the families who I kno, buy my homes: the young, growing older, and retiring. I'd
hate to see any of our buyers lose their equities because of the forced obsoles-
cence that is almost certain to occur on today's poorly constructed non-EEC
home. After all, if "Builder Standard" energy packages are less than optimum

today, who would want them in 7-10 years? They may have to be given away.
The chart below indicates the difference in total monthly housing costs, today

and 10 years from today, between a $60,000 home built to "Builder Standard"
and the same home built to Burns Co. Power Saver V

Monthly P.I.T.I.
Builder Standard Power Saver V'

$509 $509

Monthly P.I.T.I. + U.
Builder Standard Power Saver V*

$623 $584

. ib~'~ I

worth of home at today's prices, after
a 20% down-payment.

Based on a 10-year Life Cycle
Cost, the bottom line, then, is this:
If you qualify for a non-EEC home
with an average monthly housing cost
(P+I+T+I+U) of $692, then you
could qualify for a Burns Power Saver
V* with an 80% loan amount of
$54,528 the same as you could for a
"Builder Standard" with an 80% loan
amount of $48,000. The only
question is, do your broker and lend-
ing institution agree? Let's find out.

19)7 prices of energy are based i the Irnocept
Rejmrt, Nauimal Fuel Prices, 1975 to 2000.'
We used the $15 per barrel base.
***$Q .60 per month @ 9-I12'k -30 ears, no
city tai eit FigureS are heid on rate in effect as

SApic 1978 canci are used a% examples an/.
Rwe% ill/ fluc cuite in the market.

, q;~'



shouleween now and 1988.
And to explain how my $68,150
home costs you the same as other
$60,000 homes.

*According to recent figures reported by the
National Association of Home Builders Research
Council, a family normally limes in a new home an

To begin with, most homebuilders
figure the monthly housing cost of
their homes by adding Principal (base
monthly payment) and Interest
(monthly interest charge), plus Taxes
(monthly taxes), plus Insurance
(monthly insurance charge). This all
adds up to what is commonly called
"P.I.T.I."

They ought to call it, "P.I.T.Y."
Because if you think their total equals
your monthly payment, you're piti-
fully mistaken. Your total monthly
housing costs must include Utilities
(monthly utility bills). And the more
you pay for utilities, the less you can
afford to pay for a home.

{ r tr ;, -
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The typical Burns Co. Power Saver V' home saves you $39.00 a month today.
And $77.00 a month in 1988. But the most important figure, and the figure the
housing industry seems reluctant to talk about, is the life cycle cost of a home. In
other words, what is the total housing cost of a $60,000 home built to "Builder
Standard" vs. Power Saver V' Standards over the first 10 years?

10 Yr. P.I.T.I. 10 Yr. P.I.T.I. + U.-
Builder Standard Burns Power Saver V' Builder Standard Burns Power Saver V*

$62,340 $62,340 $82,974 $76,059

J

.x

1988 TOTAL LIFE CYCLE HOUSING COST: $60,000 HOME
Over the hrst 10 years, a $60,000 home built to "Builder Standard," includ-

ing utility costs**, has a projected total cost for the homebuyer of $82,974. The
same home built to Burns Co. Power Saver V' Standards, including 10-year
savings on projected utility costs, should cost the homebuyer $76,059. Clearly,
the Burns Co. homebuyer saves $6,915 over 10 years. Let's examine the
significance of this as your housing dollars are concerned.
1) The $6,915 10-year savings means you save an average of $691.50 a year, or

$58 a month.
2) That $58 monthly savings, based on today's P.I.T.I. factor rates ($10.60***

per month per $1,000 of loan amount), would buy an additional $5,471

GJ
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1978 TOTAL MONTHLY HOUSING COST: $60,000 HOME

Monthly P.I.T.I. Monthly P.I.T.I. + U.
Builder Standard Burns Power Saver V Builder Standard Burns Power SaverV'

$530 $530 $760 $683

9HT
1988 TOTAL MONTHLY HOUSING COST: $60,000 HOME

itt e-

The 8,000 Question.

Show this ad to your bank or lend-

ing institution (chances are good
they've already seen it). They'll ask
you questions about your total family
income, any outstanding indebted-
ness and your plans for the future.
Make sure your answers are honest
and accurate. Then ask them a

question.
"If I qualify for an 80% loan on a

$60,000 home built to 'Builder Stan-
dard,' shouldn't I also qualify for an
80% loan on a $68,150 Bums Co.
Power Saver V®home, considering
that the total housing cost over 10

years is actually the same?"
If their answer is anything but

"yes," ask them to call me, Buddy
Burns, 349-1471. I know my calcula-
tions are correct. And that the total
life cycle cost of my Power Saver V®
home is less. Today, and 10 years
from today.

s' CHURCHILL '" ka4
x'~g FOREST, '

CCULE RIDGE

P roLEBtin Yu nvestmet

,,NOR THWE ST .

Protecting Your Investment.



11831 Radium
San Antonio, Texas 78216

(512) 349-1471
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And since
1973, when I
began building
San Antonio's
first energy
efficient Power
Saver® homes,
there's been a
lot of talk about
the so-called

"energy crisis". We've all noticed
the steady rise in our utility bills,
but all too often we blamed our
natural gas supplier or common
inflation for what we hoped was
an overpublicized, temporary
condition. Well, it's not. The
energy crisis is real, and it's
permanent. That's why I'm
building all-electric homes in the
first community in the Southwest
designed to reduce energy waste.

Sain Face.

Believe it or not, how your
home faces has a lot to do with

Facing the homes in a north-south configuration aids
cooling in summer, heating in winter, and substantially
lowers utility bills year-round.
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A small amount of additional roof structure and a
calculated roof pitch insure easy conversion to solar
collectors in the future.

how much energy your home
wastes. So when we began plan-
ning Churchill Forest, in
prestigious north central San
Antonio, we employed a simple
yet effective energy-saving
construction technique that will
increase the energy-efficiency of
our homes by 10 to 15%.

To begin with, we carefully
designed the street patterns in
Churchill Forest so we can have
the majority of our lots with a
north-south facing to aid cooling in
summer and heating in winter by
respectively reducing or intensify-
ing the amount of sunlight which
reaches the home during peak
hours. This is one form of passive
solar energy system-one which
uses no mechanical devices to
profit from the natural warming
properties of sunlight and cooling
properties of the shade.

In addition, we designed our
roofs to coincide with the lot
placement of the homes in
Churchill Forest to insure easy
conversion to an active form of
solar energy collection and storage
in the future.

Haste Makes Waste.

In their haste to jump on the
insulation bandwagon, home-
builders who simply beef-up their
"energy packages" with extra
insulation or double-paned
windows are overlooking the
biggest energy-waster of all-air
infiltration.

Extra insulation and double-paned windows alone do
little to reduce the biggest energy-waster-air infiltration.
Burns Co. Power Saver® V homes reduce air infiltration
by as much as 50%.

Air infiltration is the unneces-
sary movement of air into or out of
your home. While some air move-
ment occurs in daily activities,
such as entering or leaving
through a door, the overwhelming
percentage escapes or enters
through leaks in the construction.
And although you cannot always
detect this air movement, ongoing
research by Texas Power & Light
indicates that the average 1580
square foot home in a 15 mph
wind "leaks" more than 600,000
cubic feet of air a day-enough to
fill three Goodyear blimps!

This unnecessary air movement
is responsible for more than 40%



of the heating and cooling costs of
your home, and can be reduced
only through construction
designed to seal your home. While
the wall and attic insulation
offered by most builders' energy
packages protect a home from
intense heat or cold, insulation
does little to reduce air infiltration.
The Bums Co. Power Saver® V
homes in Churchill Forest
incorporate more than 25 con-
struction techniques and equip-
ment requirements designed
specifically to reduce air infiltration
by as much as 50%.

We Have Plans ForYou.

Does all this concern for con-
serving energy mean the homes in
Churchill Forest have to be dull?
Hardly! We have over 30 different
floorplans for one-story, two-story
and split-level semi-custom
homes, ranging in size from 1550
to 2200 square feet, priced from
$55,000. And each plan includes
features normally reserved for the
finest custom homes-indoor

There are more than 30 floorplans for one-story, two-
story and split-level semi-custom homes in Churchill
Forest.

planting areas, wet bars, second-
story lofts, heat pump air condi-
tioning systems, revolutionary
recirculating fireplaces, marble
vanities with custom framed
mirrors, diagonal wood treatments
inside and out, garden windows,
and a variety of built-ins includ-
ing breakfast nooks, bookshelves
and entertainment centers.

Striking design and custom diagonal wood treatments
add to the exciting individuality of the Burns Co. homes
in Churchill Forest.

And we invite you, in fac
encourage you, to select you
finish details-plush carpet
designer wallcoverings, colt
coordinated General Electri
appliances, custom paneling
cabinetry finishes. Smoke
alarms and maximum-
security dead-bolt locks
are standard safety
equipment.

Grand Treeview.
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Churchill Forest is just that, a
forest. Every home shares the
privacy of wooded homesites.
Several cliffside homes will com-
mand a spectacular view of the

It's hard to see the homes for the trees in Churchill

Forest, a very real forest in prestigious North Central
San Antonio.

downtown skyline, several more
will share a stunning hilltop view.
If you're interested in moving up
to a Burns Co. Power Saver® V
home in Churchill Forest, in a
highly-acclaimed school district
with no city taxes, drive out Blanco
Road north of Loop 410 past
Churchill High School, left on
Old Blanco Road and follow the
signs. For additional information
call 349-1471 Monday through
Friday.
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Quality doesn't cost, it pays.
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Grand Opening.
Austin's First

Energy-Saver Model Home.

TERRACE

DINING

O COUNTRY LIVING
-KITCHEN

00

BATH 2

ENTRY

e BEDROOM 3

BEDROOM 2

' 1 PORCH

Marble vanities.
Solid masonry fireplace.
Energy-saving boxed eaves.
Designer line wallcoverings.
Hand-laid ceramic tile baths.
Ener -sa~I~vIin fibe lassc duts

MASTER
BEDROOM 0

MASTER C
BATH

DRESSING

STORAGE O

DOUBLE GARAGE
32E1120A

gy g g .Master suite with dressing room.
Energy-saving Caloric appliances.
Energy-saving Solar Bronze windows.
Energy-saving Polycel One insulation.
Energy-saving 10-inch ceiling insulation.
Energy-saving thermal-seal insulated doors.

The Anaheim . 7001 Brook Valley Cr. -$32,200
You're invited to the Grand Opening today

of the Bill Milburn Company's first Energy-
Saver furnished model home. A home that's
not only packed with luxury features and
our old-fashioned quality, but that's de-
signed to save you money where it counts.
On your monthly utility bills.

An Energy-Saver home can save you up to
35% on your utility bills. And with our 8%
VA financing, you can move in without
paying a penny down. Or for non-veterans,
we've got easy FHA and conventional fi-
nancing.

Plus a good selection of one and two story
homes with upstairs game rooms and hide-
away master suites. A great location near
Tracor, Bergstrom,UT, LBJ high school. And
a new 80-acre city park across the street.
Come see Las Cimas or call 258-6615 today.

-

US $
N

VA homes $28,900 to $38,000.
Cash Price $32,000 / piti $305 /
8-1/4% APR / 30 yrs

The Bill Milburn Company
Building Neu H homes the Old Ua

I



the

ENERGY
GAME

Choosin Sides.
There are many energy games on the market today. Some claim
miraculous wins from expensive and essentially worthless energy
packages. Others choose to ignore the energy issue altogether,
and hope the problem will simply go away.

At the Milburn Company, we're dealing with the problem.
And have spent a lot of time developing our Energy-Saver
package, documenting its results with real facts and real people.
We refuse to pad our homes with so-called "energy savers" that
do nothing more than raise the price of the home.

We make only one claim: Our Energy-Saver package pays
for itself in 1.4 years. Any item that doesn't is replaced by one
that does.

Testing Your Strength.
Last summer, we built eight identical homes. Four with our

Energy-Saver package and four without. We asked the families
who bought the homes to set their cooling at 78t and keep
records.

Then we compared their utility bills over a * POLYCEL
three-month period (during the hottest summer SEALANT O
in Texas history). Utilities for the homes without much like shave

our Energy-Saver package averaged $110 a Energy-Saver h

month. Utilities for the Energy-Saver homes infiltration thrc

were all less than $60 a month! can save yiu I
Now that's an energy package. u HIGH 8.5

:.. a- a' a

.......................................................:

Making the Right Move.
We believe a home can be energy-efficient,

and still win awards for design. So when you
move into a Milburn home, you'll find soaring
ceilings, overhanging balconies, window seats
and skylights, gardens indoors and out.

We make sure our homes are air tight, well
insulated, furnished with energy-saving equip-
ment, and oriented on the site so glass areas
aren't subjected to intense sun, without
sacrificing design. Because a dull interior has
nothing to do with energy savings. It's just a poor
excuse for poor design.

Knowing Your Players.
We won't explain our entire Energy-Saver package it

detail, but we'd lie to mention the major features:
" THERMAL INSULATED STEEL DOORS. As airtight
as your refrigerator, they'll preserve the interior climate of
your home, no matter what the weather is outside.

" UP TO 12 INCHES OF CEILING INSULATION.
All Energy-Saver homes contain from 8 to 12 inches of
Rockwool insulation for an R-19 to R-26 rating. A major
step toward insuring comfort year-round, as well as reducing
the cost of the heating and cooling system for the home.

SYSTEMS. E
portant consider
system. And a
a 6 or lower EE
you money goi

" OWENS-C
SHEATHING
exterior walls w
A foil-look boa
.3, asphalt's 1.
you anywhere f

" SOLAR BR
forest around y
or winter's chil

ONE. THE MOST EFFECTIVE WALL
N THE MARKET. Dispensed as a liquid
ing cream, it's hiding in the walls of every
home. Virtually guaranteed to stop air
ugh gaps, cracks, stints and openings, it alone
3% on monthly utilities.

EER HEATING AND COOLING
nergy Effciency Ratio, not size, is the im-
'ration in assessing a heating and cooling
irs are far superior to the typical units with
R rating. Ours work si efficiently they save
ng in, as well as month after month.

MORNING HIGH-R EXTERIOR
.* Our isocyonarate sheathing does for our
hat Polycel One does for the interiors.
rd with an R-4 razing, compared to gyprock's
3, and Reflecto-foam's 3 ratings, it gives
rom 33% to nearly 400'%6 better insulation.
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* ENERGY-SAV
Continuous clean
and thick glass fib
Dishwashers with
horsepower motor
maintain heat eve

1 - l

*Due to dosgn <md Oahe- la lsc high EER
AC/H systems not avasaih mn Bean
Ridge iwens-Commg sheahmg

availadle i nSou hhe C k
and Sction V of
fsamng n Oas

Playing
toWin.
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ZE GLASS.* It's like having a protective
home, fighting blazing summer sun

g winds.

/ING CALORIC APPLIANCES.
mg gas ovens with silicone sealed doors
er insulation tii keep the heat inside
natural-dry cycles. Disposals with half
s for quick action. And gas ranges that
nmy and automatically.

Or consider buying a new
" FAST RECOVERY GAS But whether you buy
HOT WATER HEATERS. someone else, you shouldOar 40-gallsin gas hut water heaters build to consume as little
prvide as much hut water as 60-gallon
electric heaters at a faster rate and for not only important to yo
less money. of us. Everyone can be a

And now a final
word about the energy
problem. It's real. It's
serious. And it affects
us all. We're doing
everything we can to
build energy-efficient,
cost-effective homes.
But we need your help.

If you're looking
for a new home, ask
about the energy
package. If you're in
an older, existing
home, think about
retrofitting it with
energy-saving items.

home now.
/ a home from us or from

demand a home that's
energy as possible. It's

u, it's important to all
winner.

The Bill Milburn Comvanv
Selling New and Old Homes All Over Austin.

In Anderson Mill, Barrington Oaks, Woodbridge, Vista West, Horseshoe Bend, Beacon Ridge, and Southwest Oaks.
Offices: Northwest 258.6615/North 926-7620/South 892-1688/Southwest 441-6615/Millwood 345-8820.

For free brochures write to us, PO Box 14448, Austin 78761 or call collect. 0
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It's called Polycel One. A remarkable new insula-
tion that's hiding in the walls of every new Energy- ,
Saver home in Las Cimas. And there are other such
items. Like bronze tinted glass, 10-inch ceiling in-
sulation, fiberglass ducts, thermal-sealed insulated %JS
doors, and energy-saving Caloric appliances. N

Plus luxuries like fireplaces, upstairs game
rooms, garden kitchens, and designer wallcover- , PURPCE
ings. A great location near Tracor, Bergstrom, and
UT, just a walk away from LBJ high school and a y q s'
new city park. And easy no-money-down 8% VA ~ ,
financing.* Come see or call 258-6615 today. But ' 0 P '
hurry, the sold signs are already going up! 4r
Cash price $31,100Ipiti $300/8-1/4% APR/30 yrs. VA Homes $28,900 to $38,000

The Bill Milburn Company
Building New Homes the Old Way



Bill Milburn Introduces
The Energy-Saver Home.

From $35,000 to $65,000 In 5 Choice Locations.
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According to fical studies, air
infiltration accounts for 25 of
all heating and cc ling los in the
home. And Polycel's unique
ability to expand and cure in place
without exerting pressure makes it

one of the most effective product.
on the market for reducing air
infiltration and insulatsg walls.

It's nun-solven:, so it never
shrinks, dries, hardens, or pulls
away. This one material alone can
reduce your heating and cooling
bills by 13%, paying for itself in
two so three years.

Bot Polycel isn' the only thing
that's hiding in the walls of every
Energy-Saver home. Read on.
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AugusI 1~r ",ral dinee!

II \u'r, , , in toon. gi ,e u, ., all, and we'll take \cu on a
Tour of our 1-nri,.aser, But hurr\. lourwanmg, t, isu. all.
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Anderson lil
$46,000-$65.000

2 i 6
9

6 or 258-6615

Barringon Oaks Woodbridge
$46,000-$65 000 $48,000-$65,000
926-7620 or 58-2255 926-7620

N

Beacon Ridge
$3 5,000-$45,000
892-1688 or 327-3727

The Bill Milburn Company
Selling New and Old Homes All Over Austin
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MARKETING

Make Conservation
Attractive To The
Under $40,000 Market
Most energy saving homes are built to
be quality homes. And until recently,
few builders thought that buyers of
lower priced homes would be inter-
ested in paying more for energy
saving extras. But the rising cost of
energy and high utility bills have made
those buyers more conscious of
investing in homes that will save them
money later.

Builder Bill Milburn of Austin noted
this growing awareness. A few
months ago, Milburn premiered his
new energy saving homes ranging
from $28,000 to $38,000 with no
money down VA financing. Near the
Bergstrom Air Force Base and the
University of Texas, the homes have
appealed particularly to young profes-
sionals and people who work nearby.

The one and two story designs
include solid masonry fireplaces,
upstairs game rooms, high ceilings,
clerestory windows, overhanging bal-
conies, and garden kitchens with
indoor/outdoor patio bars.

Milburn realizes that most buyers
don't understand what comprises
good energy saving construction.
They are confused by terms and
construction jargon. So Milburn's
advertisements are designed to make
things simple for the consumer.

ESP costs $800
Milburn's energy saving package

adds about $800 to the price of each
home, but energy savings make the
added cost worthwhile to his buyers.
His package includes polyurethane
sealant to stop air infiltration through
gaps, cracks, joints, and openings;
R22 ceiling insulation and R13 wall
insulation; bronze tinted glass win-
dows to reduce heat gain; glass fiber
ducts; exterior steel insulated doors
with full weather stripping; energy
saving appliances including dish-
washer, disposal and continuous
cleaning oven; and double-turbine
roof vents. All of the homes are
equipped with high efficiency central
heating and air conditioning.

Designed to reduce utility bills up to
35 percent, the one and two story
homes have made energy savings a
real sales plus in the lower priced
market. U

s'.Iyo'e a veeay-cnmv noa nwEnerya vrH oe for

absoueyn ona onwt 8% VA financing Andl a downaa paymen iasn'ta

all yo sae

Iie lcalPolycelOn.eA m,am l ne ihla av tip to 35% )nyou ulity ala with featue al i '
laon hat'hidin in he w'allsa o:eeya: bry like Polycel Onea rearkabl new wal Inua
Saver omina aas sasAnda thr ar teauhtoboz oe ls.1 nhciigisla
items.Like boa ite dglass 8-nhceln in tan fbeglassdcs l tahermal ealedaa inuatd vs t
aalation, fibergl~aadut, a la etmlla. ct helae door anad aaaer(a saving Caloric appyhanr

Loo, ad energy av ta-C isavis ha e wy the buyer wf ' dvriemenr eplases

lusa ee iefir).Has nes ppap a dvupstanrs s pagape w oom gaden akish anddsia ge .

iroos an kitches a buysgnwe r prllced+ homes arer s Andtarestd loain nergyo. +"+

ings Aaatlaaian ea rg). st a are A- n e trom and LITnla al awa n fo .BJUTltaaawalka ay fromab LS hig c ladagh shol aad a nCty Pak Cam se' Laas .
25 a aaap a se. orad ca ll 2a8aa1aa dayBu I Ca-at n saaaalho dn''lhsaap yohuffy the ol sg sa e a lre a dy gon np! hagaaaapa

rm", .araa._t, r.ACa-.ar VA Hars $28,666t6338,008 ,.aaaa,' +. Aa .a,, VA Homes$28.000 lo $38.00

'Look at energy savings the way the buyer will, " Milburn 's advertisement emphasizes
(above left). His newspaper advertisement is supplemented with radio ads as well.
Milburn realizes that buyers of lower priced homes are also interested in energy
savings (ad above right). His homes are VA-financed with no money down.

"The Manchester", Milburn's highest priced home at $38,000, features energy savings
in a three-bedroom two-story.
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CHEAPER
I'T BETTER

I'm J.W. Smith. And lately l've heard
a lot of double-talk about how some builders

build cheaper
homes than I do.
I agree! They re
cheaper. Cheaper,
but not better If
you'll take a few
minutes to read
this ad, you'll see

" $ why.

- - rrr

The Square Foot Myth.
I'at hatd hamahayerat tell me the
coat per' square footaof my homes
wan mach higher than some tther
builder. At least that's what the
other builder 's salesma tol them.
The fact of the matter is (and I deal
in tis, not salesmanship), if you
check the latest o of any ac-
credited Realtor's tfultiple List-
ta baakl(if satasan'thaid sne,
IT ail y u aaopa),t yaualt disease
that my homes are rarely more than
a dollar per square foot more
expensive. In an average home of
say, 17W4) square feet, that's a
diference of less than $2,4. The
hig difference isn't cost per square
foot, it's quality per square art.

The Shocking Truth. Some builders
will do anything to build a cheaper home.
One way they save a few bucks is by install-
ing aluminum wiring. And chances are you
won't notice the difference when vu buy
your home. But aluminum wiringlas a tend-
ency to short circuit where it's connected
at plugs and switches. So one day, when
you flip on a light switch or plug in your
electric razor .. . ZAP! That's why I use
trouble-free, highly conductive copper
wiring in all my homes. It costs a little more.
But that shouldn't shack you.

I I -

Beware The Frame
Game. Another wa

is by framing their houses
tn 2.1-inch centers, often

using yellow pine. I guess
they figure that what the

hottana-kyet' carat see, he wontt tiss. Bt
believettte' you'tll miss it. Blecattse the
wier the stutt sptacitag, the gtea'-terte
ehattetaf crooaked ("oatf sare")'alls.
That 'a why I fraed~t all tttv homtes ont If;-
inch centers, using No. 2 or Better r

lumber. My a alls are stronger, truer. Just
like my foundations.

Don't Take Your Foundation
For Granite. It-s not. It-s concrete.
And unless it's sufficiently reinforcedt. at
may not withstand the strain of shifting
bedrock or elimate seeping water after a
Texas storm. That's why I use a 11_-hag,
concrete mix (most uilers lset' rl' It,
poured ol stlad bras, not pr I ressed cale.
I-Frankly, my foutlations are
probably better than
they have to be.
But so are nay
homes.

a-t

1 o

Double-Talk vs. Double
Insulation. Ifaabuildertelsyou
he usea "single glazed (re lar pane

windoss because the' r cheaper. he's
telling you the truth. They sre cheaper, Ima
hit. But what asu save on the cost of
wind s when y u buy. you stand '
to lose t a couple of months
on utaity hill. And unlike
the builder, you keep
on losing, year after
year. That's why
I install d t e- --a'
insulated wind is I
an all tat homes.
No, they're not
cheap. Bout neither
are Austin's utility a
rate,.

The Trim Trick.
The w a most builer,
cut the cost of their
homea is to cut the cost
of the materials they
use. The trick is tao use
cheap materials here
most homehuyers to't i
note them. Like he
trim molding araunt
,fools amd ha, -Ih; .a

ulj~j t\
ii';
III,
liii's~

* liii
Nat time you look at a new home, look at
the trim. Chances are you'll see cheap,

plan" grade holding. It's cheaer, and it
looks it. That's a ay I use aTrade A"ancy

ali"a as" aa hit" t p n m. It takes stain
or paint better, it won't sphlt or warp like
cheaper trimg. It I....ks hettIer andl it is
ibet er.

See The ILight.
B le it rno, light

one of the most com- E
monly overlooked
features ill nvw
homes. A apparently
so builders know it,
judging from t he fix_-

tuhei'sal Ald
chea lghtfxusar~e not only all eye-
sure, they're apt to

ggTe vuu sort e'
afII why I install

tot, quality, deorator-
at ehied light fixt ures,
carefully engineered
fur each room of
Your home a

f I

The Extra Yard.: I a, I'm eon
Aerned, l home's not fished hen there's

dirt where t he front yard should be. Some
builders may tel you hey're saying you
money Bu he t rill h is. t eold fashionedt u h h d-it -yourstelf' method cal nd mIIu, costing
you hner as much, alojg with :a ft." t rips to"a chiropractor. T hat's cc hy every home I
build gets ia fully-sodded front Yard. A thick,
healthy carpet of tit. Augustine grass, in-
stalled by landscape professionals. Plus it
generous allotment of leaf~y shrubs. Some
huilar.s say they'll build ou ahoe t
cheap. Anil that':
exactly w hal you'll

et. Ililrt (h,"m

The True Test:
Resale. A new home a t
is at investment. If
your home is cheaply
constructed. cheaply
asulated and cheap)
finished when you
buy it. who's going to
want it when you're
ready to sell? No-
loly. That's why I
believe that ay
aos -emi h willingis worth hmildim right.
.lust ask your Ianker. your
realtor or any .l.W. Smith homeowner.
They'll tell you that my homes may cast a
little more, iat they traditionally rsatl
fora lot more.

You Be The Judge. Thank you for
reading this ad. I hope you agree that
aheapereasaat ls'tta'e. AttaI iatviite att tat
coparae'aty homates saith atny other homenas in
Au.stia. lat ytr convenienae. I inclutein
handy Haamebuyer s Checklist. tome see
ny homes and see for yourself that what I
say I'll do, I it. Then go sweet as many other
homes as you like. If yu can find a home
anywhere in Austin that meets all my stand-
ards and still costs less, huy it.

tiaamtn',,,.a ka an

t\atenaa,,l setsdt-, an.

N-,r ktat-a fa~m ~
., a h n t rr t. arn t1  s" '
r r nasse-. ratl-s

.atunassatt
" rintxh- -

"U"a''ners

taph t-a am tIs ~ ,4

Mas-tna ar..t a'ta

tj-statum ysotaaa h V

I'l .h d,",P p1n"arpxe g - t
i ao 5sh hng. rahmet r farataA n tian s

smaa Mal a Ita htalasa a sa

eaits mhato taaal atlIm aat ~k
Sat lttats~. t

t
taa k I II'n taleattt aaia

.a mwr "t.un'es ,1n + _ -- -

llqaaaaaaaaataa taatataaaasatli

Fully .xd" nl an i -
rn.,g) ir h istr_

_na tsina a l-at trlam-tt ainte h l itt am , Int ae

tate <it It aaaaaaaar a aet att Ier a t

i 
I'nq, .n ~n ame n ---

TaHeha allaaq J 4

Aalerto a nanee ne Teens Oim

J.h I'Smith landed romie mnily)inth
yo. mh lim"hrrercia in Am tn And he'l

pekrsonall lrrmge. hmmm lg mi (ly fl
, nf miaiony ele h .I4.S ih erN

Fo- Wyourfree coldy of .f. W.n SmthmGde

J. W. mitig wiledJ W.muit/ Sith 6.
Southre. Lamar. Aix.n W.Texa rso 8745.
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Any Home Worth Building Is Worth Building Right.



NO BETTER HOME
FOR LOVE OR MONEY!

There's a magic moment that happens. It comes
after you've looked at numerous possibilities and nothing
has felt right Suddenly you see it The perfect home for
you and your family! You love the way the home looks and
feels. And you appreciate all the practical touches that
mean living there will be fun, convenient and economical,
too. That's the kind of home the Centennial Home Team
has been building since 1957. Since then, we've seen a lot
of magic moments.

,a-
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Weyerhaeuser

Supplement to Dallas Times Herald, Dallas Morning News & Fort Worth Star Telegram. 1 1/20/77 to 12/11/77
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ONLY CENTENNIAL
MEASURES UP TO THE TOUGHEST
STANDARDS YET FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENT
HOMES.4

Texas Power & 4
Light has set tough energy
standards for area homes. Cen-
tennial is the only volume home
builder to meet these high stan-
dards. But that shouldn't surprise
anyone. The Home Team led the
way among area builders in
energy conservation. All new

Centennial homes are designed
and built as Energy Saver
Homes. Theycan cut heating
and cooling costs an amazing
42% and even more! Compare
that to the 10% savings some
other builders actually brag
about

HERE'S HOW WE DO IT:

U

9
9
9

0

S4

ABOVE STANDARD ATTIC INSULATION: Every Cen-
tennial attic is now getting a full 12" of insulation - a
big R-26 rating! That's well over the minimum used by
many other builders.

SUPERIOR CAULKING: After a Centennial caulking
specialist finishes his work, it's almost impossible to find
any gaps or air spaces around windows and doors. He
caulks inside and out. And even between the sole plate
and foundation!

WEATHERSTRIPPING: Look at your refrigerator door.
That vinyl door seal is much the same as the weath-
erstripping we use around Centennial doors to stop air
infiltration. And, because it's vinyl, you'll never have
those noisy wind whistles you get with metal stripping.

POLYETHYLENE WRAP: Sheets of air-tight poly-
ethylene go on every wall and ceiling, further reducing
air infiltration. Wintery winds stay outside. Indoor air
stays inside. And you and your family stay comfortable.

DROPPED DUCTS: Attics have a way of getting very
hot in summer and very cold in winter. So, we con-
cealed our air ducts in the air conditioned spaces below.
This allows your heating and cooling system to work
more efficiently. This feature alone can save you 10% on
heating and cooling.

ADJUSTABLE THRESHOLD: This amazing feature is
just one example of Centennial's ingenuity in engineer-
ing our energy efficient homes. You yourself can easily
adjust this special oaken threshold so that it always fits
snugly against the bottom of exterior doors. So snugly
that drafts are eliminated, and so is a portion of your
utility bill.

TWIN-PANED INSULATED GLASS: We use bronze-
framed, twin-paned insulated windows and patio doors
to protect against the hot rays of summer sun and
bone-chilling winds of winter. 1/4 inch of insulating air
nestles between the panes and prevents unwanted heat
loss or gain.

G.E. WEATHERTRON HEAT PUMP: This remarkable
feature is proven and recommended by the U.S. gov-
ernment as a more efficient way to heat and cool your
home. It's more economical than conventional systems,
delivering over two units of heat for every unit of elec-
tricity used. It's quieter, too.
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THE HOME TEAM BELIEVES IN.
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
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DAU ASTTES:

Mid $40's to upper $50's.

Volume home builders just
aren't supposed to build homes
that look like this. Or have the
kind of quality features these
homes have. No cookie-cutter
look with us. No rows and rows
of little boxes in a Centennial
neighborhood. Centennial
homes come in 148 handsome
and distinctive exterior styles,
single and two story, three and
four bedroom models. As for our
many and varied floor plans-
you'll quickly notice that we've
designed out wasted space and
designed in plenty of elbow
room and easy flow.

If you want plenty of square
footage for your money, plus
quality features, too... turn the
page.

0
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THE HOME TEAM OFFERS.
FEATURES YOU'D EXPECT IN MUCH
HIGHER PRICED HOMES!

L. l.

DALLASITES:
Mid $40's to upper $50's.
The custom look without
the custom price tag!

Relax in a sunken conversation pit with
built-in sofas and wood-burning fire- ---- -
place. It's an ideal spot for entertaining
friends or just unwinding by yourself.
Or enjoy a garden atmosphere with
your own open air atrium. In the -
kitchen: GE appliances, rather than -
ordinary "builder" brands. The
cabinetry is hand rubbed oak and very
attractive. No plastic drawers here. We ..
use real wood ceiling beams, too. And
real wood paneling. And throughout-.- mn--
the home, lots of beautiful imported
wall coverings and decorator light fix- -
tures. And that's just the top of the list!

*Many of the features mentioned can
be found in Centennial models other
than in the series in which they
are listed.



(4

SOUTHWESTERNERS: Low to upper $40's. Another way to say, "value"!
Like plush shag carpeting? There's
lots of it in Centennial Southwest-
erners. Cabin-Craft by name, and it's
in every single bedroom. You'll also
like our big upstairs gamerooms and

If

our spacious and airy country kitch-
ens. GE appliances, naturally! That
means, continuous cleaning oven,
dishwasher with special pot scrubber
cycle and heavy duty disposal. You'll

F"LLL.~~L. m.L- 1 -

also find mirrored closet doors and...
well, come see for yourself. The list
goes on and on...

TEXANS: Low to upper $30's. No one else can offer so much, for so little.
No wonder folks call these homes,

"unbelievable"! Consider this line-up
of features: big picture window, wood
burning fireplace, separate dining

room, oversized garage, automatic
smoke detector, wall to wall shag car-
peting, breakfast bar and even beau-
tiful landscaping. Dollar for dollar,

feature for feature, these Texans have
to be the best home value you're
going to find.

f
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CENTENNIAL
VS.

Fill in the name of another volume home builder.
Then go look at new homes. Ours and theirs. Compare.

1. Who meets Texas Power & Light
Company's tough standards for energy
efficient homes-and actually cuts your
heating and cooling costs 42% and even
more?

2. Whose neighborhoods look like cus-
tom neighborhoods, with cul de sacs
and gently curving streets, instead of
regimented rows of boxes?

3. Who offers you GE kitchen
appliances, including pot scrubber
dishwasher and double-level ovens, in-
stead of ordinary "builder" brands?
4. Who offers you the exciting sunken
conversation area with built-in sofas and
fireplace?
5. Who gives you - free - the ser-
vices of a professional interior design
consultant?

6. Who offers you more designer
choices than any other local volume
builder: 48 choices of wallpaper, 32
choices of carpeting, 14 choices of
brick, 20 choices of flooring, 16 choices
of counter tops?

7. Who offers you an upstairs
gameroom? For that matter, who offers
you an upstairs?

US THEM

LIE]

ELQ

LIE

ELQ

QIE

8. Who gives you real oak cabinetry, with
solid wood drawers instead of plastic?
9. Who has quality oak paneling straight
from the forests of Weyerhaeuser, in-
stead of vinyl covered panels with
printed wood grain?
10. Who offers you a selection of 59
floor plans -priced from the low 30's to
upper 50's - each one designed to
make the best use of each square foot of
space?
11. Who starts out with the prime loca-
tions you want to live in; with good
schools, easy commuting and conve-
nient shopping and employment areas?
12. Who provides mirrored closet doors
at no extra cost in every master suite?
13. Who is a member of the
Weyerhaueser family, the 2nd largest
forester in America?
14. Who gives you a built-in ceramic
chopping block in your kitchen, the kind
that won't hold germs?
15. Who really offers you the most new
home for your money?

The Ranch
mid $20's-
low $30's
498-3690
Canterbury
low $40's to
mid $50's
267-7622
Shenandoah Valley
upper $30's to
low $40's
298-3386
Lake Dallas
upper $20's to
upper $30's
241-7754

Rosemeade
mid $40's to
upper $50's
242-7402
Cimarron
upper $30's to
low $50's
423-4404

Camelot
low $40's to
upper $50's
495-2121/2157

North Lake
low $30's to
upper $30's
272-1743

Gatewood
mid $30's to
low $40's
271-6725
Tlmberbrook
low $40's to
mid $50's
436-1112/1322

Hillside
upper $30's to
mid $40's
opening Nov. 27, 1977
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING REGULATION

Building regulations comprise a body
of laws and rules specifying how a speci-
fied type of building must be constructed,
what materials may or may not be used
and the zoning, either upon a parcel of
land or within an area of a political
subdivision. In Texas, depending on the
political subdivision, all or none of these
aspects of building regulation may be in
force. Most cities in Texas require
buildings to conform to a locally adopted
building code. In many cities, zoning
ordinances relegate various uses of build-
ings to specific areas of the city. Coun-
ties in Texas have no authority to enforce
building codes or zoning ordinances but do
enforce flood-plane requirements.

Building regulations have histori-
cally been instituted to protect the com-
munity from fire, safety, and health
hazards, to promote the community's con-
cept of orderly growth, and to protect the
public welfare. Many building regulations
were initially instituted as a result of
fires which decimated portions of a city.
As an aftermath of these fires, the in-
surance industry or city fathers required
new construction to have noncombustible
(e.g., masonry) exterior walls to prevent
the spread of fire from building to adjoin-
ing building. Typically this type of con-
struction would have interior walls, floors,
and ceilings of combustible materials so
that once a fire gained headway within a
building the entire structure could be
gutted. As buildings grew in height and
area, fire and insurance officials recog-
nized the need for additional regulations
to protect building occupants as well as
property. This was accomplished by re-
quiring portions of the building interior to
be flame resistant and by requiring fire
exits. The first model building codes were
issued by the insurance industry or by
associations interested in fire protection.
By the 1920's organizations were in exis-
tence which issued model codes containing
requirements to protect the public from
safety hazards as well as fire hazards.

Until the oil embargo in the early
seventies, few if any building codes con-
tained requirements to regulate a build-
ing's energy efficiency. The National
Conference of States on Building -Codes
and Standards (NCSBCS), recognizing the
need for such regulations, asked the
American Society of Heating, Air Condi-
tioning and Refrigerating Engineers
(ASHRAE) to develop an energy conserva-
tion standard for new buildings. In 1975,
ASHRAE published what is the most
widely accepted energy conservation
document, ASHRAE Standard 90-75:
Energy Conservation in New Building
Design. Two years later, in 1977, the
Model Code for Energy Conservation in
New Building Construction, was developed
from the ASHRAE Standard by NCSBCS,
under contract from DOE, using a com-
mittee comprised of the Building Officials
and Code Administrators International,
Inc. (BOCA), the International Conference
of Building Officials (ICBO), and the
Southern Building Code Congress Interna-
tional, Inc. (SBCC).

Although other organizations and
states have published energy conservation
codes or standards, the ASHRAE Standard
90-75 and the NCSBCS Model Code re-
main the most widely accepted documents
relating to energy conservation in new
buildings. Several states having statewide
authority to regulate building construction
have added either the ASHRAE Standard,
the Model Code, or some other energy
conservation standard to their building
code requirements. New Mexico, for
example has adopted the Uniform Building
Codes version of the ASHRAE Standard
90-75.

Because of the many factors, such
as resistance to change, interest groups,
and complexity involved in reviewing and
enacting energy conservation standards
few cities in Texas have yet to adopt
them. However, the Governor's Office of
Energy Resources, as a part of the State



Energy Conservation Plan, has worked
with thirteen cities to test the Model
Code for Energy Conservation in New
Building Construction during 1978. As a
result the Model Code has already been
adopted in El Paso, Garland, Sonora, and
Alpine. It is being considered in Austin,
Corpus Christi, Greenville, Sherman,
LaGrange and Carrollton. Other cities
are in the process of adopting the Model
Code or similar standards provided by the
model code organization with which they
are affiliated.

As stated previously, just a few
cities in Texas have yet enacted energy
conservation legislation. However, this is
not to say that many residential builders
are not now building energy conserving

Component

homes. As early as the mid-50's the
Federal Housing Administration recog-
nized the desirability of protecting their
loans and promulgated regulations as part
of the Minimum Property Standards (MPS)
which would help keep utility costs low.
Requirements at first were minimal: in-
sulation was required above the ceiling.
In the mid-60's, insulation was required in
walls. In 1974, and again in 1977 the MPS
were revised and strengthened. Housing
being built to current MPS has either to
meet the specifications set out in the MPS
or to meet the standard of ASHRAE 90-
75.

A typical house, 1,575 sq. ft. (45 x
35), in a 2,600 degree day region of Texas,
would be required to meet the following
requirements under the MPS:

Minimum Insulation

Roof Deck (Cathedral Ceiling)
or

Ceiling

Frame Windows

Windows

Slab Perimeter Insulation

R 12.5 (R-lI in cavities)

R 20

R 12.5

Single pane limited to 15% of
exterior wall area

R 2.5

To meet the Model Code requirements the following values would be required:

Roof Deck
or

Ceiling

Frame Walls

R 12.5

R 20

Varies:
R 4.3 with 5% single glass
R 9 with 15% single glass

R 16.6 with 20% single glass
R 4.3 with 10% double glass
R 5.5 with 20% double glass
R 9 with 30% double glass

R 16.6 with 35% double glass

Window

Slab Insulation

Varies with walls

R 25



The ASHRAE/Model Code approach
gives the builder greater freedom to meet
the requirements of the MPS as the
amount of wall insulation can be varied
according to the type and area of windows
used.

The Model Code also has three
different methods of compliance, any one
of which meet the intent of the Code.
They are (and we quote):

Path 1 -- (Section 4 of this Code) is
the systems analysis design
approach. This section includes non-
depletable energy source utilization
(Standard 90-75, Chapters 10 and
11).

Path 2 -- (Section 5 of this Code) is
the component performance design
approach (Standard 90-75, Chapters
4 through 9).

Component

Path 3 -- (Section 6 of this Code)
contains acceptable practice provi-
sions for conventional residential
buildings of three stories or less and
small (heated only) commercial
buildings of frame, concrete, or
masonry-wall construction, all of
less than 5,000 square feet in floor
area. This section permits these
structures to be constructed in
accordance with designated provi-
sions in lieu of performing a thermal
analysis. Users of this section
should be aware that it is generally
more conservative and that greater
initial construction economy may be
obtained by utilizing Section 4 or 5.

Until March 15, 1978, the Farmers
Home Administration used the MPS as
their thermal insulation standard for loans
they qualified. After March 15, the home
described above would be required to
meet the following standards, (Part III, A):

Minimum Insulation

Roof Deck (Cathedral Ceilings)
or

Ceilings

Frame Walls

Windows

Slab Perimeter Insulation

R 30

R 19

Double pane, storm doors if
over 25% glass

R 2.5

This is obviously a much stricter standard; however, there is an optional
approach (Part III, C) which would require the following:

Roof Deck
or

Ceiling

Frame Walls

R 22

R 8.3 with 5% single glass
R 19 with 12% single glass

R 8 with 10% double glass
R 11 with 16% double glass

R 19 with 22% double glass



The FmHA' is the most stringent
standard being enforced; however the
costs .associated with meeting this stan-
dard should not be significantly greater
than average, and the home would cost
significantly less to operate.

The Federal government has already
upgraded its energy requirements for
Federally insured loans and is currently
proposing energy performance standards
for all new construction. In 1976 the
Energy Conservation and Production Act
(ECPA, PL 94-385) established a program
to implement mandatory Building Energy
Performance Standards for all new build-
ings by February 1981. Last year, at
President Carter's request, the required
implementation date was moved forward
to February, 1980.

Failure to enforce these standards in
all local political subdivisions by the
specified date could result in the loss of
federal financial assistance for construc-
tion of new residential, industrial or com-
mercial buildings. The ECPA legislation
requires Congress to approve the applica-
tion of financial sanctions as the penalty
for non-compliance. Federal financial
assistance includes not only direct or
indirect federal assistance, but also loans
by banks and savings institutions regulated
or insured by federal agencies.

HUD was given authority to develop
the standards and recommend sanctions.
This authority was transferred to the
Department of Energy. HUD was respon-
sible for developing the standards and
plans to transfer all responsibility to DOE
by interagency agreement during 1979.
How strict these standards will be and
what effect they will have on the residen-
tial builder remain to be determined.
These standards are performance oriented
and they give design requirements in
terms of BTU/SQ.FT./YEAR.

The difference between the Model
Code (based on ASHRAE 90-75) and the
Federally required Building Energy Per-
formance Standards to be introduced in

the near future, is essentially their "pre-
scriptive" and "performance" bases.. The
Model Code, like the ASHRAE 90-75
Standards, prescribes certain minimum
requirements in building materials and
construction techniques. By contrast the
Performance Standards will allow the
design to be built using the same
materials and details as well as other
techniques such as orientation, passive
solar, and thermal inertia wall construc-
tion, so long as the designer can certify
that the building will use no more than a
basic budget of energy in one year in the
particular climate zone of the building.

Since. the prescriptive approach
seems to limit the amount of glass and
therefore the uses of passive solar design
and similar concepts, it is hoped that
adoption of the Model Code in Texas will
include the adoption of the Building
Energy Performance Standards in the
same legislation, especially since the
BEPS will be required by law in 1980
anyway.

At the time of this writing (March,
1979) the status of energy standards in
building construction in Texas may be
summarized as follows:

Model Code -- Enabling legislation
will be introduced in the 66th Texas
Legislature adopting the NCSBCS
code as the statewide standard with
enforcement by the local authority.
It is hoped that some accommoda-
tion for the Federally required
(1980) Building Energy Performance
Standards will be included.'

ASHRAE 90-75 -- The review pro-
cess of the 90-75 standard is on-
going. Final form should be
approved by 1980. That work will be
divided in three parts: 90.1-75R
(Sec. 1-9) by May 1-June 30, 90.2 -
75R (Sec. 10,11) out for review by
June 30 ( ), and 90.3-75R (Sec. 12)
date unknown.

0



In summary, though few building
energy code standards are presently in
effect, the residential builder can expect
to see stricter standards for new homes
being proposed in the near future. The
economic impact of any new minimum
standards appears minimal. A study of
the ASHRAE 90-75 Standard by Texas
A&M in January, 1979 indicates that that
standard has little impact on the cost of a
single family residence. Stricter stan-
dards in the coming years may increase
construction costs, but they should also
provide a more energy efficient home
which can be marketed for a higher price
by emphasizing the reduced operating
costs of the home which will more than
compensate for the increase in mortgage
payment.
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ORIENTATION AND DESIGN

In 1978 there were approximately
130,000 new home construction starts
made in Texas. It is challenging to realize
that about 512,200* barrels of oil per year
for heating and cooling these homes couid
be saved before ground breaking if the
proper decisions had been made for each
of them regarding orientation and design.

Orientation, as it is used in this
study, is the positioning of the house on
its site in relation to the compass and thus
to the movements of the sun through the
seasons. Proper orientation to the sun's
paths, assuming some basic design fea-
tures, allows less heat gain in the summer

and some free heating in the winter. This
has the potential for saving about 17% of
the energy that would be consumed in the
standard home with improper orientation.
Carrying the design considerations further
we find that various shading devices,
window exposures, and the positioning of
rooms and other features, in relation to
regional climatic factors, can account for
about another 21% of the potential sav-
ings. It is hard to separate these two
factors -- orientation and design, because
they both relate so directly to the sun and
its movement, so we must study them
together.

*"1512,200 barrels of oil per year savings" is based on the following:

1. 130,000 new home starts: from preliminary figures of the U.S. Census
Bureau, February, 1979.

2. Calculations of heat gain and heat
N.A.H.B. method, and for Central
climates, i.e.:

Standard home:

Heating season =

Cooling =

Yearly need =

3. Assume that 50% of this can
be saved using a full range of
energy saving measures. =

4. Assume that 38% of this is
attributed to orientation
and design =

5. 22,837,050 BTU
5,800,000 BTU per barrel oil =

loss on a 1,370 Sq. Ft. home, using the
Texas as being an "average" of Texas'

50,112,000 BTU

70,083,000

120,195,000 BTU

60,097,500 BTU

22,837,050 BTU

3.94 barrels per house

6. 130,000 homes @ 3.94 512,200 barrels



Although planning lot layouts and
making decisions on floor plans, roof lines
and window details is an expense for a
developer, it does occur before ground
breaking and usually it is spread over
many homes' costs. It is not part of the
materials and labor to build the home, but
it accounts for about 38% of the possible
utility bill savings (the 17% + 21% indi-
cated above). If this is not persuasive
enough, consider the importance of orien-
ting and sloping the new house roof so
that future solar collector panels can be
attached. They must face south, and be
angled about equal to the degrees of
latitude of the site.

The sun in summer rises north of
east and sets north of west, and at noon it
is very high in the sky. By contrast, in
winter the sun rises south of east, it sets
south of west, and at noon it is relatively
low in the sky. In Texas, with its hot
summer sun and with possible passive
solar heating in winter, it is very impor-
tant to respond to the angles of the sun in
building design and orientation. The
actual sun angles vary somewhat with
latitude so solar charts should be used for
design purposes. Table #1 shows the
approximate latitude for several of Texas'
cities. Table #2 shows the important sun
angles for those latitudes, and Figure #1
shows diagrams depicting the movement
of the sun in summer and winter.

-!,SUMMA A SUN,
- oo , Jur 2t

TABLE #1

Latitude

Abilene
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Dalhart
Dallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Galveston
Houston
Laredo
Lubbock
Midland
Orange
San Angelo
San Antonio
Texarkana
Waco
Wichita falls

W M;-? SUN, NOON, DEC.24

1/'X4
i.

SUUR157
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32.26
35.13
30.16
30.5
25.55
27.48
36.4
32.47
31.46
32.45
29.19
29.45
27.30
33.35
32.0
30.6
31.27
28.20
33.25
31.35
33.54

-A'



TABLE #2

Summer
June 21

Latitude Altitude @ Noon

260

280

300

320

340

360

380

880

860

840

820

800

780

760

AM/PM
Bearing from
East or West

250 N

260 N

260 N

270 N

270 N

280 N

280 N

Winter
December 21

Altitude @ Noon

410

390

370

350

330

310

300

AM/PM
Bearing from
East or West

260S

2705

2705

2805

290S

3005

310S

NOTE: Altitude values are rounded off to even degrees, and Bearings
approximate. Bearings will vary for all sites because of hills, trees
other "horizon barriers".

Since the sun is so high in the sky in
the summer at noon time, a reasonable
roof overhang of about two and a half feet
will shade all the south wall for a single
story house, properly oriented. This is
shown in Figure #2. For the same house
the winter sun can shine under that roof
overhang at noon and come in south
windows to provide free heat. As shown
in Figure #2, if there is a patio door on
that south side, about fifteen feet of floor

-DTC. 2.1

area is heated. If that floor has some
mass, such as a concrete slab floor with a
dark color it will act as a "heat sink"
absorbing that solar heat and re-radiating
it to the room after the sun has moved on
to the west. Using this "passive heat" in
the winter, lined drapes should be drawn
across the glass at night to reduce ther-
mal flow out through the glass to the cold
outdoors.
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The solar heat gain on the walls of a
house will vary with summer and winter
sun movement and with the wall exposure
according to orientation and the time of
day. The charts in Figure #3 show this
solar heat gain in BTU per square foot of

250

\ /75
F 150

!25
E4A'T \~~~ 1.A 0

NOR_______ WA LL S 3\ WALL.t 50

K~o~J~\

JU N 211 8AM 10:

3 U M 1A A rZ.

wall surface per hour, for eight hours per
day, for the four compass exposures, and
for the summer and winter conditions.
These charts are revealing...consider
especially the solar heat gain if the wall is
glass!
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There are two major ways we get
heat gain through glass. One is by the
conductance of the glass when the air
temperature on each side is different.
The other is direct solar radiation when
the sun is shining in through the glass.
While solar gain is a benefit in the winter,
it is uncomfortable in the summer and an
expense when we use air conditioning.
Depending on the amount of glass receiv-
ing sun in the summer this can be very
serious. To put it in simple perspective;
the conductance of glass, or thermal gain,
is about twelve times more than that for a
standard stud wall with 382" batt insulation
and wood exterior siding; and the solar
heat gain through the whole day on an
unshaded south window is about twice as
much as the thermal gain through that
glass all day. And you'd get both thermal
and radiant solar gain through the win-
dows.

..At the most critical time in the
sun's path across east or west facing
windows, in one hour the solar heat gain
could be over four times the thermal heat
transfer through the glass.

Putting these solar facts together
we can see in ideal pattern developing.

1. Make the east and west walls the
smallest areas of exterior wall for
less summer wall exposure.

2. Eliminate glass on east and west
walls or thoroughly shade them in
the morning and afternoons, respec-
tively, in the summer.

3. Design proper overhangs to shade
south walls in summer, and to allow
useful winter sun to enter through
appropriate glass areas.



4. Use windows on the north for light
and cross ventilation.

5. Slope the roof to the south at an
angle about equal to the degrees of
latitude for proper placement of
possible solar collector panels in the
future.

These few guidelines indicate that
this house will have to face north or south
with its roof ridge running east and west.
And it would be helpful if the garage were
located on the west end as an additional
shade to the west wall of the house itself.
The house orientation might look some-
thing like one of these plans, Figure 4.

You will note in Figure 4 that the
streets run east and west to make this
ideal scheme possible. There are other
designs that can be developed when the
streets run other directions. One of these
is shown in Figure 5. Note the use of the
prevailing breeze as well as the control of
solar exposure.
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Natural ventilation using the pre-
dominant breeze patterns across the site
(see Figure #6) is another passive design
element you should consider in certain
parts of Texas. It can provide some
cooling in appropriate times of the year in
those areas where it does not bring with it
either too much humidity or dust. Where
the breeze can be used to advantage, the
window and door openings and the interior
partitions should be planned so that a free
flow of cross ventilation through the
house can occur. The most effective flow
through the house will be parallel to the
direction of the outside breezes. When
the greatest velocity inside is desired, the
windows and doors on the leeward (down
wind) side should be more open than those
on the windward (up wind) side. This is
based on the fact that there is a pressure
build up on the windward side and a low
air pressure on the "shadow" side of the
house.

Since the breeze shown in Figrue 5
must "converge" to go through the screen-
ed patio, between the house and the
garage the air velocity is increased. It
acts like a venturi, so that if the patio
doors are opened a little and the windows
on the north side are also opened, the air
is sucked through the house and out
through the patio. This house was built by
the Burns Co. for the 1975 Parade of
Homes in San Antonio. The natural
breeze pattern through the patio is effec-
tive.

Climatic Considerations

these design considerations have been
used since man began to improve his
dwelling structures in all past cultures.
Of course, wind patterns, temperature,
humidity, rain and snow also had their
influences on man's homes. The only time
they were not of much concern was during
the era of "free energy" with our develop-
ment of total heating and air conditioning
systems. Now we must turn again to
those basic design disciplines of sun angles
and breeze, and we should consider them,
accordingly, in relation to the other cli-
matic conditions in the various regions of
Texas.

Besides sun angles and breezes we
should consider the amount of the sun-
shine we can expect, the annual tempera-
ture patterns and the relative humidity
where we build. Most of these factors are
shown on the maps of Texas in Figures 1/6
through #13*, providing data, as follows:

Figure 6 Wind Directions
Figure 7 Mean Annual Tempera-

ture
Figure g Mean Length of Warm

Season
Figure 9 Mean Dates of First &

Last Frosts
Figure 10 Mean Annual Relative

Humidity
Figure 11 Mean Annual Possible

Sunshine
Figure 12 Mean Annual Precipita-

tion
Figure 13 Evaporation Rate

It should be understood that many
designs can be developed within the basic
disciplines outlined above. In fact, it is
very significant that orientation and the
sun angles are as old as the sun itself; and

* The Texas climate maps in Figures 6 through 13 are reprinted from the Atlas of
Texas by Arbingast et al., 1976 edition, by permission of the Bureau of Business
Research, the University of Texas at Austin; copyright 1976, Board of Regents, The
University of Texas System. All rights reserved.
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Climatic regions cannot be easily
defined on a map. There are too many
variables. The patterns vary, often from
year to year. Also, as they say in Texas,
"If you don't like it, wait a minute"! It is
more important for the designer and
builder to know their own region for its
possibilities and limitations, as well as
those passive design techniques which
were used successfully by the early
Texans in that region. Keeping those
factors in mind, certain general guidelines
can be discussed for designing. These
climatic considerations are so basic that
they should apply to all houses, and ,
whether the house is "energy conscious" or
not, they will be meaningful.'

We have found it appropriate for
this text, to establish ten general regions
in Texas for which some design guidelines,
or design considerations, can be written.
In terms of climatic factors the adjacent
regions often overlap and are usually
distinct because only one factor changes.
Across the state, however, there are
dramatic differences, as all Texans know.
We have designated these regions only by
using typical regional titles and by indica-
ting only the major cities in each. These
regional design guidelines, which here
follow, are presented: (1) as reminders,
(2) to emphasize the difference in clima-
tic design parameters across the state,
and (3) to provide, possibly, a "jumping off
point" for the builder and developer who
has not given enough consideration pre-
viously to orientation and climate in his
design concepts. While studying these
considerations remember that "there is
nothing new under the sun."

1

Regional Design Considerations

1. GULF COAST -- Beaumont, Galves-
ton, Houston, Corpus Christi,
Brownsville

* Hot, humid summers.

* Mild winters, also humid.

* Breezes vary with openess or tall
trees.

* Southerly winds dominate upper
half and southeasterly winds dom-
inate lower half of this region.

* Note that temperature extremes

vary along this coastal strip...as a
region it is defined more by its
humidity than by temperature
patterns.

* Put vapor barrier on outside of
studs...that's the warm, humid
side; the inside is usually dryer
and cooler with air conditioning.
Stop the humidity on the outside.
Keep house closed.

* Must rely on air conditioning; and
since winters are mild, the heat
pump works well for all year,
including the water heat ex-
changer (see Mechanical chapter)
for "free" hot water.

2. EAST TEXAS -- Lufkin, Longview,
Marshall, Tyler, Texarkana

* Somewhat humid.

* Hot summers.

* Cold winters in northern counties,
milder in southern counties of
East Texas.

* Breezes generally from south,
varies with openness, tall pine
forests, etc.

In slight contrast to this text, the Federally proposed Building Energy Performance
Standards are being developed with the whole country divided into seven Climate
Regions. Of these seven regions, four cross Texas' land. Humidity and breeze are
probably not given as much consideration in the BEPS climate factors as we do in
this text.



* Air conditioning, with gas heat; or
all electric with heat-pump and
water-heat-exchanger as a consi-
deration.

* Opening house to the breezes is
not so much an advantage due to
the humidity.

3. NORTH TEXAS -- Dallas, Fort
Worth, Dennison, Wichita Falls

* Hot summers, average humidity.

* Cold winters, temperature and
snow variable.

* Passive solar heating can be use-
ful.

* Breeze in winter both north and
south.

* Breeze in summer south and
south-east.

* Most people could live in a "con-
vertable" house: passive solar in
winter, open it up in spring and
fall, and air condition in summer
(consider heat pump: for winter
back-up also).

* Air conditioning might be dis-
pensed with for some individuals,
using good passive design and air
movement relying on some toler-
ance to heat as did the old time
Texans.

* Induced natural ventilation would
work if house properly designed --
except when humidity occurs.

* Heat pumps are good in this
region.

* Consider active solar, or prepare
structure for it in future...proper
orientation, etc.

4. CENTRAL TEXAS -- Waco, Temple,
Austin, San Antonio

* Hot summers, average humidity.

* Winters (January and February):
sometimes cold with occasional
ice or snow, sometimes mild.

* Breezes southerly in summer, and
both north and south in winter.

* Passive solar heating can be good,
but a little less sunshine than
north Texas.

* "Convertable" house feasible:
passive solar in winter, open it up
in spring and fall, air conditioning
in summer; consider heat-pump
for summer cooling and winter
back-up. Consider induced
natural ventilation.

* Just a few people in ideal breeze-
conditions might dispense with air
conditioning, but breeze and low
humidity can't be relied upon.

* Consider
structure
tion...use

active solar, or prepare
for future applica-

proper orientation, etc.

5. SOUTH TEXAS (Not Gulf Region) --
McAllen, Edinburg, Mission

* Hot summers, average humidity.

* Mild winters, somewhat humid,
occasional freeze.

* Breezes generally
stronger in summer.

southeast,

* Region noted for winter growing
season but also noted for occa-
sional freezes.

* Air conditioning assumed, some
heating necessary in winter...good
climate for heat pump and solar
considerations.

* Consider "convertible" house con-
cept also, when climate allows
house to be opened up.

6. SOUTHWEST-CENTRAL TEXAS --
Del Rio, Uvalde, Eagle Pass, Laredo

* Hot summers.

* Mild winters generally, but snow
and freezing occur.

* Average humidity.



* Breezes generally southwesterly,
strongest in summer, direction
more variable in winter.

* Air conditioning in summer and
heating in winter assumed. Con-
sider heat pump and passive solar
possibilities.

* Consider active solar systems, or
preparation for same in future.

7. WEST CENTRAL TEXAS -- Junc-
tion, San Angelo, Abilene

* Hot summers, cold winters.

*

*

Average humidity.

Breezes mostly southeasterly in
summer, some south, and more
variations in winter.

* Air conditioning and heating
assumed. Heat pump may be
considered.

* Some use of evaporative coolers,
but not quite as efficient as in
dryer regions to west and north-
west.

* Consider both passive and active
solar concepts.

* Opening house to breeze re-
stricted by dust conditions.

8. WEST TEXAS -- Midland, Odessa,
Lubbock

* Hot summers, low humidity.

* Cool summer nights.

* Breezes southerly and south-
easterly in summer; variable, in-
cluding southwesterly in winter.

* Cold winters.

* Air conditioning and heating
assumed. Consider the heat pump
also.

* Low humidity makes evaporative
cooler system effective and eco-
nomic.

* Low humidity also makes pools
and fountains effective when
house can be opened up in warm
weather because evaporation
cools the air.

* Homes may occasionally be
opened, but winds are often very
dusty.

* Cool nights, in summer indicate
use of mass walls, as with a-
dobe...thermal inertia process is
effective in dry climate.

9. PAN HANDLE - Amarillo

* Hot summers with cool nights.

* Cold winters.

* Low humidity.

* Breezes southerly and south-
westerly, more variable in winter
with some northerly.

* Air conditioning and heating
assumed, consider the heat pump
also.

* Low humidity makes evaporative
cooler systems effective and very
economic.

* Homes may be opened occa-
sionally, but winds are often
dusty. Courtyard pools and foun-
tains are effective in warm
weather when house can be
opened up because evaporation
cools the air.

* Cool nights in summer indicate
use of mass walls, as with adobe .

.thermal inertia process is
effective in this dry climate.

10. TRANS-PECOS -- El Paso

* Hot summers with cool nights.

* Winters: mild to cold in spells
with some freezing.



Pass
Design

* Lowest humidity in Texas is in El
Paso.

* Least rain and most sunshine in
Texas is in El Paso.

* Mountain areas of this region are
more like West Texas and Pan
Handle.

* Breezes: South-southwesterly in
summer, and variable in winter
with some strong northwind.

* Spring and fall months: air tem-
perature is good for through ven-
tilation (except for some dust in
spring and some inversions in fall).

* Low humidity makes evaporative
cooler systems effective and eco-
nomic; therefore air conditioning
is neither common or economic.

* Pools and fountains will cool the
air by evaporation in this low
humidity and this can be an asset
when house can be opened up.

ve Solar and Energy Conscious
n

The term "passive solar" has been
used in many ways. Probably its most
accepted definition and application re-
lates to using the sun as an energy (heat)
source without solar collector panels and
related "active" mechanical systems.
That is the intended definition of the term
"passive solar" in this text. It should be
noted however that passive solar concepts
lead one into design concepts affecting
other aspects of the human comfort envi-
ronment, especially those which are simi-
larly passive. Such features as natural
ventilation, thermal convection air move-
ment and the thermal inertia of mass-type
walls, are examples of other "passive"
systems.

When a designer searches beyond the
standard home-planning approach for
unusual energy saving design concepts, he
must accept first the basic requirements
of house orientation to the sun and related
design influences. He will then find, if he
looks, a whole new world of ideas in the

ever increasing literature on "passive
solar" design. These ideas can go way
beyond just solar design features, and they
might better be called, "passive solar and
energy conscious design" concepts. Pos-
sibly a simpler but encompassing term will
come into genreal use as this approach to
design becomes more common.

In the ever increasing literature on
passive solar design one book stands out as
an ideal beginning text because it will
challenge the reader to come up with new
architectural forms rather than prescribe
those forms. It is "Natural Solar Archi-
tecture, a Passive Primer" by David
Wright, AIA., published by Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York, in 1978.

A second book worth studying is
Regional Guidelines for Building Passive
Energy Conserving Homes, by the AIA
Research Corporation, Washington, D.C.
written for U.S. HUD/DOE, November,
1978, available through the U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. This book parallels
our regional guidelines but depicts only
five regions overlying Texas. We particu-
larly recommend Part II of this text, for
techniques in heating and cooling without
mechanical processes.

Occasionally there are good articles
on imaginative, energy conscious design in
the architectural and builder magazines.
Some of those articles are very good for
both concepts and related details, but
their main value is in getting one out of
regular patterns of thinking by arousing
the readers imagination.

Subdivisions and Solar Rights

As we' move inexorably into the
solar age the need for orientation of the
house to the sun's movement becomes a
greater and greater concern. The devel-
oper who comes to grips with the ramifi-
cations of solar considerations will be a
jump ahead of the other builders in just a
few years. Those others will be wondering
why they "hadn't thought about it before." 0

2,



We have discussed the passive solar another house, and where all houses are
requirement of proper orientation, and we properly oriented with properly angled
have indicated that for future active solar roofs. He could become famous for
applications on present buildings, the "getting ready for solar while using it
roofs must be properly angled as well as now."
oriented to the sun's movement. And
there are more solar problems which we
must consider.

Once you have accepted the old, old
concepts or orientation, plus preparing for
future technology, you must find building
sites which have streets running east and
west. There are alternatives through
planning and landscaping, but many build-
ers are finding it more effective to
influence the subdivision street patterns
before they are "set in concrete." They
may even get involved with their city
planning commission as Buddy Burns has
done successfully in San Antonio. He has
used solar orientation as a basis for
getting approval of certain street layouts
in his subdivision planning.

It is not hard to imagine a whole
community in the future with all the roofs
facing the sun to gather solar energy in
their solar collectors. It is also not hard
to imagine the consternation and the law
suits that may occur when someone builds
a tall building in front of a few of these
collectors and shades them from the
winter sun. This could happen also with a
high, two story residence, and even with
trees, close to the southside of a low
roofed residence. The consideration of
"solar rights" of individual property
owners will become a major issue. It
would be far better for our communities,
our zoning commissions, and our state
government to face this issue soon, and
work out both the guidance and the legal
protection language that is inevitable.
Such efforts are occurring in California
and elsewhere; and we, in Texas, should be
looking hard over their shoulders to see
how "solar rights" are being developed and
used.

With a little planning that could pay
back through marketing techniques, a
developer could layout a whole subdivision
where each house is not directly south of
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HEAT FLOW

Orientation and design of residential
structures is the essential preliminary
step toward the energy efficient dwelling.
After the structure has been designed
with energy efficiency in mind, and after
proper orientation on the lot to take
advantage of solar radiation and prevail-
ing wind patterns, the builder must now
construct the building envelope to reduce
the flow of heat into and out of the
envelope. Human thermal comfort is
determined essentially by the proper con-
trol of heat. Too much heat or too little
heat, and we suffer discomfort.

Heat flows by conduction, by radia-
tion, or by convection, and it always flows
from areas of higher temperature to areas
of lower temperature.

Thermal conduction occurs as heat
is transferred from molecule to molecule
in solid materials. The handle of a cast
iron skillet gets hot because heat is
conducted from the cooking surface up
the sides of the skillet and along the
handle. Metal windows with no thermal
break conduct heat from the hotter side
of the window to the colder side and they
sometimes become so cold on the warm
side (inside) that condensation occurs.
Well insulated walls, ceilings, and floors
effectively control the rate of thermal
heat flow.

Thermal convection occurs as heat
is transferred through the medium of air
by the flow of the air itself. For a
radiator system, the heated air around the
radiator rises and starts a natural convec-
tion current that distributes the heated
air throughout the room. A central
residential heating system forces air
through the supply system and registers
into the space to be conditioned, creating
forced convection currents. Warm air
escapes from the dwelling by thermal
convection through building openings and
the loss of warm air in winter through
exfiltration should be carefully controlled
by the techniques discussed in the chapter
on Infiltration. Useful natural convection

can be created by design, as with a stair
well which becomes the highest space in
the house, and natural cooling with
breezes can be used if the hot upper air is
allowed to escape out of the top of the
high stair well in the summertime.

Thermal radiation is the transfer of
heat energy by electromagnetic waves.
The sun's heat to the earth is transferred
by radiation. Radiant heat streams
through windows directly, and by reflec-
tion off other surfaces. A radiator radi-
ates heat as well as transferring heat
through convection and conduction. Heat
always radiates from warmer to colder
surfaces. The body gains heat while
standing next to a fire, and loses heat
while standing by a cold window in winter.

These three heat transfer methods -
- collectively called heat transmission --
constitute a significant part of the
builder's problem of providing thermal
comfort to homeowners. The other part
of the problem, infiltration and exfiltra-
tion, will be discussed in that chapter.

Heat transmission must be quanti-
fied in order to determine the heat gain or
heat loss of a dwelling. The amount of
heat gain or loss is determined by the
thermal characteristics of building mate-
rials. The terms used in evaluating and
quantifying heat transmission should be
defined.

BTU (British Thermal Unit) -- a unit
of heat measurement defined as the
amount of energy requiried to raise the
temperature of one pound of water one
degree farenheit, from 590 to 60 0 F. A
wooden kitchen match burned end to end
provides about 1 BTU gf energy. To heat
enough water (from 60 to 120 F) for one
shower (10 gallons; 8.33 lbs. per/gallon)
would take almost 5,000 BTUs. (60 F rise
x 8.33 lbs/gal. x 10 gal. = 4,998 BTUs.) A
KWH of electricity has 3,413 BTUs. At a
cost of 5/KWH, cost of electricity per
BTU = .001465C. Cost per BTU (.0014650)
x 4,998 BTU = 7.32C, the cost of an
average shower, using an electirc water
heater.



Two additional terms, K-Value
(thermal conductivity) and C-Value (ther-
mal conductance) will be found in the
ASHRAE tables at the end of the chapter
on Insulation, but these terms have little
practical usefulness for builders and will
not be defined here. The most useful
measures of thermal characteristics for
residential construction are R-values and
U-values. They are also found in the same
ASHRAE tables listing these values for
most building materials.

R-Value (thermal resistance) -- the
ability of a building material to retard
heat flow. R-Values have been measured
for all homogeneous and non-homogeneous
building materials, and for air spaces and
air films. The building envelope is usually
composed of several materials, such as
rock, sheathing, insulation, vapor barrier,
sheetrock, etc. The total R-value (RT) of
the wall is simply the sum of the R-values
for each building component, plus the R-
values of inside and outside air films (Fi
and Fo). An example of the total R-value
of a construction, and its U-value are
shown in Figure #1 from p. 3.4 of A&M
pub. Energy Conservation New Building
Construction - Series 100).

U-Value (overall coefficient of heat
transmission) -- is defined as the number
of BTU's passing through one square foot
of the building section in one hour per
degree farenheit of temperature dif-
ference. U is the reciprocal of R, (U =
1/R), R is the reciprocal of U, (R = 1/U).
The lower the U-value, the higher the
insulating capability.

CALCUlATE U - VALUE FOR WALL
SHOWN BELOW .
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In order to determine the total heat
transmission of a building section, the
equation used is:

Q=UxAx AT

Q = total amount of heat transmit-
ted through a wall, ceiling, or
other building construction in
one hour = BTUH

U = coefficeint of heat transmission

A = total area of building element
being considered

AT = "Delta T" = the temperature
differential between outside
and inside design temperatures

Most Texas builders can rely on
their mechanical system supplier to calcu-
late the heat gain and loss for a dwelling.
Many HVAC contractors make use of
computer programs to calcualte a dwel-
ling's thermal characteristics in order to
determine the size of heating and cooling
equipment required. These, of course,
may be limited to standard design and
construction approaches . . . passive solar
and natural ventilation would probably not
be included. A builder interested in
making his own calculations can use one
of several load calculation methods avail-
able. Builders who are members of the
National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) are probably familiar with the
load calculation procedure outlines in
NAHB's (1) Designing, Building, and
Selling Energy Conserving Homes, (2)
Insulation Manual: Homes and Apart-
ments, or (3) Thermal Performance Guide-
lines for One and Two Family Dwellings.
Other widely used methods are (4) Load
Calculation: Manual J, published by the
National Environmental Systems Contrac-
tors Association, (5) the method described
in Chapter IV of the ASHRAE Handbook
of Fundamentals, 1977, and (6) the one
adapted specifically for the Texas climate
in the Texas State Building Commission's
Energy Conservation Manual: Part I
Residential Buildings. All of these proce-
dures are reliable indicators of a dwel-
ling's thermal characteristics, and the

builder is encouraged to use any of them
with which he is familiar.

While it is not the intent of this text
or the related workshops to teach the
methods of calculating heat gain and/or
heat loss, it is entirely appropriate to (1)
discuss the basic concepts of the calcula-
tion and (2) see what can be learned about
a house design from the results. The
equation described above:

Q=UxAx AT=BTUH

can be calculated for each component of
the house "building envelope". What you
are calculating is how much heat is lost in
winter in one hour, or gained in one hour
in the summer, as BTUs are transmitted
through all possible paths of transmission.
Then all these "Q's" are added up to
provide the total BTU per hour (BTUH) for
each season. To get the total BTUs
gained in the summer multiply the sum-
mer BTUH by the "Summer Cooling Hours
Over 80 0 F" for that house's location. For
the total BTUs lost in the winter divide
the BTUH by the A T and multiply by 24
(hours per day) and by the number Degree
Days listed for that location in the
ASHRAE, NAHB, etc. tables.

Some of the components which are
typically included in the BTUH calcula-
tion, with their special considerations, are
as follows:

(1) Walls: each wall type, varying
with thickness, construction,
interior and exterior finishes
and types of insulation used,
will have to be tabulated sepa-
rately. Each has a different U-
value and a different A (square
feet). Note that the insulation
types and thicknesses are the
major contributors to the dif-
ferent wall U-values.

(2) Ceilings: When there is an attic
space properly ventilated above
the ceiling and its insulation,
only the ceiling material and its



insulation are used. That is
typical. Occasionally the ceil-
ing surface is the lower face of
the roof construction, and in
such cases the U-value of the
whole construction is used.

(3) Floors: The floor construction
type is taken into consideration,
i.e., whether it is a slab on
grade, a pier and beam con-
struction and, if so, whether the
crawl space is ventilated or not,
or over an open space, and
according to insulation type.
Perimeter slab insulation is a
concern in the winter especially
in regions with more than 2,600
Degree Days. There is little
concern with heat gain through
crawl spaces and slab edges in
the summer.

(4) Windows & Sliding Glass Doors -
- all glass areas must be consi-
dered carefully in the BTUH
calculation because they contri-
bute so much more heat flow
than usual wall constructions.
Also the frames and moving
sash can allow air infiltration
and exfiltration through cracks.
Different thicknesses of glass,
combinations of double glazing
or storm windows, and insula-
ting films would have different
U-values. In summer, when
solar heat gain is of great con-
cern the orientation of the win-
dows to the sun, and the shading
of the glass makes a significant
impact on the total BTUH cal-
culation. Since there are so
many factors to consider the
simplified calculation systems
(such as NAHB's) usually pre-
sent tables based on the various
factors of glass type, orienta-
tion, leakage and area, to give a
value similar to the U-value for
each glass condition in the
house plans.

(5) Doors -- Doors vary with types
of materials (wood, metal, insu-
lated) thickness and infiltration
rates. Doors are usually han-
dled similarly to windows (4
above).

(6) Ducts -- The ducts used for
distributing the warmed or
cooled air can lose or gain heat
up to 10 or 15 percent of the
total BTUH according to where
they are located and how well
insulated. The worst condition
is to locate the ducts above the
ceiling insulation (outside the
"insulation envelope") and with
a minimum of insulation (typi-
cally 1", flexible insulation).
The best location for the ducts
is inside the conditioned space,
as below the ceiling in a hall-
way in a furred-down construc-
tion.

(7) Occupants -- In summer the
heat contributed by the occu-
pants is part of the total heat
gain. In the calculation the
number of occupants is multi-
plied by an average BTUH value
such as 400 BTUH if they are
usually sedentary, or more if
they are constantly active (the
human being generates over
4,000 BTUH expending energy
climbing stairs).

(8) Appliances -- The number and
type of appliances must also be
considered in the summer heat
gain calculation. The average
value which is used in the
NAHB tabulation method is
1,600 BTUH for the average
builder house.

The total BTUH for winter (heat
loss) and for summer (heat gain) are
values which can have significance in
design considerations. Not only is the
mechanical equipment size based on these



values, but the designer can consider the
overall impact of such things as the types
of windows used and their orientation.

Examples of these calculations,
made for ten cities in Texas, are pre-
sented at the end of this chapter. The
reader is urged to examine these forms to
compare the results for the "standard"
house and the "energy improved" house,
looking for the changes that were made
(window types and glazing; door and win-
dow leakage, insulation in walls, ceiling
and floor slab, and duct location) for the
same house plan. Note also for the Austin
example that the summer calculation was
repeated with the house rotated 90
clockwise to see the effect of having the
major glass areas exposed to the sun.
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Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr

65ac

Btu /yr EER X 1000

Kwh /yr S/Kwh

37, 37, 6ov,
5,8oo,000

Btu /yr

5750 (i
- 35 c

Kwh /yr

i ............ /yr

Excluding Ducts ?,7, O Zi ___c __

Duct Multiplierb fl1 Ito

TOTAL HEAT GAINc 311-S

EQUIPMENT SIZE EEi-6.5 Era.L<g

NOTES

a. Floor heat gain to be calculated nnly for floors over open spaces,
such as bedroom over garaes. Slab.on-,rade floors, floors over
basements, and floors over vented and unvented crawl spaces may
be considered to h.ve no he.t gain. In most cases. worksheet entries
lor floors should be ormitted.

b. Multipliers for heat gaio to ducts:
Ducts in attic 1" f lexib le insulation 1.15
Duct io attic, 2" fleoible insulation, I" rigid
insulafion, or 1.. fiber gluas duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditoned spaces aboos
grads, t" flexible insulation 1.05
Ducts m unconditioned spaces below grade.
including unconditioned baserments. no duct
insulation 1.o
Ducts in conditioned spaces 1.00

c. Total Heat Gasn in Step is may be reduced 15 per cant if a 450 F.
interior design temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 percent for a 6 F. interior design temperature seine.

o2e -AT Q-.Ux A. xT
HEATING WORKSHEET

4- NEA4T LOS,

DOR TYPE HEAT LOSS TEP H TRIAL TRIAL .TRIAL
BUILDING SECTION MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO. 2 -NO.3-

,h ,1T. INSUL. R ____ 5Y-i i4 -___

Windows 3 .2 sq.ft. erg.' t-6 1 7?.. I 9 1.E "
Doors 44. 02 4 _ _ 2 4 a

... . sq. ft. --t.

ceingsR-30 003 6>2 2548 ___ Z146____
R-26 0.04

R-19 0.05 42 4Z47
Frame )R-19+5 0.04 2 3jO~

4  
3024 _ _

R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 ,2- 529 5 5 _ _9 _ _'

Masonry R-11 0.07

. .sq. ft.
R-3 0.17

Floors pyer R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.... sq. It. R-7 0.11

L Floors over bhisenent and unvented
o crawl - Sce basement worksheet

- Concrete Stabs 2"x24"(7) 0.21 2 e 23-Exposed Lenqth insulation _

01 Slab Edge 1" x 12"
Lin. n. insulation

nsulation 0.81 4 2 '4 0

Duct Heat Los (if applicable
t 137t x a 07 x Z 514 " 4L; - -.

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS 4# j IC7 $0 01 .

NOTES:

a. Meet toss mu tipliers for windows and doors include infriltration
tosses. P.

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume no neat loss. Use
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other nonconditiond spaces
With 1flexiroble insulation-

Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature differences 0.10
With2 2exible or " rigd insultion- '"

Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07 )
c. A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed.

The NAHB Research Foundation. Inc., assumes no responsibility for
the valdity of healing operating cost estimates in relation to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many possible variations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, lving habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST -

, 42 S 1 7 la 96
i; I oZ X 62 = 2'}t
heat loss/hour temp diff heat nss/ F.

___ X 24 X __ __C . r"

heat loss/oF, hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr
days efficiency

X $__ _ /yr.

Btu /yr. S/heat unit Btu/heat unit

AtMA JI L LC

The NAH- Research Foundation.inc., assumes no responsibisty for
the vaidity olcoohng operating cost astimtes io relatio to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many possible variations in
occupancy, equipment f ficieny, living habits. and other factors.



COOUNG WORKSHEET
AFROM\ BEAT GAIN TAt LE K00-

A

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING N HEA7p TRIAL < IAL TRIAL
OF LOAD GAIN SECTION ALUE GAIN NO.1 NO.2 NO.3R-VALIJE F-rU GTiI- r!(UN

Window Coings UR-30 2408 2408(O Single 8OQDouble N 2130 1..
7

0sq. it.
R- 26

E 35 2.,, 73 3713

37oo r. -04.19+s 4346 4346
W 3o15 12/O R-11+5

sq. . R-11+1 553 
_ _O -' 3

W a
i Masonry R-1l

IsJingle 54- 906 R3o Storm sq.. R- 3

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Spacesa

S.......
4  

x 400 . . n. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heal Gain Excluding I . j 2. Heal Gain Through
Building Sections (1'5 Building Sections fJafj g. t 4.

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOUNG COST

25975;
{6,755, eoa

t I,t82 X IO =3qo-67on
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu/yr

6500o 79 3Cj
' 8~500 = 3311 (4

Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwh /yr

X -

Kwh /yr S/Kwha $ ............ /yr

The NAHB Research Foundationnc., assumes no responsibility for
the cadrty ofrcooling operating cost estimates in relation to actual
casts in specific instances because of the many possible variations inoccupancy, equipment efficiency. living habits, and other factors.

Transfer heat gain excluding - _
building sections to these three boxes 1 133,?. 1 1 513

Subtotal
Excluding Ducts 2-79 .-$2 ;L

Duct MulliplIerb 1 +

TOTAL HEAT GAIN 27 /71 1 A.l

EQUIPMENT SIZE .Ef[6,5 EER=8r5

NOTES

a. Floor heat gaun to be calculated only for floors over open spaces,
such as bedrooms over garages. Slab-on-grade floors, floors over
basements, and ftoots ovr ornted and unvented crawsl spaces may
be considered to have no heat gai. In meet cases, worksaet entries
tot floort should be onmitted.

b. Multipliers for heat gain to ducts:
Ducts in attic, 1" flexible insulation 1.15
Ducts in attic, 2" flexible insulation. 1" rigid
insulation or 1 fibet glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditioned spaces above
grade. 1" flexible insulation 1.05
Ducts in unconditioned spaces below grade.
including unconditioned basements. no duct
insulation 1.05
Ducts in conditioned spaces 2- 1.00

c. Total Heat Gain in Stop t may be reduced 15 per cent if a Ao F.
interior design temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 par
cent for a 6 F. interior design temperature swing.

70 T ERMOSTAT
Z9 ASH KAt VSIGNM TE.MI

HEATING WORKSHEET H EAT Lo
n ' (MUITIPL.

WINDOW, HEAT LOSS TEM . HA T TRIAL /TRIAL -RtACBUILDING SECTION DOOR TYPE MULTIPLIER D1FF. LOSS NO.1 NO. 2 .8Iu3
, VT . IN S U L . R y Ue1. Vg.r(7 d __ _ __ _ 7 7__9 _____

Widw ixKL' ...- -734~ -' 1144 _.J14 ... iF9 .. 43

Dosq. n. 7 
6 I4

__________ E 4l -- j Fc _ij F Z j6 ,
Cellings R-30 0.03 41 1 1 X5 _ _ _5

13l4 sg. ft.
R-26 0.04

G R-19 0.05 Q& 289  __Oc

Frame R-19+ 5 0.04 4 1 1 2l0 0 1 Z o o 1

R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 4 5 I 335 5 1
S Masonry R-11 0.07

.. sq. t.
R-3 0.17

Floors pver R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

sq. It. R-7 0.11

L' Floors over baement and unrenled
o crawl - See basement worksheet

i Concrete Slabs 2" x 24" 0.21 4 (
-Exposed Lenqth insulation 0'____ 5__
Of Siab Edge 1"x12
l&. t. Lin. ft. insulation 0.4

No 0.81 Y 
4 1I j_ _

insulation .r

Dut ea os (fppicbl~ 157~~xA7 x41 31 A __ __
Duct Heel Loss (If applicable, '3

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS Zp,55J 11 904
NOTES:

a. Heat loss multipliers for windows and doors include infiltration

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume no neat los : Use
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other non.contioned scuaces.
Wit 1" slesibl r insular xdoT-

Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.10
With 2" flexibe or 1" rigid insulartion-

Duct hent lass = Floor area a Temperature difference or 0.07Q
- A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAHB Research Foundaron, Inc.. assumes no responsibility for
the validity of healing operating cast estimates int relation to actual
casts in specific n aces because of the many possible variations in
occupancy. equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST c

?) I y C4 ( 
_ = Zy

heat loss/hour temp diff heat loss/o F.

'27 P4 O,!(
X 24 XlOG - tt, _ -: <s

heat loss/OF. hours/day degree seasonal Btu/yr
days efficiency

X _ = lyr.
Btu /yr. S/heat unit Btu/heat unit

A>

~ hUAON T



COOUNG WORKSHEET
FKF14 HEACAr GAIU TAEsLE N_ 3

-'A

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDiNG ANUL. HEAT TRIAL UL TRIALOF LOAD GAIN SECTION AUE GAIN NO.1 NO. 2 NO.3

iinglngs A- 30 2 ) 9
g Oubo N 1 --.. sq. ft.

R-26

E X2_ _ R-19 5713 3713
- -
_ _ 8 5 376 0 Frame R-19+5 44 -s _

B 101 122 R-11+5

aqil. R-11+1 5553 5553
W -- "

-ingle 3_ Masonry R-11
Doors _ __

single 54 908 Ao Storm sq. ft. -

Number of Floors Over A-19
Occupant. Open Spaces'

+. x 400 J~oc sq. fL R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding I 3 32i I Heat Gain ThroughBuilding Sections ? Building Sections ?L / '
Transfer heat gain excluding
building sections to these three boxes :21 1 1L5 s

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

o .976

2 18. . X 2300 =42o4a,600
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu /yr

G'4oo C19 cj(
-4 7 (i-

Btu /yr EER X1000 Kwh /yr

$ ............ /yr

The NAHB Research Foundatsonnc., assumes no responshlty forthe validity ofcooing oprating cost estimates rn reletroi o actualcosts rn specific instances because of the many possible variations inoccupancy. equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

Subtotal 2 5 7Excluding DuctI 2 _

Duct Multiplierb I l5 1

TOTAL HEAT GAIN' x)75 1 g2??

EQUIPMENT SIZE 6EK6, S E ?(

NOTES

a. Floor heat gain to be calculated only for floors over open spaces,
such as bedroorn over garages. Slah-on-grade floors, floors over 
basements, and floors over vented and unvented crawl specs may
be considered to have no heat gain. In most cases, worksheet entries
for floors should be omitted.

b. Multipliers for heat gain to ductu:
Ducts in attic. I" flexible insulation 1.15
Ducts tn attrc, 2" flexible nsulation, 1" rigid
isulation, or 1" fiber glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditionedt spaes abovegade. 1" flxiblee insulation 105
Ducts in unconditioned spaces below grade,
including unconditioned basements, no duct
insulation

Ducts in conditioned spaces 1.00
c. Total Heat Gan in Step tomay be reduced 15 per cent of " 4h

0 F
interior desn temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 petcent for 6 F. interior design temperature swing.

700 = TWEk.MOSTAT
36 = AS14AE DESIGN TEMP.
340 :.T Q=

BUILDING SECTION

HEATIN

WINDOW, a
DOORTYPE HEAT LOSS

MULTIPLIER
INSUL. R

Windows 3 "/ %q.f 2 34" s .~ -

Door ~ fCf~~- 13 6Ir | C\5i |Doors. ft. 3C-1 3
Cowlings ( R-30 0.03 34 J 377  1397

15-7p. sg.tN. _ _ 37 _ _R-26 0.04

1 R-19 0.05 3e 2329 239 _ _

Frame . R-19+5 0.04 7 1659 1
R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 34 2.904 2904
j Masonry R-11 0.07

. .. ., sq. ft.
A-3 0.17

Floors peer R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.--...--.... sq. II. R-7 0.11

o Floors over hement and umented

o crawl - See basement workshect
I Concrete Slabs 2" x 24"

-Exposed Length insulation 0.21 34 T 13 4" 1 314
Of Slab Edge 1" x 12"

Li t insulation 0.46 -4 .. Lin. ft. ____________ _______________

No
insulation 0.81 34 506 7 _

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable, ('.70 X .07 ox 34 . 2G t 3 f!I -0 -

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS Z3la7.l 95 1

G WORKSHEET ,'- WAT LOc,

T . HEAT TRIAL TRIAL
DiFF. LOSS NO.1 NO.

Sf r} YrX y ' LI
I-TAeI

NOTES:

a. Heat loss multipliers for windows and doors include infiltration
losses.()

b. it ducts run through condritoned spaces, assume nT heat loss. Use
the equations below i ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other non-conditioned spaces
With 1 fl'ib'le rnsulalron-

Duct heat loss a Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.10
With 2" flexible or 1" rigd insulation-

Duct heat loss - Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07 toC . A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

Tire NA HB Research Foundaton, Inc., assumes no reslonstbirty for
the validity of healing operating cost estimates in relation to actual
costs in specific nsances because of the many possible varrations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE____

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST C.
z3,(.a 75

Z?%871: 4
heat loss/hour temp diff heat loss/o F.

X 24 X66so -'- a 4 
:=My o

heat loss/OF, hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr
days efficiency

-
= S /yr.X * __

Btu /yr. S/heat unit Btu/heat unit

b DWNSVILL_.

Kwh /yr S/Kwhe

M .1 Q'

q



COOLING WORKSHEET
FKoM HVATGAIN -TAF5LE We.:3-

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING AINB. HEAT TRIAL TRIAL RIALOF LOAD GAIN SECTION R 0VAMUE GAIN NO.1 NO.2 NO.3
________R.VAU T UM DVr fI 15T 1h42 57l - 1t7 _ _110 I_

WI dows 'X18 CelMnge R-30 2408 24o
Double N 21 .

1 sq. t. R-26

35 2695 ' R.19 3713 3713j E 3 27 __ _

_ _7_0 Frame R-19+5

30I5 220 R-I+5

W- - ------ eq.It. I\ q-+ 5 55

- _o____ Masonry R-11
Doors

113ingle 90s <QO.o Storm " sq. ft. R- 3

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Sp5ace

...4. x 400 1600O ..-.--". sq. fl. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding _33 I Heat Gain Through
Building Sections JI 15?.6 Building Soctions 92 .. f4 &1!-1

S.. .. ..- I , O

718 282 X 2550 =44
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr

. 65co

Btu /yr EER X 1000

Kwh /yr 5/Kwh

_ Transfer heat gain excluding _
building sections to these three boxes 7JZ

,619, 1C7
Btu /yr

Io p @

Kwh /yr

11528
Subtotal
Excluding Ducts 5 f7 > 

] i

Duct MultlIpilIer .1 5 1.0

TOTAL HEAT GAIN
0

Z577rI j7 ezJ a

EQUIPMENT SIZE

NOTES

EE 6.5 CE1:8,5

. Flor heat gai to be calculated only for floors over open spaces,such ss hndrooms over garaesr. SIab-on-grade loots. floors over
basements,. and floors over vented and unwanted crewl spaces maybe considered to have no heat gain. In most uses. warksheet entriesfor floors should be omitted.

b. Multiplers for heat gain to ducts.
Duct, te attee, 1" flexhle insulateon t15
Duct, en attic, 2" flexile~ intsulatione. 1"regid

nsulatino Or t" fiberglass duct 1.10
Ductt tin other untconditioned spaes, above

tel . flsetble i nulatioe b.05

Ducts in unconditioned spaces below grads,including uncondtoned basmente. no duct
rnsu~uon1.05

Ducts io conditioned spaces 01 too
C. Total Hest Gain m Step 1 may be reduced 15 perocntifa OFinatenor design temperature seg is used or may be reducd 30 per

cent for a 6 F. intorr design tetperature swing.

70 THEKMOSTAT
32e - ASHKAe DESIGNr TrEMP

HEATING WORKS EET
A, WINDOW 1IL TIL ~ ih

BUILDING SECTION DOOR TYPE HEAT LOSS TE P. HEAT TrIAL TRIAL \ AL-

.

INSU MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO. 2 -NO.3

indo .T. INL. -3) 7

Doors 0 . D7". ; 1 
.7,-- -L5

Calling. R-30 0.03 38 _52 151 2
1370s. ft.

R-26 0.04

SR-19 0.05 3 _E_ __

Frame QR-19+5 0.04 38 1854 1854122.0 sq. tt.
R-11+5 0.055

_ R-11 +1 0.07 SS 3245 324 J

. Masonry R-11 0.07
3 .. ........, sq. lt. R 30 1~.qIR-3 0.17

Floors pver R-19 0.05
rented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.... sq. II. R-7 0.11

Floors over h.rment and unvenled
o crawl - See basement workshee t

Concrete Slabs 2" x 24"

-Exposed Length insulation 0.21 3 r I Uc
O Slab Edge 1" x 12"
..x. Lin. ft. insulation 0.46

insulation 0.81 37 5t4,61 _

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable,
0 370 t . 304- 3 , l,) 4 .

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS __ 261?. I I x32

4?- H- AT Loss

NOTES:

a. Heat loss muttiphers for windows and doors include ftratoon
losses. ob. If duct run through condtionetrd spaces. assume n w t loss. Use
the etua tons below it ducts run through attics, crawi spaces, or
other non-conditioned spaces
Wth 1 flei he msulation -

Duct heat tins - Floo, area x Tempe ature difference x 0.10
With 2" iexitle or I" rigid isulation-

Duct heat loss - Floor area a Temperature difference 0 0.07
c. A thermostat setlng of 10a F. is assumed

The NAHR Hesar ch Foundation. Inc.. assumes nn resonsibIty for
the valdity of heating operating cost estimaties in relation to actual
costs m specific mOl'ances because of the many possible varetaons in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, hoyig habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST C.

heat loss/hour temp diff heat Ion/ F.

heat loss/OF. hours/day degree seasonal Btu/yr
days efficiency

X __ * $ /yr.
Btu /yr. 5/heat unit Btulheat unit

CO1EPUS CMJ&T i

h(T)

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLNG COST

The NAHB Research Foundaton.4nc., assurr, no responsblty forthe valdity ofrcolgopegot estmas n retatl, to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many "Bible varsatsons in
occupancy, equipment efficiency. hitong habits, and there factors.

360 

= &T n= 

0

14
A fr



COOUNG WORKSHEET
FctnM LIEAT GAtR fiTA~slE NJs 5

(A

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING N HEAT RIAL TRIAL . IAL
OF LOAD GAIN SECTION VALUE GAIN NO.1 NO.2 NO.3

nCne CelnWs R-30 .5 _J

Double - 0p. It. R- 26

R-19 4395 43r

S F R-19+5 F r
Frame

* ~ fj~ 5-11+5

sq. ft. R-11+1

WR1i 
Maeo7w2 R117Don___ - _ aoe 11

RSingle -* - - R-3O Storm sq. ft.

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Specese

--- s R-I1
...... x 400 ...- ... eq. t- 5 1

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding Heat Gain Through
Building Sections Building Sections r- '? n ' rt

Transfer heat gain excluding -
building sections to these three boxes I 9 I q ;

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

l' 21rew X 23C = 94 
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu /yr1

6 5 act lIC.'<

Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwh /yr

X =

Kwh /yr f/Kwh $........... /yr

The NAHB Research FoundationAnc., asasms no rrsponsbithty forthe validity otcohng operating castimates in relatoq to actual
costs in speciec instances because of the many possible variations inoccupancy, equipment efficiency, livig habits, and other factors.

Subtotal IC C
Ecludn Duets 'Z r, I )I

Duct MultiplIerb I . C I .b

TOTAL HEAT GAIN
5  

C l.'r iZ
EQUIPMENT SIZE

NOTES

a Floor heat gain to be calculated only for floor oee open spaces,
such at bedroors over garages. Siab-onerade ftps, f doors ove,
besemenct., sa flocs oer rented ad urnicted ceemA speas may
he considered to h ,e het gain. In meat rean meekatt entret
foe tflot should be emitted.

b. Multipers for heat gain to ducts:

Ducts in attic. 1" flexible insulation ( 1.15
Ducts in attic, 2" flexible insulation, 1" rgid
insulation or 1" ftber glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditioned spaces aboe
rade. 5"texible insulation 1.05

Duct in unconditioned space below grade,
including unconditioned basements, no duct
insulation 1.Ml
Ducts in conditioned soawe 1.00

c. Total Henat Gain in Step I may be reduced 15 par cent of a a%0 F.
interior design temperature swng es used or may be reduced 30 percent for a 6 F. intnor design eswarastwe saing

7C1 THLRK.\oStAr
19* As5VAE WI)0E E

51 = A T

0 =Ll.A'dT HEATING WORKSHEET A''.< 41
WINDOWORTYPE HEAT LOSS TEMP. HEAT rJTRIAL ,IPI L-- TRIALBUILDING SECTION M ULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO-2- NO. 3
INSUL R -

f 1 .- v

Windows 3 7,. u. 1L it IZ'JC

.I _ 
, .sq. 

n: 
__"/

Ceinge R-30 0.03 j I q !c f' '

R-26 0.04

R-19 0.05 r"

Frame R-19+5 0.04 5 1 + 
1-6)

e29 q. ft.
R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 r. ;rr r

Masonry R-11 0.07

s q. ft.
R -3 0.17

Floors pver R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

. sq. 1i. R-7 0.11

t Floors over hacment and unvented
o crawl - Sec basement voi ksheet

Concrete Slabs 2- x 24 0.21
-Exposed Length insulation 0.21 r 197 I 117
Of Slab Edge 1" x 12"

. Li. f insulation 0.46
No 440.81 7 

-7-1 ___ ______
insulation _.8_

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable, j1?7C k , X c7) 1fJ4 ..q

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS ;/

NOTES:

a. Heast esas multipliers for windows and dos include infitration
losses _

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume no neat loss. Use
the equations below i ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, cr
ether non cocditioned spacCs
With 1" legible ,nsuiation-

Duct hear bs i Floi aresx Temperature difference x 0.10 With 2" flexible cr 1" rigid insulion -
Duct heat loss - Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07 1

o A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAHS Research Foundation, Inc.. assures no responbirty f or
the validity of heatig operating cost estimates in relation to actual
costs in specific inances because of the rany possible variations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST .

heat lossAour temp diff heat losso F.

X 24 X Z - - 4 e
heatloss/OF, hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr

days efficiency

X _ _ _ _ = /yr.

Btu /yr. $/heat unit Btu/heat unit

D/AL.A

g



,FKOM
COOUNG WORKSHEET

1.tEAT GAIN TALL MR 4 
.0

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING INSUL HEAT TRIAL TRIAL TRIAL
OF LOAD GAIN SECTION ATION GAIN NO.1 NO. 2 NO. 3

- - _________ R-VALUE arj Lj

Window 34 Collings R-30 7.2.0 2 O
N 430 .3.70sq. it. R26

E 5R-19 '3610 3696

4400 Frame OR-19+5 '550

S 3.5. I'VLc R-11+S

1q1 IR-11+1 X520 6~ZO
W

Masonry R.1I
Doors

ESingle 4 980
O Storm sq. It. R- 3

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Spacesa

.... -x ....... .. sq. ft. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding I9065 Heat Gain Through
Building SectIons R Building SectIons 10Q ,/JO

STransfer heat gain excuding . o ,xI, r t I G, ^building sections to these three boxes )*6 I

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

37,79 5 , 5oo
. 20+30 x 1850 =5-1I97,6oo

Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu y r

_O = 47Z4-
Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwh /yr

X -
Kwh /yr S/Kwh. $ /yr

The NAHS Research Foundation,4nc., assumes no resconsielty for
the validity oftcocltng operating cost estimates m relation to actual
costs in specific mstance because of the many possible variations in
occupancy. equipennt efficiency. living habits. and other factors.

Subtotal- '
Excluding Ducts .5 7 0430
Duct Multipllere () r! I

TOTAL HEAT GAINc 9 2 2 ,43 _

EQUIPMENT SIZE P .o E ooo
30o 000 2.o00o

NOTES

a. Floor heat gatn to be calculated only for floors over open spaces,
such as bedrooms over garagrs. Slab-on.grade floors, floors over
basements. and floors acer vented arnd uccented crawl spaces may
be considered to hase no heat gain, tn most aan, workaheat entes
for floors should be omitted.

b. Multipliers for heat gain to ducts:
Ducts in attic, 1" flexible insulation - 115
Ducts in attic, 2" flexible insulation, 1" rigid
insulation, or 1" fiber glass duct 1.10
Ducts tn other unconditioned spaces above
grade, 1" flexible insulation 1.05
Ducts in unconditioned spaces below grade,
including unconditioned basements, no duct
insulation 1.05
Ducts rn conditioned spaces ( i 1.00

c. Total Heat Gaoin cStep t amay be reduced 15 per cnt if a 41
0 

F.interior design temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 percent for a 6 F. inarior design temperature swing,

700 = T MR MOSTAT
21 = ASKRAr. DESIGN TAMP,

HEATING WORKSHEET 4u Mt AT LOSS
MULTIFL'K

S WINDOW,
BUILDING SECTION DOOR TYPE HEAT LOSS TEMP. HEAT TRIAL TRIAL j 'IAL-

MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO. 2 NO-S--
SQ. IT. INSUL.R 15T1T 4 n,7114 ?7ruN

Windows E VuQq .
-- ? >~-r 4 9

Doors o qft. \ 4

.. .^ 8 10e-Clings R-30 0 0.03 +.9 2n14 21I sg. ft.
R-26 0.04

R-19 0.05 l9 339-1 3357
Frame '9 R-19+5 004 C 239I _-12 2 0 

sq. 
Lt

R-11+5 0.055

R-11 + 1 0.07 49 4485 4J

= Masonry R-11 0.07

~ ',sq. t.
R-3 0.17

Floors pver R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.'....sq. ft. R-7 0.11

L Floors over bhameni and unvented
o crawl - See basement worksheet
LL Concrete Slabs 2" x 24"

-Exposed Length insulation 021 aa) 8_______
O Slab Edge 1" x 12"

. Lin. t. insulation 0.46

No
insulation 0.81 473 7303

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable,b I f x , 0 "e 49 -.. 4 1(1 1699 - O -

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS 34.12 ? ____

NOTES:

a. Heat loss multipliers for windows and doors include filtration
losses.

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume n eat loss. tUse
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other non-conditoned spaces:

thr 1 x lexible nsulation-
Duct heat loss . Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.10

With 2" flexihle or 1' rigid Insulatroc-
Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07

- A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAHO Research Foundation, Inc., assumes no responsibility for
the validity of heating operating cost estimates in relation to actual
costs in specific instance because of the many possible variations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE j____ ____ ____

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST c.
- 7.

_____ +9 = 2 n
heat loss/hour temp diff heat ls F

X 9tJ 2p60 .GM tv___X 24 X 20Q . =1-4A,_= re
heat loss/oF. hours/day degree seasonal Btu/yr

days efficiency

X - -y =.

Btu /yr. 5/heat unit Btu/heat unit

D 29)



COOLING WORKSHEET
1 "ROM P-Ar GAIN TA E5LEW 3

49
,q

4-t

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING SA HEAT IAL *<TIAL TRIAL
OF LOAD GAIN SECTION ALUO GAIN NO.1 NO.2 NO.3

__________ _________R-VALUE 9yrt 5)1 BT U 1 >tU 4 ____

Windows "I" Rng -30

I?0ouble N 2130 ... q ft. R-26

2%75
5E 352.5R 19 3713 3113 _ __ _ _E 6 R-19+5

S3-00 Frame R-19+S4 434

S 301 12dO R-I1+5

sq. ft. R-11+1 5553 5555

W
Masonry R-11

Don p 3

Il ig /08 ... R.-3o Storm sq ft.

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Spaces_

..... x 400 1/000 . s... ,q. ft. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding ti 3' 3. Heat Gain Through
Building Sections 1 Building Sections -

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

I 25975' 44,3-jztooW
)182.72 X 1900 =34735 o
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu /yr

( 5oca -7593

Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwhlyr

X --

K wh /yr $/K whl S ............ /yr

Transfer heat gain excluding ---- + 1 3building sections to these three boxes I ))2 1157-
Subtotal D
Excluding Ducts Z 5 j 18 -

Duct Multiptler 1 5 I .
TOTAL HEAT GAIN

EQUIPMENT SIZE E1- 1& Eir 8$

NOTES

a. Floor heat gan to be calculated only for floors over open spacessuch as bedroom over gerages. Slab-on-grade floors, floors over
baserments. and floor over vnrted and unvented crawl spaces may
be considered to he" no heat gaint m et ca w ,,orkshet entries
for floors should be ormitted.

b. Multipliers for heat gain to ducts
Ducts in attic, 1" flexible insulation ( 1 1.15
Ducts in attic, 2" flexible insulation, 1" rigid
insulation, or I" fiber glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditioned spaces above
grade. t" flexible insulation 1.05
Ducts in unconditioned spaces below grade,
including unconditioned basements, no duct
insulation 1.05
Ducta in conditioned space (4) too0

c. Total Hest Gain in Step tg may be reduced 15 per cent if a 416
0 

F.
interior desin temserature swing is ueed or may be reduced 30 percens for a 6 F. inerior design temperatsure swing.

700 = THERAOSTTAr
8* >r AStA OUT'ZDE D$IrGN

4Z2.T= -- TEAA DIFF.

a= UnA x tY HEATING WORKSHEET

9
0ET L;s

1 MULTIFL'I,
A WINDOW, HE S TABUILDINGSECTION DOORTYP EAT LOSS TE. H AT TRIAL TRIAL d>UbL

sB. SEC T DOOR Y MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOS S . NO.1 NO. 2 N1 r -

WIndows 3 i
2

Bsq. ft. - -o ----

_____' ____ 4-2 -- 7____ zy9Doors 40 .qn lG 4 0 1q2 7 . 2 8 2
f .. 47L ,393

CeIlings R-30 003 42 1 72 1_7Z(
R-26 0.04

R-19 0.05 4.2 2&77 'L877

Frame R-19+5 0.04 4, 2C5C '2.
R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 42 3587 3567
S Masonry R-11 0.07

-.. , sq. It.
R-3 0.17

Floors per R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

... " ... sq. ft. R-7 0.11

e Floors over basement and unvenied
o crawl - See basement wor ksheet

IL Concrete Slabs 2' x 24" 0.21 I23 162?
-Exposed Length insulation 4O 2
Of Stab Edge 1 x2 1x 2. 0.46
.(. 4.Lin. ft. insulation 0

No
insulation 0.81 4.2 & 62o

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable,5 
1 70 .01 K 4 4 o 4b 4-rz y - o -

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS Z,9 I- I?2 i4
NOTES:

a. H-at loss multipliers for windows and doors include infiltration
lorucs. (iib. If ducts run through conditioned spaces. assume neat loss. Use
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other noncnnditiced spaces.
With 1" flex~il insulation -

Duct heat loss - Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.10
With 2" flexible or 1" rigid insulaton--

Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07 0
c - A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAH B Researc.h Foundation, Inc., assumes no responsibility for
the validity of heating operating cost estimates in i eiaion to actual

costs in specific insances because of the maoy possible varatine to
occupancy, equipment efficiency, living habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE ____

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST C

12!94 42 = Z/

heat loss/hour temp diff heat Inss/O F.

X 24 X )4 0 __-= Grcr,
heat loss/OF. hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr

days efficiency

X _= /yr.
Btu /yr. S/heat unit Btu/heat unit

WOUs-T ON

1!f~

ci

The NAHS Research Foundation,4nc., assumes no rerponsibilty for
rhe validity Olcunirog operating colt astimates in reiatror to actual
cots in specific instances because of the many psibie variations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, living habitat, and other factors.



COOLING WORKSHEET
( FRnM HEAT GAIN 'TA>L5 4 ----

44

Ar
COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING IHIULA HEAT TRIAL T1AL TRIAL

OF LOAD GAIN SECTION ALU GAIN NO. 1 NO. 2 NO.3
RrVALUE t ,i u r= U >T h4 _____

Windows t340 Ceiings ' R-30 2520 2 52
DoubleR- 26

E 35 R-19 390 39

4400 Frame J R-19+s 5250 5250 - -

S X'550 I.220 R-11+5

sq.t. tR-11+1 652o 652.o

Masonry R-il
Do ors A-

Single 5T 980 . "o Storm sq. ft. R 3

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Spacere

4.... x 400 1400 s...gq. It. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1500 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding I SO b3 Heat Gain Through .7
Building Sections I(&(, Building Sections 10 1 1770

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

2 2o43o X 19o0 =35,8( ',oo
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu /yr

Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwh /yr

X-
Kwh/yr $/Kwhi s.........../yr

The NAH8 Research Foundation.4nc., assumes no responsibility for
the validity ofcooing operating cost estlm.le. in relatoi to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many possible variations in
occupancy, equipment effIrency, tving habits, and other factors.

Transfer heat gain excluding ---- -+ t It,& r
building sections to these three boxes

Subtotal
Excluding Ducts 254. c 2oh.

Duct Multiplierb

TOTAL HEAT GAIN 29 2 1"g4i b

EQUIPMENT SIZE t
__ __ _ _ 2 o z '

NOTES
a. Floor heat gain to be calculated only for floors over open spas,

such as bedrooms over garages. Stab-on-grade floors, floors over
basemeents, and ftoort over ented and unvented crawlt spaes may
be ,onsdeted to have no heat gain. In most case , wotshNt mntris
tot floors should be omrtted.

b. Multiptiets toe heat gainr to ducts:
Ducts in attic, 1 flexible insulation / t.15
Ducts tn attic, 2" flex ble insulation, 1" rigid
insulation, or 1" fiber glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditoned spares above
grade. 1" flexible nsulatton 1.05
Ducts in unconditioned spans below grade,
including unconditioned baseman, no duct
insulation 1.05
Ducts in conditioned spaces ) 1.00

c. Total Heat Gai in Step is may be reduced 15 per cent ita 'A F%.F
interior dauign temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 per
aent fge a 6 F. interior design teenperature swing.

70 -- TPE"OSTAT
1 q = ASNRAE DESIGN

51 = AT
HEATING WORKSHEET

()
i0A

MULTI~PL I E i
WINDOW, a HEAT LOSS TEM HEA TRIAL TRIAL -TPA4Ft

BUILDING SECTION DOOR TYPE MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO. 2 ,
. INSUL.R P_ f 

jlJj ~ir ( _

Windows '
3

/ 2 sq.ftf ' o Ii-2 ' 42 7 L 5I e 3
.\.q0 .- <303 2.-J76 ____70Doors 4S at - 51 _z-~ ___ _ -___

15.4.. sq. nt. ,11 TOK l g 51 20 _ Zoe _ _ oz ,--

Cellings 0 R-30 0.03 5I 209& 2096

R-26 0.04

G R-19 0.05 51 3474 349 _

Frame R-19+5 0.04 51 2457 Q_ _ _ _

12 sft.
R-11+ 5 0.055

UR-11+1 0.07 5I 435& 43s&e
Masonry R-11 0.07

sq. It.
R-3 0.17

Floors pyer R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.... ... sq. It. R-7 0.11

E Floors over h.sment and unvenled
o crawl - See basement wor ksheet

IL Concrete Slabs 2" x 24" 0.21 5 )9 111-Exposed Length insulation I
Of Slab Edge 1" x 12"

Lin. ft. insulation 0.46
No 06 1 70 6insulation 0.81 . 7 60

Duct Heat Loss (if applicable, I !J7 , ' .07 x 51 .. 4891 4S9 g - / -

TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS 3_sm 4 140

NOTES:

a. Heot loss multipliers for windows and doors include infiltration

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume no neat loss: Use
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other oon conditioned spaces:
With 1" flexible intsulation-

Duct heat ioss " Floot area o Temperature difference n 0.10
With 2" tlexible or I" rigid rosulatron-

Duct heat loss = Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07(1c - A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAHB Research Foundation, Inc.. assumes no responsibility for
the validity of heating operating cost estimates in relation to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many possible variations tn
occupancy. equipment efficiency, livng habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENTSIZE
ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST c-

I 3 14 696
e, 1460~ 51 = 70
heat ioss/hour temp diff heat os/o F.

X 24 X2- r_6= _ Ir

heat loss/ 0
F. hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr,

days efficiency

X _ $ /yr.
Btu /yr. S/heat unit Btu/heat unit

M1/yL. un



COOLING WORKSHEET 0
_ _ _ _ <oM 4VEAT GAIN TABLE NS 5--,

COMPONENT AREA HEAT BUILDING W HEATS TRIAL .4a[AL TRIAL
OF LOAD GAIN SECTION RATION TRIALU GAI LN. NO. 4  NO.3S

0Double 50 cgnt R3 452 5

N -50 R- 26

2 

5 52 z "19 4-fi5 4395

-0 - _

R-19+5 ffO __ 1 __

8 4440 Frame R_9+ 5720 5720

S 348 IZ2.0 R-a+s

w- j Msonr It 'R-11+1 7270 7270 __R-I+1
Masonry R.1

Doys

l _Single .r 4 180 .R
0 Storm sq. ft. R 3

Number of Floors Over R-19
Occupants Open Spacesa

...... x 400 1600 -. sq. t. R-11

R-7

Appliances 1600 R-0

Heat Gain Excluding I 5 420 Heat Gain Through
Building Sections 1 - 9 3 5  Building Sections Ii b2 85(5,

- Transfer heal gain excluding s 15,4 ' Z :building sections t0 these three boxes ~ i .i

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COOLING COST

3I11-86296:0oo
021 oo X 20oo = 4? 06 oc,
Heat Gain/Hour Hours/yr Btu /yr

6500 9584,
85 V = 05 .

Btu /yr EER X 1000 Kwh /yr

_ X-
Kwh/yr $/Kwht S ............ /yr

Subtotal
Excluding Ducts I7 EO z 1600

Duct Multipliers i,
TOTAL HEAT GAIN" 13114p-, 2] c

EQUIPMENT SIZE j 6 k4
_____ ____ __ 3 (C'O 73O 'O

NOTES

e. Floor heat gain to be calculated oniv for floors over open spaces,
such as bedroosn ove, garages. Slb-ong.ade floos, floos o,e
basemsents, and flxors oxer rented and unented crawl speces may
be considered to have no heat gaix.n l moss ce, woseresaae enies
for floors should be ormtted.

b. Multiphers for heat gain to ducts:
Ducts in attic, 1" flexible insulation .Is

Ducts i attic, 2" flexible insulation, I" egid
insulation, or 1" fiber glass duct 1.10
Ducts in other unconditioned spaces above
grade. 1" flexible insulation 1.05
Ducts tc unconditioned spaces below grade,
including unconditioned basernxts, no duct
insulation t 05
Ducts in conditioned spaces 7 too

c. Total Heat Gain in Step t may be reduced 15 per cent it a 4%0 F.intersor design temperature swing is used or may be reduced 30 per
ant far a 6 F. interior design temperature swing.

700 TMEKMOSTAT
Ly' = A5HK > 1DrSGN T [A&F
45* = T (-T U x A

vAT
HEATING WORKSHEET

a-:

'HP_ AT 1L0554MLIC
WINDOW, * OS T N _ _BUILDING SECTION DOOR TYPE HEATLOSS TEMP. HEAT TRIAL TRIAL RmA-

INSUL R MULTIPLIER DIFF. LOSS NO. 1 NO. 2 NQr4-

Doors sq. ft. 4-5 _ _

Do0 I O 1 I'2.

CalIngs R-30 0.03 4-_ __ (S
R-26 0.04

R-19 0.05 45 3x2 3,02.
Frame R-19+5 0.04 45 Q1q.4 2.%

. sqft
R-11+5 0.055

R-11+1 0.07 '843 364-3
Masonry R-11 0.07

sq. ft.
R-3 0.17

Floors pver R-19 0.05
vented crawl spaces

R-11 0.08

.sq. It. R-7 0.11

! Floors over basement and unvenied
o crawl - See basement worksheet
E Concrete Slabs 2" x 24"

-Exposed Length insulation 0.21 45 131 17 j
Of Slab Edge 1" x 12"

. .. Ln. ft. insulation 0 4 6

No 0.81 4 ( 007
Duct Heat Loss (if applicable," t110 x .071 x 4 = 4 I 431.
TOTAL CALCULATED HEAT LOSS __ 335 13,0 _{

NOTES:

a. Heat loss multipliers for windows and doors include inf lration
losses.

b. If ducts run through conditioned spaces, assume no neat loss. Use
the equations below if ducts run through attics, crawl spaces, or
other non-conditioned spaces.
With t." flexihle insulalsox-

Duct heat lass " Float area x Temperature difference x 0.10
With 2" flexible or 1" agd insulation-

Duct heat loss - Floor area x Temperature difference x 0.07 (
- A thermostat setting of 700 F. is assumed

The NAHR Research Foundation, Inc.. assumes no responsibility for
the validity of heating operating cast estimates in relaton to actual
costs in specific instances because of the many possible variations in
occupancy, equipment efficiency, iving habits, and other factors.

EQUIPMENT
SIZE j________

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HEATING COST C

r0 5 -2

heat lossdhour temp diff heat Ins/0 F.

t _~44; 54410
X 24 X___ _ =_

heat loss/OF, hours/day degree seasonal Btu /yr
days efficiency

X ' = yeX ____ ______= $ /yr.
Btu /yr. $/heat unit Btu/heat unit

SAN ANTONIO

,'.

The NAHS Research Foundation,4nc., assumes no responsibilty for
the validity ofrcoolg operauing cost estimates n relatmo to actualcosts i specift instance because of the many possible variatons inoccupancy, equipment f fficiency, living habitat, and other factors.
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INSULATION

The importance of anticipating and
controlling "thermal performance" was
discussed in the preceding chapter. While
design concepts (passive solar, etc.) and
infiltration controls are major contribu-
tors to overall thermal performance, the
amounts and types of insulation used in
the building components are a basic ingre-
dient affecting thermal performance of
the basic building envelope.

Insulation keeps a residence cooler
in summer and warmer in winter by
helping to keep heat where it is wanted --
out in the summer and in in the winter.
The ability of insulation to do its work is
dependent on two things: (1) it's R-value,
or resistance to heat flow, and (2) the
quality of workmanship used in its instal-
lation. Different materials have different
R-values; therefore different thicknesses
are required to do the same job. R-values
for various building materials are listed in
the ASHRAE tables at the end of this
chapter.

Knowing which R-values are re-
quired by a building design concept for
good control of heat flow, as well as for
meeting code requirements, should come
ahead of decisions on which type of
insulation material to use. For most
builders and designers, however, the two

The Model Code, when applied to
most cities in Texas, from Amarillo to
Brownsville and El Paso to Lufkin, indi-
cates minimum R-values of R-11 in walls
and R-19 in ceilings with proportional
limitations on glass areas for both single
and double panel. It should be understood
however that code requirements are only
minimum standards...good practice and
effective energy conservation point to
higher R-values. A maximum for Texas
climates, guided by the "law of diminish-
ing returns", should be R-19 in the walls
and R-30 in ceilings.

It is not practical to develop a chart
of R-values for each city according to the
Model Code because so much of the
requirement is based on building design
variables such as materials, glass types,
wall and window areas, Degree Days, etc.
But again, reflecting on codes as "mini-
mums", we wish to recommend the R-
values shown in the following map of
Texas, Figure 1. It should be noted that
these R-values correspond approximately
to current recommendations of the
National Bureau of Standards, but that
they are a broad generalization of insula-
tion practices, and individual cases should
be based on specific building conditions
and utility costs.

decisions occur at the same time, along
with considerations of thickness.

cFALJNC, 7.-3o

CI:LIh .: R"2!
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One thing to consider in choosing R-
values, insulation types and thicknesses --
when you are already paying for the labor
to put the material in place, increasing
the thickness, and thus the R-values,
should cost very little more than the cost
of the added material alone (the laborer is
already there).

There are several types of insulation
materials which may be used. Glass fiber
and mineral wool, probably the most
widely used, are available in the form of
batts and blankets, and loose and blown
fill. Vermiculite and perlite are also loose
and blown materials. These products have
been with us a long time and their use and
handling has developed into accepted
practice.

Cellulose fiber insulation is newer
and it has had its share of problems
associated mainly with manufacturing
processes. It is generally made of repro-
cessed paper, and when not properly
treated it can be a fire hazard. Some
fires have been blamed on the material
and its processing. The cellulose must be
treated with fire retardant chemicals.
Boric acid is generally used, but it must
be processed properly. Sulfates are also
used but these can cause corrosion prob-
lems. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission tackled this problem a year
ago, and Congress passed the Emergency
Interim Consumer Product Safety Stan-
dard Act of 1978. Now all cellulose

insulation manufactured after September
8, 1978, must pass tests for flame resis-
tance and corrosiveness, and the bags it is
shipped in must be labled: "ATTENTION:
this material meets the applicable mini-
mum Federal flammability standard. This
standard is based on laboratory tests only,
which do not represent actual conditions
which may occur in the home."

Urea-formaldehyde is a foam-in-
place type insulation and also has atten-
dant problems. Humidity and high tem-
peratures may cause deterioration and a
formaldehyde odor which lingers after
installation. Exposure to light and open
air can also cause deterioration. Studies
have shown also that the material may
shrink for several months after installa-
tion. Proper mixing of components and
special care in installation are required,
and subcontractors for this service should
be picked with great care.

Rigid plastic foam boards such as
beadboard, urethane and polystyrene are
used for exterior sheathing; and the stur-
diest material, such as Dow's Styrofoam,
are used in foundation insulation applica-
tions. These materials are combustible
and they should be covered with fire
retardant materials.

Several types of wall and ceiling
insulation with differnet R-values for the
different materials and the standard
thicknesses used are shown in Table 1.

Nominal R-Values for Various Thicknesses of Insulation (in inches)

Batts or Blankets Loose and Blown Fill*

glass rock glass rock cellulose
R-Value fiber wool fiber wool fiber vermiculite perlite

R-11 32 in. 3 in. 5 in. 4 in. 3 in. 5 in. 4 in.
R-13 4 31/2 6 412 312 6 5
R-19 6 5 81/2 61/2 5 9 7
R-22 7 6 10 71/2 6 102 8
R-26 8 7 12 9 7 121/2 91/2
R-30 912 8 131/2 10 8 14 11
R-33 101 9 15 11 9 1512 12
R-38 12 102 17 13 10 18 14

*The R-Value for urea-formaldehyde foam is 4.2 per inch of thickness. However, a recent bulletin (Use of Materials
Bulletin No. 74, Sept. 15, 1977) from the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) indicates that the
effective R-Value of this type of fill is only 3.3 per inch when installed, due to a 6 percent average linear shrinkage.
Therefore, urea-formaldehyde foam in a 312 inch wall cavity would have an R-Value of 10.5.

Table #1

0



There are many locations where
insulation should be used besides in the
basic exterior walls, ceiling-attic, and in
floors over vented crawl spaces. Such
locations may be overlooked but they
always occur in construction between con-
ditioned (heated or cooled) and non-condi-
tioned spaces. A case in point would be
knee walls...the wall areas between a high
room and the attic space over an adja-
cent, normal height room. Another would
be in the floor of a cantilevered or over-
hanging room. To be sure that all proper
spaces are treated one must simply think
of all building parts that make up the
entire "building envelope" which contains
the space to be heated or cooled.

The insulation of a cathedral ceiling
deserves special consideration because it
is also possible to achieve "attic" ventila-
tion between the roof rafters. When the
roofing sheathing is on top of the rafter
and the ceiling material (gypsum board) is
on the underside of the same rafter, if
that rafter is a 2 x 10 (9%2"), the insulation
could be 5" or 6" batts with a foil or paper
face upwards...with the insulation held
against the ceiling board there will be a 3"
or 4" air space over the insulation. Then,
if there are screened vents at the wall
line (roof overhang, or soffit), and a
continuous ridge vent, there will be
natural convection current created within
each rafter space, allowing coller air to
enter at the bottom and exit, warmer, at
the ridge vent. Such a system provides a
surprising release from summer sun heat
built up in the roof itself.

The R-value of insulation is only as
effective as the quality of the installa-
tion. Poorly installed R-30 attic insula-
tion may be no better than properly
installed R-19. The workshop presenta-
tion of "Wrap it up Right", the narrated
slide presentation developed by NAHB,
explains the proper installation techniques
for insulation. Some of the points to
consider are:

(1) The material must fill the stud
space completely without being
compressed at top or bottom or
at the sides.

(2) The material must fit snuggly
around and behind electrical
boxes.

(3) Electrical wire-runs should be
located so that it does not force
the insulation to be jammed and
squeezed behind it.

(4) There should be no gaps be-
tween adjacent runs of insula-
tion batts, or between batts and
framing pieces.

(5) Do not block the flow of desir-
able attic ventilation air from
the soffit vents over the top
plates and into the attic space.

(6) Do not cover recessed light
fixtures...keep the material at
least three inches away from
the fixture box. Better still --
do not use recessed lighting
fixtures at all because they
vent away from the rooms
below air which has been heated
or cooled.

(7) With blown insulation in attics,
cover just the area indicated on
the bag label for the R-value
desired. If the insulation is
deeper than expected, remem-
ber that it may settle and
compact a little. Be sure the
right number of bags are used
for the R-value desired and the
area covered.

There have been many claims about
the importance of insulation in saving
energy. It would seem that its importance
is mainly in that it has been the first thing
people think of...the "first line of



resistance" to heat flow. Seeing all
possibilities for saving energy -- orienta-
tion, design, thermal, infiltration and
mechanical systems, as discussed in the
Overview in this text; the thermal bar-
riers in which insulation is used provide
only about 12% of the potential for saving
energy and dollars.

Remember that no matter how good
a wall may be as a thermal barrier heat
can flow around it through cracks and
through weaker barriers like windows.
While insulation is important, it alone
cannot do the proper job.
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Table 3A

Conductivities, Conductances, and Resistances of Building and Insulating Materials-(Design Values)

(For Industrial Insulation Design Values, see Table 3B)

These constants are expressed in Btu per (hour) (square foot) (Fahrenheit degree temperature difference). Conductivities (k) are per inch thickness, and

conductances (C) are for thickness or construction stated, not per inch thickness

Material Description

_ _ _ i. t

Density
(Lb per
Cu Ft)

Mean
Temp

F

Conduc-
tivity
(k)

!__ _-
BUILDING BOARD'

BOARDS, PANELS,
SVBFLOORING,
SHEATHING,
WOODBASED PANEL
PRODUCTS'

2

BUILDING PAPER

FINISH
FLOORING
MfATERTATS

Asbestos-cement board.............
Asbestos-cement board.......... .}in.
Asbestos-cement board.......... in.
Gypsum or plaster board......... .ain.
Gypsum or plaster board........ in.
Plywood..........................
Plywood...................... - in.
Plywood......................in.
Plywood......................}i.
Plywood or wood panels........ .in.
Insulating board

Sheathing, regular density.... in.

Sheathing intermediate density.. in.
Nail-base sheathing........... .in.
Shingle backer...............in.
Shingle backer............. in.
Sound deadening board........ }i.
Tile and lay-in panels, plain or

acoustic.......................
....................

fin.
Laminated paperboard............
Homogeneous board from

repulped paper...............
Hardboard

Medium density siding...... .in.

Other medium density...........
High density, service temp. service,

underlay.....................
High density, std. tempered ...... .

Particleboard
Low density.....................
Medium density..................
High density...................
Underlayment..............I in.

Wood subfoor.................1 in.

Vapor-permeable felt..............
Vapor--seal, 2 layers of mopped

15 lb felt.......... .............
Vapor-seal, plastic film.. .........

Carpet and fibrous pad............
Carpet and rubber pad...............

120
120
120
50
50
34
34
34
34
34

18
18
22
25
18
is
15

18
18
18
30

30

40
50

55
63

37
50
62.5
40

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

75
75
75
75
75
75

75
75
75
75

75

75
75

75
7-

75
75
75
75
75

4.0

0.80

0.40

0.50

0.50

0.73

0.82
1.00

0.54
0.94
1.18

Conduct-
once
(C)

33.00
16.50
3.10
2.25

3.20
2.13
1.60
1.07

0.76
0.49
0.82
0.88
1.06
1.28
0.74

0.80
0.53

1.49

1.22
1.06

_________ -I* I --16.70
75

75
75

16.70

8.35

Resistance (R)

Per inch For thick-
thickness ness listed
(I/k) (/C)

0.25

1.25

2.50

2.00.

2.00

1.87

1.22
1.00

1.85
1.06
0.85

-1* 1 1-i - -- i*
75
75

0.48 -
O.81 -

0.03
0.06
0.32
0.45

0.31
0.47
0.62
0.93

1.82
2.06
1.22
1.14
0.94
0.78
1.36

1.25
1.89

0.67

0.82
0.94

0.06

Specific
Heat,

Btu per
(Ib) (F deg)

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30

0.32
0.32
0.32

0.28

0.28
0.31

0.33
0.33

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.29
0.34

0.12

2.03

1.23 0.34

iiIIl - 1

"
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Design Heat Transmission Coefficients

Table 3A .... Conductivities, Conductances, and Resistances of Building and Insulating Materials-
(Design Values) (Continued)

Density Mean Conduc- Conduct.- e~ano R Specific
Material Description (Lb per Temp tivity once Per inch For thick. Heat*

Cu Ft) F (k) {C) thickness ness listed Btu Per
Cu l) F () C) (1/k) (1/C) (1)( deg)

FINISH Cork tile......................8kin. - 75 - 3.60 - 0.28
FLOORING Terrazzo....................1 in. - 75 - 12.50 - 0.08
MATERIALS Tile-asphalt, linoleum, vinyl, rubber. - 75 - 20.00 - 0.05 0.30(Continued) Wood, hardwood finish........... in. - 75 - 1.47 - 0.08

INSULATING Mineral Fiber, fibrous form processed
MATERIALS from rock, slag, or glass

BLANKET AND BArr approx. 2-2; in................ - 75 - - - 7d 0.18
approx.3-31in.................-..--- .75 - - - lid 0.18
approx.* 51-61 in................- 75 - - - 19 0.18

BOARD AND SLABS Cellular glass... ................... 9 75 0.40 - 2.50 - 0.24
Glass fiber, organic bonded.......... 4-9 75 0.25 - 4.00 - 0.19
Expanded rubber (rigid)..............4.5 75 0.22 - 4.65 -
Expanded polystyrene extruded,

plain............................ 1.8 75 0.25 - 4.00 - 0.29
Expanded polystyrene extruded,
(R 12exp.).............. .. 2.2 75 0.20 - 5.00 - 0.29

Expanded polystyrene extruded, (R-12
exp.) (Thickness 1in. and greater).. 3.5 75 0.19 - 5.26 - 0.29

Expanded polystyrene, molded beads. 1.0 75 0.28 - 3.57 - 0.29
Expanded polyurethane (R-11 exp.) 1.5 75 0.16 - 6.25 - 0.38

(Thickness 1 in. or greater)..........2.5 0.38
Mineral fiber with resin binder....... 15 75 0.29 - .45 - 0.17
Mineral fiberboard, wet felted

Core or roof insulation.............16-17 75 0.34 - 2.94 -
Acoustical tile.................... 18 75 0.35 - 2.86 -
Acoustical tile.... .. ..... 21 75 0.37 - 2.70 -

Mineral fiberboard, wet molded
Acoustical tile................... 23 75 0.42 - 2.38 -

Wood or cane fiberboard
Acoustical tile............j...Iin. -- 75 - 0.80 - 1.25 0.30
Acoustical tiles.. ...... in. - 75 - 0.53 - 1.89 0.30

Interior finish (plank, tile) ........... 15 75 0.35 - 2.86 - 0.32
Insulating roof deck

Approximately..............liin. - 75 - 0.24 - 4.17
Approximately...............2 in. - 75 - 0.18 - 5.66
Approximately........ ...... 3in. - 75 - 0.12 - 8.33

Wood shredded (cemented in
preformed slabs)................. 22 75 0.60 - 1.67 - 0.38

LOOSE FILL Cellulose insulation (milled paper or
wood pulp)..................... 2.5-3 75 0.27 - 3.70 - 0.33

Sawdust or shavings................ 0.8-1.5 75 0.45 - 2.22 - 0.33
Wood fiber, softwoods...............2.0-3.5 75 0.30 - 3.33 - 0.33
Perlite, expanded................ 5.0-8.0 75 0.37 - 2.70 -
Mineral fiber (rock, slag or glass)

approx.e43in...................... 8-15 75 - - - 9d 0.18
approx.41in.................... 8-15 75 - - - 13 0.18
approx.e76in.................... 8-15 75 - - - 194  0.18
approx.*7; in.............. ..... , 8-15 75 - - - 24 0.18

Silica aerogel..... ............. 7.6 75 0.17 - 6.88 -
Vermiculite (expanded)............. 7.0-8.2 75 0.47 - 2.13 -

4.0-6.0 75 0.44 - 2.27 -

ROOF INSULATIONh Preformed, for use above deck
Approximately..............I in. - 75 - 0.72 - 1.39
Approximately..............1 in. - 75 - 0.36 - 2.78
Approximately............i..1 in. - 75 - 0.24 - 4.17
Approximately.............2 in. - 75 - 0.18 - 5.66
Aoproximately.............21 in. - 75 - 0.15 - 6.67
Approximately...............3in. - 75 - 0.12 - 8.33

Cellular glass...................... 9 75 0.40 - 2.50 - 0.24

MASONRY Cement mortar...... . ....... 116 5.0 - 0.20 -
MATERIALS Gypsum-fiber concrete 871% gypsum,

CONCRETES 121% wood chips................ 51 1.66 - 0.60 -
Lightweight aggregates including ex- 120 5.2 - 0.19 -

panded shale, clay or slate; expanded 100 3.6 - 0.28 -
slags; cinders; pumice; vermiculite; 80 2.5 - 0.40 -
also cellular concretes 60 1.7 - 0.59 -

40 1.15 - 0.86 -
30 0.90 I - 1.11 -
20 0.70 1.43

S
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Table 3A .... Conductivities, Conductances, and Resistances of Building and Insulating Materials--
(Design Values)& (Continued)

Resistance' (R).
Density Mean Conduc- Conduct- Specific

Material Description (Lb per Temp tivity once Per inch For thick- Heat
Cu Ft) F (k) (C) thickness ness listed Btu per

(i/k) (1/C) (lb)(F deg)

MASONRY Perlite............................ 40 75 0.93 - 1.08 -
MATERIALS 30 0.71 - 1.41 -
CONCRTES 20 0.50 - 8.00 -
(Continued) Sand and gravel or stone aggregate

(oven dried)..................... 140 9.0 - 0.11 -
Sand and gravel or stone aggregate

(not dried)...................... 140 12.0 - 0.08 -
Stucco............................ 116 5.0 - 0.20 -

MASONRY UNITS Brick, common' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  120 75 5.0 - 0.20 -
Brick, face'........................ 130 75 9.0 - 0.11 -
Clay tile, hollow:

1icelldeep...................3min. - 75 - 1.25 0.80
1celldeep...................4in. - 75 - 0.90 - 1.11
2cellsdeep..................6in. - 75 - 0.66 1.52
cells deep..................8in. - 75 - 0.54 - 1.85
2cellsdeep.................10in. - 75 - 0.45 - 2.22
3cellsdeep.................12in. - 75 - 0.40 - 2.50

Concrete blocks, three oval core:
Sand and gravel aggregate.....4 in. - 75 - 1.40 - 0.71

..... 8 in. - 75 - 0.90 - 1.11

.... 12in. - 75 0.78 - 1.28
Cinder aggregate..........:..3in. - 75 - 1.16 - 0.86

............. 4in. - 75 - 0.90 - 1.11

............. 8in. - 75 - 0.58 - 1.72
. .12in. - 75 - 0.53 - 1.89

Lightweight aggregate 3 in. - 75 - 0.79 - 1.27
(expanded shale, clay, slate 4 in. - 75 - 0.67 - 1.50
or slag; pumice) 8 in. - 75 - 0.50 - 2.00

12 in. - 75 - 0.44 - 8.27
Concrete blocks, rectangular core.'

Sand and gravel aggregate
2 core,8 in.361b .. .......... - 45 - 0.96 - 1.04

Same with filled cores1 . . . . . . . .  
- 45 - 0.52 - 1.93

Lightweight aggregate (expanded shale,
clay, slate or slag, pumice):

3core,6in.19lb.k...............- 45 - 0.61 - 1.65
Same with filled cores'. . . . . . . . . . . . - 45 - 0.33 - 2.99
2 core,8 in. 24lb.k.............. - 45 - 0.46 - 8.18
Same with filled cores' . . . . . . . . . .  - 45 - 0.20 - 5.03
3 core,12 in. 38lb.k:............ - 45 - 0.40 - 8.48
Same with filled cores' . . . . . . . . . .  - 45 ' - 0.17 - 5.82

Stone, lime or sand....... . .............-.. 75 12.50 - 0.08 -
Gypsum partition tile:

3 X 12 X 30 in. solid............. .- 75 - 0.79 - 1.26
3 X 12 X 30 in. 4-cell......... ..... - 75 - 0.74 - 1,85
4 X 12 X 30 in. 3-cell...... ....... - 75 - 0.60 - 1.67

METALS (See Chapter 30, Table 3)

PLASTERING
MATERIALS

ROOFING

Cement plaster, sand aggregate......
Sand aggregate................ in.
Sand aggregate...............A in.

Gypsum plaster:
Lightweight aggregate.......in.
Lightweight aggregate. . . . .... in.
Lightweight agg. on metal lath. in.
Perlite oggregate.................
Sand aggregate...................
Sand aggregate............ ... in.
Sand aggregate........ ....... t in.
Sand aggregate on metal lath. . in.
Vermiculite aggregate.............

116

45
45

45
105
105
105

45

75
75
75

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

5.0

1.5
5.6

1.7

13.3
6.66

3.12
2.67
2.13

11.10
9.10
7.70

0.20

0.67
0.18

0.59

0.08
0.15

0.32
0.39
0.47

0.09
0.11
0.1

I * I * I I f1I I---

Asbestos-cement shingles............
Asphalt roll roofing..................
Asphalt shingles....................
Built-up roofing.............f... in.
Slate......................f. . . in.
Wood shingles, plain a plastic film

faced...........................

120
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

75

4.76
6.50
2.27
3.00
20.00

1.06

0.21
0.15
0.44
0.33
0.05

0.94

0.33

0.31
r . .. _.._---



Design Heat Transmission Coefficients

Table 3A .... Conductivities, Conductances, and Resistances of Building and Insulating Materials-
(Design Values)" (Concluded)

Resistance {(R) Se.fi
Density Mean Conduc- Conduct- epeuat

Material Description (Lb per Temp tivity once Per inch For thick- Heal
Cu Ft) F (k) (C) thickness ness listed Btu per

(1/k) .11/C) (lb) {F deg)

SIDING Shingles
MATERIALS Asbestos-cement.................. 120 75 - 4.76 - 0.21.

(ON FIAT SURFACE) Wood, 16 in., 71 exposure.......... -- 75 - 1.15 - 0.87 0.31
Wood, double, 16-in., 12-in. exposure - 75 - 0.84 - 1.19 0.31
Wood, plus insul. backer board. a in. - 75 - 0.71 - 1.40 0.31

Siding
Asbestos-cement, i in., lapped. .... -- 75 - 4.76 - 0.21
Asphalt roll siding................ - 75 - 6.50 - 0.16
Asphalt insulating siding (; in. bd.) - 75 - 0.69 - 1.46
Wood, drop 1 X 8 in.............. - 75 - 1.27 - 0.79 0.31
Wood, bevel, I X 8 in., lapped..... - 75 - 1.23 - 0.81 0.31
Wood, bevel, X10 in., lapped.. .. - 75 - 0.95 - 1.05 0.31
Wood, plywood, I in., lapped...... - 75 - 1.59 - -0.59 0.29
Aluminum or Steel, over sheathing

Hollow-backed.................. - - - 1.61 - 0.61
Insulating-board backed nominal

in ........................... . - - - 0.55 - 1.82
Insulating-board backed nominal

A in. foil backed................ - - - 0.34 - 2.96
Architectural glass.................. -- 75 - 10.00 - 0.10

WOODS Maple, oak, and similar hardwoods... 45 75 1.10 - 0.91 - 0.30
Fir, pine, and similar softwoods...... 32 75 0.80 - 1.25 -- 0.33
Fir, pine, and similar softwoods. . .in. 32 75 - 1.06 - 0.94 0.33

.. 1in. 32 75 - 0.53 - 1.89 0.33

.. 2f in. 32 75 - 0.32 - 3.12 0.33
.. 3f in. 32 75 - 0.23 - 4.35 0.33

Notes for Table 3A
Representative values for dry materials is selected by the ASHRAE Committee 2.4 on Insulation. They are intended as design (not specification) values formaterials of building construction in normal use. For conductivity of a particular product, the user may obtain the value supplied by the manufacturer or secure theresults of unbiased tests.

b Resistance values are the reciprocals of C before rounding off C to two decimal places.
'See also Insulating Materials, Board.
d Includes paper backing and facing if any. In cases where the insulation forms a boundary (highly reflective or otherwise) of an air space, refer to Tables 1 and2, to obtain the insulating value of air space for the appropriate effective emissivity and temperature conditions of the space.

Conductivity varies also with fiber diameter. See also Factors Affecting Thermal Conductivity and Fig. 1, Chapter 17. Insulation is produced by differentdensities, therefore, there is a wide variation in thickness for the same R-value between various manufacturers. No effort should be made to relate any specific R-value to any specific thickness. The commercial thicknesses generally available range from 2 to 7 in.
S These arcvalues for aged board stock. For discussion on the change in conductivity with age of Refrigerant 11 expanded urethane see Chapter 17, FactorsAffecting Thermal Conductivity.
I Insulating values of acoustical tile vary depending on density of the board and on the type, size, and depth of the perforations. An average conductivity k value6s0.40.
b The U. S. Department of Commerce, Simplified Practice Recommendation for Thermal Conductances Factors for Performed Abore-Deck Roof Insulation. No.R 257.55, recognizes the specification of roof insulation on the basis of the C values shown. Roof insulation is made in thicknesses to meet these values. Therefore,thickness supplied by different manufacturers may vary depending on the conductivity k value of the particular material.
1 Fsce brick and common brick do not always have these specific densities. When the density is different from that shown, there will be a change in the thermalconductivity.

Data on rectangular core concrete blocks differs from the above data on oval core blocks due to core configuration, different mean temperatures and possiblydifferences in unit weights. Weight data on the oval core blocks tested is not available.
k Weights of units approximately 71 in. high and 151 in. long. These weights are given as a means of describing the blocks tested, but conductance values areall for one square foot of area.

Vermiculite, perlite or mineral wool insulation. Where insulation is used vapor barriers or other precautions must be considered to keep insulation dry.V 

Values for metal siding applied over flat surfaces vary widely depending upon the amount of ventilation of air space beneath the siding, whether the air space is

reflective or nonreflective, and on the thickness, type, and application of insulating backing-board used. Values given are averages intended for use as design guidevalues and were obtained from several guarded hot-box tests (ASTM C236) on hollow-backed types and on types made using backer-board of wood-fiber, foamedplastic, and glass fiber. Departures of 50 percent, or more, from the values given may occur.

0
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INFILTRATION

"Infiltration" is the uncontrolled
movement of air into a dwelling. It must
be accompanied by. an equal "exfiltration"
of air flowing out of that dwelling if air
pressures are to balance inside and out.
Sometimes this air movement through a
house is caused by external conditions
such as the wind, or by internal pressures
such as thermal convection air currents.
Occasionally this air movement is use-
ful...when one wants through ventilation;
but usually it represents a waste of
conditioned air which the home owner has
already heated or cooled.

For convenience and brevity, the
term "infiltration" will be used to indicate
air movement both into and out of the
dwelling.

Of all things the planner and builder
can do to make an energy efficient home
out of an "average" house plan, the con-
trol of infiltration is the most important.
As discussed in the Overview, infiltration
control has the possibility of saving one-
third of all the energy we know how to
save in the typical builder home. It also
has two and a half times more potential to
save energy than increasing the insulation
from what was used ten years ago.

When the wind blows around a
"leaky" house the infiltration problem is
very serious indeed. This can be quanti-
fied in terms of the volume of air that
moves through the house. It is referred to
in terms of "air changes per hour"...one
air change per hour indicating that all the
air in the house is replaced by outside air
in one hours time. Research that has been
done by a number of agencies in this
country indicates the following rates of
air change according to the looseness or
tightness of construction:

Air Changes per Hour
(assuming 15 mph wind)

Very loose construction =
4 changes

Loose Construction =
3 changes

Average Dwellings =
2 changes

Tight Construction =
I changes

A 1600 square foot home with an 8 foot
ceiling height has a volume of 12,800
cubic feet of air. If it is an average home
with the average infiltration rate of 2 air
changes per hour, in a 15 mph wind
blowing for one day there will be

12,800 cubic feet x 2 x 24 = 614,400
cu. ft.

of air passing through that structure. To
put this in perspective, imagine three
Goodyear blimps at 202,000 cu. ft.
each...the air going through that house in
one day would fill three Goodyear blimps.

Now lets consider where all this
leakage is occuring. There has been some
very valuable testing on leakage done here
in Texas by the Texas Power and Light
Co. From a series of air infiltration tests
conducted by TP&L on 50 houses in the
Dallas-Ft. Worth area the results shown in
Figure #1 were documented.

It appears that in the average home,
the worst leakage, at 25%, occurs under
the sole plate. (For those unfamiliar with
construction terms: the sole plate is the
first piece of framing lumber (a 2 x 4 or 2
x 6) put down on the concrete floor slab as
a base for the wall studs.) So, no matter
how good the wall is, the wind can leak in
under, and out under, that wall unless it is
properly caulked.

The next worst leakage, at 20%,
occurs through the electrical boxes, i.e.,
the wall outlets. This occurs in the
average home on the inside walls just as
easily as on the outside walls. The air
path is down through the stud space via



Air Leakage Test Results
for Average Home of 1,728 Sq. Ft.

Wall Outlets

20%

Soleplate
25%

Exterior
Windows

13%

Duct

System

13%

Vent-a-hood%
-6%

Fireplace-.6%

Dryer Vent-3%

Sliding Glass Door-2%.-

Exterior Doors-4%

Bath Vent-1 %
Recessed Spot Lights-5%
Other-2%

Source: Texas Power and Light Co.

Figure #1

the large holes in the top plate drilled for
the electrical wiring. These holes, and
the leakage through the electric outlets,
directly connect the attic space to the
rooms below. These holes must also be
thoroughly caulked during construction.

It is hard to
witness the testing,
through the electrical
than that of all the
combined!

believe, until you
that the leakage

outlets can be more
doors and windows

The importance of weatherstripping
and gasketing exterior doors is made very
clear when one estimates the crack area
around a typical door. Assume a front
door which, for convenience is three feet
wide and seven feet high. The crack

around all four edges of the door is twenty
feet long. If that crack is one-twelfth of
an inch wide...that's not much, its be-
tween a sixteenth and an eighth of an
inch...then in twelve inches there will be a
crack area of one square inch. In the
twenty feet around the door, therefore,
there is a total crack area of twenty
square inches. That's the same as a four
inch by five inch hole in the middle of the
door!

Imagine the equivalent area for an
average one-sixteenth inch crack all the
way around a house under the sole plate.
For each four feet there will be three
square inches of space. If a house is 30
feet by 50 feet (1,500 sq. ft.) that average
crack could add up to 120 square inches or
a 10 inch by 12 inch hole in the wall on
the windy side!

There are other places, too, where
infiltration must be controlled, and under-
standing the techniques and materials
which can be used for controls is most
important. A variety of foam products,
caulks, pads, gaskets, sealants, weather-
stripping and vapor barriers are available
for such purposes.

Probably the most effective new
product available today for caulking all
sorts of cracks is a single component
urethane foam material which expands as
it sets so that it fills up all voids in cracks
and penetrations, and it conforms to the
materials to which it is applied. Two
popular brands of this material are
"Polycel One", Coplanar Corp., Oakland,
CA, and "Insta-Foam", Insta-Foam Pro-
ducts, Inc., Joliet, Illinois. It is very
effectively used under sole plates and as a
caulking medium for all those wiring and
plumbing penetrations in the framing, and
in all the sheathing cracks which one can
see before the interior gypsum wall board
is installed. It should also be used
between framing studs and finished door
frames and window frames to control
leaking which often occurs behind the
trim. This foam caulking comes in small
throw-away canisters, and it can also be
handled with a portable tank, hose and



nozzle for large project applications. It is
tricky to install well, it is easy to waste,
and it is wise to hire an experienced
applicator.

Another method of sealing the inevi-
table cracks under the sole plate is using a

4" or 6" wide, 1" pad of continuous
fiberglass material which compresses to
fill the crack shapes.

Figure 2 shows five typical places in
the basic wall framing where infiltration
controls are required.

,.,-.,.-., -y~y .? rrrri~ ~, vi TTI I

Key Points for Controlling infiltration in Conventional Framing
I Between 2x4 studs and door frame (shim space)
2 Between 2x4 studs and window frame (shim space)
3 Between 2x4 baseplate and concrete slab
4 in framing "T' where interior partition joins exterior wall
5 In corner where exterior walls join

Figure #2

For controlling air leakage around
doors one could use the old fashioned
metal weatherstripping but it is not
usually as tight as a compressable neo-
prene gasket properly adjusted. Those can
be used on both jambs and at the head.
There are other forms of gaskets, inter-
locking thresholds and drop-seals for the
bottom of the door. One of the best door
seals is a magnetic type similar to refri-
gerator seals . . . it can be used effec-
tively on metal doors. Note also that
some of the steel panel doors with the
insulating foam-in-place core have high
R-values compared to wood doors.

Sliding glass doors and windows have
special leakage problems which are solved
variously by their manufacturers, with
vinyl "wipes", felt and pile gasketing, and
by the tightness of the design. Manufac-
turers of some of these units are now
showing their infiltration ratings, and it is
hoped that this information will soon be
available for all makes and models.

Two other aspects of sliding doors
and windows should be mentioned in this
context. Many units are now available
with double, insulating glass in the frame.
Some are also available with storm sash
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for additional thermal barrier. It should
be noted that, generally, storm sash also
provide a second barrier against infiltra-
tion as those sash must be set in the basic
frame as well as the regular sash.

The second point is that many of
these units with their own storm sash have
a "thermal break"...a plastic sepa-
rator...between the inside and outside
portions of the basic aluminum frame.
This thermal break prevents the inside
aluminum from becoming very cold in
winter and thus preventing moisture con-
densation on the inside. It's major func-
tion is to keep heat from escaping outside
so fast in the winter or coming in so fast
in the summer.

The interior walls of our homes are
punctured in many places besides for the
electrical outlet boxes. There are the
electrical switch boxes, and especially the
recessed electrical boxes on which light
fixtures are mounted. These are particu-
larly subject to leakage and air transfer
when they are cut into the ceiling. Prob-
ably the worst offender is the wholly
recessed light fixture because all fixtures
must be vented on the top sides to cool
the fixture by natural convection currents
created by the bulbs heat. Recessed
fixtures cannot be sealed off in the attic
and the attic insulation must clear them
by three inches.

The solution to recessed lights is
usually to eliminate them...to replace
them with ceiling mounted fixtures for
which the ceiling penetration can be
sealed with urethane foam or other seal-
ant technique.

Little rectangular, cellular gaskets
are now availabel to mount behind the
electrical box cover plates for outlets and
switches. Along with two-prong plastic
plugs, they seal up rather well. However,
they should not replace the use of sealants
in the holes in the top plate, etc. dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter.

Another type of penetration of our
gypsum board walls and ceilings is that for
our air supply and return ducts for heating

and cooling systems. It is not a loss down
the duct which concerns us...the duct
must be air-tight also...it is the crack
around the outside of the duct, between
the duct and the cut edges of the gypsum
board, which must be sealed. That crack
allows a lot of air to move between the
rooms and the attic or the stud-spaces.
We have seen this crack sealed with duct
tape behind the grille covers, but we are
concerned about the duct tape staying in
place. That crack could be sealed with
urethane foam also. Another technique
being used is to apply a self-sticking
sponge neoprene gasket strip around the
four edges and compress it when the grille
cover is screwed to the duct.

To understand infiltration problems
clearly one must be able to visualize what
is happening in structural elements behind
the walls' interior finish. Imagine a
furred-down sheetrock facing above
kitchen wall cabinets. The basic wall
material, such as gypsum wall board
should go up behind the cabinets and the
fur-down to meet the ceiling gypsum
board above the fur-down; otherwise the
attic air can come down into the fur-down
and then into the stud space behind the
cabinets, and eventually through all the
electrical and plumbing penetrations in
the wall and cabinets below.

Look around. . .you will find more
ideas.. .the dryer uses house air which has
been heated or cooled. It keeps sucking in
conditioned air and blowing it out of the
house. One builder we know uses two
dryer exhaust ports back-to-back at the
air intake to the dryer so it uses the
outside air rather than the air the owner
is paying to heat or cool.

Another major problem of infiltra-
tion identified as 6% in Figure #1, is the
exfiltration that can occur with fire-
places. As attractive a sales feature as
fireplaces are, they are a potential liabi-
lity for energy conservation. If a
fireplace is to be installed in a new home,
it should have the following features: S



(1) tight fitting, positive closure
damper;

(2) outside combustion air intake;
and

(3) glass firescreen.

Without the damper, conditioned air
escapes up the flue as easily as through an
opened window. Without an outside com-
bustion air intake, conditioned air is
sucked into the fireplace for combusion
and exhausted through the flue. That air
must be replaced and reconditioned, caus-
ing an additional load on the heating
system. The glass firescreen insures that
conditioned room air is not drawn into the
fireplace, even though the fireplace may
have outside air intakes. The glass fire-
screen also allows the homeowner to
effectively smother the fire when desired
and prevent complete combustion of the
logs if he can also close the outside air
intakes. The glass firescreen inhibits
some fireplace heat radiation to the room,
but it stops much more heat convection
out of the room and up the chimney, and
when the glass firescreen gets warm it
also radiates some of the fires' heat into
the room.

There are several manufacturers of
prefabricated fireplaces (Heatilator,
Martin "Octa-Therm", etc.) which provide
recirculating air systems. In these, the
room's air enters the steel box behind the
firewall from low grilles, is warmed, and
then it flows by natural convection cur-
rents out of higher grilles to circulate
across the room, or by short ducting to an
adjacent room. By using this warmed,
recirculated house air, and by using out-
side air for the burning process the fire-
place becomes far more energy efficient
than in times past.

The chapter on Orientation and
Design discusses the advantages of situat-
ing a house to make fullest use of prevail-
ing breezes. These same breezes that are
used to ventilate the living area of a
house can be used as well to help ventilate
the attic space.

Of the two major options available
to builders for attic ventilation -- natural
and mechanical -- most studies in Texas
climates suggest that powered attic venti-
lators are generally not cost effective nor
are they necessary. The Commerce
Department's National Bureau of Stan-
dards conducted tests on Houston houses
installed with several different kinds of
attic ventilation equipment. Based on
these tests, NBS engineers found that
adding attic ventilation "was not an effec-
tive energy conservation procedure for
those houses which had moderately insu-
lated attics." "Moderately" is defined as
4" or more. The extra ventilation was
found to produce less than a three percent
reduction in the daily cooling loads for the
test houses. Power attic fans consumed
more energy than they saved by lowering
the air-conditioning energy requirements.

The NBS tests were conducted in
only one Texas area, but some generaliza-
tions can be cautiously drawn. In a well
insulated house, the primary function of
attic ventilation is moisture removal --
not energy conservation. Attics must be
ventilated to code standards, but only in
rare circumstances where a home may be
situated in an area with virtually no
natural air movement is power attic ven-
tilation indicated. In fact, a properly
designed attic ventilation system using a
combination of soffit vents and continuous
ridge venting will create its own forced
venting by internal thermal convection
currents in the attic. This is as important
in the winter for eliminating excess humi-
dity as it is for cooling the attic in the
summer.

Related to the studies on attic
ventilation is the factor of roof color. It
is generally held that the lighter the roof,
the less heat gain in the attic, subse-
quently the less heat penetrating the
ceiling. The NBS tests cited earlier would
suggest that roof color has only a minimal
effect on heat gain through ceilings,
assuming adequate insulation.



A final technique of infiltration con-
trol deserves special attention. It is a
somewhat controversial problem because
it involves moisture movement and con-
densation. Many people in different parts
of the country say different things accor-
ding to research and experience in their
climates, apparently. This is the problem
of the vapor barrier and where to put it.

It is not the charge of this text-
writing to settle the problem of vapor
barriers and condensation, but it should be
helpful to the reader to discuss some
observations, while pointing out the infil-
tration control provided by complete
vapor barriers.

Since insulation was used more in
the northern states, in the early years, for
the purpose of reducing heat loss, the
need for a vapor barrier became apparent
there earlier than in the southern states.
For the cold climates the vapor barrier,
placed on the inside of the insulation
material, prevented the moisture in the
warm inside air from traveling to the
"dew point," near the outerside of the
insulation, and condensing there.

Such condensation is like that on the
outside of an ice tea glass on a warm
Texas summer day. The surface of the
glass is colder than the "dew point" of the
humid air around it so condensation
occurs.

Along the Texas coastline where it
is generally warm and humid, and where
air conditioning is used inside the home,
an opposite condition occurs. The humi-
dity in the warm outside air seeks to
penetrate the walls, to reach the dryer,
cooler air on the inside. When those
conditions prevail the location of the
vapor barrier should be on the outside of
the insulation materials so it cannot pene-
trate and condense in the walls.

Where the break line occurs between
these two conditions involving humidity,
temperature, and yearly seasons has not
been defined clearly. It is a problem that
should be studied thoroughly by an un-
biased agency not just for Texas, though

that is our immediate concern, but for all
the United States. Builders in central
Texas have been using the vapor barrier
on the inside of the insulation. We assume
that the line of change occurs somewhere
between central Texas and inland from
the Gulf Coast, but this has not been
defined. Experience may be the best
indicator.

In any case a thorough vapor barrier
of polyethelene film in the walls of a
home is an effective addition to the
several infiltration controls already dis-
cussed. The use of a vapor barrier above
the ceiling is questionable. The vapor is
going to move somewhere when it is more
humid inside than out, as it is in most of
Texas in the winter (the Gulf Coast may
be an exception). As stated above it
appears that the major need for attic
ventilation is for the discharge of humi-
dity that goes through the ceiling board
and the insulation to the attic space
above. In fact recent research states that
turban vents should not be covered in the
winter for this very reason.

In summary, this chapter on infiltra-
tion has discussed several new ideas, some
new products, and some building tech-
niques which we should be instituting
whether we are interested in saving
energy or not. If we could say "I'm going
to do 'this' because I build quality homes
and I'm also going to do 'that' to save
energy" we'd find that we would not be
increasing the cost for energy by a whole
lot, and we must remember that infiltra-
tion control is probably the most impor-
tant energy item to concern us in the
actual construction process.



The amazing
new polymeric foam

sealant
that stops air infiltration through

gaps, cracks,
joints and

openings...

Polycel
One

POLYCEL ONE is the remarkable new
polyurethane product which is pack-
aged as a single component liquid sys-
tem in aerosol cylinders. When it is dis-
pensed into the atmosphere it partially
expands, much like shaving cream, and
reacts with moisture in the air oron surf-
aces it contacts. Within a few hours it
fully expands and cures to a closed cell
semirigid foam. It is this unique ability of
POLYCEL ONE to expand and cure in
place without exerting pressure that
makes it so effective in stopping air infil-
tration. Unlike caulks and sealants it is a
non solvent system-so it never shrinks,
dries or hardens-never pulls away. It is
the best protection available against air
and moisture infiltration.

V

BUILD TO STOP
AIR
INFILTRATION !!

A COMMON SENSE
GUIDE TO

ENERGY SAVINGS
IN RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FROM
This pamphlet is published by Coplarar Cor-
poration manufacturer of POLYCEL ONE
fram spalant products for u riders The !r,!.-
mat on obtained herein is thought to be cor-
rect and reliable However, no warranty. ex-
press or 1mphled is made as to the accuracy of
the information or the performance of an/
product

COPLANAR CORPORATION/1631 San Pablo/Oakland/Ca 94612
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To build an energy sealed house, stop air infiltration by applying
POLYCEL ONE in the places shown on these pages...

Seal Around Window Frames

Even the best thermally designed windows can't stop air infiltration

j around the window frame. Chinking the space between the frame

and rough opening with fiberglass only helps insulate-it doesn't

stop-only slows the rate of infiltration. Caulking around the exter-
ior of the frame helps a great deal-for awhile! By far the best solu-

Seal all corner, tee joints, door and tion is to apply POLYCEL ONE between the frame and the rough
window cracks with POLYCEL ONE opening. It fills even the smallest spaces as it cures. Its the only
before interior vapor barrier sheath- fan permanent way to really seal this critical area.
ing or finish is applied.'7

Sea Be e t Si0P a e n V ri a o n r

Seal Around Door Frames 11Air which penetrates beneath sill plates and through vertical corner
Heat loss through exterior doors is reduced by using doors with in- cracks is the biggest single cause of heat loss due to air infiltration
sulated cores and weatherstripping. The space around -the door in most residential construction. Caulking compounds simply aren't
frame still remains a primary source of air infiltration. You can per- meant to fill the kind of gaps which can occur here-and fiberglass
manently seal it by using POLY CEL O.NE. As an added bonus sound only does part of the job. POLYCEL ONE expands into a// the spaces
transmission is also reduced and the rigidity of the frame, because as it cures, bonds the plates to the slab or block and provides a per-

it's bonded to the structural framing, in substantially increased. manent closed cell foam barrier to stop infiltration.
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There really is an energy crisis-
AND IT'S GOING TO GET WORSE!

"Unfortunately, even if completely satisfactory agreements were to
assure the free flow of oil around the world tomorrow, the world
energy situation would change very little because the world is simply
running out of oil and gas."

This statement from Fortune Magazine in January 1975 sums
up the problem. For home builder and buyer alike, it simply means
that CONTROLLING HEAT LOSS IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUC-
TION IS VITAL because energy is going to cost more and more
money!

Electric and gas rates have already doubled in less than two
years in many places. Natural gas is going to be a premium fuel
everywhere.

Sure, there are some answers. New heating and cooling equip-
ment that offers more efficient fuel expenditure-designing homes
to take advantage of location-tighter windows-solar power-
more insulation.

All of these are partial answers to the problem, but-

OF ALL THE THINGS IT'S POSSIBLE TO DO, REDUCING AIR
INFILTRATION IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE-AND IT COSTS
LESS THAN MOST!

Unfortunately, too little has been said about this critical area
of heat loss. Here are some answers that show where real energy
savings can be achieved.

Air infiltration-
WHAT IS IT?

It is the actual movement of air into or out of enclosed space. This
movement occurs for lots of reasons such as wind action, the op-
eration of household equipment (such as gas furnaces), or from
pressure differences caused by changes in inside-outside temper-
atures.

If it's cold air penetrating warm space, then it must be heated to
maintain a constant inside temperature. If it's warm air penetrating
cold space then heat must be removed to keep the same tempera-
ture.

WHERE DOES IT OCCUR?
Through any opening that isn't sealed! Some areas that are espe-
cially vulnerable are these:

-under sill plates

-around window and door frames

-through cracks in corner framing

-around electrical boxes

-around hose bibs

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT?

"The heat loss associated with air leakage through the enclosure
of a typical detached house may be as much as 40% of the total
heat loss," according to work published by the National Research
Council of Canada.*

This same study showed that an average of 47.6% of air infiltration
occured in the walls, 20.5% through windows and 31.9% through
ceilings. In the walls alone the infiltration was equivalent to leaving
a 137 square inch opening in the wall of an 1800 square foot house!

-"Measurement of Air Leakage characteristics of House Enclosures"
G.T. Tamura, Building Services Section, NRC, Ottowa, canada.
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At Your Fingerti
The portable inHs r

sealer systems t Fl -
The use of urethane foam as an insulat-
ing sealer isn't new to the building
industry. We have developed two
portable systems, Insta-Seal@ Kits
and Froth-Pak® Kits. They take
the place of material you now use

to insulate and seal door and window
stud-to-jam air. spaces, pipe and conduit
holes, roof flashing and joint gaps...

anywhere there's a void.

Insta-Seal® Kits and Froth-Pak®
Kits fill, insulate and seal quickly
and easily. You save on insulating
costs. And, your customer bene-
fits in reduced energy costs.

Seal 4m1
So, grab an Insta-Seal® Kit or
Froth-Pak@. Kit today and dis-
cover the better way to insulate
and seal. They're the all-
around, portable insulating

sealer systems that can
point the way to big sav-

ings for everyone.

-For the dealer nearest you, *
write or phone the toll

free number listed below.

The Insulation Innovators

'5
elex: 72-3415
ee Information:
in1
0117

Q Gentlemen! Tell me more
about the better way to
insulate and seal. Rush me
your Instal-Seal@ Kit
and/or Froth-Pak@ Kit
Brochure today!

INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS. INC
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Jolet, Ilrnos 60435
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Single Component
Urethane Fills the Gap

In Energy Crisis
Discussions on the subject of

ENERGY CONSERVATION increase in
frequency as the weather gets worse.
But -- unlike the weather, which no
one seems to find time to do anything
about -- ENERGY CONSERVATION is
getting action...
-- action from Federal, Military, State

and municipal agencies in publicly-
owned buildings by upgrading
existing facilities to meet new
standards.

-- action of building code officials by
adaptation of energy conservation
"model codes" and acceptance of
new products.

-- action by the conscientious building
owner in performing specific retrofit
procedures to save-on fuel
consumption.

All this, and more, are made possible
by an industry which has been
advocating energy conservation for
the last twenty years -- the urethane
foam industry.

The Problem
In some parts of our country today

we are faced with increasing fuel costs
in excess of 50 per cent over the last
five years. If an owner were to have per-
formed enough energy conservation
retrofit procedures to reduce fuel
consumption by 50 per cent, the cost of
heating and cooling would have
remained the same -- and that's great.
But -- what we are being faced with is
even more dramatic than maintaining
"costs"... that is availability of that
energy which allows us to maintain the
comfort level we all enjoy.

In order to conserve energy, maintain
our acceptable comfort level and
maintain costs, we must understand
where heat losses occur in
conventional construction.

Studies are being conducted in every
sector of industry and government.
One conclusion seems to be evident,
although the percentages vary from
report to report, and that is THE
MAJOR CAUSE OF HEAT LOSS (or
gain) IN TODAY'S CONSTRUCTION IS
DUE TO AIR INFILTRATION.

Air infiltration or exfiltration is best

BY
Martin R. Kovarik

Insta-Foam Products Inc.
Joliet, IL 60435

.4 V

defined as that air movement which
occurs through the normal cracks in
construction systems -- IN or OUT.
Winter or summer -- north or south --
the direction of effort is the same --
keep the conditioned air 'in' and the
ambient air 'out'.

"Energy Conservation with
Windows" the title of a recent release
prepared and published by the Federal
Energy Administration with assistance
by the National Bureau of Standards,
outlines more effective methods of
energy conservation and protection
against heat loss of windows.

It is emphasized -- "cold air leaking
through cracks in a well insulated house
can account for 30% of the load on the
heating system. This figure can be
reduced by as much as 50% by making
windows and doors tighter.

In a U.S. Department of Housing &
Urban Development-authored paper
titled "Studies of Residential Energy
Consumption in a single family home
based on characteristic housing in the
Washington D.C. metropolitan area"
analysis showed that the greatest
energy savings could be attained

through the reduction of air infiltration.
Infiltrated air was the greatest load

component with respect to both
heating and cooling as indicated by the
following breakdown of heating and
cooling loads
house:

Ceiling
Floor
Total window
Total door
Total wall
Infiltration load
Internal load

Total:
Whichever

for the characteristic

0/0 of % of
Heating Load Cooling Load

3.7 2.3
2.2 2.4

13.6 4.1
1.4 0.4

23.9 14.2
55.2 41.5

-- 35.1

100.0 100.0
of the above-mentioned

R s

i
I

reports you choose to believe, you must
agree with the premise "Infiltrated air
was the greatest (single) load
component" to heat loss or gain.

Putting it all together, the
accumulation of cracks in a typical
single family dwelling built today will be
equal to an approximately 21/2 square
foot hole in the house (3 feet diameter).
It's difficult -- to say the least, to heat
or cool under these conditions.

The Law
August 14, 1976, the Congress

passed PL94-385; "Amendment to
Federal Energy Administration Act of
1974; Titled "The Energy Conservation
and Production Act." Title IlIl, "Energy
Conservation Standards for new
Buildings'' mandates certain
procedures to be performed in New
Buildings to effect energy conservation
-- a section of that Law is as follows:

502.5 Air Leakage for all Buildings:

(a) the requirements of this
section shall apply to all
buildings and structures
and apply to those loca-
tions separating outdoor
ambient conditions from
the interior spaces that
are heated or mechanical-
ly cooled and are not appli-
cable to the separation of
interior conditions spaces
from each other.

(b) Exterior joints around
windows and door frames:
openings between walls

r



and foundations, between
walls and roof, and be-
tween wall panels; open-
ings at penetrations of
utility services through
walls, floors and roofs; and
all other such openings in
the building envelope shall
be sealed in an approved
manner.

Under "The Law", all provisions must
be enforced as soon as practical -- but
no later than three years after
issuance -- enforcement is to be
handled by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. The LAW has
teeth -- since non-conformity will result
in withdrawal of Federal participation
i.e. Banks, Savings and Loan
Associations, Housing and Urban
Development or Veterans Administra-
tion - insured loans would be affected.

Model Codes
The three major Model Code

Authorities, ICBO, BOCA & SBCC have
adopted the PL94-385 guidelines
relating to air-infiltration heat losses in
1977 energy conservation amend-
ments to their codes. In at least one
case (Garland Texas) the amendment
has already been included into the City
Code and conformity is requiring the
"sealing of openings around doors,
windows and other exterior openings,
shall be done with polyurethane foam.
Sole plates shall be set in a polyure-
thane foam."

Problem Solution
The problem of sealing the cracks and

crevices responsible for air infiltration
heat losses can be handled in many
ways -- traditional caulks and sealants
are thought of first because they've
been around and the developed
expertise of use is known. These
products do, however, present
drawbacks -- they are slow, expensive
(cost/unit volume) and in many cases,
eventually shrink resulting in the
original problem, a crack.

A relatively new product, INSTA-
SEAL® KIT manufactured by Insta-
Foam Products Inc., of Joliet, Illinois,
introduced at the ASHRAE Show at
Chicago's McCormick Place in
February 1977, has found acceptance
in solving the problem.

INSTA-SEAL® KIT, a single
component urethane foam is, prior to
infield use, maintained in a single pre-
pressurized container as a liquid until
use. At the time of use, the liquid is
forced into the cavity to be filled and
expands immediately to "fill the gap."

Unlike traditional urethane foam
systems, the INSTA-SEAL® KIT
expansion is immediate and complete
at the instant of installation allowing
the applicator to continue filling with
confidence that no further growth will

occur which might require trimming
after cure.

All necessary raw materials for
;NSTA-SEAL® KIT are in a single
pressurized container - no mixing or
blending is necessary. Container sizes
range from 14 ozs. to 40 lbs. capacity
and all containers are disposable.

Attached to the larger containers for
industrial use, is a hose with a valve and
nozzle. When the valve is opened, the
contents of the cylinder come out of the
nozzle fully expanded and are easily
directed into the gap.

The foam adheres firmly to most
surfaces without any pre-treatment.
Adhesion to wet surfaces is excellent,
an important requirement on a building
site.

Since its introduction, INSTA-SEAL®
KIT has been accepted for application in
Canada as well as in the U.S. -- several
million lineal feet have been applied and
more applications are being found daily.
The average 1600 sq. ft. house will
require approximately three pounds of
INSTA-SEALS KIT and no more than
one-half hour in labor.

Why Its Different
Urethane foam is normally formed by

the reaction of a minimum of two
compounded components fed through a
metering and mixing device. The curing
of the foam is usually achieved by use of
a cross-linking agent and a catalyst.

On one-component urethane foam,

THE KEYS TO SOLVING

all the ingredients are premixed in a
single container as a semi-polymerized
material. The foam is fully cured after
dispensing as it is exposed to moisture
from the air. The one component
system requires no external power
source, is highly portable and requires
no special skills to use.

The main difference between the new
product and conventional gap and joint
fillers is its density. Urethane foam has
a density of two to four pounds per
cubic foot, whereas latexes and
silicones have a density of 68-80
pounds per cubic foot. Another unique
advantage of urethane foam is its ability
to adhere to wet surfaces.

Where It Will Be Used
One component foam is expected to

find ready acceptance because of its
convenience in industrial, commercial,
automotive as well as home
applications.

The uncured foam is tacky when it
leaves the container, so it sticks readily
to wood, metal, concrete, brick, glass
and most plastics (except polyethylene)
and other materials. It gains adhesive
power as it cures. It hardens fully in 24
hours, and can be cut or trimmed and
otherwise finished in two to three
hours.

The 1978 National Association of
Home Builders' Show will allow Home
Builders to examine this product for the
first time. Booth 1181.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

As energy prices increase, more and
more homebuyers are going to make their
decision about which home to purchase
based on its energy efficiency. As a
homebuilder, one of the most visible and
beneficial energy conserving measures you
can feature is high efficiency air condi-
tioning and heating equipment.

In the past, the selection of heating,
ventilating and air conditioning systems
was generally made on the basis of first
cost. But energy economics and the
realization of the need for energy conser-
vation have produced another method of
selection, that being an analysis of the
"life cycle" costs. Life cycle costing
takes into account such factors as level of
efficiency, maintenance rate and life ex-
pectancy, first costs and the price of fuel.
All of these factors have a bearing on how
much it will cost the homeowner to
maintain satisfactory levels of comfort in
his new home.

Thus, the purpose of this section will
be to present the energy conserving equip-
ment available today and how to incor-
porate this equipment into an energy
efficient design.

Energy conservation in residential
mechanical systems has been symbolized
in the past few years by one term, that
being Energy Efficiency Ratio or EER.

Definition: Energy Efficiency Ratio
(EER) -- The ratio of net cooling capacity
of the mechanical equipment (BTU per
hour) to the total rate of electric input
(watts) under prescribed operating condi-
tions.

EER - Cooling Output =
Electrical Input

BTU/HR
Watt

The minimum EER levels prescribed
for specific systems can be found in the
Model Code for Energy Conservation in
New Building Construction, pages 40 and
41.

There has been some discussion that
a new version of the EER, to be called the
SEER, for Seasonal Energy Efficiency
Ratio, would be put into use in early 1979.
At this writing nothing definitive on the
SEER has appeared. We understand that
it would involve more specialized rating
systems than are now used for the EER.

Design

The two basic steps in the design of
heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems are: equipment/auxiliary
sizing and duct design.

A. EQUIPMENT/AUXILIARY SIZING

The first step in the design process
must be a load determination; the proce-
dure for this was discussed in the "Heat
Flow" section of this workbook. Auxiliary
equipment such as fan motors, gas lines
and refrigerant tubing will generally be
determined by the equipment manufac-
turer for proper operation of the system.

This step within the design phase is of
extreme importance and should be given a
great deal of attention. Since it is usually
done for the builder by his mechanical
engineer or system supplier, the builder
must choose.this service with great care.

B. DUCT DESIGN

There are three methods available for
use in the design of a duct or air distribu-
tion system:



I. Equal Friction Method -- The princi-
ple of this method is to make the
pressure loss per foot of length the
same for the entire system.

By converting the turns, baffles and
diffusers into equivalent lengths of
duct runs, and knowing the velocity
and quantity of air delivered by the
fan, one may determine the friction
loss rate and maintain that loss rate
while sizing the ductwork through-
out the system, (see Chart 2).

2. Static Regain Method -- Using this
method, the duct velocities are sys-
tematically reduced so that the
change in velocity pressure equals
the pressure loss, i.e., the decrease
in total pressure.

3. Total Pressure Method -- This
method involves the determination
of actual friction and momentum
losses throughout the system, and
allows control over the internal
pressures and velocities.

In essence, it differs from methods 1
and 2 in that the system design does
not have to be dependent upon
assumed fan discharge velocities.

Although methods 2 and 3 allow for
better control of the system, method I is
the procedure normally followed in resi-
dential construction. The primary quali-
ties of this method lie in its relative ease
in the design stage plus its "forgiving"
nature when unforeseen changes must be
made on the job site.

The specific step-by-step calcula-
tion procedure for the Equal Friction
Method can be found in numerous publica-
tions and, thus, will not be covered here.
We will however, discuss certain applica-
tions which may be encountered which
will decrease the systems heat loss/gain
or pressure drops and therefore decrease
energy consumption and operating ex-
pense.

Duct Location

As noted on the heating and cooling
worksheets, ducts which are located
within the conditioned space require no
adjustment for heat loss or heat gain,
respectively. This means, simply, that the
load and thus the equipment size, may be
smaller than in applications in which the
ductwork is placed in non-conditioned
spaces. This technique may be employed
in conjunction with drop ceilings or via
furred-in areas within the conditioned
space.

In order to determine the amount of
heat lost from a duct located in non-
conditioned spaces, (and also from ex-
tremely long duct runs in conditioned
spaces), so that the proper insulation may
be chosen, the following equation should
be applied:

.Q = UPL((+ )-t3

Where,

Q = heat loss, (BTU per hour)

U = coeffient of heat transfer
through duct wall, (BTU/hour,
square foot, F)

P = duct perimeter, (feet)

L = length of duct, (feet)

t 1= temperature of air entering
duct, (0 F)

t2= temperature of air leaving duct,
( (F)

t3 = temperature of air surrounding
duct, (F)

The U-value of this equation will be
the primary unknown and can be found by
obtaining the conductivity, k, from Table
3A, at end of Insulation chapter, and using
this value with Figure 20. Thus, we now
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have means of determining the amount of
heat lost from the duct with differing
thicknesses and with various types of
insulation.

It is important to discuss one parti-
cular side-effect which results from the
development of a more efficient home and
its HVAC system. Through the achieve-
ment of energy savings in the design of
the energy conserving home, it has be-
come apparent that in many cases the size
of the air-conditioning equipment will be
reduced. The many positive factors asso-
ciated with this result are evident, but
there stems from this design another
element which must be considered: air
movement. Although the house doesn't
need as large a system as would previously
have been used it still has about the same
air movement needs.

Regardless of the refrigeration ton-
nage calculated, there remains the re-
quirement of a minimum air movement to
obtain comfort within the space. Thus,
the advent of smaller systems with inher-
ently lower air moving capabilities pro-
duces the new design consideration.

One method for overcoming this
problem could be the establishment of a
minimum CFM per square foot of floor
area, e.g., with an 8 ft. ceiling, minimum
quantities in the range of 1/2 to 3/4
CFM/sq. ft. would allow a "safe" range of
design. If the equipment chosen through
load calculations yields lower CFM quan-
tities than the minimum, use the next
larger size fan unit but do not increase the
size of the evaporator coil. Simply install
a bypass with a damper to divert a certain
portion of the air, (based upon the calcu-
lated pressure drop across a wet coil),
around the coil. This procedure will
negate a small portion of the conserved
energy calculated earlier, but it will
enhance the system by allowing only the
minimum airflow necessary to achieve
comfort. It will also improve the humi-
dity control.

In any case, the system should not
be oversized. It is better for a system to
run longer than to have an oversized unit

run for a shorter time and stop and then
start again, cycling more often with less
even temperatures.

The question is often asked about
whether the fan should be left on to
circulate air after the thermostat has
turned off the air conditioning cooling
cycle. Since the cooling coils have a
great deal of moisture from the house
condensed on them and about to drip into
the condensate drain, the fan should not
be left on. If the fan were left on this
moisture would be blown back into the
house.

A great many builders in Texas and
elsewhere are using heat pumps for both
cooling and heating, especially where they
want to go "all electric". A heat pump
operates much like an air conditioner for
"pumping" heat out of the house in the
summer, and then, with a reversing sys-
tem, it also "pumps" heat out of the
winter air (leaving that air colder) and
puts that heat into the house. At the end
of this chapter the reader will find litera-
ture on the heat pump and some related
systems, published by the Department of
Energy, which explains the system in more
detail.

One of the advantages of using a heat
pump is that you can use with it on a year
round basis a water "heat exchanger" to
get "free" domestic hot water most of the
year. The heat exchanger, located next to
the compressor, transfers system heat to
the hot water lines and thus into the hot
water tank for storage and use. The tank
should be a large, standard electric hot
water tank. When the heat pump is off a
few days in the fall and spring, and when
there are some very cold days in winter,
the system will rely on the electric hot
water system...otherwise the water heat-
ing is free. Additionally, in the summer
cooling sequence, the water heat ex-
changer, by taking heat out of the super-
heated refrigerant, allows the heat pump
to operate much more efficiently (raising
its EER). Note also, the water heat
exchanger can also be used on air condi-
tioners, but that limits the use to the
cooling season.



As noted in the chapter on Orienta-
tion and Design there are a few climate
regions of Texas in which the humidity is
low. enough in the summer that evapora-
tive coolers are quite efficient for cooling
homes. These regions inlcude El Paso,
Midland, Odessa, Lubbock, Amarillo and
as far east as Abilene.

In evaporative cooling the actual
process of cooling occurs as air is pulled
through the pads which are kept wet by
the water pumped through a distribution

system from the unit's reservoir. As the
water evaporates in the dry air coming
through the pads the air is cooled by the
evaporation process. Such systems cost
less to install then regular air conditioning
and much less to operate in such dry areas
as El Paso. They are therefore energy
conserving and dollar saving. They are
used in reasonably expensive new homes in
west Texas and they are achieving a
renewed popularity due to the oil crisis
and the increasing costs of energy.
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21- to 30-in. Duct Diameter.......... 1% 2% 3% 4

Fig. 20 .... Heat Loss Coefficients for Insulated Ducts'
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TABLE 54
MINIMUM COP FOR HEAT PUMPS. HEATING MODE

SOURCE AND OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE (F) MINIMUM COP

Air Source - 47 dB/43WB 2.2

Air Source - 17 dB/15WB 1.2

Water Source - 60 Entering 2.2

1When tested at the Standard Rating
specified in Table 5-9A.

TABLE 5-5 - MINIMUM EER AND COP
FOR ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN HEATING, VENTILATING ND
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM EQUIPMENT - COOLING

STANDARD RATING CAPACITY EER COP

Under 65,000 Btu/h (19050 watts) 6.1 1.8

65,000 Btu/h (19,050 watts and over) 6.8 2.0

1When tested at the Standard Rating Conditions specified
in Table 5-9B.

TABLE 5-6 - MINIMUM EER AND COP
FOR ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN HEATING, VENTILATING AND

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM COMPONENTS1

COMPONENT CONDENSING AIR WATER EVAPORATOR
MEANS EER COP EER COP EER COP

Centrifugal 7.5 2.2 12.9 3.8

Self-contained Posi tive
Water Chillers Displacement 7.2 2.1 10.9 3.2

Condenserless Positive
Water Chillers Displacement 8.9 2.6 10.9 3.2

Compressor and
Condenser Units Positive

(1,050 Bts Displacement 7.8 2.3 11.3 3.3 11.3 11.3

and over)

1When tested at the Standard Rating Conditions specified in Table 5-9C.

2Ratings in accordance with Std RS-14 as applicable. COP based on condensing
unit Standard Rating Capacity and energy input to the unit, all at sea level.
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TABLE 5-7 - MINIMUM COP
FOR HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR

CONDITIONING SYSTEM HEAT OPERATED
COOLING EQUIPMENT

HEAT SOURCE MINIMUM COP

Direct fired (gas, oil) 0.40

Indirect fired (steam, hot water) 0.65

TABLE 5-8
MINIMUM PIPE INSULATION

INSULATION THICKNESS IN
INCHES FOR PIPE SIZES

FLUID RUN-
TEMPER- OUTS 1' 114 2 58
ATURE' UP O AND to to to AND

PIPING SYSTEM TYPES RANGE, F 2" LESS 2" 4" LARGER

HEATING SYSTEMS

Steam and Hot Water
High Pressure/Temp 306-450 1 1 2 2 3 3Med. Pressure/Temp 251-305 1 1h 2 2 3 3
Low Pressure/Temp 201-250 1 1 1 1 2 2
Low Temperature 120-200 3/4 1 1 1 1
Steam Condensate
(for Feed Water) Any 1 1 1 1 1 2

COOLING SYSTEMS
Chilled Water 40-55 3/4 1 1 1Refrigerant, or
Brine Below 40 1 1 1 1 1 1
1Runouts not exceeding 12' in length to Individual Terminal Units.
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Heat ums
In the face of rising energy costs and
diminishing energy supplies, con-
sumers have been attempting to
stretch their energy dollars by
taking such actions as turning down
their thermostats and adding insu-
lation to their homes. To help
consumers achieve energy savings,
architects, builders, and manufac-
turers have been working to develop
energy-efficient heating and cooling
equipment that offers long-term
energy savings. One device that has
recently been attracting attention
as an efficient, economical alterna-
tive to conventional heating and
cooling systems is the heat pump.

Heat pumps are not new; electric
heat pumps were originally
developed and marketed in the
1930s. The heat pumps being
marketed today are reliable, and
many applications offer substantial
energy and dollar savings as well.

When heat pumps first became
available, however, they had a
reputation for poor reliability.
Compressors failed, valves leaked,
and wires frayed. Today, most of
these technical problems have been
solved, and installation and main-
tenance techniques have improved.

What Is a Heat Pump?
Basically, a heat pump is a device
that pumps heat from a relatively
cool area to another, warmer area.
In its cooling mode, an air-to-air
heat pump works like an ordinary
air conditioner, by extracting heat
from inside a building and pumping
it outdoors. But unlike an air con-
ditioner, the heat pump can reverse
itself. During cold weather, a heat
pump absorbs heat from the air
outdoors and transfers it inside to
heat the air indoors.

Even very cold air contains heat-
"cold" simply means that some,
but not all, of the heat has been
removed. For example, at 0 F, air
contains 89 percent of the heat
available at 100 F. Heat is totally
absent from the air only at a.tem-
perature of absolute zero, or 4600
below 0 F. Thus, even on a cold
day, a heat pump can extract some
heat from the outdoor air and
pump it into a building to maintain
a comfortable temperature.

How Does a Heat Pump
Work?
Heat energy will flow naturally
from a warmer area to a cooler one,
as from a warm house to the cooler
outdoors. A heat pump works
against this natural flow by using a
refrigerant to move heat from a
cooler area to a warmer one. To do

Department of Energy

Copies of these Fact Sheets may be obtained from:
DOE Technical Information Center
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830



this, the heat pump uses an outdoor
coil containing a low-pressure liquid
refrigerant that is even cooler than
the air. When a fan blows outdoor
air across this coil, the cooler
refrigerant absorbs the heat from
the air, "boils," and turns to a
vapor. The refrigerant-vapor is then
pumped through a compressor,
where it becomes "superheated."

Once superheated, the refrigerant
vapor is pumped through an indoor
coil. Because the vapor is now
hotter than room temperature, it
condenses-that is, turns to a liquid.
The change from vapor to liquid
releases the heat, which is then
blown through the duct system to
heat the house.

The cycle begins again as the liquid
refrigerant, cooled by releasing its
heat to the house,.is pumped back
outside. On the way, it passes
through an expansion valve, which
lowers the refrigerant's pressure
again so that it can boil more easily
in the outdoor coil.

Heat pumps can cool as well as heat
simply by reversing the heating
operation. When cooling, they
absorb heat from the indoor air,
pumping it outside, just as air con-
ditioners do.

How Efficient Is a Heat
Pump?
The efficiency of a home heating
system is measured by the number
of units of heat energy output
obtained for each unit of energy
input. Of all the conventional
heating systems available today,
heat pumps alone can return more
heat than they consume.

How can heat pumps multiply their
energy input? In simplest terms,

2

while conventional systems use
energy to create heat, heat pumps
use energy to transfer and intensify
heat that is already available in the
surrounding environment. A heat
pump uses energy only to run the
fan and the compressor.

Using available heat gives the heat
pump a head start compared to
conventional electric resistance
heaters and oil or gas furnaces,
enabling it to deliver as much as
three times the heat energy it
consumes.

A simple analogy will make this
clearer. Suppose you need the force
of water dropping 200 feet to
power a paddlewheel, and the
present source of water drops only
100 feet before reaching the paddle-
wheel. By investing only enough
energy to pump that available water
up an additional 100 feet, you can
capture the force of water dropping
200 feet. You've multiplied your
energy input, producing more
energy than you consumed. Simi-
larly, a heat pump produces more
energy than it consumes, making it
much more effective than conven-
tional heating systems.

Is A Heat Pump Right
For Your Home?
The increased efficiency offered by
heat pumps translates readily into
savings on utility costs. While actual
savings depend upon such factors as
climate and the price and avail-
ability of natural gas, oil, and elec-
tricity, heat pumps offer an average
of 20 percent savings over conven-
tional cooling systems and central
electric resistance heating. In some
regions of the country, installing a
heat pump can reduce electricity
bills by 35-45 percent. Of course,
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as with any heating system, proper
installation and adequate insulation
in the house are essential to ensure
satisfactory results at minimal oper-
ating costs.

In determining whether a heat
pump represents an economical
alternative to another type of
heating and cooling system for your
home, a number of factors should
be assessed.

First, heat pumps are most econom-
ical when used year-round for both
winter heating and summer cooling.
If a heat pump is needed for heating
only, the system will lie unused for
part of the year. Similarly, if a heat
pump is needed for cooling only, it
will not offer energy or dollar
savings over a conventional air con-

ditioner; for, in their cooling mode,
heat pumps are no more efficient
than most air conditioners. But if
used for both heating and cooling,
long-term fuel savings justify the
higher initial cost of a heat pump.

Second, the efficiency of a heat
pump varies significantly with the
outdoor temperature. While a heat
pump may be twice as efficient as
a conventional heating system at
50 F, it may be only slightly more
efficient at 35 F. Typically, when
the outdoor temperature drops
below 350 F, the heat pump must
be supplemented by another
heating system, such as electric
resistance heating; or in the case of
a "hybrid" system, the heat pump
is supplemented by an oil or gas
furnace.

Therefore, a heat pump will prove
to be the most economical alterna-
tive where winters are relatively
mild and the temperature typically
is above 250 F to 30 F, because the
heat pump alone will provide suffi-
cient heat the majority of the time.

In areas of the country where the
temperature in winter frequently
drops below 25 F, requiring fre-
quent use of the backup heating
system, the installation of a heat
pump may not be economically
justifiable.

Finally, the initial cost of installing
a heat pump is 10 to 25 percent
higher than the cost of installing a
conventional system. A gas furnace
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and central air conditioning system
costs approximately $2,500, versus
$2,700-3,300 for a heat pump
system. The cost of converting a
standard home heating and cooling
system, if ductwork and additional
wiring are needed, could run as high
as $3,500. Consequently, if a heat
pump will not substantially increase
energy efficiency, the long-term
savings may not justify the initial
expense.
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What Types of Electric
Heat Pumps Are
Available?
Three types of electric heat pumps
are presently on the market. The
most commonly used are air-to-air
heat pumps, which transfer heat
from the air.

Water-to-air heat pumps exchange
heat with either groundwater, sur-
face water, or water passed through
cooling towers (for industrial or
commercial use). Systems that use
groundwater appear to have the
greatest potential for efficient and
economical operation, as the tem-
perature of most groundwater stays
at around 50 F for most of the
year; however, some environmental
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problems must be resolved before
these systems are generally
available.

Ground-to-air heat pumps have also
been tried, but with uneven results.
Although ground temperature also
remains relatively constant through-
out the year, the earth does not
conduct heat as readily as does
water or air. Furthermore, if frost
develops around the underground
coils, the efficiency of the system
will plummet. Therefore, these
types of heat pumps are generally
not recommended.
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How Should a Heat
Pump Be Selected?
Heat pumps come in different types
and sizes, ranging from window
units to large commercial and
industrial units. Climate, and the
building size and design are the
most important factors to be con-
sidered in determining the type and
size heat pump that will operate
most efficiently and economically
to meet particular heating and
cooling needs.

A local power distributor can help
determine the type and size of heat
pump needed to heat and cool a
house or building efficiently, and
can estimate its operating cost. A
dependable contractor can then
help select and install the most
efficient, reliable heat pump for
that home or building.

Contractors need not be relied
upon completely, however; the effi-
ciency of different brands of heat
pumps can be compared. The
manufacturer's label should list the
efficiency rating of a heat pump in
terms of a coefficient of perfor-
mance (COP) or its cooling effi-
ciency rating in terms of an energy
efficiency ratio (EER). In simplest
terms, these are the ratios of energy
produced by the system to the
energy it requires to operate.
Regardless of the standard used,
however, the higher the rating, the
more efficient the heat pump.
Other features that distinguish the
most reliable heat pumps include:

Filter drier, which keeps the system
clean and moisture-free.
Accumulator, which improves
reliability by taking the strain off
the compressor.

Crankcase heater, which boils off
liquid refrigerant in the compressor,
5

thus providing better lubrication
and faster compressor starts.

Positive defrost system, which
prevents excessive frost buildup on
the outdoor coil, thereby main-
taining maximum heating efficiency.

Outdoor thermostat, which insures
that the backup heating system,
whether a gas or oil furnace or an
electric resistance heater, is not
used unless the temperature out-
doors drops below a certain point.

Is the Federal
Government Working
to Develop Heat Pumps
For Residential Space
Heating?

The Department of Energy (DOE)
is presently conducting several
projects to improve the efficiency
and reliability of the residential and
commercial heat pumps generally
available today. Work is under way
to improve existing air-to-air heat
pump systems and to develop more
reliable installation and mainte-
nance practices.

DOE's Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has just completed a
study assessing the potential for
energy savings from existing air-to-
air residential heat pumps used in
conjunction with reduced indoor
temperatures and nighttime set-
backs.* The study found that tem-
perature setbacks of residential heat
pumps effect substantial energy
savings where winter climates are
mild. Where winters are severe, as
in Minnesota, heat pumps alone are
insufficient for space heating and
must be accompanied by auxiliary
heaters. As nighttime temperature
setbacks reduce the need for an

auxiliary heater, setbacks have been
found to affect energy savings posi-
tively, even in severe climates.

DOE is also working on several
advanced heat-pump systems, some
of which should be available com-
mercially by the 1980s. One pro-
gram, an Annual Cycle Energy
System (ACES) is being prepared
for the market. The principal com-
ponents of the ACES are a heat
pump and an insulated tank of
water that serves as an energy
storage bin. During the winter, the
heat pump draws heat from the
water in the tank (which can be
located in the basement or under a
driveway or patio) for use in heat-
ing a house and providing domestic
hot water. This removal of heat
from the water gradually turns the
water into ice over a period of
months. In the summer months, the
ice water from the bin is used to
provide air conditioning for the
building. This action causes the ice
to melt gradually, and thus stores
heat for use in the winter.

The initial costs of this system are
high; current costs are about
$1,700 more than conventional
systems for a new average-size
house, and about $3,000 to retrofit
an existing house. However, the
long-term savings are also high-as
much as a 50-percent energy savings
every year. Further refinements
and volume production can be
expected to lower costs and
increase savings as well.
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Experimental work is being con-
ducted jointly by DOE and
several utility and manufacturing
companies to develop thermally
activated heat pumps, which would
be powered by gas burned on-site
rather than electricity generated
off-site. As the on-site use of gas is
more cost-effective than the off-
site generation of electricity, these
new pumps should earn an even
greater return on energy invested
than electric heat pumps. Further-
more, while these heat pumps will
initially be designed to burn natural
gas, future models could use other
heat energy sources, such as oil,
coal, synthetic fuels, and solar
energy.

A gas heat pump could heat and
cool a house for 75 percent of the
present cost of air conditioning and
electric-resistance heating that
house. On a national scale, ther-
mally activated heat pumps could
be incorporated into the heating
and cooling systems of many new
or existing residential or commer-
cial buildings.

The technical barrier to developing
the new thermally activated heat
pump has been the lack of an
inexpensive, efficient, and suffi-
ciently small engine to convert heat
to mechanical energy. To overcome
this barrier, DOE is co-sponsoring
two demonstration projects with
private industry. With DOE's
assistance in developing new equip-
ment, the gas heat pump could be
on the market by the early 1980s.
Replacing worn-out gas furnaces
with these new heat pumps as they
become commercially available
could save more than 792 million
cubic feet of natural gas a day by
the year 2000.
6

Information Services
Information on the topics intro-
duced in this fact sheet is available
from a variety of sources. For a
more comprehensive understanding
of heat pumps, how they work and
how they are used, consult a reli-
able manufacturer or dealer. The
Directory of Certified Unitary Air
Conditioners and Heat Pumps
provides COP ratings for certified
units, and is available for a $2.00
charge. To obtain this publication,
write:

Directory of Certified Unitary Air
Conditioners and Heat Pumps
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute
1815 N. Fort Myer Drive
Arlington, VA 22209
202/524-8800

In addition, the following agencies
can answer questions on heat
pumps and other conservation
methods:

Energy Advisory Service for Texas
Center for Energy and Mineral Resources
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843
713/845-8025

Center for Energy Policy and Research
New York Institute of Technology
Old Westbury, New York 11568
Energy Hotline 516/686-7744

American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning
Engineers, Inc.
Technical Division
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017
212/644-7852



*Integrated Appliances
In the United States, single family
homes and commercial buildings
account for 24 percent of all
primary energy consumed. Most of
this energy is used to operate large
appliances, such as refrigerators,
water heaters, air conditioners, and
space heating equipment.

Rising utility costs and the national
emphasis on energy conservation
have led researchers to explore
ways to reduce the amount of
energy consumed by appliances.
One approach being examined
involves combining, or integrating,
the energy systems of two or more
appliances. These integrated
appliances offer users the oppor-
tunity to save substantial amounts
of energy.

What Are Integrated
Appliances?
Integrated appliances are two or
more appliances whose energy
systems are combined into a single
system, which consumes less fuel
than do separate energy systems.
Researchers are investigating two
promising ways to integrate the
energy systems of major residential
and commercial appliances.

El

The first approach capitalizes on
the fact that the energy require-
ments of some appliances are
similar, even though the functions
each performs are different. For
example, both water and space
heaters use energy to create heat.
The energy systems in these appli-
ances can be integrated to create a
single energy source, more efficient
than individual sources, to provide
energy to perform both functions.

The second approach takes
advantage of the fact that some
appliances use energy in a
complementary manner. For
example, refrigerators reject
heat as a by-product of the
cooling process, and water
heaters require heat to function.
Through "heat reclamation,"
some of the 55 percent of the
energy wasted by home appli-
ances as hot air exhausted
through vents and flues or hot
water released down the drain
can be recaptured and used by
other appliances. For every unit
of energy in the form of heat
that is captured and used, that
much less primary energy is
needed, and fuel and fuel dollars
are saved.

Research has been conducted to
evaluate the many alternatives for
combining or integrating two or
more appliances into energy-
conserving systems. Criteria used

to determine those alternatives
having the greatest potential for
further development were potential
energy savings, projected consumer
acceptance, ease of installation, and
projected return on investment.
Among the most promising inte-
grated appliance systems identified
are the three discussed below: a
combined space and water heater
for residential use, a range/oven
heat-recovery system for commer-
cial use, and an air conditioner
heat-recovery system.

Combined Space and
Water Heater for
Residential Use
A combination space and water
heater is being developed for resi-
dential use which conserves energy
by using a single heat source-an oil
or gas burner-for space and water
heating (see Figure 1).

Hot "boiler" water is the medium
used to transfer the heat generated
by the burner to air for space
heating and to water for the domes-
tic hot water supply. This boiler
water (as differentiated from the
domestic hot water supply) is
heated when it passes over the
burner as it circulates in a closed
network of pipes and heat
exchanger coils. One heat
exchanger coil is located in a small
water storage tank; the other is
located in an air handler.
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Washington, D.C. 20585
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In supplying domestic hot water,
the system works in the following
way: cold water from the building's
water supply enters the bottom of
the water storage tank and absorbs
heat as it passes over the heat
exchanger coil in the tank. Hot
water is then drawn from the top
of the tank as needed to supply
sinks, taps, and dishwashers.

The hot water in a tank of this size
(2 to 10 gallons), in combination
with the rapid heating capability of
this system, is sufficient to meet
average hot water demands. If the
demand for hot water at a given
time exceeds the capacity of the
tank, boiler water is diverted to the
heat exchanger coils in the water
storage tank. This is accomplished
by means of a temperature gauge,
which ensures that the hot water in
the storage tank is maintained at
the required temperature. If the
temperature of the water drops

below a certain level, a three-way
valve operates to channel the boiler
water through the coils in the water
storage tank, rather than through
the coils in the air handler. This
redirection of boiler water will not
significantly affect the space heat-
ing function, however, because
periods of heavy hot water demand
are usually of short duration.

Space heating is performed in a
similar manner. A fan in the air
handler draws air over the heat
exchanger coils; the air absorbs
heat from the hot boiler water cir-
culating in the coils, and is then
blown through the ductwork to
heat the house.

Energy savings result from the use
of a single, advanced combustion
system to provide both space and
water heating, rather than the two
combustion systems required by a
separate water heater and furnace.
Although the combined system

requires a slightly greater initial
investment than two separate units,
the homeowner can expect a return
on his investment in less than two
years from savings on reduced
utility bills.

Commercial Range/
Oven Heat-Recovery
System
Cooking appliances operated by
restaurants and large institutions
such as hospitals and schools
generate a substantial amount of
waste heat, which normally is
expelled outdoors through vents.
Researchers are developing heat-
recovery systems for ranges and
ovens to capture this waste heat
and use it to heat the domestic hot
water supply (see Figure 2).

One such "heat reclamation"
system works in the following way.
As cold water enters the building,

Figure 1
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it either flows directly to sinks and
taps, or to a preheat tank. When
ovens and ranges in the building are
generating heat, a water-circulating
pump switches on in conjunction
with the kitchen exhaust fan. This
pump draws cold water from the
bottom of the preheat tank through
a heat-recovery coil located in the
kitchen exhaust duct over the
range. The fan draws the hot
exhaust into the duct and the cold
water in the coil absorbs heat from
the hot exhaust. This preheated
water flows back to the preheat
tank and is either stored for later
use or drawn through the existing
water heater, where it is heated to
the required temperature before
going to sinks and dishwashers. As
long as the cooking appliances are

generating heat, the circulating
pump draws the stored water
through the heat-recovery coil, so
that the water continues to absorb
more heat as it circulates.

This heat-recovery system saves
fuel by reducing the need for the
standard water heater to operate;
the preheated water is generally hot
enough for sinks, and needs only a
boost to raise it to the temperature
required by dishwashers. When
ovens and ranges are not in use,
incoming cold water enters the
bottom of the preheat tank and
displaces the previously heated
water. The displaced water flows to
the existing water heater, where it
is heated to the required tempera-
ture.

Air Conditioner
Heat-Recovery System
A third type of integrated appliance
is a combination central air condi-
tioner and heat-recovery system
(see Figure 3). In this system, the
waste heat generated as a by-
product of the air conditioning
process can be partially recovered
and used to heat the domestic
water supply.

A conventional air conditioning
process utilizes a refrigerant circu-
lating in a coil to absorb heat from
inside a building and carry it out-
doors, where it is released to the
outside air. An integrated air con-
ditioner heat-recovery system,
however, recovers this heat by

Figure 2
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means of a heat-recovery coil
located in the air conditioning unit.
The heat-recovery coil is entwined
with the coil that circulates the
refrigerant. The heat that would be
released by the refrigerant to the
outside air in a standard air condi-
tioner is partially absorbed by the
water circulating in the heat-
recovery coil.

The system works in the following
way: cold water entering the build-
ing flows either directly to sinks or
taps or to the bottom of the exist-
ing water heater. A circulating
pump, which switches on in con-
junction with the air conditioning
unit, pumps cold water from the
bottom of the water heater through
the heat-recovery coil in the air
conditioning unit, where it absorbs
heat being released by the refrig-
erant. This preheated water flows
back to the top of the water heater,
where it needs only a boost to
reach the required temperature

before being drawn as needed by
sinks, tubs, and washers.

As long as the air conditioner is
operating, the circulating pump
pumps water through the heat-
recovery coil, maintaining or even
increasing the temperature of the
water in the tank. Like the com-
mercial range/oven heat-recovery
system, this system reduces the
operating time of a standard water
heater, conserving some of the fuel
it would ordinarily consume.

Savings Potential
Practical, cost effective, and energy-
saving integrated appliances should
be on the market within five years.
By installing integrated appliances
in new buildings and as replace-
ments for conventional systems as
they wear out, a consumer can
effect significant energy savings.
For example, if one-quarter of the
waste heat from major appliances
and space heating and cooling

equipment in an average seven-
room house were to be recovered
through the use of integrated
appliances, utility bills could be
reduced by 14 percent. Nationwide,
this amounts to potential energy
savings of 2.1 percent of the total
U.S. energy consumption, or 250
million barrels of oil per year for an
annual savings of $3.6 billion.
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ANNUAL CYCLE ENERGY SYSTEMAIES

What is ACES?

Energy used for heating and cooling
residential buildings accounts for
more than one-fourth of the total
energy used in the United States to-
day. Much of the existing housing
was built when energy was readily
available and inexpensive; there-
fore, little concern was directed to
developing efficient heating and
cooling systems. The nation's
energy situation has changed,
however, and it is now imperative
that alternative home heating and
cooling systems that minimize
energy consumption be developed.

One alternative under development
by the Department of Energy (DOE)
is the Annual Cycle Energy System
(ACES), an energy-efficient system
designed not only to heat and cool-
living space, but to provide domestic
hot water as well. ACES takes ad-
vantage of the yearly weather cycle
in much of the United States, in
which the heating required to warm
residences in the winter (and pro-
vide hot water year-round) and the
cooling required to air-condition
them in summer are fairly well-
balanced.

The principal components of ACES
are an insulated tank of water, which
serves as an energy-storage bin,
and an electrically driven unidirec-
tional (heating only) heat pump. In
the winter months, the heat pump
draws heat from the water in the
tank in much the same manner that
a conventional home heat pump
draws heat from the air. The heat
drawn from the water is used to
warm the building and provide
domestic hot water. Over a period of
months, this withdrawal of heat
gradually turns the water into ice. In
the summer months, the chilled
water from the bin is used to provide
air-conditioning to the home. The
removal of the chilled water from the
bin causes gradual melting of the ice
over several months, thereby stor-
ing heat for use in the winter.

How Does ACES
Work?

When home heating or hot water is
needed (see Figure 1), a compres-
sor pumps a hot, high-pressure re-
frigerant (a heat-transfer agent that
boils at a low temperature) through
the hot-water heat exchanger. In the
exchanger, some of the vapor's heat
is extracted to heat water for domes-
tic use. The hot refrigerant is then

pies of these Fact Sheets may be obtained from:
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directed through an indoor heating
coil, where it releases its heat, which
is blown through the ducts to the
house, and condenses. The warm,
liquid refrigerant then flows through
an expansion valve, where its pres-
sure is lowered, causing it to boil in
the evaporator.

The outside surface of the
evaporator is an ice-maker plate.
When the compressor is in opera-
tion, water from the bottom of the ice
bin is continuously sprayed across
this plate. As the refrigerant boils
and evaporates, a thin layer of ice
forms on the surface of the plate.
After it leaves the ice-maker plate,
the cold, low-pressure refrigerant
returns to the compressor, where it

is "superheated"-that is, its tem-
perature and pressure are greatly
elevated.

When a thin layer of ice (1/4 inch or
so) has formed on the ice-maker
plate, the warm refrigerant vapor is
released to the evaporator. Heat
from the vapor loosens the ice
adhering to the plate, and the water
spray from the distributor carries
that ice away from the plate into the
storage bin. When all the ice has
been cleared from the freezing
plate, the condensed refrigerant is
again allowed through the expan-
sion valve and the cycle is repeated.

During the cooling cycle (see Figure
2), the compressor operates only
when needed to provide hot water,

and ice water is circulated through
the chilled-water coil. Air blowing
over this coil provides air-
conditioning.

An alternative to using the ice-
maker plate is to immerse brine-
carrying coils directly into the water
in the storage bin. The coils freeze
the water during the heating season
and melt the ice during the cooling
season.

Where Can ACES
Be Used?

The overall purpose of ACES is to
conserve a maximum amount of
energy by balancing the heating and
cooling requirements of a home

Figure 1.
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over a complete annual cycle. Varia-
tions in climatic conditions, house
usage, and lifestyle, however, all
work against an exact balance. The
ACES design compensates for any
imbalance in annual heating and
cooling requirements through the
use of auxiliary solar/convector
panels and/or external fan coils.

In northern areas of the United
States, where the greatest propor-
tion of energy is required for heating,
storage of all the ice produced dur-
ing the heating season would result
in an accumulation of excess ice by
the end of the winter. To prevent
freezing-over of the ice bin, a so-
lar/convector panel can be used to
supply solar and convective energy
as needed-and as available-to
melt the ice. The panel would either
be located in a south-facing part of

the roof, or designed in the form of a
solar fence with vertical panels. Be-
cause these panels operate at a low
internal temperature (32 F), they
are efficient on sunny days even at
relatively low ambient tempera-
tures.

In southern climates, where the
greatest proportion of energy is re-
quired during the cooling season,
ACES uses a bin sized to store all
the ice generated during the heating
season. If the amount of ice stored is
not sufficient to meet total summer
cooling needs, the compressor op-
erates during the night to generate
the additional ice needed. The heat
extracted from the water through
operation of the compressor is re-
jected to the environment by means
of an air-cooled fan coil. Nighttime

operation of the compressor has
several advantages: (1) dissipation
of the waste heat is more efficient at
lower nighttime temperatures, and
(2) off-peak electric power rates are
available at night in many areas. An
artist's conception of a typical appli-
cation of an ACES with an ice-maker
attached to a single-family home
in a southern location is shown in
Figure 3.

Heating and cooling balances over
annual cycles are more difficult to
achieve in commercial buildings,
which have internal heat sources
(e.g., lights, machines, people) and
therefore tend to be self-heating.
Cooling and load management
(e.g., storing the excess heat re-
moved during the day for heating
at nights and on weekends)
present the greatest difficulties in
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conventional buildings. A modified
ACES that employs a smaller ice
storage bin can be used: the heat
pump is operated at night, when
demand is low and "off-peak" rates
may apply, to heat the building, and
the ice stored is available the next
day for cooling. If heating is not re-
quired at night, the heat removed
from the stored water can be dissi-
pated to the atmosphere through
outdoor fan coils.

What

Advantages

Does ACES
Offer Over
Conventional

Systems?
Initial results indicate that ACES can
save as much as 50-70 percent of
the energy needed by a conven-
tional system to heat, cool and
provide domestic hot water for a
home. ACES saves energy over a
conventional system in three basic
ways. First, both the heating and
cooling outputs of the heat pump are
used, with the compressor operat-
ing in the wintertime only. Most of

the electricity used in conventional
air-conditioning systems is con-
sumed by the compressor. Second,
ACES does not have a defrost cycle,
which causes energy losses in con-
ventional heat pumps. Third, be-
cause the compressor operates be-
tween input and output tempera-
tures that are both known and fixed,
it can be designed to operate at high
efficiency.
The efficiency of a heating and cool-
ing system is measured in terms of
its "coefficient of performance," or
the ratio of energy coming out of the
system (as heat) to energy input into
the system (as electricity). If the vir-
tually "free" cooling provided in the
summer is taken into account,
ACES can supply as much as five
units of heating and cooling output

conditioned air Figure 3.
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for each unit of electricity input; in
comparison, a conventional heat
pump provides aboot two units of
output for each unit of electrical
input. Like a conventional heat
pump, ACES uses energy to trans-
fer and intensify heat that is already
available in the surrounding envi-
ronment. However, unlike a conven-
tional heat pump, ACES' efficiency
is independent of outside weather
conditions. As a result, even under
very cold conditions, the electrical
load imposed by ACES is markedly
lower than that imposed by a con-
ventional system.

How Does the Cost
of ACES Compare
with the Cost of a
Conventional

System?

The initial cost of ACES will be
higher than that of a conventional
heating and cooling system, primar-
ily because of the cost of the
energy-storage bin. Each ACES will
be built to suit the specific location,
size, and load requirements of an
individual home; therefore, the cost
of ACES will vary from house to
house. Nevertheless, current esti-
mates are that the reduction in utility
bills resulting from the energy sav-
ings associated with ACES will more
than offset the initial cost in most
areas of the country.

Storage bin size can be minimized
* by reducing the heating and cooling

load through the installation of
optimum insulation and energy-

5

conservation techniques throughout
the home. A smaller bin can be used
if solar assistance is relied upon for
heating in the winter and nighttime
compressor operation for cooling in
the summer.

The estimated cost of constructing a
standard home heating and cooling
system with ACES ranges from
$3,500-5,000. Though these figures
are high, the long-term savings are
high. For instance, in a well-
insulated 2,000-square-foot home
in Knoxville, Tennessee, an ACES
application would have a cost pay-
back of 5.3 to 7.6 years.

ACES is made up principally of
standard hardware components
and must presently be assembled
piece-by-piece. As the technology
matures and field demonstrations
prove the ACES can save significant
amounts of energy, complete, pre-
fabricated systems will become
available and both equipment
and installation costs will
decrease.

What is the Federal
Government's Role
in ACES?

DOE is currently engaged in an ex-
tensive program of ACES research,
development, and demonstration.
Experimental research on ice-
maker heat pumps, heat-exchanger
coils, and solar/convector panels is
being conducted at DOE's Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).
DOE had also awarded contracts to
private firms to: study innovative
ice-storage bin designs; develop

reliable, inexpensive system
controls; study the impact of wide-
spread use of ACES and similar ad-
vanced heat pump technologies on
utility system loads; and investigate
the barriers that might impede public
acceptance of ACES as an efficient
energy-saving device. Two ACES
design handbooks, one for residen-
tial and one for large commercial in-
stallations, are being developed,*
and an economic analysis is being
performed to determine the poten-
tial competitiveness of ACES with
conventional systems.

Several full-scale field demonstra-
tions of the ACES concept are also
under way. On the campus of the
University of Tennessee near Knox-
ville, an ACES house, a solar house,
and a control house have been built
as a cooperative venture by DOE,
the University of Tennessee, and
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Data from all three houses (which
are otherwise identical) are being
collected and compared. Opera-
tional data from an ACES house
built in Richmond, Virginia by a
private consortium are also being
collected and evaluated under a
DOE contract, and the demonstra-
tion of a load-management ACES
installation will soon be underway in

*The commercial design handbook will not be
completed before 1980; a preliminary draft of
the residential design handbook will be com-
pleted in September 1978. Both publications,
however, will be highly technical. For more
information about these publications, contact
the ACES program manager whose address
is given under Information Services.
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Sev-
eral privately financed ACES instal-
lations, both in residential and
commercial buildings, exist
throughout the United States.

Large commercial demonstrations
of ACES are being presented by the
Veterans Administration in their
Wilmington, Delaware nursing
home, and jointly by DOE and the
State of Maryland in a general ser-
vice and office building to be con-
structed in Elkton, Maryland.

Information
Services

For more information on the ACES
concept, contact:

ACES Program Manager
Building 3603
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Publications available on ACES
include:

Summary of Annual Cycle Energy

System (Workshop I)

Date: July 1976
Document Number: ORNL/
TM-5243
Cost: $5.00

The Annual Cycle Energy System:
Initial Investigation
Date: October 1976
Document Number: ORNL/
TM-5525
Cost: $4.50

Design Report for the ACES
Demonstration House
Date: October 1976
Document Number: ORNL/CON-1
Cost: $4.50

Copies of the above publications
may be obtained from:

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Technical Information

Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
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CHAPTER 39

EVAPORATIVE AIR COOLING
System Design; Applications for Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Equipment, and Process Cooling; Form Building, Produce, and

Greenhouse Cooling

E VAPORATIVE cooling, properly applied, is the most prac-tical means available today to improve the environment of
the worker in hot operations such as mills, factories, foundries,
canneries, power plants, etc., in humid and dry climates. Various
devices have been developed and manufactured to utilize evapo-
ration directly in the air stream or indirectly to cool the air in
a heat exchange process. Today, direct evaporative cooling
represents the vast majority of installations, as indirect systems
are usually too costly to justify their use.

Evaporative cooling units are being used successfully to
reduce the dry bulb temperature and to provide a better environ-
ment not only for humans, both at rest and at work, but also for
domesticated animals andfowl. In addition, they are often used
to improve products grown or manufactured by controlling ei-
ther/or dry-bulb temperatures and relative humidities. It is the
oldest method used in man's attempt to produce comfort. In
biblical times," 23 wetted grass mats and porous jars utilized the
evaporative process to cool air or water. Since then, evaporative
cooling has been mechanized.

Inr cases where temperature or humidity must be controlled
within very narrow limits, mechanical refrigeration may supple-
ment the evaporative coolers during certain hours when unusual
weather conditions occur.

Evaporative cooling equipment, including unitary equipment
and air washers, is discussed in Chapter 4 of the 1975 ASHRAE
HANDBOOK & Product Directory.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of evaporative cooling systems can be broken down

into two main categories: (1) to improve environment for people,
animals, or process with no attempt to control ambient tempera-
ture and humidity (spot cooling); and (2) to improve ambient
conditions in a building (area cooling).

The performance of evaporative air cooling for a particular
application is determined by the climatic conditions. It is true
that the outdoor, wet-bulb temperature governs the ultimate
dry-bulb temperature of the air discharged, from an evaporative
cooler. However, the maximum wet-bulb temperature during
warm weather throughout the United States and most of the
world has a narrow range of not more than 5 F deg." Therefore,
the true capability of the cooler is determined by the elevation
of the temperature of the dry bulb above the wet bulb.

Man is always concerned with the removal of heat from his
body. In hot areas where ambient heat control is difficult or
impractical, man will be cooled when air below skin temperature
is passed over him. Evaporative coolers can provide air below
skin temperature for this purpose.

The evaporative cooling process involves what is known as an
adiabatic exchange of heat. The sensible heat of the air is reduced
proportionately to the amount of evaporation that takes place.
The water in the cooler, if recirculation is used, assumes the
wet-bulb temperature of the air and cooling proceeds with the

The preparation of this chapter is assigned to TC 5.7, Evaporative Cooling.

39.1

enthalpy or total heat content of the air remaining essentially
constant. The maximum possible dry-bulb temperature reduc-
tion is the difference between the entering air dry-bulb and wet-
bulb temperatures, which is usually referred to as the wet-bulb
depression. If it were possible to cool the air to the wet-bulb
temperature, the air would be completely saturated. Since this is
not the case in actual practice, evaporative cooling systems oper-
ate at less than 100% effectiveness. The efficiency of the system
depends upon the depression of the dry-bulb temperature of the
air leaving the unit, and may vary from 70 to 90%, depending
upon the type of equipment. For personnel cooling in humid
climates, maximum saturation efficiency should. be 20 to 80%.

When the unit can not provide the conditions desired, the
water in the unit is chilled by mechanical refrigeration to provide
lower wet- and dry-bulb temperatures and lower humidity. Such
an arrangement will reduce the total cost of operation, often by
25 to 40% of the cost of. using mechanical refrigeration 100%
of the time.

What happens when air is passed through an evaporative
cooler is illustrated on a psychrometric chart in Fig. 1.
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39.2 CHAPTER 39

RESIDENCE OR COMMERCIAL COOLING4 '5''

In dry climates evaporative cooling is effective, with lower air
velocities than those required in humid climates. This makes it
suitable for use in applications where low air velocity is desirable.
For residential and commercial application, packaged evapora-
tive coolers are commonly used. Cooler capacity requirements
may be determined from standard heat gain calculation (see
Chapter 22, 1972 HANDBOOK OF FUNDAMENTALS).

Detailed calculation of heat load, however, is usually not
economically justified. It is customary to use one of several
rules-of-thumb which, with proper consideration, will give satis-
factory results.

One method is to divide the difference between dry-bulb de-
sign temperature and coincident wet-bulb temperature (from
Table 1) by 10, and consider this to be the number of minutes
needed for each air change.

The preceding or any other arbitrary rules for equating cool-
ing capacity with cfm depends on cooler evaporative effective-
ness of 70 to 80%. Obviously, it must be modified if unusual
conditions exist. Large unshaded glass areas, uninsulated roof
exposure, or high internal heat gain are some reasons for modify-
ing the design.

Such empirical methods make no attempt to predict air tem-
perature at specific points in the system. They only establish an
air quantity for use in sizing equipment.

Example 1: An evaporative cooling system is to be installed in the
one-story office building shown in Fig. 2. Outdoor design conditions are
assumed to be 95 F dry-bulb and 65 F wet-bulb. The heat gains which
are to be used in the design of the cooling system are:

All walls, roof and doors
Glass area
Occupants (sensible load)
Lighting

Total sensible heat load
Total latent load (occupants)

Total heat load

78,500 Btuh
5,960
1 7,000
62,700

164,160 Btuh
21,250

185,410 Btuh

Find the required air quantity, the temperature and humidity ratio of
the air leaving the cooler (entering the office) and the temperature and
humidity ratio of the air leaving the office.

Solution: A temperature rise of 10 F deg in the cooling air is assumed.
The air volume required to be supplied by the evaporative cooler may
be found from Equation 1.

Qr = q,/1.08 (t, - i) (1)
164,160/(1.08)(10) = 15,200 cfm

where

Q,,= required air quantity through equipment, cubic feet per min-
ute.

q,= instantaneous sensible heat load, Btu per hour.
= indoor air dry-bulb temperature, Fahrenheit.
= room supply air dry-bulb temperature, Fahrenheit.

This air volume represents a 2.6 min air change for a building of this
size. The evaporative air cooler is assumed to have a saturation effective-
ness of 80%. This is the ratio of the reduction of the dry-bulb tempera-
ture to the wet-bulb depression of the entering air. The dry-bulb tempera-
ture of the air leaving the evaporative cooler is found from Equation 2.

t2 = tI- e(ti --- t')(2)

= 95 - 0.8 (95 - 65)
= 71 F

e

= dry-bulb temperature of the leaving air, Fahrenheit.
= dry-bulb temperature of the entering air, Fahrenheit.
= humidifying or saturating effectiveness, percent.
= thermodynamic wet-bulb temperature of the entering air, Fahr-

enheit.

The humidity ratio of the cooler discharge air, W2, is found from the

1976 Systems Handbook
ADJOINING BUILDING
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PARKING LOT 5X7
Fig. 2.... Plan of One-Story Office Building

psychrometric chart to be 0.01185 lb per pound dry air. The humidity
ratio of the air leaving the space being cooled, W3 is found from Eq 3.

W3 = (q,/4840 Qra) + W2

= (21,250/4840 x 15,200) + 0.01185
0.01214 lb/lb dry air

where

(3)

q, = latent heat load, Btu per hour.

The remaining values of wet-bulb temperature and relative humidity for
the problem may be found from the psychrometric chart (see Fig. 3 for
the values in this example). Fig. 4 illustrates the various relationships of
the outdoor air, supply air to the space and the discharge air.

In the skeleton psychrometric chart of Fig. 4, the problem is solved
graphically.

Using the wet-bulb depression method:

minutes per air change = WBD/10 = (95 - 65)/10
= 3.0 min/air change

volume = 80 X 50 X 10 13
= air change rate 3.0

While not exactly alike, these two air volume calculations are close
enough to result in the selection of cooler equipment of the same size.

Exhaust Required
A consideration of great importance in the design of systems

is the need for adequate exhaust from the cooled space. If air is
not discharged freely, the static pressure buildup will reduce air
flow through the coolers. The result will be a marked increase
in the moisture and the heat absorbed per pound of air leaving
the cooler, and a reduction in the room air velocity. These effects
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Evaporative Air Cooling

OUTDOOR AIR 95 DB
65 WB
18%RH

AIR COOLER ENTHALPY AT SATURATION
EFFECTIVENESS 80% BTU PER LB DRY AIR $
SENSIBLE HEAT
FACTOR 088

WET BULB DEPRESSION 95-65.300EG
TEMPERATURE DROP
THROUGH AIR COOLER 30x80%"24 DEG
CONDITION OF AIR '. ,
LEAVING COOLER 7I 0 DB o \

650 W X00O \
62.0DP so
73% RH

ROOM CONDITION 81.0 DB \,,
(SHF LINE) 68.6 WB

630 DP
54%RH

DIFFUSION TEMP 81-71=10DEG 63.ODP C
HEAT TO BE ABSORBED 620__
PER ROUND OF AIR
INTRODUCED 32.9 -30.0 2.9 BTU

450DPA

I ,o

OUTDOOR AIR A
AIR LEAVING COOLER B
ROOM CONDITION C

71 81 95

DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE - F

Fig. 4. .. . Solution of Example 1 on Psychrometric Chart

combine to produce almost certain discomfort. For normal com-

mercial systems with no internal heat emission, the exhaust
quantity should approximately equal the quantity of evapora-
tively-cooled air introduced.

Two-Stage Cooling'

The effectiveness of evaporative cooling in producing comfort-
able conditions depends on the weather; the general limitations
are related to the prevailing outdoor dry-bulb and wet-bulb tem-

peratures. The use of two-stage systems for commercial applica-
tions can extend the range of atmospheric conditions under
which comfort requirements can be met. (For the same design

COOLING
TOWER

PUMP

EVAPORATIVE
COOLER lI

39.3

conditions, two-stage cooling will provide lower cool air temper-
atures and thereby reduce the required air flow rate.) The sim-
plest arrangement is a combination of precooling coils using
cooling tower water and evaporative cooling. Fig. 5 is a sche-
matic arrangement of such a system." The air first passes over
the coil in which cool water from the cooling tower is circulated,
the water and air flow being counter-current for best perform-
ance. After being cooled by the coil, the air is further cooled by
the evaporative cooler. The precooling coil and tower should be
of such a design and arrangement that the temperature of the
supply air can be reduced to within 15 F deg of the outdoor
wet-bulb temperature. The use of two-stage cooling will often
reduce the temperature of the air by as much as an additional
10 F deg for given climatic conditions, and extend the usefulness
of evaporative cooling systems.

High Internal Load Areas
These are similar to conditions found in industrial environ-

ments and should be evaluated along the guidelines discussed for
Industrial Cooling.

AIR FLOW

-CoiL

Fig. 5.. .. Two-Stage Evaporative Cooling with Precooling Coil
and Cooling Tower
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Every building owner wants to know, "What is the least expensive way to heat my building?
Should I use a Carrier Heat Pump, gas, oil or electric resistance heat?"

Commercial buildings are more difficult to "energy guesstimate" than homes, and
consequently studies can be complex. For this reason, Carrier has developed this easy guide
for determining the relative operating cost levels of gas, oil, electric resistance heat, and a
Carrier Commercial Heat Pump. This guide gives you a handy working approximation only.

SP F = 1. .

To compare the economics of a Carrier Commercial Heat Pump with oil,
natural gas, propane gas, or electric resistance heat:

1. Check the Seasonal Performance Factor map shown on this page and find
the SPF for your building's geographical area.

2. On the graph on the next page, find your local electric rate (C/KWH) under
your SPF column. From that point, draw a line horizontally on the graph.

3. Next find your local rate for the fuel you wish to compare, along the bottom
of the graph. From there, draw a line vertically on the graph.

4. If the intersection of these two lines falls below the breakeven line, heating
with a Carrier Commercial Heat Pump would be less expensive than using
the fuel you are comparing.



FACTORS

1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 2.7

5.12 6.14 6.83 8.53 9.22

4.61 5.53 6.14 7.68 8.29

4.10 4.91 5.46 6.83 7.37

3.58 4.30 4.78 5.97 6.45

3.07 3.69 4.10 5.12 5.53

2.56 3.07 3.41 4.27 4.61

2.05 2.46 2.73 3.41 3.69
Electric Resistance Heat: 6/

Natural Gas Heat: $/
Oil Heat: $/G

Propane Gas Heat: $/

KWH
CCF
llon

CCF

1.71
.36
.46
.88

2.05 2.39 2.73 3.07 3.41 3.75 4.10 4.44 4.78 5.12 5.46
.43 .50 .58 .65 .72 .79 .87 .94 1.01 1.08 1.15
.55 .64 .73 .82 .91 1.00 1.09 1.18 1.27 1.37 1.46

1.05 1.23 1.40 1.58 1.75 1.93 2.10 2.28 2.45 2.63 2.80

For a comparison of gas, oil and electric
resistance heat...

Select any two fuels for relative cost comparison.
Find the actual rate for both fuels at the bottom of the
breakeven graph. Draw a line vertically from each of
the rates. Whichever line intersects the breakeven line
first is the least expensive fuel to heat with in your area.

This procedure does not tell
you how many dollars can be saved, but it does quickly
identify your one or two best energy alternatives. For a
detailed actual savings study, contact your local
Carrier product supplier. Be sure of your local utility's
rates for quantity use, heat pump use, etc. You may
qualify for a preferential rating if using electric-
source heat.

SEASONAL PERFORMANCE
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Carrier F. a ., 1o

Heat Reclaim Device
for domestic hot water systems

,I ii'1

... provides up to 9 gallons of free hot water
for each hour your air conditioning system runs*
Introducing the Hot Shot, Carrier's unique heat
reclaim device that automatically recycles heat energy
from your air-conditioning or heat pump system to
your domestic hot water.

Reusing energy is like reusing your
own money.
The Hot Shot begins paying for itself
immediately because it takes heat
energy that you've already paid for to
air-condition your home, and instead
of throwing it away, reclaims it for
use in your hot water heater. Here's the basic
principle: An air-conditioned home stays comfortable
on summer days because heat from hot, humid
indoor air is mechanically removed and dispersed
outdoors. The Hot Shot takes that unwanted heat
and uses it to heat your hot water. Inside the Hot
Shot, superheated refrigerant is brought into contact
with water (about 60 F), heating it to the desired
temperature (about 140 F); then it's delivered to
your hot water tank. Whenever your air-conditioning
system is running, the Hot Shot adds hot water ... so
in effect, your hot water heater runs significantly less,
and your hot water costs significantly less.

@ Carrier Corporation 1977

Installs in only minutes
The Hot Shot connects quickly, directly to the inlet
and outlet lines of your hot water heater. Mounts
easily on ceiling or wall.

Quality construction meets HUD
requirements.
The light, compact Hot Shot (only
5-in. wide) features a double wall
tube-in-tube heat exchanger and a
small (1/200 HP) water pump that not
only moves water, but also con-

tributes most of its 35 watts to the water heating
process as well. The cabinet is lined with thermal/
acoustical insulation.
Although recommended for use with Carrier 38CE,
CU, EE, GS, SE and UE cooling systems and 38CQ
and HQ heat pump systems thru 4 tons (48,000
Btuh), the Hot Shot is also compatible with a wide
variety of competitive systems, depending on acces-
sibility of components. Your Carrier representative
has the details

*Based on a typical 36,000 Btuh system with 60 F entering water and
140 F leaving water.

Form 38-1P

& 38
38HQ900011

2800 - 8500 Btuh



Typical piping and wiring
TO INDOOR }
THERMOSTAT

FUSED
DISCONNlECT 

4

40AQ
-- FAN COI

40AQ RETURN
AIR PLENUM

ODENSA
DRAINS

VAPOR LINE
COIL (MAX.
50 FT.)

o -PIPING

POWER WIRING
CONTROL WIRING

E> AIRFLOW

LIQUID LINE (MAX. LENGTH 100 FT.)

38HO
OUTDOOR
FAN COIL

POWER FUSED
PANEL ttSCNNEC t SO

L-

II I

II II

- -- -
6:=;_ 11 I

6 =:_, II I

TO INDOOR I
LENGTH 611

COMPRESSOR n
SECTION ' VAPOR LINE TO

OUTDOOR COIL
(MAX LENGTH 50 FT) HOT

WATER
HEATER

NOTE: Wiring and piping are general guides only. They are not intended
for a specific installation.

AIR COND SYSTEM HOT WATER UNIT OF ENERGY
CAPACITY (Btuh) SUPPLIED (gph) SAVED PER DAY

18,000 4.7
24,000 6.0 15.5 Kw of elec
30,000 7.3 7. Kw of gac
36,000 8.953 g f og42,000 1 1.1 j.

3 glo i
48,000 12.7

Based on 80 F water temperature rise, family of 4 using 80 gallons
of hot water per day. For gas and oil hot water heating, an efficiency
of 70% is assumed.

Number One
Ar Conditioning

Ca e Corporaton
Carrier Parkway " Syracuse. N Y 13221

Dimensions

and connections
HOT WATER-OUT CONN. REFRIGERANT-OUT CONN. TO
TO HOT WATER LINE CONDENSER OR 4-WAY VALVE

COLD WATER-
REFRIGERANT-IN IN CONN. FROM
CONN. FROM COLD WATER
COMPRESSOR j LINE

COANNECTI(NS / SERVICE
r PANEL

REFRIG- #OD
SWEAT

WATER-f'OD
SWEAT

(BOTH
SIDES)

KNOCKOUTS FOR WIRING JUNCTION BOX
CONTROL WIRING

ONTROL VOLTAGE KNOCKOUTS FOR
ECTION POWER WIRING

- SPACE REQUIRED

K

C

C

LINE VOLTAGE SECT I N

Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without notice and without incurring obligations.

Form 38-1P New Printed in U.S.A. 10-77 PC 101 Catalog No. 523-854

J

Tab 4

Book 14
Tab 5a 5
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FOR SERVICING



How much will

it cost to operate

a i r c o n d i t i o n i n g 4.ie s a y oh rt 
i g h t w r c

Like so many other things that were ac-
cepted uncritically before the days of
energy shortages and rising energy prices,
methods of estimating air conditioner
operating costs have been subjected to a
searching analysis for the first time.
Under provisions of the Federal Energy
Policy and Conservation Act of 1975, the
National Bureau of Standards, the Federal
Trade Commission and the Department of
Energy cooperated on a year-long study of
the theory and practice of calculating air
conditioner energy consumption and oper-
ating costs.

As a result, the Department of Energy has
outlawed "EER" procedures used for
many years to estimate air conditioner
operating costs. Studies and tests showed
that EER-based estimates of seasonal
energy consumption were misleading. Use
of EER's for such purposes after January
1, 1979 constitutes a deceptive business
practice.

The National Bureau of Standards, one of
the government's principal scientific
agencies, has developed new testing
methods by which air conditioner oper-
ating costs must be calculated. They
correct all the errors inherent in the old
EER procedures.

ACCURATE OPERATING COSTS

Instead of figuring operating costs based
on an outdoor temperature of 95 F, which
represents only a tiny fraction of total air
conditioning hours, operating costs are
now calculated on the basis of 82 F out-
door temperature. The 82 F temperature
was designated as the most common air
conditioning temperature for the country
as a whole after a nationwide analysis of
local weather patterns.

Instead of basing operating costs unreal-
istically on continuous operation, the new
procedures take into account the fact that
air conditioner compressors cycle on and
off repeatedly. Until they work up to peak
efficiency during each "on" cycle, air
conditioners produce fewer BTU's per watt
of power consumed. Real-life stop-and-go
air conditioning, like stop-and-go driving,
is less efficient than the purely theoretical
continuous operation presumed by EER's.

The new method of calculating operating
costs of air conditioning is based on SEER
ratings (for "Seasonal Energy Efficiency
Ratios"). Test procedures and formulas for
SEER's were announced more than a year
ago.

BE SURE... INSIST ON SEER
OPERATING COSTS

1. Many air conditioning contractors do
not realize that EER-based estimates of
operating costs are not legal...or that
SEER's must now be used in calculating
such costs. They may offer misleading
estimates based on EER's because of
ignorance of the new law. Be sure to ask.

2. Some contractors who are aware that
only SEER's may be used in estimating
operating costs cannot do anything about
it. Many air conditioner manufacturers,
strangely, enough, have not yet published
SEER's for their equipment.

3. It is not possible to convert EER ratings
into SEER's. Do not accept claims that
operating costs are based on SEER's
unless you see a manufacturer's statement
of certified SEER's in printed form.

4. The certified SEER's for all Fedders air
conditioners (including air conditioning
and heating models) are listed in an
adjoining column. They will enable you to
determine accurately what it will cost to
operate central air conditioning in your
home for the first time.



OPERA 'ING COST FOR
AIR CONDITIONING

Cost

Annual Kilowatt
Operating -BTU's X Hour xHours of

Cost SEER 1000 Operation

Your Fedders contractor can provide the proper cost
per kilowatt hour and the hours of operation for your
area from data prepared for this purpose by U.S.
Bureau of Standards.

FEDDERS AIR CONDITIONERS

Certified Certified
Model No. BTU's SEER

Standard Efficiency - Split System
CFC015F7A 14,1C
CFC018F7A 17,3
CFCO24F3A 22,6
CFC030F3A 28,60
High Efficiency - Split System

0
0

00
0

CKC018C7A 17,600
CKCO24C7A 23,000
CKC03007A 30,400
CKC036C3A 35,000
CKC038C7A 36,500
CKC042C7/8A 40,000
CKCO48C7A 47,000
CKC060C7A/8A/OA 59,000
Super High Efficiency - Split System
CKC025E7A 23,000
CKC030E7A 29,000
CKC038E7A 35,000
CKC042E7A 40,000
CKC048E7A 48,000
Packaged Air Conditioner
CACO24C7A 22,800
CAC030C7A 29,600
CACO36C7A/8A 35,800
CACO42C7A/8A 39,000
CAC048B3A/8A/OA 46,500
CAC060B3A 55,000
Cac060B8/OA 56,000
Package Air Conditioning/Gas Heating
CTG024E7A/7B 23,600
CTG030E7B 28,600
CTG036E7B/7C 34,200
CTG036E8B/8C 34,200
CTG042E7C 41,000
CTG042E8C 41,000
CTG048E3C/8C/OC 48,000
CTG6OE3C/3D 56,000
CTG060OE8C/8D 56,000
CTGO6OEOD 56,000

7.2
6.7
6.8
6.6

7.8
7.7
7.5
7.0
7.8
7.6
7.5
7.3

9.0
9.3
9.1
8.5
8.1

7.6
7.2
7.6
7.7
7.1
7.0
7.0

7.1
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.6
7.6
7.1
7.0
7.0
7.0

"air cond
designs
which
conserve
energy"

itione .

In an industry which has lived with EER's
for many years, the change to SEER's can
have important consequences. These were
pointed out by the Department of Energy
in the Federal Register of Nov. 25, 1977.
"Some central air conditioners are capable
of responding better to changing load
conditions than others and hence are more
efficient over a wider operating range. The
industry practice of measuring the efficien-
cy at a single point would not necessarily
detect these differences in efficiency. The
SEER, however, would provide a means to
identify those air conditioners which are
more efficient under actual operating
conditions. (Data from tests conducted by
NBS shows that the EER and the SEER
may be significantly different even for
single compressor designs.)"
This statement applies with unusual
accuracy to Fedders Air Conditioners
which utilize Fedders-built rotary com-
pressors. While the new test conditions
appear to result in lower SEER's for air
conditioners with piston-type compressors
than their EER ratings, SEER's for Fed-
ders Air Conditioners are consistently
higher than the corresponding EER's
would be.

The relatively better performance of Fed-
ders Air Conditioners becomes evident at
82oF which reflects the full range of
operating conditions. The outcome was
clearly predictable to engineers who
studied the volumetric efficiency of rotary
and piston-type compressors but could not
be expressed under the former test condi-
tions.
"By giving recognition to design innova-
tions which improve overall efficiency,
adoption of the SEER will encourage the
development of air conditioning designs
which conserve energy." That hope ex-
pressed by the D.O.E. has already been
realized in Fedders Air Conditioners.

How much will
it cost to operate

air conditioning

Simple answer to
a complex question

The question of air conditioner operating
costs involves more than the electric meter
in your basement and your electric utility
bill. It reflects the basic efficiency of air
conditioning equipment produced by man-
ufacturing concerns that have vast sums
invested in these products. Perhaps that is
the reason why the question of more
accurate air conditioning operating costs,
mandated in a law passed by Congress in
1975, still remains unanswered by many
air conditioning manufacturers.

Here are forthright answers about the cost
of operating Fedders Air Conditioners.

FPCC79559
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APPLIANCES AND LIGHTING

Current estimates indicate there are
more than 1.25 billion appliances in use in
approximately 71 million American house-
holds, which means, on the average, each
home has five major and about 14 portable
appliances.

Major appliances use an estimated
four to seven percent of the electricity
consumed annually in the U.S. Compared
with the energy it takes to heat and cool
homes or drive automobiles, the total may
sound relatively small, but converted into
barrels of oil, a 17 percent reduction in
the energy consumption of major appli-
ances could save the equivalent of nearly
200 million barrels of oil a year by 1985.

Any reduction in the amount of
energy consumed by appliances is deter-
mined by two factors -- their operating
efficiency and how they are used by the
owner. As builders, you can't control how
the buyer will operate his water heater or
dishwasher, but you can build into his
home energy efficient appliances, and
appliances which give the owner a greater
degree of control of how he uses energy.

As the public's awareness of energy
increases a home's saleability increases
with the options the buyer is given.

In a recent survey published by
Professional Builder Magazine, 89.1 per-
cent of prospective homebuyers indicated
they would be willing to spend $600 more
in added construction costs to save $100
per year in energy costs for home heating
and cooling. Since 1975 the number of
people willing to make such an initial
outlay has increased 10 percent. While
the figures refer to home heating and
cooling, they indicate an increased wil-
lingness by consumers to pay for deferred
gains in energy efficiency.

The same survey found that a
buyer's willingness to accept greater
initial cost invested in energy efficiency
increased with his awareness level. In
more meaningful terms, the more infor-
mation salesmen pass along to the buyer,

the higher upfront costs the buyer will
accept.

The major energy user in a home,
after space heating and cooling, is hot
water heating. The Professional Builder
survey indicated 87 percent of those
questioned would spend $100 upfront in
order to realize a yearly savings of $50 in
water heating bills. After all, the $100
ends up in the mortgage.

Acceptance of higher costs due to
energy saving features added to a home at
construction was found to be highest
among those who already owned homes
and were familiar with the spiraling costs
of energy. Even first-time buyers are
familiar with the cost of heating, cooling,
and operating major appliances. A com-
plete breakdown of the costs of operating
appliances and a comparison of relative
monthly consumption of gas and electri-
city in Texas can be found in the appendix
to this section.

Many major appliances on the mar-
ket today offer some energy savings fea-
tures. Most new models of dishwashers,
for example, come equipped with automa-
tic switches that turn off the electric dry
cycle. And many brands of ovens come
equipped with thicker insulation and im-
proved door seals. The question, then, is
which appliances are the most efficient?
The easiest way to answer such a question
would be to supply you with a list of
brands and models classified according to
their energy efficiency. Unfortunately,
such a list does not exist and will not exist
(except in the case of refrigerators which
will be mentioned later in this text) until
the federal government begins putting its
appliance labelling program into effect.

In 1975 Congress passed the Energy
Policy and Conservation Act, which
directed the National Bureau of Standards
to develop energy efficiency test proce-
dures for each type of major home appli-
ance and directed the Federal Trade
Commission to issue mandatory, labelling
rules for manufacturers. The FTC



established a list of 13 categories of home
appliances for which the energy efficiency
improvement targets were prescribed for
the first ten product types during 1978.
The list of 13 appliance types is:

(1) Refrigerators and refrigerator-
freezers.

(2) Freezers.

(3) Dishwashers.

(4) Clothes dryers.

(5) Water heaters.

(6) Room air-conditioners.

(7) Home heating equipment, not
including furnaces.

(8) Television sets.

(9)

(10)

Kitchen ranges and ovens.

Clothes washers.

(11) Humidifiers and dehumidifiers.

(12) Central air-conditioners.

(13) Furnaces.

At this time the consumer should begin
seeing the appearance of uniform energy
efficiency labelling on all appliances.

Additional explanation on this action
is contained in the FTC material included
at the end of this chapter.

When the labels appear on products,
two types of energy consumption mea-
surements will be prominently displayed.
By law, a label must include an estimate
of what it will cost to operate the
appliance. Because the price per kilowatt
hour differs from one area to another,
some sort of chart will probably appear on
the label so that consumers can determine
the dollar savings in their areas. The law
also requires that some other form of
energy measurement be placed on the
label, and this will probably be in the form
of an energy efficiency ratio. The ratio is
determined by how many BTU's (British
Thermal Units) of heat one watt of elec-
trical energy produces in one hour. You
can figure an EER by dividing the BTU
output per hour by the watts used, as with
air conditioners.

EER = BTU/hr.
Watts

Thus, a 10,000 BTU appliance which re-
quires 2,000 watts of power has an EER of
five. EER's usually fall in the range of
five to eleven. The higher the number,
the more efficient the appliance. For
example, a six or seven is fair; an eight or
nine is good. The problem with figuring
the EER's on existing appliances is that
frequently the manufacturer does not
supply you with the BTU's an hour of an
appliance, and without this information, it
is impossible to calculate an EER.

Until recently, some appliance man-
ufacturers were voluntarily labelling their
appliances with EER ratings or other
forms of . consumption measurements
under a program sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The voluntary
labelling program was especially success-
ful with air conditioners today with EER's
displayed on the nameplates. Other appli-
ance manufacturers, however, abandoned
the voluntary program after the federal
government announced its new test proce-
dures under the mandatory labelling pro-
gram. Occasionally you will find an
appliance labeled with energy consump-
tion data, but these are old models that
were assembled during the voluntary pro-
gram.

The most important aspect of the
mandatory labelling program is that you
will have the opportunity to make respon-
sible, energy saving purchases. The pro-
gram will not prevent you from buying a
less efficient appliance, but it will provide
you with reliable information so that you
can make a choice.

It is expected that Congressional
action will, in time, take the most ineffi-
cient appliances off the market. A
House-Senate conference committee has
already agreed to grant the Department
of Energy discretionary authority to set
new mandatory efficiency standards for
13 major home appliances. This would
wipe out the existing non-mandatory effi-
ciency goals proposed by the FEA under
the 1975 Energy Policy and Conservation
Act. The overall energy consumption
reduction target for major appliances was



20 percent, but the new standards are
expected to set the reduction target even
higher.

Uniform efficiency standards and
labelling are coming, but for the present
the difficulties in determining energy
efficiency are manifold. The rest of this
workbook section on appliances contains a
great deal of information with which you
are, no doubt, already familiar. However,
it is presented in hopes it will give you
additional consumer-oriented information
which will help you sell your energy
efficient homes to increasingly energy
conscious homebuyers.

Water Heaters

space heating and cooling as an energy
user. For the homeowner, hot water
requires about 17 percent of his yearly
energy bill. A more complete picture of
home energy use may be found in the
appendix to this section.

Significant savings are possible in
home water heating. The first considera-
tion is whether to use a gas or an electric
water heater. The decision is primarily a
function of the cost of gas or electric
energy in your locale, or whether gas is
available to you.

The following table is a simple way
to compare relative costs based on energy
costs per unit.

An estimated two percent of all the
energy consumed in Texas is used for
residential water heating, second only to

Heating Water Fuel Cost Comparison Table

Fuel and Unit
No. Units to

Heat 100 Gal.
Price Per

Unit, Cents

Cost to Heat
100 gal. 1000,

Cents

Electricity
Kilowatt Hour

Gas, natural
therm (100 cu.ft.
based on 1000
BTU per cu.ft.)

*adapted from Consumer's Research

To use the table, determine the
current local prices for gas and electri-
city. Circle those prices and also the
figure following in the last column which
indicates the gallons heated for each cent
spent on fuel. Your choice would natural-
ly be the fuel providing the most hot
water per penny spent.

Once the decision to use gas or
electric is made, the next consideration is
the size of the heater. If the water
heater is too large, energy is spent heat-
ing unneeded water. Generally, a family
of four, with one full bathroom, a clothes
washer and dishwasher, needs a minimum
water heating capacity of 30 gallons.

24.5

1.2

Gallons
Heated

Per Cent

1
3
5
7
9
10
20
30
40
50
60

25
74

123
172
221

12
24
36
48
60
72

4.0
1.4
0.8
0.6
0.45
8.4
4.2
2.8
2.1
1.7
1.4*
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When judging the efficiency of a
water heater, you must look for the
recovery rate (the speed with which the
water heater is able to heat its holding
capacity of water), the standby loss (the
efficiency with which a water heater
stores hot water) and the water delivery
system. Water heaters that have quick.
recovery systems also have higher wat-
tages than regular models and therefore
use more energy. It is nearly impossible
to calculate recovery rates accurately
without testing a product overtime, so
until the labels are issued, the only thing
you can do is avoid buying those models

Insulation
Thickness

(cm)
Energy
Savings

Added Cost
(1975-$)

Payback
Period a

(yr)

with higher than average wattages or
those that advertise higher recovery
rates.

The standby loss, on the other hand,
is primarily a function of the amount of
insulation included in the jacket of a
water heater. Select a unit with an extra
two inches of insulation with an R-value
of at least 11. The accompanying table
graphically demonstrates the cost effec-
tiveness of insulation for both gas and
electric water heaters. Although this
table is based on 1975 costs the effective-
ness of the insulation thickness is still
meaningful in 1979.

Energy
Savings

Added Cost
(1975-$)

Payback
Period a

(Yr)

(50 Gallon Electric)
5.1
7.6

10.7
12.7

4%
7%
7%

6.1
12.1
19.4

0.7
1.0
1.4

7%
10%
10%
11%

(40 Gallon Gas)
4.9 1.1

10.9 1.9
17.0 2.7
24.2 3.6*

a
*

Based on 1975 fuel prices.
Adapted from energy and Cost Analysis
Hoskins, Eric Hirst, ORNL/CONIO.

Some manufacturers have increased
the efficiency of their water heaters by
improving the dip tube. Under normal
conditions, dip tubes inside water heater
tanks carry cold water at the top of the
tank. However, sometimes short draws of
water taken in succession can activate the
heating element, causing the water in the
tank to "overheat" and use more energy.
Some dip tubes now come with holes to
match those in an outside polypropylene
sleeve. When the water at the top of the
tank gets too hot, the holes in the
polypropylene expand to match the holes
in the tube, and cold water is released
into the tank. As the temperature in the
tank meets the desired level, the holes in
the polypropylene gradually close and the
temperature stabilizes.

of Residential Water Heaters Robert A.

There are several things a builder
can do to make a heater more energy
efficient before installation. The most
efficient water heater is useless if the
pipes carrying the hot water to the bath-
room or kitchen are not insulated. A one-
half inch copper pipe can lose up to 40
BTU's of heat an hour per foot if it is not
insulated. Reducing the pipe size will also
cut down on heat loss.

Locate the water heater as close as
possible to the area which will use the
greatest amounts of hot water. Long
pipes retain water which cools rapidly. If
the bathrooms, kitchen and laundry room
are far apart, it's more energy efficient to
install two or three water heaters in a
home. Set the thermostat for the kitchen

. ............. r- - -



water heater at about 130 degrees to
ensure good dishwashing operation. The
thermostat for the bathroom water heater
can be set about 20 degrees lower.
Encourage buyers to keep the thermostats
at the levels you set.

If you install an electric water
heater, locate it in an air-tight closet and
insulate the walls. Gas water heaters
must draw air, so they should be installed
in vented areas. However, don't locate a
gas heater where it draws on artifically
cooled air in the summer months. This
would lower the efficiency of the house
cooling system. Instead, try to place gas
water heaters in spots where outside air
can be drawn in through vents in the floor,
or use ducts to pull in the required air.

A few energy conservationists have
suggested that timers attached to water
heaters improve their efficiency. Such
timers would shut off the heating element
at times when hot water is not normally
used, like during the night. But most
experts don't recommend timers because
it usually takes as much energy to re-heat
the water after the shut-off period as it
does to maintain a constant hot water
temperature. Timers may have some
future value, though, if utility companies
adopt off-peak inexpensive electric power
rates. Consumers could then set timers to
cut off water heaters when electric rates
were the highest and cut them back on
when rates were the lowest. The system
would not save a lot of energy, but it
would help to lower consumers' electric
bills.

Though primarily in the province of
the homeowner, thermostat settings on
water heaters offer quick results in
energy savings. Tests have consistently
shown that a 10 degree reduction in
thermostat settings results in a five per-
cent reduction in energy use for both gas
and electric water heaters. A 20 degree
reduction in the setting reduces electric
consumption a significant 10 percent and
gas by nine percent.

There are a few innovations in water
heater design that could be available on a
wide scale in the next few years. For
example, it's likely that conventional gas
water heaters will come equipped with
standard electric igniters and flue dam-
pers. The electric ignition system would
substantially reduce the amount of gas
needed.to heat the tank, and flue dampers
would decrease the heat loss. Manufac-
turers are also working on ways to pre-
heat the water entering the water heater
by capturing the waste heat from air
conditioner systems. A heat exchanger, is
mounted near the air conditioner com-
pressor. The Freon line of the air
conditioner is routed through the box and
heat from the line is transferred to a
water line that goes directly to the water
heater. Thus, water entering the water
heater tank is preheated and it takes less
energy to bring the temperature up to the
desired level. This was described in the
Mechanical Systems chapter.

While solar water heating is still less
economical than conventional water
heaters, it deserves mentioning as a pos-
sible alternative to water heater design in
the future. Present technology already
exists for solar water heating, but only
time and even higher electric rates will
make it economically feasible.

Dishwashers

The two most important .things to
look for in a dishwasher are the energy
saver switch, which allows the owner to
turn off heaters during the drying cycle,
and models which use less hot water. An
average dishwasher used about 14 gallons
of hot water per wash, so any model that
has shorter wash or rinse cycles is more
energy efficient.

When you install a built-in dish-
washer, add a layer of insulation to the
sides and top if there is room. The
insulation will keep the water hotter
during the wash, and while this will not
directly affect energy usage since the



water is not heated in the dishwasher, it
will allow more efficient use of hot water
and better cleaning at a given tempera-
ture.

More energy is used to heat the
water that goes into the dishwasher than
to run the machine itself. On the average
the cost of heating water for the normal
dishwashing cycle runs between 15 and 20
cents, and the cost of the electricity to
run the machine is less than five cents.

Manufacturers make various claims
about the efficiencies of their models, but
it is important to note the figures refer
only to energy saving rinse and dry cycles,
and not to the amount of electricity
needed to operate the dishwasher and the
energy used to heat the hot water supply.

Ovens/Ranges

The major feature to look for in an
oven is increased insulation. Self cleaning
ovens generally have more insulation and
more effective door seals than standard
models. If the cleaning feature is used
sparingly, the user should realize substan-
tial energy savings.

There are two types of self-cleaning
ovens -- "self-cleaning" and "continuous
cleaning." The continuous type is coated
with a rough-surface porcelain enamel
containing a chemical catalyst which pro-
motes the oxidation of oven spills when-
ever the oven is operated at moderately
high baking temperatures. The other type
utilizes a cleaning method known as pyro-
lytic, which in simplest terms means the
decomposition of organic compounds by
high temperatures. Temperatures in this
type oven may reach as high as 10000
during the cleaning process.

A self-cleaning gas oven works
essentially the same way as an electric
one. Test results indicate their energy
usage for cleaning to be somewhat less
than self-cleaning electric ovens.

If you plan to install a gas oven or
range, look for those equipped with elec-
tric igniters. These devices replace

extremely inefficient pilot lights by ignit-
ing the fuel electrically. Pilot lights can
burn up to 40 percent of the energy used
by gas ranges and ovens.

Another consideration is the instal-
lation of a microwave oven which is much
more efficient than a conventional oven
or range. A microwave oven used in
conjunction with a conventional oven for
tasks such as baking could save the
average family about 12 percent of its
annual energy used for cooking. The pay-
off for such an investment is relatively
long, but if the family were to use the
oven for half its cooking needs, the pay-
off could be reduced to between five and
six years. Another factor to be consi-
dered is the lack of radiant heat put off
by a microwave oven. During the cooling
season such waste heat can put a consi-
derable load on air conditioning equip-
ment.

Refrigerator-Freezers

Condominium and apartment house
builders are faced with the decision of
what kind of refrigerator to buy for a
unit. The typical refrigerator uses on the
average of three kilowatt hours of electri-
city a day, which amounts to up to 18
percent of the electricity consumed in the
home.

In the last few years refrigerator
manufacturers have come a long way in
improving the efficiency of their refri-
gerators. Some models now offer more
insulation in the walls of cabinets and
power saver switches that shut off tiny
heaters that keep condensation from
forming on refrigerator and freezer doors.

Typically, a refrigerator has approx-
imately one and three-fourths inches of
insulation in the walls of the cabinet.
Look for the models that have two inches
of insulation around the refrigerator sec-
tion and two and one-half inches of
insulation around the freezer section. Be
sure that the insulation is urethane foam
and not fiberglass. Foam insulation has
about twice the insulation value per inch
of thickness as does fiberglass.



You won't have much trouble finding
out how much insulation a refrigerator has
because increased insulation is usually a
big sales feature. Amana, for example,
boasts that its special line of energy
savings models can save the buyer from
$208 to $417 a year in operating costs,
depending on the rate per kilowatt hour in
each area of the country. The company
provides the prospective buyer with charts
that compare energy usage and dollars
saved in the operation of every major
refrigerator line presently on the market.
Other companies such as General Electric
and Whirlpool also provide the buyer with
comparable material.

Many manufacturers are also begin-
ning to offer power saver switches. which,
under optimum conditions, can save as
much as 16 percent of the electricity used
by a refrigerator. To minimize cabinet
condensation in hot, humid weather, ref ri-
gerators come equipped with heater strips
inside the doors to keep the outside from
sweating. This heating element is not
needed under cool conditions, and a switch
will allow the owner to turn the heaters
off. There are a few refrigerators now on
the market that circulate waste heat from
the motor to the door to prevent conden-
sation. If the weather is hot and humid
year 'round, some experts say, this method
is more efficient than the heater system.

As with the water heater, be sure
you select a refrigerator that is not too
large for the family that will occupy a
home. Also be careful not to design the
kitchen so that the refrigerator will be
next to the heat source, such as an oven,
range or dishwasher. And check to see
that there is at least one inch of air space
across the back and on both sides of the
refrigerator to prevent overheating.

It goes without saying that a refri-
gerator with a lot of "extras" will usually
use more energy. Avoid the automatic ice
makers and cold drink dispensers. They're
nice, but energy wasteful.

Some frost-free refrigerators use up
to 50 percent more energy than the
regular defrost type. Until the labels

come out it will be hard to tell which ones
use more energy. In the meantime, use
this as a rule of thumb -- stick with
models that require only occasional
manual defrosting in the freezer section.
A total manual defrosting refrigerator
will actually use more energy because as
the frost rapidly collects on the evapora-
tor coil, the unit will not cool properly
and will run longer. A total automatic
defrosting system will use more energy
because the heating strips inside the walls
to defrost the unit will cut on more
frequently.

One source of information for com-
paring the energy usage of various refri-
gerator models and brands is the 1977
Directory of Certified Refrigerators and
Freezers published by the Association of
Home Appliances Manufacturers. The
information in the book is not completely
accurate because it covers only 1977
models and the association will not publish
another directory until the federal labels
are issued. However, the directory will
give you some idea of which refrigerators
have outstanding energy efficiency
records. It can be ordered for $3.50
directly from AHAM, 20 North Wacker
Dr., Chicago, Illinois, 60606.

Washer/Dryer

Washers and dryers use a relatively
small portion of the average household's
total energy consumption, but savings can
be made if certain rules of operation are
observed.

As is the case with dishwashers, the
greatest use of energy connected with a
washer is not in the actual operation of
the machine, but is in the expenditure of
energy to heat the water.

Except for extremely heavily soiled
fabrics, hot water is not necessary for
effecive cleaning. The use of warm, or
even cold water in the washing cycle is
the most effective energy-saving step
which can be taken.

In selecting an energy-efficient
washer you should be sure that the model



you select has a minimum of three combi-
nations of wash-rinse cycles. They should
be hot-cold, warm-cold and cold-cold. It
has been demonstrated that a cold-water
rinse is just as effective as a warm or hot
rinse for any kind of washing, and in the
case of permanent press washing is
superior.

If the user decides to use a hot or
warm-water wash cycle, the most effi-
cient washer is one which uses the least
water for a given washer capacity.
Several models do better than others at
water conservation, which in turn means a
lower water heating load and a savings in
energy.

Many brands of washers offer
machines with sudsaver cycles. Following
the wash cycle the wash water is col-
lected in a container and retained for the
next washer load. Second-hand suds are
demonstrably less effective than fresh
suds, so it is up to the individual consumer
to determine if the savings in detergent
and the marginal energy savings realized
by saving hot water which will cool
considerably between loads is worth it.

An aid to increased dryer efficiency
is an effective spin cycle which removes
as much excess water from the clothes.as
possible.

In the case of selecting a dryer,
once again, you must choose between a
gas or electric one. The same criteria
used to decide on the type of water heater
to install applies to dryers.

The major savings in energy which
can be realized with a dryer are almost
totally dependent upon the user. Steps he
can take include shortening the dryer
cycle by periodically checking the clothes
in the dryer and removing articles as soon
as they are dry, and keeping the lint filter
clean to allow a free flow of air through
the tub.

Disposal

Next to a water heater and a dish-
washer the most likely appliance a builder
will install is a garbage disposal.

Little can or need be done to con-
serve energy here. A typical 500-watt
unit can be operated five minutes per day
with only one and one-quarter kilowatt
hours of electricity each month. At the
average cost of five cents per kilowatt
hour the consumer can have the con-
venience of a garbage disposal for an
energy cost of about six and one-quarter
cents per month.

About the only practical conserva-
tion consideration with the disposer is the
saving of water, and since most manufac-
turers do not recommend the use of hot
water with their units, any savings in this
area would be negligible.

Lighting

The typical household uses 22 per-
cent of its total electrical consumption
for lighting. A considerable savings can
be realized by the judicious selection of
bulbs of the proper wattage and the best
fixtures, either incandescent or fluores-
cent.

Selecting the bulbs to be placed in
fixtures is one of the easiest steps to
take. Bulbs are usually selected by their
wattages, a valid means in most cases, but
the most accurate measure of a bulb's
lighting power is the amount of light, or
lumens, it produces. Any lamp which can
produce more lumens using fewer watts is
an energy saver.

One should avoid so-called long-life
bulbs. They produce fewer lumens while
using the same number of watts as stan-
dard bulbs of the same rated wattage. If
you can get by with less illumination in a
given application you will be much better
off from an energy usage standpoint with
bulbs of lesser wattage. S



As a general rule, the smaller an
incandescent bulb the less efficient. it is.
For example, a 100-watt bulb puts out
more illumination than two 60-watt bulbs
while using less energy.

Fluorescent lamps are the choice for
greatest energy savings because they are
much more efficient than incandescents.
A 40-watt fluorescent lamp produces
more light than a 100-watt incandescent
bulb, but uses less than half the electrical
energy.

Another factor to consider when
choosing between fluorescent and incan-
descent lighting is the amount of heat
produced by each. A fluorescent tube
produces much less heat than an incandes-
cent of the same illumination. Here in
the Southwest, where cooling season
energy loads are approximately equal to
the heating season loads, the use of
fluorescents to prevent the heat gain
which must be removed by air condition-
ing equipment is a wise energy-saving
decision.

Some consumers object to fluores-
cent lighting because of the manner in
which it renders colors, particularly skin
tones. Warm tone fluorescents are avail-
able which provide a color rendition closer
to that of natural light than incandescents
can achieve.

There are a number of other steps a
builder can take to increase the energy
efficiency of home lighting.

Dimmer switches which allow the
regulation of lighting levels to suit the
needs of the individual at a particular
time should be installed. Smaller bulbs
can be used in fixtures intended to provide
general or fill lighting.

Security of safety lights should be
controlled by electric eyes which operate
the lights only during hours of darkness.
Where practical, spotlight bulbs or fix-
tures can be used to provide more intense
light for work areas or accent lighting.
Another lighting measure, which, unfortu-

nately, is at the whim of current fashion
is the selection of wall and ceiling colors
for their reflectivity. The-color of rooms
affects natural lighting. Dark colors will
absorb light and create the perception of
less light while light colors tend to reflect
light and thereby contribute to the illumi-
nation level in a room. By proper selec-
tion of colors, one can increase the
illumination level of a room by as much as
30 footcandles without any change in the
source of light. Consider using colors that
will give ref lectances in the following
range:

Ceiling finishes -- 80-90 percent

Walls

Floors

Furnishings

-- 40-60 percent

-- 21-39 percent

-- 26-44 percent

The selection of efficient artificial
lighting and effective natural lighting and
careful consideration of interior finish can
reduce the energy requirement for light-
ing.

A final note on natural lighting. As
discussed in the Heat Flow section, win-
dows are a significant source of heat loss
during the winter and heat gain during the
cooling season. In general, these gains
and losses tend to offset the benefits of
natural lighting when window area ex-
ceeds 8 to 10 percent of total wall area.

If you want to take the time, there
are three other sources you can turn to
for more information on the efficiency of
refrigerators and all other major home
appliances. The State of California has
recently adopted a thorough set of appli-
ance standards that set minimum effi-
ciency levels for appliances sold in
California. The standards outline in detail
the design requirements- for each appli-
ance. Any federal appliance standards
that may be adopted by Congress will
probably not be much stronger than the
California standards. You can get a copy
of the California standards by contacting
the Conservation Division of the Cali-
fornia Energy Resources Conservation and
Development Commission, 1111 Howe
Avenue, Sacramento, California, 95825.



Another valuable source of informa-
tion regarding the federal labeling pro-
gram is the federal test procedure regula-
tions that have been published in the
Federal Register. The regulations will not
rate brands according to their efficiency,
but they will tell you how the appliances
were tested and what the federal govern-
ment considers important in evaluating
their energy efficiency.

Finally, try contacting your local
utility company. Most utilities have
personnel that can answer questions about
appliances and some will even make sug-
gestions as to which models you should
purchase.



AVERAGE OPERATING COST OF ELECTRICAL

Appliance

Dishwasher

Disposal

Oven (Microwave)

Range and Oven
(Self-Cleaning)

Refrigerators
12 cu. ft
12 cu. ft., Frostless

Refrigerator-Freezer
14 cu. ft.-
14 cu. ft., Frostless
18 cu. ft., Frostless
21 cu. ft., Frostless

Automatic Washer

Average

Average

Wattage

1,200

440

1,450

12,200
12,200

240
320

475
610
720
750

510

Est. Ave.
kwh Monthly

30

AvE

4C_

1.20

3 .12

.7619

100
105

60
102

140
160
190
218

4.00
4.20

2.40
4.08

5.60
6.40
7.60
8.72

8 .32

Operating
4. 5c

Cost
5c

Per Month At
5.5c 6

1.35 1.50 1.65 1.80

.14

.86

.15 .17 .18

.95 1.05 1.14

4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00
4.73 5.25 5.78 6.30

2.70 3.00 3.30 3.60
4.59 5.10 5.61 6.12

6.30
7.20-
8.55
9.81

.36

7.00
8.00
9.50

10.90

.40

7.70
8.80

10.45
10.99

.44

8.40
9.60

11.40
11.08

.48

The following vary greatly in use:

Clothes Dryer - Average wattage
5,000 - 2.4 kwh per load, Ave.
cost per load

Water Heater- Average wattage
4,500 - Use varies according to
family size, temperature setting and
amount used. For a family of three
average use is 325 kwh. Average
cost per month

9.6 10.8 12.0 13.20 14.40

$11.38 $13.00 $14.63 16.25 17.88

e.

APPLIANCES
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Types of Lighting Compared

Type & Lumens
Wattage Per Watt

(L/W)

Lifetirne Lumen
Efficiency

Equipment Operating Color Characteristics
Cost Cost

Recommended Uses

Standard
15 8 750- 80% prior Low High Skin tones heightened. Where lamps are burned Efficiency is critically de-
40 12 shortest Gives "warm" atmosphere fewer than 6 hrs a day pendent on operating voltage
60 14 ortest where used. Where foot-candle require- Do not operate below name.75 18 lamps ments are under 50. plate voltage of lamp100 18 - Where "warm" atmosphere

250 20 is desired
500 21 0 Where area to be lighted

is small

Long-life- -500 21 3 rHih Hg

100 2.3o High High Only where maintenance is
-- difficult or irregular

18.4 Reduced to

70%q aftaerA arwemfod
1,000 hrs-.ig t

-h"Cool beam" lamps suitable
for displaying food

Tungsten Halogen
4 hrs. 0% af Low Low - Good color rendition: Where strong light is desired - Low wattages available for

150 18 for high- gt wite Where good color is desired single-purpose lamps
200 19 voltage -In cornices and niches Not as flexible as standard
250 Sot 13 lamps incandescent
500 Flood 14 - Sgnifccant savings in energy

1,000 Flood 17 and costs over standard incan-
descent throughout life

PAR

98% af ter
3.000 hrs. - For floodlighting and out-

door decorat ive light ing
door decorative tlqhtenQ

20,000 hrs. 70% at
12,000-
15.000 hrs.

Higher
than
incand-
escent

Lower
than
incand-
escent

- Warm white has the poorest
color rendition, emphasizing
the colors orange and yellow
while "graying" reds, greens,
and blues. Cool and deluxe
warm white are better. Deluxe
cool white most closely ap-
proximates natural daylight

In sales and production
areas, offices
- As display and case lighting

Deluxe cool white, deluxe
warm, and white can be usually
used in place of incandescent
bulbs

Ballasts required for start-up
reduce lamp efficiency

Some color-corrected lamps are '
30% less efficient than standard
- Efficiency especially affected
bV ambient temperature
. Cool and warm white have
highest outputs, followed by
deluxe and color-corrected
lamps

Dimmable

0

Remarks

250

150

40
60
75

110

66
68
73
72

M
r'

0

(D
a1

0~

n)
H'

f-I

'0

1<

C)

0

U)

0

0

01
U)
CD

-As narrowbeam flood.



Type & Lumens Lifetime Lumen Equipment Operating Color Characteristics Recommended Uses Remarks
Wattage Per Watt Efficiency Cost Cost

(L/W)

24,000 hrs. 75% after
16,000 hrs.

Low Medium - Available in clear, white,
color-corrected, and deluxe
while. Deluxe while has best
color rendition

Deluxe white is interchange-

- Indoors to light large spaces
- Outdoors in parking areas
and as merchandising or decor-
ative lighting

- Can be dimmed; voltage
requirements are precise

Not as sensitive to frequent
start-ups as fluorescent
- 2-10 minute star t-up time

able with cuol white fluorescent
Specdial Color - --- -- - - - - - -- - --
Mercury

40 18 24,000 hrs. 75% after Low Medium Excellent color; preferred Can replace incandescent Limited number of sizes;75 36 16.000 hrs. alternative to cool white lamps in interior fixtures strictly for interior fixturest00 36 fluorescent Higher wattages and longer
- Second best color choice for life than standard mercury .
"warm" atmosphere 2-10 minute start-up time

Metal Halide Better color than mercury;
175 70 7,500- 60% af ter Medium Medium not as good as special mercury . Parking areas - Ballast required250 64 15,000 hrs. 11,000 hrs. Color-coated bulb has good. - Large work spaces - Higher lumen output, lower400 80 warm color, emphasizing yel- - Interior spaces lighted lifetime than mercury

lows, greens, and blues. Clear from above 2-10 minute start-up time
bulb less satisfactory Can be dimmed
' Best color rendition for
outdoor lighting

12,000 hrs.
15,000 hrs.
20.000 hrs.

80% at end
of lifetime

High Low Poor color rendition: grays
colors of red and blue objects.
Similar to warm white f luor-
escent

- Outdoor, where color is un-
important: in parking spaces and
security uses

If illumination ot building is
enhanced by yellow light

- The most efficient lamp
currently on the market
. 2-10 minute start-up time

NOTES- Neon lights have not been included because they are commonly used only as decorative lighting.Fluorescent lamps described are all "rapid start."
Lumen efficiencies and numbers of lumens per watt are approximations.

Mercury
40

100
175
250
400

29
41
42
46
51

c)

-)

C

C,

High-pressure
Sodium
150
250
400

89
80

106
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RESIDENTIAL CONSUMPTION OF PRIMARY ENERGY, BY END USE, 1970
(Millions of Btu per year in average household)

End Use

Space Heating

Water Heating

Cooling

Clothes Drying

Refrigeration

Home Food
Freezing

Lighting

Air Conditioning

Other

TOTAL

NE

143.2

33.8

11.5

3.9

13.0

2.8

13.0

1.7

4.2

227.1

MA

123.8

30.3

10.4

3.1

12.2

2.8

12.1

5.1

6.2

206.2

ENC

155.8

32.8

11.0

4.5

12.8

4.6

12.8

5.5

16.3

256.1

WNC

138.4

31.0

11.0

4.4

12.5

6.2

12.5

9.1

16.9

242.1

SA

97.8

34.2

11.7

3.2

12.6

4.5

12.6

15.7

-1.2a

190.9

ESC

105.6

26.8

10.7

3.0

11.0

5.1

11.0

14.0

21.4

208.5

WSC

70.1

23.4

10.6

3.4

13.3

5.5

13.2

33.9

19.3

M

111.9

31.0

10.3

3.5

10.5

4.6

10.4

3.0

7.5

P

63.0

24.9

8.8

2.8

7.6

2.4

7.6

1.8

19.1

U.S

113.

30.

10.

3.

11.

4.

11.

9.

11.

Percent of
Total Percent of

Residential Total U.S.
. Energy Energy

6 54.9 10.8

1 14.5 2.8

6 5.1 1.0

5 1.7 0.3

8 5.8 1.1

1 2.0 0.4

7

6

8

5.7

4.6

5.7

192.6 192.6 138.0 206.8 100.0

1.1

0.9

1.1

19.6

aError of closure; "other" figures obtained by difference.

Source: Stephen 11. Dole, "Energy Use and Conservation in the
R-1641-NSF (June, 1975).

Residential Sector," National Science Foundation,



RESIDENTIAL ENERGY USE BY ENERGY TYPE, 1970

] Other

LI Oil

Electricity

M Gas
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Oil
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Source: Stephen H. Dole, "Energy Use and Conservation in the Resi-

dential Sector," National Science Foundation, R-1641-NSF,
June, 1975.
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Twenty percent of all electricity
generated in the United States
today is used for lighting homes
and businesses. Yet, between 20
and 50 percent of that energy
could be conserved by any home
or business owner with little, if any,
capital expense. Energy conserva-
tion in lighting can be achieved
with little effort-sometimes it's as
simple as flipping a switch. In
addition, curbing energy use in
lighting doesn't require a change in
lifestyle or a substantial investment
of funds.

Through decades of use, consumers
have come to rely on the familiar
incandescent bulb for all of their
lighting needs, even though
different tasks obviously require
different lighting types and levels-
from high-powered outdoor
security lights to very dim night
lights. A variety of light sources is
available; each has characteristics
that make it suitable for different
lighting tasks. This fact sheet is
designed to help a consumer select
the most energy-efficient light
source for his needs, whether he is
simply replacing a bulb or remodel-
ing a lighting system.

It begins with information on the
two considerations most important
in choosing home lighting, energy
efficiency and color rendition. It
then describes the most commonly
used indoor and outdoor lighting
sources and ways to increase their
operating efficiency. Such simple
considerations as turning off lights
when not needed, replacing bulbs

Copies of these Fact Sheets may be obtained from:
U.S. Department of Energy
Distribution
Washington, D.C. 20585

as they dim, and keeping fixtures
clean have a surprisingly beneficial
impact on energy requirements and
electricity bills.

Energy Efficiency ...
Energy efficiency for all light
sources is the measure of how much
light is produced-measured in
lumens-in relation to the amount
of energy used-measured in watts.
Lumens-per-watt ratings are similar
to a very familiar measure of energy
efficiency: miles per gallon. Just as
cars have different efficiency
ratings, so do lamps. Some light
sources convert electricity into light
much more efficiently than others,
and therefore can deliver more light
for the same amount of electricity.
For example, a 40-watt fluorescent
tube that delivers 66 lumens per
watt is more than five times as
efficient as a 40-watt incandescent
bulb that delivers only 12 lumens
per watt. The difference in the
amount of light provided for each
watt can have a dramatic impact on
the amount of electricity required
to light a house or commercial
building. New, highly efficient
lamps are available that produce
considerably more light for every
watt of electricity than older, more
familiar light sources. By using
these energy-efficient lamps, a
homeowner can reduce energy
consumption while maintaining
desired lighting levels.

U.S. DI

Assist
Division

January

The efficiency of different light
sources varies considerably-from
less than 10 lumens per watt to
over 130 lumens per watt. Table 1
on page 2 illustrates dramatically
the differences in the efficiency of
various light sources.

... and Color Rendition
Energy efficiency is only one of the
factors a homeowner considers in
choosing a lighting system; he also
wants the light source to create a
pleasant atmosphere. Color rendi-
tion is an important concern in
lighting aesthetics, but it is a
characteristic of light sources that
is difficult to evaluate. Color is
simply the effect of light waves
bouncing off or passing through
various objects. The color of a given
object, therefore, is determined in
part by the characteristics of the
light source under which it is -
viewed. Color rendition, then, is a
relative term; it refers to the extent
to which the perceived color of an
object under a light source matches
the perceived color of that object
under the familiar incandescent
bulb. To say that a light source has
a "good" color rendition can be
translated as saying that it gives
objects a familar appearance-the
appearance they would have under
incandescent lighting.

The color-rendering properties of
incandescent bulbs are the standard
measurement for indoor lighting
because they are the most com-
monly used light source, and people

APARTMENT OF ENERGY

nt Secretary for Conservation and Solar Applications
nof Buildings and Community Systems

1978



Table 1

Efficiency of Various Light Sources
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have become accustomed to the
appearance of objects under them.
Incandescent lamps accentuate
warm tones-reds, oranges, yellows,
while the standard fluorescent bulb
used in offices and stores accentu-
ates cool tones-blues and greens;
for this reason, people have been
reluctant to use fluorescent lighting
in their homes.

Light Sources
for the Home
Residential lighting must balance
more than efficiency and aesthetics;
it must also be flexible-adaptive to
a wide variety of activities occuring
in the home, and it must be
economical. How well these factors
are balanced for the three major
light sources for the home-
incandescent, fluorescent, and high-
intensity discharge lamps used for
outdoor lighting-is discussed in
this section.

Incandescent Lighting

Incandescent lamps are by far the
most common source of lighting
used in houses throughout the
United States. They are also by far
the most energy-wasteful: a full 90
percent of the energy consumed by
an incandescent lamp is dissipated

Incandescent Bulb

Filament

Inert Gas

-- Bulb

Glass Stem

as heat, not light. Incandescents
waste so much electricity as heat
because they create light by an
intermediary process: using
electricity to heat a coiled tungsten
filament in a vacuum bulb until it
glows, rather than converting
electricity directly to light.

Efficient Use of Incandescents
Even though incandescent lighting
is not the most energy-efficient
per se, efficiencies can be achieved
by choosing the right type and
wattage of bulb. The first thing to
know is how to read and compare
the information printed on the
package.

An important rule of thumb in
determining efficiencies of
incandescents is that efficiency
increases as the wattage increases.
For example, one 100-watt
incandescent bulb has an output of
18 lumens per watt, while a 60-watt
bulb produces only 14 lumens per
watt. Thus, the substitution of one
100-watt bulb (1800 lumens) for.
two 60-watt bulbs (1680 lumens)
produces more light and uses less
electricity. This type of substitu-
tion saves energy, reduces
maintenance, frees circuitry, and
therefore should be made wherever
possible.

A factor that has a significant
impact on the efficiency of incan-
descents is the life span of the bulb,
which is measured in hours and
printed on the package. Not only
do incandescents have the shortest
life span of all available lamps, but
near the end of the bulb lifetime
the light output has depreciated by
20 percent of its original output.
Light output is reduced because, as
the coiled tungsten filament in
incandescent bulbs emits light,

molecules of the metal burn off.
These molecules become deposited
on the surface of the bulb, and
slowly cause the bulb to darken. As
it darkens, the bulb consumes the
same amount of energy as it did
when new, yet it produces less
light. The bulb eventually burns
out when the filament ruptures.
Energy and, in the long run, money
can be saved by replacing darkened
bulbs before they burn out. Long-
life bulbs (which last from 2500 to
3500 hours) are the least efficient
incandescents of all, because light
output is sacrificed in favor of long
life. An energy-conscious home-
owner should use them only where
bulbs are difficult to replace.

A comparative reading of lightbulb
packages also reveals that a tinted
bulb has a lower light output than a
standard incandescent bulb of the
same wattage. This is because the
coating on the bulb inhibits the
transmission of light. And the
higher prices of tinted bulbs further
illustrate that energy efficiency is
often less expensive from the start.

To achieve energy efficiency using
incandescent bulbs, the homeowner
should do some comparative
shopping, checking lumen output,
wattages, and the bulb lifetime in
hours, all of which are conveniently
printed on the bulb package.

Efficient Types of Incandescents
for Limited Use
Attempts to increase the efficiency
of incandescent lighting while
maintaining good color rendition
have led to the manufacture of a
number of energy-saving incandes-
cent lamps for limited residential
use.

Tungsten Halogen. These lamps
vary from the standard incandes-

3



cent by the addition of halogen
gases to the bulb. Halogen gases
keep the glass bulb from darkening
by preventing the filament from
evaporating, and thereby increase
lifetime up to four times that of a
standard bulb. The lumen-per-watt
rating is approximately the same
for both types of incandescents,
but tungsten halogen lamps average
94-percent efficiency throughout
their extended lifetime, offering
significant energy and operating
cost savings. However, tungsten
halogen lamps require special
fixtures, and during operation, the
surface of the bulb reaches very
high temperatures, so they are not
commonly used in the home.

Reflector or R-Lamps. Reflector
lamps (R-lamps) are incandescents
with an interior coating of alumi-
num that directs the light to the
front of the bulb. Certain
incandescent light fixtures, such as
recessed or directional fixtures, trap
light inside. Reflector lamps project
a cone of light out of the fixture
and into the room, so that more
light is delivered where it's needed.

In these fixtures, a 50-watt
reflector bulb will provide better
lighting and use less energy when
substituted for a 100-watt standard
incandescent bulb.

Reflector lamps are an appropriate
choice for task lighting, because
they directly illuminate a work
area, and for accent lighting.
Reflector lamps are available in 25,
30, 50, 75, and 150 watts. While
they have a lower initial efficiency
(lumens per watt) than regular
incandescents, they direct light
more effectively, so that more light
is actually delivered than with
regular incandescents.

PAR Lamps. Parabolic aluminized
reflector (PAR) lamps are reflector
lamps with a lens of heavy, durable
glass, which makes them an
appropriate choice for outdoor
flood and spot lighting. They are
available in 75, 150, and 250 watts;
they have longer lifetimes with less
depreciation than standard
incandescents.

ER Lamps. Ellipsoidal reflector
(ER) lamps are ideally suited for

recessed fixtures, because the beam
of light produced is focused two
inches ahead of the lamp to reduce
the amount of light trapped in the
fixture. In a directional fixture, a
75-watt ellipsoidal reflector lamp
delivers more light than a 150-watt
R-lamp.

Fluorescent Lighting

Unlike incandescent bulbs, fluores-
cent lamps do not depend on the
buildup of heat for light; rather,
they convert energy to light by
using an electric charge to "excite"
gaseous atoms within the
fluorescent tube. The charge is
sparked in the ballast and flows
through cathodes in either end of
the tube. The resulting gaseous
discharge causes the phosphor
coating on the inside of the tube to
"fluoresce," and emit strong visible
light. Because the buildup of heat
is not requisite to the creation of
the light, the energy wasted as heat
is significantly less than is wasted
by incandescent lighting. The
process by which fluorescent lamps

Here's why reflector lamps deliver more light
Here's why reflector lamps deliver more light

than standard incandescents in directional fixtures ...

Standard Incandescent R-Lamp

A high percentage
of light output

is trapped in fixture

/

An aluminum
coating directs light
out of the fixture

/

The beam is focused 2 inches
ahead of the lamp, so that very

little light is trapped in the fixture

4
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convert electricity to light is up to
five times as efficient as the incan-
descent process.

Fluorescent lamps require a special
fixture for operation. For the
standard, straight fluorescent tube,
this fixture consists of a metal
channel that contains the ballast,
which is a tiny transformer that
regulates the flow-of current.

Fluorescent Tube Cross Section

Metal base Glass tube

'z'r npins

Tube filled wish Fluorescent
inert gas and coating inside
mercury vapor

Fluorescent Lampholder

Channel

If the fluorescent tube is nct the
"rapid start" variety, the fixture
will also have a small device that
aids in starting the lamp. The
start-up delay associated with
fluorescent lamps is very brief; the
lamp will flicker for a few moments
when first turned on before achiev-
ing its full illumination. "Rapid
start" fluorescent lamps that go on
immediately without flickering
have been available for several
years.

In addition to the familiar long
narrow fluorescent tubes, U-shaped
and circular fluorescent tubes are
available. These require different
fixtures, but operate in the same
way as straight fluorescent tubes.
Adapters are now on the market

Circular Fluorescent Tube with Fixture

Fluorescent "U" Tube

that make it possible to use a
circular fluorescent lamp without
having to install special fixtures
requiring such modifications as
rewiring. The adapter holds the
circular fluorescent tube and simply
screws into a standard incandescent
socket. Specially designed adapters
are available for both ceiling and
table lamps. Initial costs range from
$15 to $45 for both the adapter
and a circular fluorescent tube;
however, the homeowner is
reimbursed for this expense in the
form of reduced operating and bulb
replacement costs.

Table 2

Fluorescent Lamp Selection Guide

Color Rendition
in Fluorescent Lighting
The color-rendering properties of
fluorescent bulbs are determined
by a coating applied to the inside of
the bulb. Depending on the kind of
coating they have, fluorescent
bulbs are labeled "warm" or "cool"
to indicate the effect their use
creates. A consumer can choose
from four kinds of commonly used
fluorescent bulbs: cool white,
deluxe cool white, warm white, or
deluxe warm white (see Table 2).
Each type has different color-
rendering properties and different
levels of efficiency.

To achieve energy efficiency while
maintaining a pleasant atmosphere,
a homeowner could use the deluxe
fluorescent bulbs. The warm white
deluxe bulb closely simulates
incandescent lighting; the cool
white deluxe bulb closely approxi-
mates natural daylight. However,
the good color rendition character-
istic of deluxe fluorescent bulbs
also sacrifices some of the effi-
ciency of standard fluorescent
bulbs.

Table 2 summarizes the color-
rendering properties of four types
of fluorescent lamps.

Effect on Colors Colon~ Weakened
"Atmosphere" Strengthened or Grayed Remarks

cool white neutral to fairly orange, red blends with
cool yellow, blue natural daylight

Deluxe cool white neutral to fairly all nearly none simulates natural
cool equal appreciably daylight

Warm white warm orange, red, blue, green blends with
yellow incandescent light

Deluxe warm white warm red, orange, blue simulates
yellow, green incandescent light

5



Efficient Use of Fluorescents
Energy savings are to be found
simply in the use of fluorescents
rather than in the choice of lamps
or wattages, because the efficiency
rating and lifespan of fluorescents
remain consistently high over a
range of wattages. However, the
efficiency of a fluorescent lamp will
increase as the length of the tube
increases. Therefore, wherever
practical, large fixtures should be
used to save energy.

The ballast consumes a small but
constant amount of energy, even
when a tube has been removed.
Disconnecting the ballast or
unplugging a fixture not in use is a
good way to conserve electricity.
As one ballast is often shared by
two or more lamps where
fluorescent lights are arranged in
strips, removing one lamp will
cause the others activated by the
same ballast to go out. An
electrician can make the simple
adjustments required to prevent
this.

While turning off incandescent
lamps not in use is a commonly
recognized way to achieve energy
savings, misunderstandings abound
as to the efficiencies of turning on
and off fluorescent lamps. Like
incandescents, fluorescent lamps
should be turned off when not in
use, even if only for a few minutes.
No energy is required to turn a
light off, and the initial charge
required to turn a fluorescent back
on does not use a significant
amount of energy unless the switch
is flipped back and forth in rapid
succession. Fluorescent lamp life is
rated according to the number of
hours of operation per start, and
while it was once true that the
greater the number of hours

operated per start, the longer the
lamp life, recent technology has
increased lamp life ratings to an
extent that makes the number of
starts far less important than they
were 10 or 20 years ago. As a rule,
if a space is to remain unoccupied
for more than 15 minutes,
fluorescent lamps should be turned
off.

Outdoor HID Lighting

Because outdoor security and
safety lights burn for long hours-
sometimes from dusk to dawn-the
potential for energy savings is great.
This is especially true for outdoor
home lighting, which commonly
uses incandescent floodlights
instead of more energy-efficient
High Intensity Discharge (HID)
lamps.

The greater efficiency of HID lamps
can be seen from the lumen-per-
watt information given in Table 1.
Considering the higher wattages
needed for outdoor security lamps
and the long hours they burn, the
higher initial investment required
for energy-efficient H ID lamps
makes sense.

Three types of HID lamps are on
the market: mercury, metal halide,
and high pressure sodium. All three
are more energy-efficient than the
standard incandescent bulbs, and
are commonly used in business and
industry for lighting large areas,
such as parking lots, arenas, and
lobbies. Each type requires a ballast
designed specifically for it.

Mercury. Of the three, mercury
lamps are the most commonly used
outdoor lighting source. They have
the lowest installation cost and a
very long life. They are available in
40, 50, 75, 100, and 250 watts, and

while comparable in size to incan-
descent lamps of the same wattage,
produce twice as much light. Clear
mercury lamps have poor color
rendition-they accentuate blue
tones-but color-corrected deluxe
cool white or deluxe warm white
lamps~give objects a more familiar
appearance. For long-burning
outdoor safety lighting, where
efficiency is generally more impor-
tant than color rendition, mercury
lamps are a good choice.

Metal Halide. Metal halide lamps
are more efficient and have a better
color rendition than mercury
lamps. They are widely used for
general commercial interior and
exterior lighting, but because the
lowest wattage available is 175
watts, they provide greater levels of
illumination than ordinarily
required by a homeowner.

High Pressure Sodium. These are
the most energy-efficient light
source currently on the market.
Homeowners generally would use
them only for outdoor lighting,
however, because the lowest
wattage is 70 watts, and its high
lumen output is generally too
bright for interior home use. In
addition, the color produced by
these lamps is golden-white, which
grays the color red and blue
objects. However, they are
excellent sources for lighting large
outdoor areas.

Apart from color rendition, HID
lamps pose one potential draw-
back-a start-up delay of from 1 to
7 minutes from the time they are
switched on until they fully
illuminate. However, the continued
refinement of HID lamps, particu-
larly the metal halide and the high
pressure sodium lamps, is expected
to make them practical alternatives
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to the use of less efficient light
sources.

Ways to Increase
Lighting Efficiency
Whatever the light source, correct
placement, regular maintenance,
efficient operation, and the
installation of timing and dimming
devices all contribute to increasing
lighting efficiency and saving
energy.

Placement

How light fixtures are placed in
relation to the objects that
surround them and the activities to
be illuminated can significantly
affect their efficiency. Two lamps
incorrectly placed may be needed
to adequately illuminate a room or
work area where only one is
actually required. Factors to
consider are:

* Light-colored walls and bright
surfaces reflect more light than do
dark surfaces.
* Perimeter lighting usually gives
more brightness to a room than
does central lighting.

" A directional lamp used above a
work area gives more illumination
for the same wattage than does
more general diffused lighting.
* The balance of lighting in a room
should be evenly maintained.
Especially in a room having both
general lighting and task lighting
over work areas such as kitchen
counters or desks, balance is
important to consider where the
two types of lighting meet. If the
various sources of light do not
"reach" far enough to meet,
excessive shadows and contrasts
between light and dark areas may

cause eye fatigue. Adding another
lamp or increasing the wattages of
the existing ones is both expensive
and energy wasteful. Instead, lamps
should be repositioned to spread
the light and distribute it more
evenly. It is also a good idea to
periodically survey the way in
which rooms are used to determine
whether the efficiency of lighting
can be increased.

Maintenance

Once installed, the efficiency of a
light source depends to a large
extent on how well the fixtures are
maintained. A lamp that produces
20 lumens per watt when installed
may actually distribute only 10
when covered with dust. The
reflecting value of fluorescent
fixtures is important to their
illuminating ability, and their
tendency to collect dust may be
countered by frequent cleaning.

Bulbs should be replaced when they
first begin to dim, before they
completely burn out.

Operation

Significant energy savings can be
achieved simply by using light
sources efficiently. The following
checklist suggests ways to increase
lighting efficiency.

* Lower wattages, eliminate
unnecessary light, and rely on day-
light whenever possible.

" Replace two bulbs with one
having a comparable number of
lumens.

* Substitute a 4-watt night light
for the standard 7-watt night light.
These 4-watt bulbs have a clear
finish, and are almost as bright as a

7-watt bulb; yet they use only
about half as much energy. This
can be a worthwhile substitution,
considering the long hours night
lights burn.
* Place fixtures on separate
switches so they can be operated
independently of each other.

" Convert decorative outdoor gas
lamps to standard incandescent or
mercury lamps. If the lamp cannot
be converted, lithit its use but
maintain safety and security by
using other sources to light the
area.

Timing Devices, Photocells, and
Dimmers

The practice of inadvertently
leaving lights burning when they
are not needed can be eliminated
by installing small timing devices
or photocells to indoor and out-
door lighting. For vacationers who
want to give their homes the
appearance of being occupied, and
for homeowners who prefer a light
on when they return home in the
evening, installing timing devices or
photocells provides an alternative
to leaving a light burning all day.
Timing devices can be set to
automatically turn lights off and on
at predetermined times, for
example, on at dusk and off at
dawn. Timers can be purchased in
most hardware or department
stores for prices ranging from
$10.00 to $20.00.

Photocells offer an automatic way
to turn lights on and off in direct
response to the amount of natural
light available. Photocells are small
photoelectric cells, sometimes less
than an inch in diameter, that are
sensitive to sunlight. When light
strikes a photocell, it is converted
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to electrical energy. The brighter
the light, the stronger the resulting
electrical charge. Photocells are
designed so that when a certain
amount of natural daylight strikes
them, the electrical charge created
by the light triggers a mechanism
that switches lights off; when day-
light wanes, on stormy days, or
when clouds temporarily decrease
the amount of natural light
available, the photocell switches
lights on again. The reliability and
low initial cost of photocells make
them an excellent tool for con-
serving energy.

Nearly all types of light sources can
be dimmed by controlling the
amount of power applied to them.
Dimmer controls permit the
occupant to adjust the level of light
in a room over the full range, from
off to the highest illumination level,
in response to the varying light
levels required at different times of
the day, in different rooms of a
building, and by different activities
in a room. Dimmers can achieve
energy savings if they are used
regularly.

Two types of energy-saving dimmer
controls are currently on the
market for home use: solid state
and variable automatic trans-
formers. Both save energy by
reducing the amount of electricity
delivered to the light. In addition,
because bulbs are operating on
reduced voltage, the life of the bulb
is extended. Dimmer fixtures
replace standard light switches, and

are inexpensive and easy to install.
New models on the market can be
attached to table lamps as well.

Dimmers for fluorescent lamps
must be used with a special dimmer
ballast, which replaces the standard
ballast. Because the use of
fluorescent lamps in itself provides
energy savings, the use of dimmers
with fluorescent lamps is not as
widespread as with incandescent
bulbs. Currently, dimming equip-
ment is available for only 30-watt
and 40-watt rapid-start fluorescent
lamps.

The precursor of photocells and
dimmers is a dimming mechanism
still sold occasionally, called a
rheostat. Because it works by
transforming into heat that portion
of the electrical energy not used for
light, it does not save energy and
thus is not recommended for use.

As an alternative to full-range
dimmers, there are "hi-lo" switches
on the market that provide two
settings for overhead lamps. While
they do not provide the flexibility
of a full-range dimmer, they do
achieve energy savings, and are
comparable to the three-way bulbs
used in table lamps.

When used regularly, the costs of
these lighting controls are more
than offset by the electricity saved
from the lower levels of illumina-
tion they make possible.

For Further Information
Although lighting is not the single
largest consumer of energy in
homes and commercial buildings,
the percentage of energy wasted by
inefficient light sources is high.
Consumers who take steps to
improve the efficiency of the
lighting in homes and commercial
buildings are helping conserve
valuable energy while saving money
on electricity bills.

This fact sheet was designed to give
the consumer a base of information
on which to develop a lighting
system that provides adequate
levels of light at the lowest exp.Adi-
ture of energy. For more
information on lighting efficiency,
contact your local electrical utility,
bulb manufacturers, or the
associations listed below:

American Home Lighting Institute
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 236-3816

Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York
(212) 644-7917
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How much does it cost
to run your appliances?
Everybody is energy-conscious. But so far there
hasn't been a simple way for consumers to figure Applia

their household energy costs. Now, under a new with E

law, the Federal Trade Commission staff is Refriger

proposing that 13 categories of appliances be sold Freezers

with labels giving consumers the estimated annual Dishwa

energy cost for an item -before they buy. Equally Clothes
Water himportant, the labels would also give the range of I wRoo h
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seful information that will enable
stimate costs even more precisely.

Before
Buying '
Check Energy Cost
How much will your yearly energy cost be
with this model' How does it compare v th
other models? Check the figures and spend
less on energy

Help the nation conserve energy

Compare
Energy Cost
Estimated Yearly Energy Cost of
this Model

Compare Energy Costs
This nodel has 23 iublc 'et o inside space
All brands and models wh 21 5 to 24 5
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Warning

Removal of this label before consumer
purchase is a violation of federal law
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$84
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Source of Cost Information
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utility rate and how you use the product

Source: Federal Trade Commission
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Federal Trade Commission Washington, D.C. 20580

FOR RELEASE Wednesday, June 28, 1978

FTC PROPOSES ENERGY-COST LABELS FOR APPLIANCES

The Federal Trade Commission today proposed a rule to require

that labels be placed on home appliances disclosing their annual

energy cost. The labels would also contain information on the

range of energy costs of comparable products.

The Commission voted unanimously to begin the rulemaking

proceeding. Congress directed the Commission to develop energy

cost labels for 13 major appliance categories in the Energy

Policy ConservationAct of 1975 (EPCA).
Following a period for public comment, including hearings

sometime in September, the Commission anticipates publishing

its final rul.e early in 1979. From then on, the yellow-and-black

labels in the form finally approved by the FTC will be required

to appear on every new freezer, refrigerator and refrigerator-

freezer, dishwasher, clothes washer, clothes dryer, television

set, kitchen range and kitchen oven, humidifier and dehumidifier,

room air conditioner, central air conditioner, furnace or other

home heating equipment, and water heater.

Home appliances in Canada and some western European countries

already carry energy useage labels for some home appliances.

The FTC's action today, however, marks the first American step

to involve consumers in energy conservation right at the point

of purchase.
Under EPCA, the Department of Energy and the National Bureau

of Standards of the Department of Commerce developed the standards

for manufacturers to measure the energy consumption of their

products. The Act gives the FTC the responsibility for developing

product disclosure labels. The FTC has also been assigned.

enforcement authority to ensure that all appliances in the 13

categories are correctly labeled, reflecting as nearly as possible

their actual energy costs.

The proposed rule, plus sample labels, will shortly be

published in the Federal Register. All aspects of the proposed

rule--including the label design--are subjects for public comment.

(MORE)
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:RAL TRADE COMMISSION
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A typical label discloses, for example, that the estimated
yearly energy cost for a particular refrigerator-freezer with 23
cubic feet of inside .space is $84. For comparison purposes, the
range of yearly energy costs for all brands and models with about
the same inside space i's shown; the lowest is $63 and the highest
$122. The $84 estimate is based on the 1977 national average
electric rate of 3.8 cents per kilowatt hour. A grid shows
what the figure would be if the customer pays a different cost per
kilowatt hour.

The FTC in cooperation with the Department of Energy is also
launching a national education program directed to consumers,
retailers, distributors, and appliance manufacturers. The
objective is to promote energy'awareness among appliance
purchasers, as well as the understanding and cooperation of the
industry.

In announcing the proposal, Chairman Michael Pertschuk noted
that "fully 25% of the energy we use in this country is consumed in
our homes, primarily, by home appliances. These proposals are
designed to aid consumers' purchase decisions by providing much
needed information on what it costs to operate major appliances. At
the same time, these new rules should stimulate manufacturers to
develop appliances that are more energy efficient. The benefits
should be significant: consumers will be able to purchase energy
efficient appliances that cost them less over the long run and save
significant amounts 'of energy."

PRESS CONTACT: Office of Public Information (202) 523-3830



THE FEDERAL TRADE C0 MISSION'S

Proposed Energy Rule
The United Stztes has about six percent of the world's population. Yet it

consumes about one--third of all energy used, Approximately one--fourth of the energy
consumed in this country is used in .residences: about 70 percent for climate control,
20 percent for heating water, and the rest for lighting and other appliances.

Now, under a recent Congressional enactment, the Federal Trade Commission staff
is proposing that 13 categories of appliances be sold with labels giving consumers
the estimated yearly energy cost for an item -- before they buy. Equally important,
the labels would also give the range of estimated costs for comparable items.

The staff's proposal. resulted from extensive consultation with the Department
of Energy and the National Bureau of Standards. Recommendations for label formats
are'based on results of a major consumer experiment that measured responses to and
understanding o" a variety of labels.

EPCA

Q. Where does the FTC get the power to create an appliance labeling rule?

A. The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), passed by Congress in December,
1975, requires the Federal Trade Commission to issue labeling rules for dis-
closure of energy costs to operate at least 13 categories of home appliances:

. Refrigerators and refrigerator-freezers

. Freezers
. Dishwashers
. Clothes dryers

Water heaters
. Room air conditioners
. Home heating equipment, not including furnaces
. Television sets
. Kitchen ranges and ovens
. Clothes washers
. Humidifiers and dehumidifier
. Central air conditioners
. Furnaces

Q. Why have these 13 appliances been earmarked for labeling?

A. Most studies have shown that the energy used by small appliances (can openers,
pencil sharpeners, mixers, toaster. etc.) is insignificant and that if an energyy
conservation program is to succeed, efforts must concentrate on the large energy
users"--- major appliances.

Q. Who decided what information should appear on the labels?

A. Consumers themselves decided. Each consumer in the testing sample was inter-
viewed at home. The test included shcwinr the consumer a proposed label and
asking a series of questions designed to measure (1) the attention-getting
quality of the label, (2) consumer attitude to energy-cost labeling, and (3)
consumer understanding of the information on thn label.
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WHAT THE LABEL SAYS

Q. What type of information will the label" have to provide?

A. Labels would have to provide six types of information:

1. A section called "Check Energy Cost" would let consumers know
they can save money -by considering energy cost when purchasing
an -appliance.

2. A warning that the label should be removed only after purchase by
the consumer.

3. An explanation of the estimated yearly energy cost to the consumer
and of the range of energy -costs for comparable models.

4. The source of the cost information.

5. Other useful information that would enable the consumer to estimate
energy costs even more precisely.

6. A table, or grid, showing energy, cost based on a variety of utility
rates and, when applicable, consumer use patterns.

Q. Will the consumer be able to understand all that information?

A. The rule provides for an extensive education program that will alert consumers,
state. and local energy and consumer affairs offices, manufacturers, and retailers
to the significance of estimating yearly energy corts. The program will include
instruction for the consumer on how to use the data or. the appliance label to
save money and energy when comparison shopping. The educational.program is an
important way of carrying out the rule's intention to make the American public
aware of the economic benefits of energy conservation.

Q. Why do the appliance labels give energy cost data rather than comparative
efficiency rating?

A. Experts from industry and other groups have pointed out that efficiency labeling
might be appropriate for some appliances but not for others. The description
of efficiency would have to vary from product to product and would give consumers
virtually no guide to meaningful comparison of purchase prices. Only energy
cost data can tell consumers whether a particular purchase is likely to save
them money over the life of a product.

ENERGY COSTS

Q. How reliable are the estimated yearly energy costs provided by' the label?

A. The yearly energy costs are based on information obtained from testing pro-
cedures developed by the federal government and the manufacturers of appliances.
The estimated yearly energy costs printed on the label represent only the amount
of money that could be saved by the purchase of energy-efficient household
appliances and are to be used only as tools for comparison shopping. The labels
do not guarantee the consumer a. specific yearly energy cost.
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Q. Won't the information on the label encourage the purchase of more expensive
appliances? - -

A. In some cases, the most 'energy-efficient appliance, the one with the relatively
lowest yearly energy cost, will have a higher purchase price. However, a few
dollars extra on the initial payment could be balanced, or even outweighed,
by long run savings on utility bills.

Furthermore, once the energy cost disclosure program is in full force, manu-
facturers should realize that consumers are considering energy costs in their
purchase decisions. Competitive forces should then cause many manufacturers
to redesign their products with an emphasis on energy efficiency at competitive
prices. This concept is known as "life cycle costing."

Q. Will the labels be updated to account for changes in energy costs?

A. If the representative average unit cost changes, or if the efficiencies of the
products within the range change in a way that alters the upper or lower
estimated costs for the range, then the ranges of estimated yearly energy costs
may be changed -- but no more than once a year. Then, within 60 days after a
range is revised and published, each manufacturer must modify all information
on the labels to conform with the revised range.

Q. Where will the consumer find the label?

A. It must be attached to the appliance in a place that is clearly visible. Also,
it should b'e attached in such a way that the consumer can remove it easily, in
one piece, without the use of tools or liquids. No adhesive should remain on
the product after removal.

Q. Can the manufacturer use hang-tags instead of pressure sensitive labels?

A. A hang-tag may be used in place of an adhesive label, provided the manufacturer
can prove its use is necessary. A hang-tag should be attached so that the.
consumer can read it easily while standing in front of the product as it is
displayed for sale.

Q. Will the appliance labeling rule cover catalog sales of products?

A. Yes. Any manufacturer, distributer, retailer, or private labeler who advertises
a covered product for sale in a catalog must disclose in the catalog the same
types of information provided by a label: the capacity of the model (if
applicable), the estimated yearly energy cost, the range of energy costs for
comparable models, and the range of estimated yearly energy costs. In addition,
on each page that offers a covered product, the "Check Energy Cost" and "Source
of Cost Information" sections of the label must be included.

Q. Will imported appliances be subject to the rule?

A. All covered products imported for use in the United States must bear the yearly
cost label as specified by the FTC.
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EFFECT QN THE MANUFACTURER,

Q. Who will bear the cost of the labeling program?

A. Manufacturers will assume the cost of testing and labeling appliances. Thelabel will be produced and displayed according to detailed specifications
provided by the FTC.

Q. Will manufacturers have to label appliances that were produced before the
effective date of this rule?

A. The rule doesn't apply to any covered product manufactured prior to the effectivedate, of the rule, nor to a catalog distributed prior to the effective date of
the rule.

RETAILER'S ROLE

Q. What responsibilities will the appliance retailer have?

A. Energy cost labeling will not burden the retailer. Yearly energy costs will bedetermined by information developed by federal agencies, manufacturers, andprivate labelers. Because estimated yearly energy costs are meant only to bea guide to the amount of money that, could be saved by the purchase of energy-
efficient household products, the failure of any energy cost estimate to pre-dict accurately an individual's actual costs does not create a cause of actionfor rescission, reformation, or refund of a contract or sale, unless the dis-closure teas made in a fraudulent manner. The retailer may inform the customerthat estimates for yearly energy costs are based on average patterns of use
and should not be construed as exact calculations of consumer cost.

Of course, the retailer must not, under penalty of federal law, remove the
label attached to an appliance.

Q. What will happen to existing state laws on appliance labeling?

A. One of the strongest arguments for a mandatory national energy cost labelingprogram is the appliance manufacturer's and consumer's need to work with auniform national rule. Many states have already enacted appliance labelingprograms and more have such programs under study. As a result, conflicting
labeling requirements may confuse the consumer and can cause unnecessary expense
for the manufacturer.

To remedy this situation, the federal appliance labeling rule contains a strongpreemption clause that will enable the federal rule to supersede all state andlocal laws that provide for the disclosure of energy consumption, efficiency,
or operating cost of any product covered by the rule.

LABEL'S EFFECT ON CONSUMERS

Q. How many consumers will be affected by the appliance labeling rule?

A. In 1974, nearly 55 million major home appliances were sold with a retail valueof over $1.3 billion. Current indications are that appliance sales and appliance
energy demand; have grown and will continue to grow in the future.
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The American home relies heavily on a wide range of appliances. Almost all
homes have heating and hot water heating equipment. At least 99 percent of all'
homes have refrigerators, ,at least 99 percent of all homes have black and white
television, at least 60 percent have color TVs, at least 46 percent have air-
conditioning, and at least 32 percent have dishwashers. The percentage of
American homes having each one of these major appliances is rising every year.
All Americans at some time in their lives will purchase a major appliance that
will entail not only an initial purchase price but a long-run cost in energy
consumption.

Q. What will this rule do for consumers?

A. Disclosures of. yearly energy cost data on appliance labels and in catalogs from
which appliances may be purchased will enable consumers to compare the relative
costs and benefits of competing major energy-consuming appliances. Consequently,
consumers will be able to take long-run energy costs of appliance operation
into consideration as a major factor in their purchasing decisions. In so doing,
they can choose on the basis of energy costs rather than purchase price alone.

With these disclosures, the consumer has tools that can save him money in the
long run and, that can help to promote the national goal of energy conservation.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

June 28, 1978
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BASIC DESIGN ITEMS
1. Orientation (Wall Exposure)

Long Axis Facing 5*-15
Long Axis Facing 350 -50 -250 Range @ North

Long Axis Facing 185*-1950

Long Axis Facing 170*-1850 250 Range @ South

Long Axis Facing generally West (250*-310*)

Long Axis Facing generally East (80*-140*)

2. Solar Conversion Feasibility

Sun Rights Protected (Min. 45' open) 25

Adequate roof (s.f.) faced 160*-200* *

Roof pitch of South roof plane 7/12 min. *

Additional Roof Framing

3. Type and Shape

A. Basic style

1. Two story 40

2. Split level 20

3. One story 0

B. Shape
1. Rectangular (approx. 2:3 dimension) 20
2. L Shape 10

3. U Shape 0

4. H Shape -20

4. Maximum Use of Minimum Glass

A. Percent of glass area to floor area

Less than 10% 40

10% to less than 12% 24

12% to less than 15% 0
15% to less than 20% -24

Greater than 20% -40

B. Shading of Glass

100% shaded 48

Less than 100%, more than 90% 32

Less than 90%, more than 75% 16

Less than 75%, more than 60% 0

Less than 60%, more than 40% -32

Less than 40% -48

INTEGRAL THERMAL PROTECTION
1. Shell Insulation

A. Outside walls
R-22 insulation installed

R- 19 insulation installed

R-13 insulation installed

OVE corner system

Wiring run at 48" height or at plate

R-11 insulation installed

*no value to heat gain or loss calculations.

POINT BURNS BUILDER A BUILDER B
VALUE

60
50

45
40

-30
-50

.15
10

3
3
3
0

0
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B. Ceilings over conditioned areas

R-30 insulation installed 15

R-26 insulation installed 10

R-22 insulation installed 5

R-19 insulation installed 0

C. Fenestration

Storm windows on 100% glass area 12

80% to less than 100% 10

60% to less than 80% 8

40% to less than 60% 6

Less than 40% 0

D. Exterior Doors

Insulated metal 3

Wood 0

E. Light Shade of Roofing 3

2. Infiltration of Unconditioned Air

A. Soleplates sealed at slab 12

B. Soleplates sealed at sub floor 12

C. No plumbing drain/vents in ext. walls 12

D. Mechanical chases/knockouts sealed 12
E. Ext. doors and windows weatherstripped 3

F. Ext. doors and windows caulked 6

G. Attic scuttle weatherstripped 3

H. Polyethylene film installed on ext. walls 8

I. Subfloor joints glued PL400 3

J. Duct end plates taped to ceiling or subfloor 3

K. No ceiling lights on rough-in boxes 3

L. No ext. wall outlets on 2nd floor 3

M. No recessed light/mech. equipment in ceiling 5

N. 100% stucco exterior 10

I Exfiltration of Conditioned Air

A. All electric: No combustion venting required 25

B. Fireplace with:

Damper, combustion air intake and glass screen 20

Damper, combustion air intake 10

Locking damper 0

Standard damper -15

C. Attic Ventilation

Soffit vents 48" o.c. or continuous 3

Ductboard baffles at vent locations 6

Continuous ridge vent at 6/12 or less roof pitch 3

Turtle vents 48" o.c. 12" below ridge on 7/12

or over roof pitch (Locate out of sight) 3
D. Ventless Range Hood 3
E. Bathroom Venting (where required)

4" fresh air intake 8" off floor 3

NT BURNS BUILDER A BUILDER B
.UE

1_

.1 1.



Weatherstrip door @ bath

F. Inside utility room Double reverse 4" vents

Weatherstrip door

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
1. Air Handler or Heating Unit Location

Centrally located

Conditioned Space

Unconditioned Space

Attic Space

ALUTE BURNS BUILDER A BUILDER B

3
6
3

8
8
3
0

2. Duct System

One level for 2 stories (cavity between floors) 8

Conditioned Space 8

2 return air grills (filter grills) 3

Unconditioned Space 2

Attic Space: R-7 Insulating; sealed joints 0

3. Cooling Efficiencies at 950 Outdoor Temperature,
780 Indoor Temperature

9.5 EER or greater 13

9.0 to 9.5 EER 10
8.5 to 9.0 EER 8
8.Oto8.5EER 5
7.5 to 8.0 EER 3

7.0 to 7.5 EER 0
6.9 EER or less -15

4. Heating Efficiencies at 470 Outdoor Temperature,
680 Indoor Temperature

3.5 SPF or greater 12

3.0 to 3.5 SPF 10
2.5 to 3.0 SPF 8
2.0 to 2.5 SPF 6
1.0 to 2.0 SPF 4
1.0 SPF or less 0

5. Water Heating System/Hot Water conservation

Heat recovery equipment 8

Located within 20' of kitchen/utility areas 2

Water lines insulated 3

3 GPM flow restriction at faucets and shower heads 2

TOTAL

11831 Radium, San Antonio, Texas 78216, (512) 349-1471
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

SPECIFICATIOrI FOR CO!6TRICTION
OF EtERGY EFFICIE HT HOES

I. Air Conditioning and Heating

A. High efficiency heat pump for air conditioning with a high coefficiency of
performance (COP). It should have an EER of 7.5 or better at 950 and a COP
of 2.5 or better at 170.

9. Rectangular duct system of fiber hoard with a minimum 4# density run in
attic or through furr down system.

C. When construction design will permit, locate indoor air handler in closet
in conditioned space.

It. Attic Ventilation

Garages and porches and other attic space not above conditioned space should have
same ventilation as over conditioned space. Attic should have 1.5 sq. in. of
ventilation per sq. ft. of ceiling area. This can he accomplished with ridge
vent or power vents. A 14" power, vent moving 1050 cubic feet of air per minute
will normally ventilate BOOn sq. ft. of attic space.

To accommodate 11 R-3n insulation it is necessary to install air baffles at
each eave vent opening to allow air passage into attic and insulation to he
installed to outer plate levels.

III. Attic Insulation

Open attic area where blown insulation can be installed should have an R-30
installed. R-30 may be obtained by the following manufacturer's recommendations:

Rockwool 10k" equals R-30
Class fiber 13 3/4" "
Wood fiber 7}" "

lanfacturer's specifications for coverage is printed on each bag of insulation.

Where vaulted ceiling occurs, framing should be designed to accommodate a 6"
R-1Q and a 3" R-ll batt to accomplish an R-30. As an alternate when framing
will not permit it, a 6" R-l4 and a 1" TG styrofoam may he applied to bottom of
framing then stripped and sheet rocked. Where vaulted ceilings are used and
knee walls or attic walls are created, the attic side of these walls should
receive styrofoam insulation board or equal as well as R-l batts.

IV. Exterior Wall Framing

All exterior walls that are adjacent to the conditioned space should be constructed to
receive insulated sheathing (TG styrofoam, R-value of 5.5) applied full height of
stud wall. Immediately following application of styrofoam all exterior walls
should be wrapped with 6 mil. polyethylene on outside of styrofoam allowing poly-
ethylene to come down and partially cover brick ledge. Polyethylene should he
applied before window installation and exterior door installation. All lap
joints of polyethylene should be a minimum of 24".

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS
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V. Caulking

A polymetric foam should he used for caulking in the following manner. After
all plumbing and electrical work is roughed in and all windows and exterior
doors are in place the following caulking should he done. Caulk all exterior
plates to concrete on interior of house. Caulk all openings made by plumber
and electrician on exterior and interior walls through upper plates and the
exterior of building. Caulk window and door frames to structure. Caulk any loose
joints or other openings in exterior sheathing. After all caulking is completed,
install a minimum of R-11 batt insulation in all exterior walls of conditioned

space.

VI. Ventilation

A. Fireplaces - A fresh air vent from exterior or attic of.house should be
installed to provide combustion air into fireplace. This can be accomplished
with ducting air from attic to hearth area or from exterior of building to
hearth area.

B. Clothes dryer - Where clothes dryer is located in conditioned space a 4"
fresh air vent with back draft damper should be installed from exterior of
building to the back of area where dryer will he located, therefore,
permitting fresh air to be drawn in to the room where dryer is being used.

C. Kitchen vent-a-hood should be vented to exterior of structure with hack draft
damper in vent.

D. Bathroom vent should be vented to attic space.

VII. Windows

In designing, where possible, keep all windows to minimum size. Windows should
be double glazed thermopane type or storm sash.

XI. Doors

'All doors to conditioned space should be insulated doors with particular care
in regard to full weather stripping of doors.



HOUSE #1

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

'NiKRCY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location R iveroak *9 luilder Jesse Waller - Rouse Job

Square feet of living area 19nA Square feet of glass ?4 ( ) Insulated (x) Non Insulated

Nu:Ser of occupants ? Square feet of doors 34 ( ) Insulated (x) Non Insulated

.TU cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature 22 7n (4000 degree hours)

AIL Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 4 (1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 l?75 44,5r.

November 77 A15 _?.O_

December 77 1371 43.47

January 7A 1O3 _. _

February 7q 1794 5.42

March 7R 39A 19.53

Total Heating 7454 75?.74
,-ason l:age

kpril 77 l$? 35.19

ay 77 ?(79 47. A

June 77 4qS ?1.03

July 77 1f17 30.15

August 77 1l?? 57.15

Septermber 77 14__ 53._A

Total Cooling 774? ?74*On
Sca!on Usage

T'tal Annual Usage 15,?nnO 5 _.5

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

5___A5 Average Cost Per Month 43'on

oling not suh metered Average Cost Per Month
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

ne Year Cost of Operation Report

Location - ; V Builder 

Square feet of living area \ q 1 _ Square feet of glass J o4 ( )

Number of occupants * Square feet of doors 3 $ ( )

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature .1,'4 10

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 44 ,4 4

Insulated (")-

Insulated (a-

(4000 degree

(1500 degree

Non Insulated

Non Insulated

hours)

days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 12 _ _ 3

t

November 1'i 3 I 1 ____

December 11 I0 3 _

January q% _ '_ ________

S3
February $ _ _

09

March C; 0QQ

Total Heating '

Season Usage -

April 01 W

June 1

July 12 __ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ 4_ _ __ _ _ __

August __ ___

September 1

-Total Cooling
Season Usage $ s 1 ___

Total Annual Usage j O q4_

Total Electric Usage 0 _ Average Cost Per Month

Total Heating and Cooling _\pt A. - M tRL Average Cost Per Month__
ENEOGV MANAGEMENT SocIAI IATS
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Rouse Job
Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand Westinqhouse

HOUSE # 1

Type Hi-Re-Li Heat Pump - 3 ton

BTU's Cooling 34,000 EER: 7.1 BTU's Heating41,0 0 0 C.O.P. 2.7

Emergency heating, KW. strip 10 KW CXA(3QP.XXi M

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (x ) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction:

Roof Constuction:

( X)
( 0

( X)
( )0
( )0

(X)

Brick Veneer
Vapor Barrier-6 mil Polyethelene
Styrofoam Sheathing
2 x 4 studs
R-11 insulation batts
Caulking-Polycel One
Caulking-Other

(X) Composition shingles

Attic Ventilation: 1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

( X)
( C)

( X)
(C)

( X)
( X)
CX)

Fresh Air Vent:

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
( X) R-30

Duct System:

(X) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 4# lbs. density duct board
sized at .0 static pressure.



HOUSE #2

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location River Oaks Ilii(Ior Jesse Waller

Square feet of living area 7416 Square feet of glass 20 (X)

Nur-ber of occupants 5 Square feet of doors 3A ( )

BTU "uol ing required at 950 outdoor temperature n445

bli Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 50,474

Insulated ( ) Non Insulated

Insulated (X) Non Insulated

(4000 degree hours)

(1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

onth Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 7707 A4.5A 1070 34.?

November 77 211? 41.47 343 10.0?

December 77 ?347 57.46 ?q2 * 4

January 7R 2914 43.72 7 A 21.90

February 7R 33? 1f?.'4 1254 37.99

March 7q ?986 100-.A n52

Total Heating 4A 5n?.65 4447 144.25
Season Ucage

April 77 ?.nlq 57.74 738 6.q1

ay 77 ?743 7? -. no? A? 9.02

June 77 2700 AR-73 900 2A. A

Jul 77 390? 13fl.,0 141 55.n1

August 77 2917 96.74 15C1 52._2

September 77 3243 1O9.'?7 1417 4R*-4

Total Cooling
Sea on Usage 17,024 55S.99 A044 200.50

Tntal Annual Usage 33,49? 1,n SAf4t 10,713 344.75

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

1, 05A 64 Average Cost Per Month AA.??

oling 344.75 Average Cost Per Month 24.73



THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE

BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707
713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES

Heating and Cooling
One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location 912-,C JCD-- Builder 6/ O

Square feet of living area >4\i Square feet of glass O ( ) Insulated (J1 Non Insulated

Number of occupants Square feet of doors __ ( ) Insulated ( - Non Insulated

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature 9C , j (4000 degree hours)

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 50 ,41d (1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October I 3

November 91

December

January 3 _ ___

February

March *'V

Total Heating
Season Usage

April V1%

June

July

August 1$

September_

Total Cooling

qs~,
____________________- I ~

I 1 a ,

31 0 1

3oS3

1'l L

109 Q

3 '-99

ii LS

I ~
I V I ~t L~LZ~- 

I

I0 as

4,

l 3 9 4

"Ag5

I c
61404t I

07a

S13 Q
4(00

5 S

33-

,So2
'1 1a _____

Total Annual Usage atI

Total Electric Usage I S 4~4 Average Cost Per Month

Total Heating and Cooling 3 Average Cost Per Month

ENEpC=-v bAAat(Z P_N ccc Q~Vi 'TS

$b

q S b

X19

7 s

3 b

1 S1

I s

193

q7
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Waller Job
Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand West inqhouse

HOUSE #2

Type Hi-Re-Li Heat Pump - 4 ton

BTU's Cooling 50nnn, EER: 7.3 BTU's Heating 51a.nnn C.O.P. 2,9

Emergency heating, KW. strip ?O kW (mu n

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: ( X) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: C X)
( X)
( X)
( X)
(X)
( X)

Brick Veneer
Vapor Ba-rier-6 mil Polyethelene
Styrofoam Sheathing
2 x 4 studs
R-ll insulation batts
Caulking-Polycel One
Caulking-Other

Roof Constuction:

(X) Composition shingles

Attic Ventilation: 1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

( X)
( C)
(C)
( C)

( X)

(X)(X)

Fresh Air Vent:

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
(X) R-30

Duct System:

(X) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 41 lbs. density duct board
sized at .OA static pressure.



THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cos;t of Operation Report

Location Silshee Builder Nwner - Calk Job

Square feet of living area 3379 Square feet of glass 11 (X) In

Nur:.:er of occupants 4 Square feet of doors 9A ( ) In

BTU 'uol ing required at 950 outdoor temperature 32,47, (4

bIL Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 41,437 (1

sulated ( ) Non Insulated

sulated (X) Non Insulated

000 degree hours)

500 degree days)

_ Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 195 /4.94

November 77 3091 94.7n

T erber 77 2719 7R. A

January 71 31 91.5

February 74 349n 1n(.42

March 7A ?444 95.n7

Total Heating
Season Ucage 10,9n3 511.58

April 77 7_97 q

ay 77 7729 97.17

June 77 3455 1.1, 1

July 77 3434 117.04

August 77 3120 104.03

September 379q 1?4.8_

Total Cooling
sea aon Usage 19,030 4.nq

Total Annual Usage 35,923 1,137.55

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

1,137.5E Average Cost Per Month _4.39

oling Not sub metered Average Cost Per Month
A JA r- FN N' - or

01
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES

Heating and Cooling
One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location L Builder O Ir -L

Square feet of living area 3 Square feet of glass I I I ( ) Insulated (i4 Non Insulatec

Number of occupants 4 Square feet of doors $ ( ) Insulated (bl'Non Insulatec

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature |I , '3 _ (4000 degree hours)

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature C t1 44 (1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 1$ p ___ __ _ _

November 11 _ _1_9 6_

December 1 ______,

January 106 l___ _

01

February 'I 444 5~

March 12 _ __ __ __

Total Heating q 3 Sa) -

Season Usage 31 ~ .311

April 3 '31 8SS.

June 1% _

July 18 _ _ _ _-

August 151 35

September 
T annulU

Season~ol Usg 3

Total Annual Usae 4
Electric Usage It

Heating and Cooling

- ? Average Cost Per Month

g QT .S3-MtTVLW _ Average Cost Per Month
ENED3v MANAGEMENT cc'tAl IC:TS

Total

Total
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J. L. Calk Job

Air conditioning and heating equipment used; HOUSE #3

Upstairs-2? ton cooling-ln iKn elect. furnace
Typed)ownstairs-iHi-Re-Li Heat Pump - ?1 tonWest in-house

,T.sup-3n,nn E up- 7.1 up-34,13 up- 1-1BTU's Cooling 31 EERfla- BTU's Heatin C.O.P. dn-

Emergency heating, KW. strip 10 KW

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: (X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

( )

Brick Veneer
Vapor Barrier-6 mil Polyethelene
Styrofoam Sheathing
2 x 4 studs
R-11 insulation batts
Caulking-Polycel One
Caulking-Other

Roof Constuction:

. Attic Ventilation:

Fresh Air Vent:

Attic Insulation:

(X) Composition shingles

1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

(C)
C)

( )
( )

(X )
(X)
(X)C()

()

C)

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

R-19
R-30

Duct System:

(0 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 41 lbs. density duct hoard
sized at .0R static pressure.

Brand



HOUSE #4

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Lumberton Builder Iugh Haley - fBradley Job

Square feet of living area 1574 Square feet of glass 141 ( ) Insulated ( X) Non Insulated

Nur;.mer of occupants 5 Square feet of doors 56 ( ) Insulated (X ) Non Insulated

BTU 'ool ing required at 950 outdoor temperature 2?,349 (4000 degree hours)

bIL Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 39,334 (1500 degree days)

_ Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating SubmeterMonth Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 1.g0 55.24 70q ?3.A4

November 77 1037 35.10 Iqn 5.43

December 77 1138 37.35 38 1.25

January 7A 1511 47.91 174 5.5

February 773n 57.03 701 ?3.10

March 7a 1369 51.37 3R7 14.51

Total Heating
:. ason 1>:age __435 _4._?2 ?,2 74.51

April 77 1033 3 _ _4_R5

":Y 77 1?7 43.7A ?39 A. 17

June 77 753 59A R3 7
July 77 ?05 7?.?1 110 3a.75

August 77 2_.14 74.95 1194 40.4?
September 77 847 45,q7 470 34.27

Total Cooling
Season Usage 10,210 350.91 4340 149.71

Total Annual Usage 19,645 F34.93 4540 224.22

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

e 34.93 Average Cost Per Month 57.91

oling 224.22 Average Cost Per Month 1R.6q



THE OUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location m (bit.t 0 4 Builder A c

Square feet of living areaA A Square feet of glass 1. _ ( )

Number of occupants _ _ Square feet of doors S 6 ( )

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature L . 30
BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 3 O, 3 3 4

va 4~

o ma , c/c,,
I l /

Insulated ( Non Insulated

Insulated (~f Non Insulated

(4000 degree hours)

(1500 degree days)

Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 44 ___ _ _ _

November 1 3 1 ~s 3 -

December 11 I , 41 I(I 5 -A

Jan uary '1 \'13 C S - 1 01 1 0 -

February p 5 I ~ .38 7 1 1

March 110 3,4 C('

Total Heating 4 408
Season Usage O

April _

June 1 -13 1 4 _ ___- O - - _

July -119 -1 (o '70

August X __ __ -_ __V4_ __ _ _ __ _ _

September 1$ I '3 y 1 I Ib

Total Cooling 3. 394
Season Usage ______ 7_0

T o t A9 13 _

Total AnnualUsage 
b

Total Electric Usage la e

Total Heating and Cooling AI.9

1I F1OG IA~EAN N C>Eor- 1

Average Cost Per

Average Cost Per

Month nt

Month

i Paz V" r+ P .

0 1 ,. rntin t 4 KtaT
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Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand Westinqhouse

HOUSE #4

Type Hi-Re-Li Heat Pump 2} ton

J's Cooling ?g,.qn EER: g, BTU's Heating 30,000 C.O.P. ?.4

Emergency heating, KW. strip 10 1KW

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: (X ) Brick Veneer
(X) Vapor Ba-rier-6 mil Polyethelene
(X) Styrofoam Sheathing
(X) 2 x 4 studs
(X) R-ll insulation batts
( ) Caulking-Polycel One
(X ) Caulking-Other

Roof Constuction:

(X) Composition shingles

. Attic Ventilation:
1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

0() Eave vents
( ) Gable Louvers
( ) Ridgerow
( ) Wind turbine
(X) Power vent

Fresh Air Vent:

c( ) Fire Place
0( ) Clothes Dryer
0( ) Bathroom Vents
( ) Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
<) R-30

,Duct System:

( ) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 41 lbs. density duct board
sized at .08 static pressure.



HOUSE #5

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Beaumont - F ldr idge Dr. Builder Owner - Clazener

Square feet of living area 1594 Square feet of glass 15n ( ) I

Nu;:.er of occupants 4 Square feet of doors 74 ( ) I

k. U 'ooling required at 950 outdoor temperature 74,712 (

bli. Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 44,310 (

nsulated ( X) Non Insulated

nsulated (X ) Non Insulated.

4000 degree hours)

1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
Month U:,ed Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 122.40

November 77 100.44

Eb e.ber 77 40.47

January 7a R9,49

Fcb:uary 7A An.1?-

March 7R 109.?9

Total Heating
,vason L.eage 54.7?

April 7_ _RR

. 77 _ 8.41

June 77 44.]9

July 77 -99.39

August 77 111.01

Se pte .ber
7

7 127.03

Total Cooling
:aea on Usa :e 540.41

Total Annual Usage 1?,A3

lotal Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

Average Cost Per

oling Average Cost Per

Month 83.57

Month



Clazener Joh
Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand Rrvant

HOUSE #5

Type Electric Coolinq/Gas Heatinq

BTU's Cooling 30,OOO EER: BTU's Heating Rnnnn C.O.P. ---------

Emergency heating, KW. strip

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: (X) Brick Veneer
( ) Vapor Barrier-6 ril Polyethelene
( ) Styrofoam Sheathing
(X) 2 x 4 studs
(X) R-11 insulation batts
( ) Caulking-Volycel One
( ) Caulking-Other
(X) A - I Sheathinq

Iooi (imsltuction:

. tic 1Vuntilation:

(X) Composition shingles

1-5 square inches per square Leet attic area

Fresh Air Vent:

Attic Insulation:

(X)
(X )
( )

(X )

Cx)

(X )
(X )

(X )C( )

Eave vents
Gable Louver:
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A bloodd Vent

R-19
R-30

duct System:

( ) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 4# lbs. density duct board
sized at .fl static pressure.

7



5423 $205 .73

HOUSE #6

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBER3H DRIVE
BEAUMONT. TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Lumberton _ builder Hugh Haley

Square feet of living area 1186 Square feet of glass 67 ( )

Nuzber of occupants 1 Square feet of doors 74 ( )

BrU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature 12,558

T1' Heating requited at 200 outdoor temperature 2,84

Total kilowatt Monithly $ubmeter for heat
n h I Used Cost & Cooling kilo: itt

cver^ r 76

D " s nber 76

ry77

F e b'''.:a: v 77

rch 77

Tt-l Heating
ti<ason Usage_

fir 1 77

%f ay7.7

71,.il 77

720

54.98

_ _ -550

997____
961

677

4453

542

697

8A1

0

In elatedd (x) Non Insul ated

Insulated (X) Non Ir.1ated

(4000 degree 'ours)

(1500 degree days)

ng
used

26, 151

2L32 13
21.3 13

20.18 148
55 2n I

3.03 366

32.70

27 1f

5161.21

358

74

21.76 -7

26 8

33.28 24I

ely 77 1038 39.46 438 16.64

August 77 1147 41.89 489 17.46

Sept enber 7 7 1118 42.06 482 18.12

Total Cooling

Mon.l y

5.52 _

.51

5.42

1.2.11

12.17

2.96

S3.76

1.92

9.35

Total Annual Usage 9R71 $366.44 $102.6

Total Electric Usage $366.44 Average Cost Per Month 530.54

Total Heating and Cooling $1n2.65 Average Cost Per Month hR.55

ENEPGV 1A AGEk- '! ,ST

a.. sag

32.70

77 In 74-- '

.- r-

$63.89



THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location e .2~0 Builder 4\ Kt

Square feet of living area \ \ ( Square feet of glass I, 1

Number of occupants I Square feet of d>ors r 44

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature I SSg

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature $ $ 04

(C

(C

)

)

Insulated (') Non Insulated

Insulated (' Non Insu1'ated

(4000 degree hours)

(1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October ' -

November 91 0

December 1

January g _ I

February 18 ._--_----_--_----

March ' CGS

Total Heating~'7' OII

Season Usage A 1 _

April 12 _ a _ _ -

June 8 0__1 334 9

July _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

069
August $7 6j yc CI is 1

September 0 I

Total Cooling 5, IgoIm
Season Usage U e

Tota Anua Usag 5@i 07~.1,

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

2$ . 1 Average Cost Per

oling I 1 81 Average Cost Per

ENE v AA' CEMENT ccc' Al ISTS

Month 3 /3

Month |
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Chilton Job

Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand Westinghoise

HOUSE #6

Type Standard Heat Pumo - Packane Unit - 2 ton

BTU's Cooling 2?,Ofl EER: 409 BTU's Heating ?lo0o C.O.P. 2-.3

Emergency heating, KW. strip 10 KW

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (x) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: (x) Brick Veneer
(x) Vapor Barrier-6 mil Polyethelene
(x) Styrofoam Sheathing
(x) 2 x 4 studs
(x) R-ll insulation batts
(X) Caulking-Polycel One
( ) Caulking-Other

Roof Constuction:

Attic Ventilation:

) Composition shingles

1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

( x)
( C)

( x)

( x)
( x)Cx)

Fresh Air Vent:

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
(x) R-30

Duct System:

(x) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 4# lbs. density duct board
sized at .nA static pressure.



HOUSE #7

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Beaumont Builder Jesse Waller - Ehner Job

Square feet of living area ?3?R Square feet of glass 145 (X) Insulated ( ) Non Insulated

u;.S.r of occupants 3 Square feet of doors 7< ( ) Insulated (x) Non Insulated

BU ",oling required at 950 outdoor temperature ??IL) 4(4000 degree hours)

bIL Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 10,422 (1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
>:onth Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 1711 57.0_ _

November 77 1nR5 34.3n

Dec en ber 77 1.11 34.24

January 7R 1693 5? .54

F 1b-uary 7R 2124 47.94

March 7R 197R 7n-_ n

Total Heating
-:a son Ua ge _ __2 3_._ _

April 77 993 33.21

May 77 1073 37.78

June 77 1593 5495

July 77 2235 77, 4

August 77 ?571 A6, 3

September 77 2171 75, 49

Total Cooling
J)a .on Usage 10,36 3 n530

tal Annual Usagyn,23 fR3.30

>tal Electric Usage 6R3.30 Average Cost Per Month 5.94

I'-tal Heating and Cooling Clot sub metered Average Cost Per Honth
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location O ,-rYAO Builder L% ; .

Square feet of living area ;k 3 g Square feet of glass ((' ( )

Number of occupants - Square feet of doors -( ( )

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature s D ,444 a

BTL Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 4 , g

Ins tt.e L Insula

Insulated ('Non Insulated

Insulated ( Non Insulated

(4000 degree hours)

(1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October '1 
__ _ _1 _ _ _

November 'n . 34

December '1 , ____

January 6 0

February \ ~_

March '1 1 ( 3 44S

Total Heating
Season Usage C__II

April 1__

May v__ _ j__ _

June '__

July 1_ 
_ _ __--

SalAugust '1l5 5 -

September 1 0 4 _

Total Cooling
Season Usage __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Total Annual Usage 1 (, 5 34 -

Total Electric Usage

Total Heating and Co

_s 34 Average Cost Per Month t.
oling 'NOT Jkj ' M jtitti) Average Cost Per Month

ENEOGV AAN 3ErMENT ScEiAIIS TS

P
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Fhner Job

Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand West inghouse

HOUSE #7

Type HI-Re-Li Heat Pump - 3 ton

BTU's Cooling 3r ,000 EER: 7.3 BTU's Heating 40,SOO C.O.P. 7.9

Emergency heating, KW. strip 10 KW

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction:
(.X)
(X)
(X )
(X )
(X )
(X )

Brick Veneer
Vapor Barrier-6 mil Polyethelene
Styrofoam Sheathing
2 x 4 studs
R-11 insulation batts
Caulking-Polycel One
Caulking-Other

Roof Constuction:

(X ) Composition shingles

Attic Ventilation: 1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

(X )
()
( )

(X )

(X )
(X )

X )

Fresh Air Vent:

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
(X ) R-30

Duct System:

(X) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 4# lbs. density duct hoard
sized at . nF static pressure.



THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 UNDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Rolling Hills Builder Jesse Waller

Square feet of living area 1776 Square feet of glass 142 ( ) Insulated (X) N:u Insulat.-c

Nur. :r of occupants __ __ Square feet of doors 47 ( ) Insulated (X) a .:c

911 ooling required at 950 outdoor temperature_ 204 9? (4000 d-gree ho'rs)

BT' Ftating required at 200 outdoor temperature 4n,54n (1500 degree? '-;s)

To:.al kilowatt Monthly Su;meter for n;eating
rt' Used Cost & Cooling kilo': tt used r *

74 E13 Flect. Gas
0 r . l..S A. 17,?

I- r 71 863 27.43 28.114

7 77 A5M 25.12 37.A1

e- .. 77 787 311.26 3n.74

Fa ch 7' f 77 2.0 17.71

-Ol Heating
:..on U^e 5591 5195.36 14A.92

Ar'rJl 77 1009 34.25 12.66

77 1599 55.64 9.6

June 77 2363 R?.51 10.25

Ju y 77 2413 912.49 9.0

August 77 2056 72.70 9.06

se:te.er 7 6  1845 57.35 12.29

Total Cooling
Sn a on Usae 11302 S386.93 62.98

Total Annual Usa;e 14,993
& Gas __--

Total Electric Usage S794.n _ Average Cost Per Month 5"4.17

Total Heating and Cooling not sub metered Average Cost Per :lonth -
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Copt of Operation Report

Location Disk! Rd Qna Builder 7SSE.

Square feet of living area.9 Square feet of glass jly ( ) Insulated (Of Non Insulated

.unber of occupants Square feet of doors C1 ( ) Insulated ( S'Non Insulated

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature a0 L . _ (4000 degree hours)

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 440 (1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly . fu .LIC meter
Month Used Cost

October __________ L.....4  SI
it 3t A

November 1 A

December L 35 30

January 1 0 3 _ ___

February '____________ '01
March 10 34039s i 6

Total Heating 1 3
Season Usage ___ )_____ 33 _ _ _ ____ ___

April. '1 -

June 18 1 1 __________9_

July $

August is ___________ _____0___

September 1 __ _ _C_..

Total Cooling 1
season Usage _ _ ________4_p__

Total Annual Usage o a ________S4

Total Electric sage

Total Heating and Cooling . - t

9'1'1 1 * &t-

Average Cost Per

Average Cost Per

Month -

Month
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Franklin Job
Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand West inghouse Type Electric Cooling / Cas Heating

BTU's Cooling 3n,'Y' EER: 7.1 BTU's Heating RnnoO C.O.P. .-----

Emergency heating, KW. strip --------- _____xX1_____

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X) Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction: (X )
(X )
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
( )

Brick Veneer
Vapor Ba-rier-6 mil Polyethelene
Styrofoam Sheathing
2 x 4 studs
R-11 insulation batts
Caulking-Polycel One
Caulking-Other

Root (onstuction:
(X ) Coinposition shingles

Attic Ventilation: 1.5 square inches per square feet attic area

Fresh Air Vent:

(X)

( C)
( C)
( )
Cx)

( C)
(X)
(x)
C(X)

Eave vents
Gable Louvers
Ridgerow
Wind turbine
Power vent

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A !ood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
(X) R-30

duct System:

(X) 1" rectangular glass fiber, 4f lbs. density duct hoard
sized at .fl static pressure.

HOUSE #8



HOUSE #9

THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cool ing

One Year Cost of Operation Report

Location Beaumont - Lonowood NuilderEnery Homes - Christopher Job

Square feet of living area 3445 Square feet of glass 338* ( V Insulated ( )

.u:L~ r of occupants 5 Square feet of doors R0 (X Insulated ( )

B U 'soling required at 950 outdoor temperature 42,75, (4000 degree

bIL Hating required at 200 outdoor temperature 73,452 (1500 degree c

Non Insulated

Non Insulated

hours)

lays)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter

:onth Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 77 2437 79.33

November 77 1918 57.4?_

Decer.ber 77 242A Q. 3

January 78 209_ 7A.83

February 78 4331 1?9.79

March 78 2A42 97.38

Total Heating
:ason l.:age 10,552 512.38

April

"ay

June

July

August 77 21 2 74. no

Sep pt er:ber 77 3827 129.81

Total Cooling

yea! on l;sa ,e 5989 2n3.87

A MONTHS ONLY 22,X41 714.25
Ttal Annual Usage +

Total Electric Usage 714,25 Averge H W- er Month 9Q ....3

Total Heating and Cooling pint sjjh metprpd Average Cost Per Month

ADDITIONAL 3n 50. FT.. OF INSULATED SKY LIGHTS

0
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THE QUINTON COMPANY
AIR CONDITIONING HEATING INSULATION

1215 LINDBERGH DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77707

713 - 842-0115

ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES
Heating and Cooling

One Year Cost of Operation Report
Location Builder . t

Square feet of living area y . Square feet of glass 33 (

Number of occupants t Square feet of doors 8 0

BTU Cooling required at 950 outdoor temperature 4 q , '1 Va

BTU Heating required at 200 outdoor temperature 61 , S .l-

4- u.

Insulated ( ) Non Insulatec

Insulated ( ) Non Insulatec

(4000 degree hours)

(1500 degree days)

Total kilowatt Monthly Submeter for heating Submeter
Month Used Cost & Cooling kilowatt used Monthly cost

October 1 S 1i_

November 16 _ __ _ __5

December ( ____s_ __ __~

Jauay 33I _11

February e7 _ _ 8 4 _ _ __

March __________ _____4_

Total Heating
Season Usage SiS -

April S l9 0 -

June 3 5 3 - -1

July 1L 35 34

August 3 1
85

September D 1 _

Total Cooling Q II
Season Usage I -

Total Annual Usage z4,4 4
Electric Usage

Heating and Co

e I 4 Average Cost Per Month

oling NJ pT 5 A - mtT :,tD Average Cost Per Month___" _
ENEPGV MANAGEMENT cc o ISTS

Total

Total

A 0 0 %MrA 14 .
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Christopher Job

Air conditioning and heating equipment used;

Brand Westinghouse

HOUSE #9

Type ? HI-Re- i Ht Peimp - ?} tnne PaCh

BTU's Cooling 32.000 ea. EER: 7.3 BTU's Heating p5,5nn ,a_ C.O.P._ _9

Emergency heating, KW. strip 2f n kl

Type of construction used to obtain above operating cost (items checked)

Foundation: (X* Concrete Slab

Wall Consturction:

Roof Constuction:

Attic Ventilation:

(X) Brick Veneer
(X) Vapor Barrier-6 mil Polyethelene
(X) Styrofoam Sheathing
( ) 2 x 4 studs
C( ) R-11 insulation batts
( ) Caulking-Polycel One
( ) Caulking-Other

Q ) Composition shingles

1-5 square inches per square feet attic area

X) Eave vents
( ) Gable Louvers
( ) Ridgerow
( ) Wind turbine

(X) Power vent

Fresh Air Vent:

(X)
(x)
(X)
(X)

Fire Place
Clothes Dryer
Bathroom Vents
Kitchen Vent A Hood Vent

Attic Insulation:

( ) R-19
(X) R-30

Duct System:

(X) 1" rectangular qlass fiber, 41 lbs. density duct hoard
sized at .n8 static pressure.

p, 6 )(-XX X--X
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BUILD YOUR OWN ENERGY-SAVER HOME
OR

UPGRADE YOUR EXISTING HOME

By Roy L. Wilson

7 l.
Ir

ENERGY-SAVER HOMES CO.
P.O. BOX 10083

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78766
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Section 7

Dollar Benefits of Energy-Saving Construction

GENERAL
As previously mentioned and repeated for emphasis, a
recent pamphlet by the American Institute of Architects
said in part:

"In existing buildings, fuel consumption could be reduced
by as much as 50 percent from current levels. New build-
ings initially designed to be energy efficient could save as
much as 80% of the fuel they would consume at present
levels."

The last figure seems extreme-"an 80% savings on
fuel costs." Yet, the figure is true-an 80% savings is
possible as to heating and cooling costs over an identical
building that is not properly insulated, contains single-
glazed windows and which was not built to the "new"
standards of draft prevention.

Most houses built today conform to FHA Minimum
Property Standards of insulation and general construc-
tion techniques as related to energy efficiency. In relation
to the energy crisis, these standards are much too low
and will surely be increased in the near future. Very large
savings in energy use can be gained by houses that are
built to a higher level of insulation and energy-saving
construction than that now specified by the FHA. This is
illustrated by the following study of four houses in the
Austin, Texas area during 1976.

HOUSE COMPARISON-CONSTRUCTION FACTS
The energy-saving comparison to follow was made
against four houses, all on the same street and all ob-
served during construction by the author. Basic house
facts are:

HOUSES A & B

Insulated to FHA Min. Prop. Stds. on an uninsulated slab
foundation. Features single-glazed windows (covered with
storm windows in mid 1976). Have dark-colored shingles, with
attic ventilated by two turbine ventilators in conjunction with
gable-end and eave vents. House A has wood front door, with
rear door and door into garage being metal clad. House B has all-

wood outer doors. Extra attention paid by owners to improving
weatherstripping. Screen doors installed to use natural
ventilation during moderate-summer period. Both houses are
all-electric, use electric-strip heating and have a stone-faced
fireplace built into an outer wall. Both installed storm windows in
1976 and improved weatherstripping. Both houses are rated at
somewhat better than FHA Min. Prop. Stds. Two occupants in
A, five in B.

HOUSE C

Insulated to somewhat better than FHA Min. Prop. Stds. on an
uninsulated slab foundation. Features double-glazed windows,
brown-colored asphalt shingles and an attic ventilated with a
power-drive roof ventilator and gable-end vents. All outer doors
are solid wood and a stone-faced fireplace is built into an outer
wall. House is all-electric, using a heat pump for both heating and
cooling. Extra care was taken to reduce drafts. Two occupants.

HOUSE D

Built by author and insulated to better than FHA Min. Prop.
Stds. (R13 walls, R38 ceiling and R13 under floor). Built on an
insulated crawl-space foundation. Features wood shingles,
double-glazed windows and a fireplace built into an inner wall.
Uses a free-standing fireplace in winter. Attic ventilated by a
power-driven fan and gable-end vents. All outer doors are metal-
clad with magnetic weatherstripping. Uses a screen door on
front door to gain natural ventilation. Extreme care was taken to
reduce drafts. All-electric home and uses a heat pump for both
heating and cooling. Two occupants. For additional details, refer
to page 7-5.

HOUSE COMPARISON-DOLLAR BENEFITS
The four-house comparison to follow illustrates the
energy (and dollar) savings that can be realized by build-
ing an energy-saver home. The comparison is not exact
and does not give precise answers for the following
reasons:

* The air conditioning units are not on separate meters thus
the actual electrical power (KWH's) used by each house
for heating and cooling cannot be precisely identified.

7-1



Table 7-1. Electrical Power Consumption - 1976

House A
3371 KWH
1701
1469
1063
1200
1999
1994
2344
1975
1781
2104
3326 KWH

House B
2572 KWH
1562
1744
1221
1071
1725
1989
2663
1447
1402
2283
2794 KWH

24,327 KWH 22,474 KWH

House C
1810 KWH

*1200
* 1200

830
1130
1280
1510
1880
1560
980

1680
1710 KWH

House D
1341 KWH

782
896
633
624
820
794

*1449
* 569

854
1467
1632 KWH

16,770 KWH 11,861 KWH

December 1976 averaged 1.5 times colder than Dec. 1975
*Vacation time correction

* House C and D enjoyed excellent natural ventilation, with
House D being designed to optimize cross ventilation
through the bedrooms and family-room-kitchen area.
Houses A and B, each equipped with a front door screen
door, are somewhatblocked from the prevailing wind and
thus did not enjoy natural ventilation to the degree related
to Houses C and D.

" Houses A, C and D all have two occupants whereas
House B has five occupants.

* The comparison will be made assuming each house used
essentially the same amount of electricity for all purposes
other than air conditioning. That is, an equal amount for
hot-water heating, cooking, lights, etc. This should be very
close to correct for Houses A, C and D.

" Vacation periods for all houses somewhat balance out
except for Houses C and D which averaged about 14
days greater than Houses A and B-this is compensated
for in the comparison.

Table 7-1 above lists the electrical power (KWH) used
by the four houses of the comparison study.

While the energy-saved and dollar-saved figures to
follow may not be exact, it is felt that they are within
20% or less of actual. The savings are in close accord
with those given under "Energy-Saver Home Examples,"
Section 9.

To arrive at a more accurate cost comparison for
heating and cooling between the four houses, the electri-
cal power (KWH) used by Houses A, B and C are now
adjusted to that related to the smallest house (House D).
This will make the air conditioning costs for all houses
effectively equal. (See table 7-2 below.)

The monthly KWH figures given by Table 7-1 reveal
that Houses C and D, each equipped with a heat pump,
achieved their highest (greatest) KWH savings over
Houses A and B during the winter months. The excellent
summer-time savings of Houses C and D over Houses A
and B are directly attributable to their double-glazed
windows, extra insulation and draft prevention excel-
lence. The figures for the coldest and warmest months of
the year (1976) are as follows:

Heating Cost-Coldest Month
December - House A 3326 KWH December - House C 1710 KWH
December - House B +2795 KWH December - House D +1632 KWH

6121 KWH 3342 KWH
House A + House B = 6121/2 = 3060 KWH average
House C + House D= 3342/2 -1671 KWH average

Difference = 1389 KWH
1389 KWH's at 4.7 cents per KWH = $65.28 savings

for December
The heating cost for Houses A & B averaged 1.83 times that of
Houses C & D as averaged. The heat pump thus delivered $1.83
worth of heat per electrical dollar spent.

Table 7-2. Houses Averaged to 1944 Sq. Ft.
KWH Used KWH Yearly Miltiplied KWH Av.

House Sq. Ft. Yearly Per Sq Ft by 1944 Per Month
A 2040 24,327 11.925 23,182 1,932
B 2100 22,474 10.702 20,805 1,734
C 2390 16,770 7.017 13,641 1,137
D 1944 11,861 6.101 11,861 988

Monthly Cost
@ 4.74

$90.80
$81.50
$53.44
$46.44

The heating cost for Houses A & B averaged 1.83 times that of Houses C & D
as averaged. The heat pump thus delivered $1.83 worth of heat per electrical
dollar spent.

7-2

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Remarks
very cold
moderate
moderate
mild
mild
warmer
warmer
hottest
cooler
cool
cold
very cold



Cooling Cost-Warmest Month

August - House A 2344 KWH August - House C 1880 KWH
August - House B +2663 KWH August - House D +1449 KWH

5007 KWH 3329 KWH
House A + House B = 5007/2 = 2503 KWH average
House C + House Di=3329/2 = -1664 KWH average

Difference = 839 KWH
839 KWH's at 4.7 cents per KWH = $39.43 savings

for August
The cooling cost for Houses A & B averaged 1.5 times that
of Houses C & D as averaged.

Using the 1944-square feet averaged figures from Table
7-2, the heating and cooling electrical bills of Houses A
and B and then Houses C and D can be averaged and
used to develop some interesting facts.

Table 7-3. Energy Efficiency vs Energy Bills
House A + B average = $90.80 + $81.50 = $172.30/2 = $86.15 per mo.
House C + D average = $53.44 + $46.44 = $ 99.88/2 = -49.94 per mo.

Difference = $36.21per mo.

Monthly heating and cooling costs for A & B averaged
1.73 times the average of C & D. House C & D costs thus
averaged to be only 58% that of A & B.
Average yearly savings of C & D over A & B is then
$36.21 x 12 = $434.52 per year. For a 30-year period,
based on 1976's KWH rate of 4.7, the total savings would
be $434.52 x 30 = $13,035.60.

And note-these savings are based on 1976's KWH
rate average of 4.7 cents. In 1975, here in Austin, Texas,
the average yearly KWH rate was 3.83 cents-a differ-
ence of 0.87 cents in one year. This is an increase rate of
22.7% per year. What will the KWH rate be in 1977,
1980, etc. Higher, that's for certain-thus, the savings
listed above will grow, year after year, as the electrical
rates rise.

EXTRA OUTLAY VS. ENERGY SAVINGS
The grand question now is: How much extra capital
outlay was required to raise the energy efficiency of
House C and D over that of House A and B to realize
such excellent energy and dollar savings?

Here is the most wonderful part of the whole energy-
saving story-the cost is not high-it is, in fact, very low
for the dollar savings gained. The extra cost to raise the
energy efficiency of House C can only be estimated,
being taken somewhat high at $2,000.00 at 1975 cost
levels. For House D, the figure was taken directly from
building records and also totals about $2,000.00. These
figures cover the extra cost to install a heat pump over a
"standard" air conditioner, install double-glazed windows,
metal-clad doors, extra insulation and tightly seal the
house. In each case, the extra cost is what a contractor
would normally charge and thus contains a standard profit
margin.

Table 7-4. Pertinent Facts on House D
$2,000.00 extra outlay/$434.52 yearly savings = 4.6 years payback

time at a 4.7 KWH rate
Extra cost per sq ft.= $2,000.00/1944 = $1.03
Bldg cost per sq ft. = $45,000.00/1944 = $23.15 per sq ft
Bldg cost less extra=$45,000.00-$2,000.00 = $43,000.00
Sq ft cost at FHA = $43,000.00/1944 = $22.12 per sq ft
Min. Prop. Stds.
Extra cost as a = $23.15 vs $22.12
percentage

= 4.7% greater

It should be noted here that Houses A and B were
upgraded by the owners during 1976 to achieve a higher
energy efficiency as to heating and cooling as compared
to that related to houses built to strict FHA Minimum
Property Standards.. Thus, the cost comparison between
the average of Houses C and D versus that of Houses A
and B would have resulted in a higher savings by Houses
C and D if Houses A and B had not been upgraded as to
energy efficiency. A payback time of less than four years
is thus clearly indicated if the comparison had been
made against houses built to FHA Minimum Property
Standards only.

The extra cost to raise the energy-efficiency level of
House D calculates out to about five percent (4.7 actu-
ally). This figure can be considered very close and can
be used to develop a close estimate of the extra outlay
that will be required to raise a house from FHA Min-
imum Property Standards energy-efficiency to that re-
lated to the minimum energy-efficiency level needed to-
day because of the energy crisis.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY UPGRADING
As mentioned above, Houses A and B were upgraded as
to energy efficiency during 1976. That is, Houses A and
B installed storm windows (in mid year) over their single-
glazed windows and improved the caulking and weather-
stripping around doors, windows and the house enve-
lope. House A also replaced two wood outer doors with
metal-clad units. Both houses also installed a screen door
on the front door and used natural ventilation to the
maximum degree possible to avoid using the air condi-
tioner.

The 1976 November and December temperatures in
the area (Austin, Texas) were markedly cooler than
normal while the summer temperatures and humidity
levels were about the same for both years. Even so,
Houses A & B used considerably less electricity for 1976
as compared to 1975. The facts are given by Table 7-5.

SUMMARY
The dollar savings detailed by Table 7-3 (and those given
in Section 9) illustrate the extreme dollar savings that
can be realized for a comparatively moderate extra
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Table 7-5. Energy Efficiency Upgrading Savings

House A

1975 KWH Usage = 27,572
1976 KWH Usage = - 24,327

3,245 KWH
x 0.047 per KWH
$152.52

House B
1975 KWH Usage = 25,646
1976 KWH Usage = - 22,474

3,172 KWH
x 0.047
$149.08

The dollar savings gains are such that the extra outlay
(about $500.00 per house) will be paid back in less
than 4 years. Thereafter, the savings are total and will
be enjoyed for the life of the house. Also, as the KWH
rate goes up, the savings increase.

And, the comfort level of both houses was noticeably
increased plus the outside noise level was greatly
reduced.

outlay to raise the energy-efficiency level of a house. In a
pamphlet recently issued by the American Institute of
Architects, the following was said:

"In some instances, it may be possible to achieve energy
efficiency without additional capital costs. On the whole,
however, energy efficient buildings will tend to cost more
than traditionally designed and constructed projects . . .
about 10 to 20 per cent above usual construction costs."

"It is especially significant that the payback period for
capital expenditures for energy efficient buildings might
range from 10 to 15 years."

The figures given are somewhat general and cover all
types of buildings-offices, factories, schools, homes, etc.
The cost figures given by various manufacturers of
energy-efficient windows, doors, insulation, etc. generally
indicate payback times of from only a few months to
perhaps as high as 10 years. The actual energy saved
(and thus the dollars saved) will be individual for each
house. The actual savings realized is always difficult to
establish precisely since one must know exactly what the
comparison is made against. That is, do the figures relate
to a rather well insulated house, an uninsulated, poorly-
built house, etc.

When computing the payback period for a particular
energy-saving feature (double-glazed windows versus
single-glazed windows, for example), one must consider
the future. That is, the cost of electricity here in Austin,
Texas rose about 22% during 1976 over 1975 and will be
higher on the average during 1977. In brief, the cost of
energy (electricity and gas, mainly) will rise on a year-by-

year basis. Thus, a payback time of 5 years at 1976
energy rates, may be reduced to a total of 3 years by
increasing energy costs in the next two or three years.

ENERGY COSTS VS. HOUSE SIZE
The energy costs for Houses A, B, C and D (as factored
to 1944 square feet) are listed by Table 7-2 on a monthly-
dollar-basis. These figures, divided by 1944, give energy
costs for each house on a square-foot basis as follows:

House A - $90.80/1944 = 4.67 cents
House B - $81.50/1944 = 4.19 cents
House C - $53.44/1944 = 2.75 cents
House D - $46.44/1944 = 2.39 cents

These figures can be used to develop a table (Table 7-
6) of estimated energy costs for houses of various sized
living areas on a monthly basis and for the four levels of
energy efficiency demonstrated by Houses A, B, C and
D.

Table 7-6. Estimated Energy Costs vs. House Size

Living Area
.1200
1300
1400

*1500
1600-
1700
1800
1900.
2000
2500
3000

House A
4.67;

$ 56.04
$ 60.71
$ 65.38
$ 70.05
$ 74.72
$ 79.39
$ 84.06
$ 88.73
$ 93.40
$116.75
$140.10

House B
4.19;

$ 50.28
$ 54.47
$ 58.66
$ 62.85
$ 67.04
$ 71.23
$ 75.42
$ 79.61.
$ 83.80
$104.75
$125.70

*Example house

House C
2.750
$33.00
$35.75
$38.50
$41.25
$44.00
$46.75
$49.50
$52.25
$55.00
$68.75
$82.50

House D
2.394
$28.68
$31.07
$33.46
$35.85
$38.24
$40.63
$43.02
$45.41
$47.80
$59.75
$71.70

The figures given by Table 7-6 are, of course, only
approximates and will differ (even widely) for other cli-
matic areas, different construction standards, different
living habits, etc. Yet, the figures are useful and can
serve as guidelines. In a practical sense, a larger house
will always be less efficient energy-wise because it usually
houses a larger family, more children, more windows,
etc. Further, large homes usually feature vaulted or
cathederal ceilings and thus will have a larger cubic-foot
total per square-foot of living space. And, it is the cubic
feet that actually count as related to heating and cooling
a house.

The figures given by Table 7-6 relate to homes in the
Austin, Texas area where mild to moderate winters and
moderate to hot summers are normal. The figures given
by Table 7-6 can be factored to produce meaningful
figures for houses in other climatic areas. This factoring
can be accomplished by use of the Degree Days
(Heating and Cooling) values obtained from Figures 6-1
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and 6-2, Section 6. The Degree Days factors for certain
cities are given below by Table 7-7.

City
Austin, Tx
Los Angele
Miami, Flor
OklahomaC
Seattle, Wa
Chicago, Ill.
Duluth, Min

Table 7-7. Degree Day Figures - Factored
Degree Days Winter-Summer Ratio to
Winter Summer Totals Austin Figures

1800 2850 4650
s 1900 500 2400 2400/4650 = 0.52
ida 125 4000 4125 4125/4650 = 0.89
City 3500 2000 5500 5500/4650 = 1.18
sh. 5800 250 6050 6050/4650 = 1.30
. 6300 800 7100 7100/4650 = 1.53
in. 9400 250 9650 9650/4650 = 2.08

The Austin figure, for example, if used for a house in
Seattle would have to be multiplied by 1.30. For the Los
Angeles area, the figures from Table 7-6 would have to
be multiplied by 0.52 to convert them to be approxi-
mates for a house in the Los Angeles area. Of course,
this figuring can be made only against an all-electric
home, with houses using electric-strip heating using
House A and B values and with houses using heat
pumps taking the House C and D values.

SUMMARY-AUTHOR'S HOUSE
Our house was the first one known in our area (or even
in the Austin Tx area as far as I knew) to be built to the
"new" standards of energy-use efficiency. Using standard
energy-use formulas, I calculated the possible energy
load on both a summer and winter basis and was hopeful
of achieving the "35% savings" then stated to be possible
by an energy-saver home against a home built to the
"old" standards, those of FHA Minimum Property Stand-
ards.

After the house was completed and had been lived in
for six months, I checked the actual energy load versus
the predicted load. To my suprise and delight, I found
our actual savings to be much higher. Nearer to 50%
savings being achieved over other houses of comparable
size in our immediate area. Our energy use (all-electric)

was so low, in fact, that the electricity supplier (Peder-
nales Electrical Cooperative) later told me they had
checked our meter on several occasions since their
computer identified us as having "suspiciously low"
energy bills.

What made our house so wonderfully efficient of
energy use? To best knowledge, the following accounts
for our low energy usage.

" House construction-extra insulation over FHA minimum,
double-glazed windows, metal-clad insulating doors, venti-
lated attic, use of a heat pump, etc and with extreme care
taken to eliminate any and all potential draft sources. This
later point is one that is not generally understood to be so
extremely important whereas it can actually make the
difference between excellent energy bills and "less than
expected" energy bills.

" House design-floor plan and window placement opti-
mized use of natural ventilation. This feature provided
cross ventilation in each bedroom and for a full flow of air
through the house. On many days when nearby homes
were using their air conditioners, cross ventilation alone
sufficed to keep our house comfortably cool.

" Conservative outlook-energy conservation was practiced
at all times consistent with maintaining a comfortable
atmosphere. In brief, we did not "freeze" in the winter nor
"swelter" in the summer-we just kept the doors and
windows closed or opened as needed. Hot-water usage
was studied and reduced by careful use since considerable
savings can be so gained. We also reduced the hot water
temperature to about 125*F. Also, we planted fast-growing
trees to shade the front (North-facing) windows and used
a roll-up blind to shade the rear (South-facing) windows in
the summer. Lastly, we followed all applicable energy-
saving hints detailed in Section 21.

* The floor plan for our home is illustrated by figure 9-1.
Though not shown, each bedroom is equipped with two
windows to optimize cross ventilation. The house is illus-
trated on the fly leaf and contains an equal amount of
windows at the rear.
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THE STORY -- THE BOOK

Planning to retire in 1973 from my technical writer position with Lockheed,
Sunnyvale, Ca., started in mid 1972 to research on home construction with
the object in mind to design and build a house to realize an absolute mini-
mum of energy usage. In 1974, as a retiree, moved to Austin, Texas and
built, our home to the best standards of energy-use efficiency known at that
time. Since I could not find a contractor who was enthusiastic about building
an energy-saver home, acted as my own contractor and personnaly worked on the
house through all phases. The house is built all above ground and no solar
energy is used. Moved in October 1, 1974.

The energy savings were remarkable -- for an all-electric home of 1944 square
feet, two adults -- our electric bills average just over $43.00 per month
for the first six months. As of December 31, 1978 our monthly bills over a
48-month period average just over $47.00 per month -- this relating to an
average usage of 1104.kilowatts (KWs) per month. About one-half that of
comparably-sized homes in our immediate area (all built at the same time).

When our first six months of energy bills revealed the extreme energy-use
efficiency of our home, contacted Pedernales Electric Cooperative -- our
electric-power supplier. Our energy-use figures aroused their great .interest,
so much so that they quietly checked and double-checked our electric meter.
Finding it correct, Pedernales informed the Texas Electric Cooperatives office
here in Austin, Texas of the facts. (The TEC acts as a governing office over
the 80 rural electric cooperatives operating in Texas.) The TEC visited our
home, took pictures, got the facts and wrote the "story" of our house in
their monthly magazine -- sent out to some 280,000 homes in Texas. Also,
our home became much talked about locally and was written up in Austin papers.

As a result of this unsolicited publicity, many people phoned, wrote or visited
us to request advice on how to build an energy-saver home. All whom I talked
with (without fee) seemed to gain a great deal from the consulations and all
urged me to "write a book, putting down just what you told me". Because of
my personal building experience, my continuing research as to energy-saving
home construction and upgrading and the wide experience gained from many
energy consultations, felt I was uniquely qualified to write a book on the
subject. So, being a retired technical writer, did the "what comes naturally".

The book material reflects all my research, my personal experience and the
insight gained from many energy-saving consultations. Much of my material
had appeared in newspapers and magazines, again and again. Yet, when talking
with interested persons, I found few had gained much from the articles --
few seemed to understand or believe the extreme energy savings that can be
realized for a small capital outlay. Something more seemed to be needed.

After much thought, concluded that what was needed was a basic education --
one that would lead the reader, in easy steps, to a clearer understanding
of heat transfer, the purpose and need of insulation, the need for prevention
of drafts, etc. This ground work, it was considered, would make the remainder
of the book material more meaningful and thus more useful.

First published in November 1977, the book has sold some 7,000 copies as of
December 31, 1978. The book, according to all reports I have received,
satisfies the dual need of basic education and practical information on all
phases of energy-saving home construction and upgrading. The book is now
being stocked by public libraries within the 50 States and Canada and is
being handled by some of the major book stores of the country.



OUR ELECT RIC BILLS

TOTAL
MONTH KWH USED

Jan. 75 1382

Feb. 1396

Mar. 1108

Apr. 875

May 463

June 1160,

July 131

Aug. 1508

Sept. 849

Oct. 747

Noy. 1073
Dec. 75 1179
Jan. 76 1341

Feb. 782
Mar. 898

Apr. 633
May 624

June 820

July 794

Aug. 1449

Sept. 569

Oct. 854

Nov. 1467

Dec. 76 1632

KWH USED KWH USED KWH COST MONTHLY COST
YEARLY MONTHLY AVERAGE AVERAGE

13,053 1088 3.9110 $42.55
11,863 989 4.581 $45.30
12,755 1063 4.474 $47.56
13,685 1140 4.706 $53.65

48-Month Averages
Monthly cost = $47.27
KWH Used Monthly = 1070

All-electrtc home -- 1944 square
feet -- two adults -, no solar,
not unc.e zgroud.

(A) Highest summer-time bill = 1840 KWH

(B) Highest winter-time bill = 1632 KW H

KWH RATE

3.568

3.6o0g

3.594

3.969
4.440e

3.540o

3.430

3.890o

4.130g

4.300#

4.266g

4.207

4.278

4.603

4.524g

5.316
4.840

4.580o
4.402

4.463

3.8450

5.033

4.426

4 633g

COST

$49.31

$50.03

$39.83

$34.73

$20.56

$41.05

$45.10

$58.73

$37.47

$32.12

$45.35
$49.60

$57.37

$36.21

$40.63

$33.65

$30.24

$37.55

$34.95

$64.67

$21.88

$42.98

$64.93

$75.61,

(B)

MONTH

Jan. 77

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.,

Dec. 77

Jan. 78

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec. 78

TOTAL
KWH USED

1519

1029

832
608

780

579
1586

1709

1556

650

829

1078
1401

1544

1067

538

736

1427
1840

1457

955

649

759

1312

KWH RATE

4.5260

4.669g

4.165o

3.957#

3.905

4.363

4.352#

4.283

4.6930

5.400o
4.865

4.506

4.706

4.697

5.176

4.461

4.974

4.427e

4.465

4.397

4.9590

4.853
4.682

4.673

COST

$68.75

$48.01

$34.65

$24.06

$30.46

$25.26

$69.02

$73.20

$73.02

$35.10

$40.33

$48.57

$65.93

$72.51

$55.23

$24.00

$36.61

$63.18
$82.16"-(A)

$64.07

$47.36

$31.50

$35.54
$61.32

0

YEAR

1975

1976
1977
1978
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GLOSSARY

1 TU

BUILDING
ENVELOPE

C

COP

COOLING
DESIGN
TEMPERATURE

COOLING
HOURS

= British Thermal Unit = energy required to

raise temperature 1 lb. H20 by 1*F (from

59 to 60 F)

= 350 calories

1 wooden kitchen match burned end to end

= the shell of a building which encloses air

conditioned spaces and includes both opaque

and transparent materials through which

thermal energy is transferred

= Thermal Conductivity: measure of heat flow

through actual thickness of material used

=C-Value = .Ke Thickness

= Coefficient of Performance

the ratio of the rate of net heat removal or
output -to the rate of total energy (KWH) input.

= the difference between the interior conditioned

space thermostat s tting ane the outdoor dry
bulb design temperature. (See Outdoor Design

Temperature Table.)

= For estimating Cooling consumption

= the number of hours in the cooling season when
the temperature is over 80*F (N.A.H.3,)

= Varies with location



DEGREE
DAYS

EER

ENERGY

= For estimating Heating consumption:
= For any one day, when the mean temperature

is less than 65*F, there exists as many degree

days as there are *F difference between the

mean temperature for the day and 65* F . . .
such degree days total for a heating season.

= Varies with location

= Energy Efficiency Ratio

= the ratio of net cooling capacity in BTU per

hour to total rate of electrical input in

watts under designated operating conditions

BTU/hour
Watts/hour,

= EER = 6.1 min. Model Code . . . EER = 8 to 9 =

Good

= The capacity for doing work; taking a number of

forms which may be transformed from one into

another, such as thermal (heat), mechanical

(work), electrical and chemical; in customary

units, measured in kilowatt-hours (KWH) or

British thermal units (BTU); in international

system (SI) units (metric), measured in joules

(J) where -1 joule = 1 watt-second

= Generally considered as the .energy consumed or

used by energy consuming devices and/or

equipment. Expressed in terms of BTUH, KWH

of electricity, 'and cubic feet of natural gas.

= A refrigeration system designed so that the

heat extracted at a low temperature and the

heat rejected at a higher temperature may be

utilized alternately for cooling and heating

functions respectively.

ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

HEAT PUMP



HVAC

HVAC
SYSTEM

INFILTRA-
TION

K

KWH
(Kilowatt-
hour)

LATENT
HEAT

LOAD

NON-
DEPLETABLE
ENERGY
SOURCES

= Heating, ventilating and air conditioning

= A system that provides either collectively

and/or individually the processes of comfort

heating, ventilating, or air conditioning

within or associated with a building.

= The uncontrolled inward air leakage through

cracks and interstices in any building element

and around windows and doors of a building,

caused by the pressure effects of wind and/or

the effect of differences in the indoor and

outdoor air density.

= Thermal Conductance: measure of heat flow

through 1 sq.ft., 1 inch thick, in 1 hour,

10 F diff. between 2 faces of homogeneous

material

= One thousand watt-hours of electrical energy.

(Equal to 3412 BTU/Hr)

= The heat required to change a liquid to a vapor,

or vice versa.

= Expressed in terms of BTU per hour, BTU per

month, or BTU per year indicating a rate of

flow of energy for either a heating or cooling

requirement or a total of both.

= Sources of energy (excluding minerals) derived

from incoming solar radiation, including photo-

synthetic processes; from phenomena resulting

therefrom including wind, waves and tides, lake

or pond thermal differences; and energy derived

from the internal heat of the earth, including

nocturnal thermal changes.



OPAQUE
AREAS

OPERATING
HOURS

OUTSIDE AIR

OVERHANG

R

RECOVERED
ENERGY

REHEAT

RESET
CONTROL

= All exposed areas of a building envelope which

enclose conditioned space, except openings for

windows, skylights, doors and building service

systems

= Actual hours of operation of heating or cooling

equipment

= Air introduced into an air conditioning, heating,

or ventilation system from the outdoors, and

therefore not previously circulated through the

system. Refer to ventilation air.

= A roof extension or other horizontal device

above a window to intercept the rays of the sun,

to provide protection from the elements, or for

aesthetics.

= Thermal Resistance: measure of ability to retard

heat flow

= Reciprocal of C =1

R is additive: R5 + Rll = R16

Higher R = higher insulating value

= Energy utilized which would otherwise be wasted

from an energy utilization system.

= The application of heat to air after it has been

cooled.

A control device used to adjust the set point

of another control device to a higher or lower

value automatically or manually

0



Seasonal Performance Factor

Used in reference to the heating efficiency of

Heat Pump systems only. Defined the same as COP

but obtained by calculating actual performance

of the system at 5 outdoor temperature incre-

ments. SPF = 2.25 = Good (varies with location)

SERVICE = Supply of hot water for domestic or commercial
WATER
HEATING purposes other than comfort heating.

SHADING = A device positioned to intercept the rays of the
DEVICE sun. Some examples are roof overhangs, vertical

fins, metal screens, venetian blinds and draperies.

SOLAR = Thermal, chemical or electric energy derived
ENERGY directly from conversion of incident solar

radiation

TEMPERATURE = Ambient air temperature as indicated by a
DRY BULB' (DB)

thermometer in degrees Fahrenheit or Centigrade.

TEMPERATURE =
WET BULB (WB)

U

If a thermometer bulb is covered with absorbent

material, e.g. linen, wet with distilled water

and exposed to the atmosphere, evaporation will

cool the water and thermometer bulb to the

Wet-Bulb Temperature (Tw).

= Overall coefficient of heat transmission rating

of a total building section

No. BTUs/l sq.ft. of wall (etc.)/l hour/l* F

Reciprocal of Rtotal; U =t
total

Lower U = higher insulating value

SPF



VENTILATION =
AIR

ZONE

That portion of supply air which comes from

outside (outdoors) plus any recirculated air
that has been treated to maintain the desired

quality of air within a designated space,

expressed in C.F.M. (cubic feet per minute)

= A space or group of spaces within heating and/or
cooling requirements sufficiently similar so

that comfort conditions can be maintained

throughout by a single controlling device.
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION SHEET

Thank you for attending this workshop. We would appreciate
you taking the time to give us your thoughts on the following
questions.

1. Do you feel this workshop was helpful in providing you with
new information about energy conservation measures?

2. Do you feel this workshop provided you with energy conser-
vation information which will be useful in your business?

3. Will you consider 'incorporating some of the energy conser-
ving construction and/or marketing ideas present in this
workshop in your business? If so, which ones?

4. On what additional topics would you like to have information?

5. Would you like to get together with workshop participants
in about a year to find out how the ideas presented in this
workshop have been put to use and to obtain additional.updated
energy conservation information?

6. What part of this workshop did you find most beneficial?



7. Should any part of this workshop be revised or deleted?

8. Can you suggest additional written materials to be included
in the workshop notebook?

9. What materials should be deleted from the notebook?

10. Did you find the videotaped presentation useful?

11. Was ample opportunity provided for questions and discussion?

12. What is your overall rating of this workshop?

13. Other comments.

Name

Title

Firm

Address

0



0
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